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ABSTRACT

The conflicts between pursuing mining activities to foster economic
developmentand protecting the environmentin which such activities take place
is a recurring dilemma for mineral reliant countries like Sierra Leone. The
concept of sustainabledevelopmentwas designedon the international platform
to ameliorate such dilemmas.The concept functions as an arbiter to reconcile
biases between developmental goals and environmental objectives, by
advocatingan integration of one in the other. This study presents sustainable
developmentas valuable recipe, by which mining ventures could be pursuedas
an economicimperative (to meet the needsof present and future generations),
while protecting the environment and its components in the pursuit of such
developments.
The thesis beginswith an introduction into mining in Sierra Leone.It illustrates
the international breeding of sustainable development in environmental
protection (as oppose to economic development), and emphasise the
importanceof sustainabilityprinciplesfor sound legal and policy guidanceat the
national level. It also establishesthe applicability of the concept to mineral
resourcedevelopmentsgenerally. Mineral-specificlaws and other legal controls
in Sierra Leone are then examinedas a case study; their sustainabilitycontent
is ascertained and their capacity as a legal regime to direct or achieve
sustainable mining in that country is explored. Finally, aspects of
implementation of sustainable development in Sierra Leone's mining and its
domesticimplicationsare examined.
This study shows that despite the definitional questions, sustainable
development has direct and primary relevancefor environmental protection in
the economicexploitationof natural resources. It identifies a legal character in
the concept beyond legislative processes,and a flexibility in its principlesthat
allows for their interpretation within legal rules to enhance environmental
protection at the national level. It also illustrates the link between effective
implementationand ensuringsustainablemining.
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A. INTRODUCTION

(i) General Overview

Mineral resource developmentin Sierra Leone is inextricably linked with issues
ranging from political choices, international influences, economic imperatives,
social and environmental concerns. Underlying these linkages is an apparent
conflict between pursuing mineral exploitation on the one hand, so as to
accelerate economic development in the country, and to afford protection of
environmentsin which mining activities are undertaken.The general pattern of
resolving the apparent conflict has been an economic bias in favour of the
pursuit of uncontrolled and largely exploitative mineral developmentventures,
at the expense of the natural and community environment. Sierra Leone had
paid little or no attention to protecting its natural, social and cultural
environment throughout over seven decadesof mining activities. The result is
one of environmental degradation, over-exploitation of renewable and nonrenewable resources alike, and a pollution of poverty. Such consequences
contradict the objectives of the pursued economicdevelopment,and have left
decision makers in untold dilemma as to how to address this fundamental
conflict.
The concept of sustainable development was designed on the international
platform to ameliorate such dilemma that is often pervasive in third world
mineral rich countries like Sierra Leone, and provides guidance on resolving
economic and environmental conflicts. Emerging as an arbiter between the
pursuit of economic development and environmental protection, 'sustainable
development' effects to reconcile the differences between these two distinct
and separate ideologies,by advocatingan integration of one in the other. The
concept should inform and direct economicand environmentalgoals at a crossdisciplinary level, based on two important realisations: First, that any
development strategy, plan, programme or activity (including mining related
ones) must recognisethe importance of the environment and the functions it
performs in presentand future societaldevelopments.
IR

Second, that the formulation and application of environmental policies, laws,
developmental
social
and
economic
consider
should
and
precepts
rules
development
As
therefore,
presents a
sustainable
a concept
perspectives.
be
(especially
development
by
could
mining),
activities
which
valuable prescript
future
the
imperative
to
and
of
present
needs
meet
pursued as an economic
the
integrity
the
of
quality
and
maintaining
and
generations, while respecting
It
in
the
its
activities.
such
conduct of
components
environment and protecting
is this defining character of sustainable development in international law, that
has inspired the writer to examine the concept in detail to establish its value for
regulating development activities for environmental and social sustainability.

Chapter one presents a background introduction into mining in Sierra Leone.
Chapterstwo and three examine the evolution of the concept of sustainable
developmentfrom its international orientation, and reveal its primary relevance
and purpose for environmental protection in the economic exploitation of
deemed
Relevant
that
the
are
principles of
concept
natural resources.
fundamentalfor legal and policy guidancein effecting sustainableactivities (as
opposeto economicdevelopmentagendas)will be examined.The methods by
be
level
the
be
implemented
also
these
will
national
at
which
principles can
illustrated. In other to establish the value of the concept for environmental
6
4
to
in
would specifically
chapters
protection natural resource exploitation,
Sierra
law
to
international
in
development
mining,
using
apply sustainable
Leone'smining industry as a case study. A cross-sectionof the country's laws
in
the
be
for
context
which
and
principles
examined
relevant sustainability
will
their formulation, interpretation and applicationwould afford sustainablemining
ventures in that country will be established. Chapter 7 will investigate the
legal
dictates
implementing
within
objectives
and
policy
sustainability
at
efforts
to regulate mining in SierraLeoneand chapter 8 presentsthe conclusion.

i That Is, the regulationof developmentactivitiesfor socialand environmentalsustainability.
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(ii) The Purpose of the Study
The aim of this work is to analyse the concept of sustainable development in
international law (including its principles) and impress its importance for sound
legal and policy guidance in protection of mining environment in Sierra Leone.
It is an international consensus that "poverty and environmental degradation
are

closely

interrelated'. 2 Therefore

it

has been

recommended

that

integral
be
developing
in
an
as
viewed
must
countries
environmental protection
3
development
development
The
was
concept of sustainable
part of
processes
to impress this interrelationship and integration and was further to be promoted
at the national level by inter a/ia, enacting and enforcing clear and effective
laws that support sustainable development. 4

Upon this premise, and recognising the constraints in applying general
5
Leone,
the
Sierra
international environmentalobligations to control mining in
better
development
is
a
concept of sustainable
considered as providing
alternative for integrating environmentalissuesinto developmentprocessesand
ensuring environmental protection. Through its elements and principles the
development
developers
impose
to
and
on
concepts effects
some constraints
processes,including those who regulate them, in order to ensure the proper
utilisation and managementof environmentalresourcesand overall protection
doctrine
by
the
The
development
are
advocated
principles
of
environments.
flexible, practicableand more compatiblewith local applicationand my aim is to
interpret
implement
these
to
is
it
or
that
adopt,
convenient
show
more
foster
to
legal
environmentalprotection
precepts,
policy
and
objectives within
at the national level.

2 Seethe Preambleto Resolution44/228: UNCED(GA Res.44/228; 1989
3 Report the WSSD(Johannesburg,SouthAfrica,26 Augustt- 4 September2002) Cf. UN Doc
of
A/ CONF.199/L6 (2 September2002), paras. 163
4 WSSD(ibid)
5 The

writer is aware of the limitations in applying international law generally in Sierra Leone,
since In spite of Sierra Leone's accession or signatory capacity to a host of International
environmental conventions, principles and customs (multilateral and regional), it has ratified
very few of these and even so, still remains to effect their application through the required
Implementing legislations.
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Sierra Leone'smining industry is thus selectedas a case study to examinethe
influence of the concept on selected laws and agreements,and how they can
future
benefit
for
the
the
and
of
present
mining environment
enhance
generations.
This thesis appreciatesthat the concept of sustainabledevelopmentembraces
development
between
balance
just
and
the
than
economic
more
maintaining
6
But
this
but
informs
wider
agenda.
a
wider
environmental protection,
dimension which encompassessustainabledevelopmentof societies,does not
fall within the scope of this work. Further discountedis a specific discourseon
the application of general international environmental law in regulating or
be
Sierra
Leone.
However,
in
will
applicable conventions
controlling mining
alluded to where necessary,though the primary purpose is to present the
values in the principles of sustainable development for regulation of
developmentactivities.
Overall, the thematic emphasisin this study is on the environmentaldimension
of sustainabledevelopment,which for purposesof this thesis is consideredto
include both the natural, social and cultural environment, based on the
interrelationships and interaction that exist between people and other
during
beings
conduct of
and
environmental materials, components
development activities. Throughout this work therefore, wherever the terms
'natural' and 'social' are omitted, these should be implied in the term
'environment'. Also referencesto 'sustainabledevelopment'must be understood
in the context of its formulation and orientation in international law, and in
for
development
defined
to
guiding
relevant
principles
set of
some
relation
activitiesto sustainability.

6 For an insight into some of these issuessee Agenda21, Programmeof Action for Sustainable
Development;Report of the UNCED,1 (1992) A/CONF.151/26/Rev.1, (1992) 31 ILM 874; see
also WCED,Our CommonFuture, OUP,Oxford, 1987 (BrundtlandReport); Someof the diverse
developmentalobjectives relate to international trade, financial transfers, population control,
poverty eradication,food security,economicgrowth etc. etc.
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4. Why the Choice of the Mining Industry

in Sierra Leone

Sierra Leone is a developinglow-incomecountry, consideredto be the poorest
Bank
World
to
the
developed
least
in
the
according
world
country
and
development and economic indicators7 But the country is stated to have
impressiveminerals potential and has persistentlysought developmentthrough
8
for
70
the conduct of mining operations
years Evidently,the relianceon
over
mining has not brought about the desired objective but it has, and continuesto
wrought severe environmentaldegradation and adverse social consequences
.9
Mining however still remains on the top of the country's developmentagenda,
and therefore, the 'environment in development' paradigm of sustainable
development becomes very vital to mining in Sierra Leone, if it is to be
sustainedover time, to fulfill the needs of the present and future membersof
the country, within a sound and healthy environment.
S. Methodology
As this thesis is predominantlya legal researchwith aspects of it grounded in
theoretical as well as practical analysis, the methodology used is based on
documentaryresearch(of texts and internet resources),undertakingfield trips
former,
the
In
interviews.
academic works,
of
respect
and conducting
international agreements, 'soft law' instruments and reports relating to
have
been
development
in
analysed
sustainable
environmental protection and
7 World Bank: WorldDevelopmentReport(2003), OUP,and Oxford NewYork p. 236 if. At date
billions
dollars
GDP
0.7%
GNI
of
of
and
the
out
of only
of
on
a
country
sustains
of writing,
3.1% growth. With a populationof 5.1 million and a life expectancyof 39 years, 68.0% of the
total population lives below poverty line, and 76.0 % of that figure live in rural Sierra Leone,
where most mining activities take place. 74.5 % of the country's population lives below the
international poverty line on less than $2 (USD) a day and only an estimated 43.6% of the
highest 10% of the total populationsharethe benefitsof incomeof the country.
8GOSL:MineralPotentialof SierraLeoneGSDFreetown,December2000 (MPSL).
9 Someof these Impactsare highlightedin chapter 1. It should be noted that no individualor
corporate entity has been found legally culpable for environmental damage since the
commencementof mining in the country in the 1930s. Equally, no arm of government has
accepted responsibilityfor environmentaldamage consequentupon developmentpolicies,nor
has there been any judicial determinationon the subject. At the moment, present generation
has little to show from the wealth that has been amassedfrom mining and they are deprivedof
the natural resourcesthat form the immediatealternativeto improvingtheir basicquality of life.
In the circumstances,future generationshave no chance in the contest unlessthe legal rules
and principles that regulate the industry become reoriented in the values of sustainable
development.
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order to establisha practicalmeaningand purposeof sustainabledevelopment
in international law, including an appreciablelegal context within which it can
be enabled to regulate development activities. Also analysed are academic
works, official study papers and Reports of GOSL and mining companies
relating to economic,social, developmentand environment issuessurrounding
mining in Sierra Leone. The revelationsuncovered in these, justify and stress
the relevanceof sustainabledevelopmentfor mining in Sierra Leone. A crosssection of legislations and mining agreements have also been examined to
establish their sustainability content including their capacity to effect
environmentally sound mining pursuant to the principles of sustainable
developmentin internationallaw.
Visits were made to the rutile and Bauxite mining areas in Gbangbamaand
Mokanji in Moyamba district in south-western Sierra Leone. Visits were also
made to some diamond mining areas in Kono district- Tongo-field, Nimikoro; in
KenemaDistrict- Bama and Konta, all in the east and south-easternprovince;
and Baomain Bo district, southern Sierra Leone, in order to obtain a personal
appraisalof some of the appallingvisual effects of mining activities. In addition,
individual interviews were conducted with various government officials of the
departments of Mines, Environment, Forestry, Planning, Health and some
membersof the NEPB,all of who are involved with the formulation of policies,
decision-makingand/or the implementationof the various legislationsexamined
in this work. The interviews enabled the writer to establish the link between
effective domestic implementationof the concept of sustainabledevelopment
and ensuring sustainablemining. Further interviewswere held individually,with
mineral right holders, representativesand consultants of SRL and KHL, other
private entities, representativesof civil groups and NGOs,local chiefs and some
miners in the mining communitiesvisited. The information obtained from this
exerciseenabled the writer to ascertainthe extent of national implementation
of the relevant sustainability principles and objectives that are represented
within the policiesand legal mandatesanalysedin this study. 10
10Notealso that someof the interviewees
wishedto remainanonymous.
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CHAPTER 1 EXTRA LEGAL FACTORS OF MINING IN SIERRA LEONE
1: 1 Introduction

The environmental revolution of the last four decades has had the strongest
influenceon natural resourceexploitation calling to question mining activities in
most parts of the world including Sierra Leone. Exploitationof minerals in this
country is driven by a variety of factors, but has been championedprimarily by
the imperativeof pursuingeconomicgoals, a choicewhich puts into sharp focus
concerns over social and environmental objectives. While mineral resource
development is essentially a multi-dimensional and a multi purpose issue
involving inter alia economic, political, international and other national policy
demands, understandingits social and environmentalimpacts, must always be
the imperative. They help to clarify the link between mining and poor (or
sustained)growth and development.

This overview attempts to describe extra-legal aspects of mining in Sierra
Leone.The aim is to provide an insight into some of the incidents of mining in
this country, in the pursuit of economicdevelopment.But the ultimate purpose
is to stress the negligible place that social and environmental concerns held
throughout decadesof mining activities. It is hoped that this backgroundwill
cause to better appreciate the value and primary relevance of sustainable
development for environmental protection in the economic exploitation of
natural resources,as canvassedby this thesis'

1: 2 Sierra Leone's Terrain and Minerals Potential

Sierra Leone is situated on the west coast of Africa, bordering the Atlantic
Oceanbetween Guineaand Liberiato the North and North-eastand South-east
2
5.4
respectively, with an estimated population of
million. It encompassesa
total area of 71,740 sq. km of which, 120sq.km is water and 71,620sq.km of
' The legal regimeand Institutionsregulatingthe
country's mining Industryfor environmentally
and sociallysustainablemining practiceswill be dealt with In subsequentchapters
2S/erraLeoneReadyfor Bus/ness,February,2003, MiningJournal Ltd. 2003, (SL Min/ng)p.2
ý7

land.3 The country Is tropical with dry, windy hammattan and rainy seasons.
Rainfallalong the coast can reach to 459cm (195 inches) making it one of the
wettest along coastal western Africa. Generally, the geography and land
systemsof mining regionsare believedto reflect similar characteristicsin many
ways. For the most part, they are alluvial plains interspersed with low hill
ranges, streams and river basins, coastal mangrove swamp and secondary
forest Land use in the country is estimated at 6.7% arable, 0.78% of
.5
6
92.46%,
permanent crops and other at
which includes substantial minerals
developmentventures concentratedin the three provincialregions, outside the
'
western area.

Sierra Leone is endowed with substantial mineral resourcewealth8 Its mineral
9
between
1920s
1960s.
Diamonds,Rutile, Gold,
potential was recognised
and
Bauxite, Iron ore, Platinum were most popular of minerals located and
harvested,10and Petroleumexploration is underway." Mineral depositsare not
peculiar to any particular region, as they appear to have been located in all
12
the
regions of
country- northern, southern, eastern and western. While some
13
hold
for
than
regionsare notable
more
one.
one particular resource,others

3 World Fact Book2002- SierraLeone,(availableat <hap: /Iwww. umsl.edu/services/aovdocs/
4 Ibid
5 SL Mining(supra n. 2) p.2 see also, Cremerand Warner, ECDPfor SRLReportNo. 92040, July
1990.pp.8-9
6 World Fact Book(supra n. 3)
7 The total land area over which Industrial mining rights are currently held in the country is
estimated at 32,015.041 square miles (see "Industrial Mining Rights in Sierra Leone, (Status
ia2004/). Established diamond fields alone
2004) available at http: /Iwww. daco-si.oro/enQyclo
cover almost 20,000 sq. km area (over one-quarter of the Country)(SL Mining (supra n. 2) p. 5
° Wright L., (2002), Sierra Leone, In Mining Annual Review 2002: London, United Kingdom,
Mining Journal Ltd. CD-ROM.

° Wurie A C., (DGS)"The Roleof the GeologicalSurveysIn SierraLeone, DSPWP,March,2003
Freetownpp.1-3
10Mineral Potential of Sierra Leone, GSD, Freetown, December2000 (MRSL);Other minerals
that were explored over that period included Columbite, Corundum, Graphite, Ilmenite and
Titaniferous Magnetite, Lignite, Molybdenite,Nepheline-Syenite,Cassiterite,DimensionStone
and Platinum.SeealsoARMD/SL1939/44at the CIMRD,London
" Wurie A C., (supra n. 9) p. 6. For a detailed exposition
of the country's rich mineral
?otentials,see MPSL(supran.10); SL Mining(supra n.2) pp.5-7
2 For a detailed expositionof the country's
rich mineral potentials, see MPSL(supra n.10); SL
Mining(supra n.2) pp.5-7
13MPSLad

7.1

Of the country's rich mineral resource base, only certain minerals have been
attractive for immediate Investment- heavy mineral sands, diamonds, gold,
bauxite, Iron ore and platinum.14 Sierra Leone has long recognition for its
capacityto develop these resourcesand made significant contribution to world
15
find
their
Minerals
despite
its
in
these
size.
negligible
minerals,
marketing
'unprocessed'
'rough'
'
International
into
the
or
market mainly as, raw',
way
products, with profound implications for mining in context of economic
sustainability. But while issues relating to economic aspects of sustainable
development do not fall within the purview of this thesis, relevant economic
aspectsof Sierra Leone'smining are discussedin this chapter.

1: 3 The Place of Minerals in the Economy
1: 3: 1 1920s-1990s

Developments

The major source of hard currency16in the period before the country's civil
strife consistedof the mining and export of gold, diamond, bauxite, rutile and
iron ore,17with estimates of between 70-80% contributions to the economy.
Yet, the country holds a status of `the /east'developed country in the world.18
The poor state of Sierra Leone'seconomyhas been blamed on a decadeof civil
19
history
had
But
halted
this
industrial
a
chequered
sector
mining.
war, which
all
of growth and decline even before the outbreak of the war in 1990. Its place in
the economyought therefore to be placedin context.

Organisedmining in Sierra Leonebeganwith the promulgationof the Minesand
Minerals Ordinance in 1927. From 1930 until 1976, Iron ore was mined at

20Apartfrom exportsof Iron ore, almost90 Kmof railway
Maramperby DELCO.
was constructedto route these exports but none was sustainedafter Iron Ore
14D'SouzaK. "Mining InvestmentClimate"In SL Mining(supra n.2) p.4
15See CleeveE.A., MultinationalEnterprisesIn Development:Mining Indusby In Sierra Leone,
Avebury p.41; MPSL(supra n.10); Gilbert S., (De Beers Group London): "World ClassMining
Majorsand Their Role In the Future of the DiamondIndustry in Sierra Leone", DSPWP,(DFID)
March,2003 Freetown;SL Mining(Supran.2).
16All Dollarreferencesare In USD
17SLMiningIbid p.4
18The World Bank: WDR,2003, OUP,p.236 if.
19SL Mining(supra n. 2) p.4
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mining ceased. In respect of Gold, only small alluvial operations were
impact
Revenue
1956.
by
was
until
of
companies
a
conducted
number
negligible.

Industrial diamond mining commencedin 19305,21with SLSTgranted the sole
for
99
diamonds
in
for
the
to
years, only
country
and mine
right
prospect
This
lease
in
1955.22
deposits
its
to
area
outside
relinquishingrights all alluvial
ushered in the ADMSIn 1956, establishedfor artisanal and small-scalemining,
23
inter
illicit
to regulate
a/ia,
mining. A total of about 9,500sq miles, covering
69 chiefdomsin 6 districts had been declaredfor licensedmining by the end of
1961,24 and by 1965, large numbers of the provincial population had
abandoned farming and were panning the alluvial streams. SLST's output
combinedwith ADMSyields in the early 1960s, ranged between 1 and 2 million
25
diamonds,
carat of good quality
which was marketed solely by DCSLof De
Beers Group, until 197426It is believedthat the prices paid for Sierra Leone's
diamonds were far lower than those prevailing at the world level?' The GDO
replacedDCSL,as the sole legal exportersof SierraLeone'sdiamondsthough In
28
De
Beers
GDO
Ltd,
by
DICOR
subsidiary. The
again a
reality,
was managed
1970ssaw the direct participation of GOSLin formal mining by the acquisition
SLST
(NDMC),
Diminco
51%
with
retaining
company
share
a
new
of
value of
29
decline
began
to
It
the
49% and management of
signs
show
of
company.
both in managementand exports by the mid-1970swith a total export value
30
in
$2million
1988
declinefrom almost $44millionin 1980to

20Ibid p.5
21Ibid

22Tani Pratt Li., "The Contribution of the Diamond Industry to the Economy of
DSPWP,(DFID) Freetown, March 2003. p. 1

Sierra Leone"

23Ibid

24See ARMD/SL 1956-1965, CIMRD, London.
25SL Mining (supra n. 2) p. 5

26Tani-PrattLi., (supra n. 23); diamondsale priceswere fixed by their London-basedCSO.
27Cleeve
(supra n. 15) p. 42
28Tani Pratt, (supra n. 23) p. 2
29Ibid p. 2

30 Cleeve (supra n. 15) p.42; SLST managers reportedly, failed to order essential mining
implements,and reduced other capital expenditures In preparation for their exit. SLSTwas
taken over by BP,for a brief period, between1980and 1984

'Ic

PMMC,a private Sierra Leoneancompanytook over control of NDMCincluding
sale of its diamonds. Sale was conductedthrough the GGDO,which held the
31
diamonds
for
buying
and gold. In 1988, oversees
and exporting
monopoly
statistics recordeddiamondexports from Sierra Leoneat $200 million, while the
32
from
debts
huge
$4
The
company
ran
million.
official country record was
for
in
including
their
exchange
associate companies,
other companies
by
Share
It
interests
49%
in
PMMC's
subsidised
also
was
value.
percentageof
33
$10.8
government of up to
million a year. At the company's demise, the
34
creditors, the debtors (PMMC)and even the governmentwere all claimingthe
35 By the end of 1990, official diamond production and
49% shares of NDMC.
trade showed considerabledecline and had very little impact on government
revenue or the conditioningof other sectors of the economy.Other detrimental
influences on the diamond sector are identified as '... pervasive corruption...
36
compoundedwith misguidedpolicies'.

The development of bauxite commencedin 1963, by SIEROMCO,to become
the second most important export by mid 1980s.37 In 1988, it earned $22
8
being
increase.
in
million export revenue and was recorded as
on substantial
Marketing of the product was exclusivelyexternal, conducted with the parent
bauxite, and at a price that
companyby an agreementto sell all of SIEROMCO
39
was acceptableto their principal Productivity rate subsequentlydeclined in
40
in
1995
late
1980s
the
and negligibleexport was registeredat mine closure

31Ibid p.48
32Ibid p.43
33Ibid p.49
34The figure of shareholdersand creditorsare estimatedat 46 Individualsand companies(TaniPratt, (supra n. 23) p.3 (citing Greenhalgh,1985)
35Cleeve,(supra n. 15) p.49
38Amco-RobertsonMineralServices,in SL DiamondPo/icyStudy, (DFID)January,2002
37 SL Mining (supra n. 2) p.5; SIEROMCOwas a subsidiary of Alusuisse,an Italian based
Company
38 BALLAnnualReportand Statementof Account,(1980s) BSLFreetown.
39 Nickson A., The export of Bauxite from Sierra Leone, 1979, (Commissioned Study for the
CPU), MDEP, Freetown.

40MPSL(supra n.10) p.1
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41
backs
in
1967
development
initial
Rutile
at commencement
set
met
42
by
been
SRL,
has
However,since 1980, rutile
and took
exploitedand exported
late
1980s
between
the
the
and
the
country's
economy
of
as
mainstay
over
43
42
Rutile,
tons
126,000
Output
In
1988
tons
1990S.
of
of
natural
was
early
Ilmenite, and an operating profit of $9.3millionIn 1989' But there was already
in
1995
before
decline
In
total
ceased
operations
exports and revenue
a marked
45
with the outbreak of civil war.

The period 1991-2000marked the era of Sierra Leone'scivil war, the last straw
that halted all forms of industrial mining in the country. Diamonds still
continued to be exploited and traded unofficially by the rebels who occupied
the regions. There was no policy regarding environmental management,
rehabilitation or investment in critical mine-related social issues throughout
these mining years. It was not until 1988 and 1990s that mining policies
referenced rehabilitation responsibilitiesand aimed at `sustainable economic
46
development
and social
of the communities'. But the adverse social and
environmentalimpactsstill continuedand remain pervasive.
1: 3: 2 Mining and Politics

The concern over people and their relationship to contemporary modes of
its
development
a
grasp
of
political
without
possible
production makes no
47
development
Leone,
Sierra
In
acquireda political
the
minerals
case of
nature.
(and
form
the
in
resources
some
of
of
context colonial era, when ownership
control) was placed in the state. Also, the reliance on it for economicgrowth
and development,including its direct interactionwith whole communities,make
mining a vehicle for enhancingpolitical stability and national security.
41SLMining(supra n.2) p.5 Initial operationswere by PPCC,and later by BSC(MNCs)
42Ibid. SRLwas a wholly owned by NordsResourcesCorporationof United States
43Ibid In 1991/92,out of a world total of 92.8% mineralsexport, Rutile and Ilmenite exports
was 50.4% accountingfor $73.3 million.
44Cleeve,(supra n. 15 )p.51
45Ibld
46 See Sierra Leone Gazettes, No.43. of 30th July, 1998 and No.100, of 10 March, 1995
respectively;also GovernmentNoticeNo.7, December1988
47Middleton& O'Keefe,RedefiningSustainableDevelopment,Pluto PressLondon,2001 p.16
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Another political Implicationof SierraLeone'smining Is the structure of the land
tenure systemthat entails In the provincialregionswhere most mining activities
take place.48 The need to protect the local subsistence farmers and their
families, the need to improve security and scope for investments,the need to
9
Small-scale
Artisanal
mining, and the need to
encourage and enhance
and
benefit mining communities while protecting their environments, all acquire
political dimensionone way or the other, requiring various politically competing
choices.

A more recent political dimension of mining in Sierra Leone manifested in its
civil conflict as rebels used proceedsfrom the country's diamondsto fuel the
war. The presenceof rebels in rich diamond areas aided by their international
links for marketing diamonds in exchangefor ammunitions, gave them power
and political recognition.The legitimate GOSLwas coercedby the "international
50
51
'moral
political community' acting as
guarantors', into negotiating a peace
deal under which the rebel leader, by an unprecedentedgesture, was granted
chairmanship of all mineral resources in the country and a status of Vice
President.2 This newly acquired dimension of minerals made the issue of
'Conflict Diamonds' a concern for the UN, intergovernmental organisations,
NGOs and other vested interests, culminating in the KPCS,which currently
53
diamond
the
exports. The implicationof such efforts while
regulates
country's
indirect has beneficial consequencesin regulating the effects of war on the
environment.
48Varying customary rules in particular mining communities regulate land tenure and surface
rents. Note also that different rules apply for artisanal mining depending on whether it Is
conducted within the ADMS area or not (see Kamara-Bole U., (DDM) "Mineral Rights,
Ownership, Access and Exploitation", DSPWP, Freetown; March, 2003. For Customary tenure
practices see Renner- Thomas A. R. D., A Dual System of Land Tenure: the Sierra Leone
Experience, PhD Thesis (Laws Board of Studies) 1984 Ext.;

49Over 200,000 livelihoodsdepend on it, for estimates on the `digger' population, see TaniPratt, (supra n. 22) p.9
50O'FlahertyM., "Sierra Leone'sPeaceprocess:The Roleof the Human RightsCommunity"In
HRQ,Vol. 26 No.1 February,2004, p.33;
51See PeaceAgreementbetweenthe Governmentof SierraLeone
and the RUFof SierraLeone,
Lome,7 July 1999,Art. )OCXIV.
52 Ibid

53 For text of the KPCS,see
28

Finally, since the 1970s, 'the environment' has become a political issue
especiallyin the third world as a result of both internal and external pressures,
partly owing to an increasing awarenessof the damage being done to the
environment as a result of internal and externally initiated economic policies
Includingmining. The GOSLtherefore faces increasingpolitical pressuresfor the
social and environmentalabusesof its mining partners.

1: 3: 3 The International

Dimension

There is no area of international dominancethan Sierra Leone'smining sector,
primarily becauseof the predominanceof foreign actors and ownerships,the
structure of the industry and the manner in which the firms conducted their
operations. As evidenced in the preceding discourses, industrial mining has
largely been carried out over the years by MNEs, through concessionary
agreementsbetweenthe GOSLand the foreign parent companiesthrough their
locally incorporated subsidiaries54 Generally, these companiesreportedly had
55
few
links
domestic
the
very
with
economy, exercised more externally
concentrated control over mineral production and marketing (intermediate
56
by
free
inhibiting
purchasesand sale)
markets, and pursued environmentally
57
unfriendly practices. Thus is the need to secure from mining companies
adequate levels of revenue, improved technological transfer, social and
environmentalresponsibility.

Another aspect of InternationalInfluenceon Sierra Leone'smining Is dominance
of multilateral organisations (including the WTO), trans-national, intergovernmental and regional organisations, bilateral investment protection
treaties, international financial institutions and NGOs.All these exact economic
influenceson mineral resourcepoliciesand operations in diverse ways, but are
54Cleeve(supra n.15) p.103
55B.SLER(1983) BSL,Freetown
56Cleeve(supra n.15) pp.24-25

5' Such Influences of MNCs Increased
efforts by the UN and the UNCTCto require regulation of
MNEs In relation to LDCs development and cub sensational abuses of corporate power. (See
Mulinchksy P.T., Multinational Corporations and the Law, Blackwell, Oxford 2003 P. 6)
9A

recently becomingincreasinglyimportant in advocatingenvironmentallysound
mining practices. Above all, the demands ushered in by the globaiisation of
resources,capital, labour, services and property, including its inherent dictate
of liberalisation, deregulation and Transnational corporate dominance has
further embellishedthe international influence on mining in Sierra Leone.The
system is already predicted to have an adverse impact on the welfare of
developing states and industries,58 and non-trade policy goals such as social
developmentand environmentalprotection are likely to be jeopardised.59

1: 3: 4 Highlights of Social and Environmental Impacts

(i) Social Aspects of Mining

The assessmentof adverse social impacts resulting from mining projects has
generally not been incorporated into national policies on mining, laws,
agreements,concessionsor licencesover the years. It was assumedthat such
activities only have positive social impacts through inter alia, infrastructure,
employmentgenerationand the value addition between high wages and profits,
all of which create an effect on incomedistribution. This linkage is deemedvital
for economic activity and independent long-term regional development.60 But
what is missed from this linkage is the social costs such activities off -load on
has
largely
been discounted
'true
the
which
of
cost'
mining communities,
throughout years of the country's mineral exploitation. For instance, where
large-scaleor industrial mining is applicable,elitism and class distinctions has
been the norm, with own schools, health facilities, shops, transportation,
recreationfacilities to enhancemine life. The term'income distribution' acquires
a new translation in the existence of social groups who have gained
disproportionatelyfrom mineral wealth, whilst being insulated from the harsh
58Mulinchksy
P., ibid p.11
"French D., " The Roleof the State and International OrganisationsIn ReconcilingSustainable
Developmentand Globallsation"In International Law and SustainableDevelopment:SchrijverN.
& WeissF. (Eds.) 2004 KoninklijkeBrill NV.,The Netherlandsp.55
60Cleeve(supra n. 15) p.6
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61
degradation.
On the other spectrum are rural
realities of environmental
mining communities including small farmers, fishermen, peasants and
individualswho are cheatedfrom the equitable distribution of natural resources
and mineral wealth. Their culture is seriously undermined by such activities
through deprivation of grazing, fishing and wood-cutting rights, and they are
forced into unequal competition with powerful companies for environmental
resourceson which their livelihoods depend. Yet, they are made to bear the
social and environmental costs of mining operations and agendas, usually
exemplified in scarce natural resources, more polluted environment, health
hazardsand physicaldisplacement.

Most of the country's mining regions display appalling public health conditions.
Poor mining methods usually allow for collections of stagnant water in
abandonedexcavatedareas and contaminationof water sources.Instances of
improper use of mercury in gold mining result in contamination of water
sources, exposing the communities to health hazards locally and down
62
stream. Communitiesinteracting with these hazardsare exposedto diseases
such as malaria, diarrhoea and other water-borne diseaseslike schistosomiasis,
63
be
fatal
to young children. To compoundthese hazards,health care
which can
delivery systemsin mining regionsare reportedly, insufficientand inadequateto
64
in
illnesses
the
type
prevalent mining areas.
cope with
of
populationand

Also, the issue of in-migration into mining areas has profound social
implications. First Is the pull of men toward diamond rich areas for artisanal
mining to amass quick wealth. But these are caught by the conspiracy of
poverty and ignorance,and led into a systemof `virtual servitude'.65

61The category Includescompany employees, mineral dealers, policy formulators,
and rich
chiefswho are far removedfrom the reality of mining hazards.
62NEAP/SLVol.1,1995, MLHCPEFebruary1995p.62
63Sipkins S., "Sierra Leone Mining and the Environment", (1995)
p.2 available at
htm
www.american.edu/pr-Qiects/mandala/Ted/`leone.
64BenduP.E., "Mining SectorReactivation:RealHelpand/or RealImpact" In Envirosc
pe Vol. 5
No.3 August 2002p.7; see also Cremer& Warner (supra n.5) p.16
65USAID
(011) "Sierra Leone Conflict Diamonds", PRPDP, March 30,2001
www. usaid.oov/hum-resl2onse/oti
I1

p. 5; also at

Second,the congestedand overcrowdingliving conditionsin poorly constructed
houses makes environmental sanitation deplorable. Inadequate provisions of
Infrastructures and facilities, such as housing and water supply further
66
Sanitation in mining villages is describedas `has been, and is
this.
aggravate
68
67
still critica/; and so is availabilityand quality of water wells

Moreover, the creation of non-traditional employment opportunities has
warranted changesin occupationalpatterns as teachers,dispensersand nurses
in government service move into corporate employmentor other loan-financed
or subsistent small-scale mining ventures. Such population changes are
predictedto have devastatingconsequencesfor most mining areas, particularly
when mining ceases, as no alternative long-term service of employment
(farming or industries) is being developed.69 Local and cultural values of
communitiesare also seriously being impaired by social vices like drug abuse,
70
labour.
prostitution and child

Then there is the thorny issue of resettlement or relocation of individuals and
whole communities as and when mining needs demand. Over the years, this
has been done in largely unplanned, uncoordinated and irresponsible manner
bringing with it several social pitfalls. Communities are not consulted from the
71
in
the
on set or
resettlement process; and where compensation is given, the
targeted beneficiaries are under-cut with nowhere to seek redress. Also, villages
are often relocated in places where basic community needs such as water,
sanitation facilities or farmland are either absent or inadequate, with sub-soil
72
due
to
incapable
methods of site clearing.
often
of supporting plant growth
Sometimes, the grants of land to new settlers, while ignoring the customary
land-rights of indigenous tribal groups, result in conflict over scarce resources.
In other cited cases, villagers have been relocated in places where the
66SeeNEAP/SL
(supran. 62) p. 64; Cremer& Warner(Supran.5) p.12

67Cremer& Warner, ibld, p.13; emphasisadded
68BenduE.P., (supra n.64) p.7; also, Creamer& Warner, ibid, p.16
69Cremer& Warner, ibidp. 12
70BrimaA., "Problemsin the MiningSector",DSPWP(DFID), March2003 p.7
71SipkinsS. (supra n. 63) p.3
72Creamer& Warner; (supra n.5) p13
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Immediate farmlands were unexpectedlyflooded or cleared again for mining
activities causingfurther intensificationof already existing farmland shortages,
73
for
One
the
hardships
reason
on
villagers.
social
and
economic
extra
been
has
the exclusionof
forgoing
impacts
the
always
social
of
pervasiveness
the affected masses in mining decision-makingprocess and benefit sharing.
Sierra Leone's mining has yet to discover and familiarise with this 'inclusion
vision' that was misplacedin almost eight decadesof mining history.

(ii) Environmental Impacts

The environmental impacts of mining in Sierra Leone Is premised on the fact
that in the past, more economicthan environmentalIssueswere emphasisedin
mining rights and agreements. No established mechanismexisted to monitor
either industrial, large scale or artisanal mining. Consequently,there were no
efforts to protect the environment, mine the resourcesresponsibly,reclaim or
74
rehabilitate mined out areas Thus the most devastatingeffects of mining are
borne by the physical and natural environment as all forms of mining activity
have subjected it to systematic abuse and mismanagement. Today, five
diamond chiefdoms in Kono district are described as 'patches of land,
forests
tropical
dug
in-between
which once
virgin
sandwiched
up areas'; while
held rich flora and fauna, `now abound in savannahwith hard gravel top soil
that is good for nothing'.75In the Tongo-Fieldand Pujehundiamond rich areas,
habitat
for
fresh
be
to
water animals
protected
used
streams and rivers which
76
drinking
water and are now muddy and yellow.
and plants, and source of
Originally,a wide variety of wildlife was present in what Is now the Rutile lease
baboon
deer,
Herbivores
included
chimpanzee, gorilla, bushmonkey,
area.
cow and wide variety of rodents. Among the predators were leopard, lion,
73Ibid
74NEAP/SL(supra n.62) p. 62 For Instance,SRLand SIEROMCO
held 520 sq. ml and 375 sq. ml
of land respectivelyand had not surrenderedany of these lands after prospecting(as required
by their leases) for over 30 years (See Cleeve(supra n. 15) p.120). Note also the issue of
tensionsemanatingfrom landlessnesscausedby land 'hold-ups' tied to surfacerent conditions
or mine closure(BenduE.P., (supra n. 64) p.7
75Brima A., (supra n.70) p.3
76Ibid

ýý

bush-hog and fox. Reptile included lizard, snake, tortoise, crocodiles and
"
alligators. The proportion of the destruction of habitat or wildlife loss due to
mining is not definite, though it could be said to account for a substantialpart
as efforts have never been made to protect, re-habituateor accountfor wild-life
or specieswithin mining leaseareas.

AnotherinvestigationInto diamondminingIn southeasternSierraLeone,reveal
that in certain locations miners not only remove vegetation and economically
heavy
drainage,
but
divert
trees,
their
cause
valuable
surface
activities also
siltation in river beds and creeks and effectively reduce coastal coral and fish
78
feed
breed
in
it.
Also, toxic wastes in water sources
that
population
and
contaminatemarine life on which community life depend making them unfit for
human consumption.79 Dredging is also known to destroy bottom topography
80
biota
fish
feeders
and
especiallyof
and suspension

Rutile mining methods have also effected changesin the physicalcharacteristics
of the natural environment, such as vegetative cover, soil exposures, slopes
and drainage depressions.Impoundment of streams by damming and other
activities In the rutile catchmentshave also producedsome changesin the run81
in
off regime and water volume streams. Similarly ponds and cleared areas
have formed impervious surfaces that have led to the rapid concentration of
82
be
to
floods
The
incidence
samples
are
said
of
water
generally
pH
of
run-off
lower in ponds near mining activity than in ponds reachesnot yet been mined,
as a result of dredging activities and constant interruption of soil formations. It
Is also difficult to maintain the level of natural fish populations83 While
84
degraded
flooded
lands,
for
is
and
aquaculture adopted
utilising
concerns
have been expressedover this method especiallyin relation to environmental
n Cremer& Warner(supra n.5) p.11
78SipkinsS., supra n. 63) p.2
79Ibid; see also NEAP/SL(supra n.62)
80NdomahinaE T., (IMBO) FBC,Freetown
81Cremerand Warner(supra n.5) pp. 25 & 26
82Ibfd; see also BenduE.P (supra n.64) p.7
83Cremer& Warner(supra n.5) p.37

8' SRL, Implementation
January 1992 p. 50

of the Environmental and Community Development Programme,
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deficits
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hydrological regime. This will ultimately have direct adverse effects on the
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negative social and environmental
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bear
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livelihood,
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health,
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ability
undermine peoples'
direct relationship with poverty.

1: 4 Mining, Economic Growth and Economic Development

A common reactionto this sector is fiscal praises.For instance,one view alleges
it to have operated in pre-war years, in a manner that contributed significantly
7
to government revenue. The sector's'revenue generation' strength, including
its multiplier effects on development,is describedas 'ensur[ing] a big boost to
88
.
development
On the other hand, evidencehas been adduced
socio economic
in the forgoing discourse,of marked decline in all ventures, mismanagementof
operations, revenue lossesand overwhelmingsocial and environmentalabuses.
Also, the basic developmentindicators of the 1989 WDR (preceding the 1991
89
has
been
decline
in
The
downward
output
this
spiral.
civil war) reflected
blamed severally on the significant increasein unaccountedtrade, depletion of
inequality
increased
unemployment,
of
urban
resources, rural out migration,
90
But to an insider, `...dependenceon
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has
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than
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be
to
the
'91
Thus,
ought
made
regarding
observations
woes...
general
some

85Bendu (supra n. 64) p.7
86Cremer& Warner(supra n.5) p.29ff
87AMCO-Robertson
(supra n.36)
8813endu
(supra n.64) p.7
89The World Bank WDR1989, OUP 1989; For example, It shows an average growth rate of
0.2%; whilst current accountbalance1970amountedto $20 million, by 1987 It had declinedto
$9million(before official transfers); and with GIR In 1970at $39million,In 1987,it amountedto
only to $6 million; pp. 164 & 198.
90Sipklns (supra n.63) p.1; Cleeve (supra n.15) p. 5
91WurieA.C., (supra n.9) p.6
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contribution of this sector, before any determination could be made regarding
growth and development.

First, it was (and still is) an export-orientedsector of non-renewable,raw and
unprocessed minerals with no value addition- an economically unfeasible
condition. For economicsustainability,mineral rent-seekingmust be converted
into social and economic capital, which sustains itself through developmentof
depletion
frugality
habits
It
is
Investment
if
to
or
physical
survive
skills,
and
fading market demands.92Second,mining contribution to government revenue
has always been affected by various tax exemptions, often granted under
3
concession agreements. Further, because the companies involved were
especially MNEs, they were accorded retention facilities that were used as
local
for
Implications
transfer
to
the
out
avenue
resources
of
country with
sufficiency of foreign exchange,and problems of `low multiplier' effect on the
94
country's economy. Under-declaration of exports and prices were also
95
common Similarly computationof mineral rent, royalty, developmentaid etc.
in particular cases, was related only to the quantity (not quality) of minerals
6
based
This may not be unconnectedwith the early
tonnage.
shipped out
on
depletion of most of the rutile depositsand iron ore.

In terms of development of mining regions- commonly symbolised in roads,
bridges, electricity, pipe-bornewater, heath facilities, schools,shops etc- Sierra
Leone'scase has been describedas 'unfortunate'. Most of these facilities were
designedonly to enhanceefficient running of the mines, and feed the life-style

92WäldeT.W., "Natural Resourcesand SustainableDevelopment:From"Good Intentions" to
"Good Consequences""
In Schrijver& Weiss(eds.)(2004) (Supran.59) p .128
93SeeBSLER,1986; For exampleSIEROMCO
was granted a tax holidaywhich covereda period
from start of operation In 1963 to 1971, while SRL only started paying income tax In 1987,
since It started operationIn 1972(see CleaveE.A (supra n. 15) p.44)
94 USAID (0TI) (supra n.65) p.14; the estimated Impact of such facilities on the country's
balanceof payment ranged from a positive net Impact $34 million to a negativeImpact of $51
million (see Cleeve (supra n. 15) p.124)
95SeeNickson(supra n. 39) SIEROMCO
is reported to have been engagedin under-declaration
of both export pricesand exports, causingan estimatedloss to the country In foreign exchange,
of $2.5millionbetweenJanuary1964and April 1975.
96Ibid
ýF

97
families
Localcommunitiesbenefit from such facilities
their
of employeesand
is generally indirect, largely dependingeither on their proximity with the main
body of the mines or its physicaloperating capacity, thus making mining less
98
distant
to
the
relevant
socio-economicwell-beingof
communities.
Finally,environmentaland social concernsfound little relevancethroughout the
period commencing mining between 1920s and early 1990s. Concernswith
foreign exchange contribution to public revenue and other direct economic
benefits became paramount as companies were granted extensive rights to
exploit natural resources,subject only to royalties and taxation. The economic
boom attributed to mining often excluded external costs, in particular, the
negative social and environmental effects of such actives including the
appropriation of responsibility (financial or legal), whether on GOSLor the
relevant companiesto address them. It must be re-echoed that 'only if true
costs and benefits are part of an actors decision-process,will market based
competition help to encourageadaptation and innovation to reduce such costs
99
favour
less
damage'.
and
activities with
In light of the forgoing therefore, it is easy to reach the conclusionmade by
Cleeve on Sierra Leone's mining in the late 1980s, that 'by way of long term
10°
been
done'.
has
development,
More recently, there
sustained
nothing much
is call on the government to promote social and environmental mitigating
'°1
programmes; and on mineral developersto bring sustainabledevelopmentto
the country as they generate returns to shareholders.102

97Geeve (supra n.15) p.110; note also that
mining companieswere not the major source of
employment(at p.125)
98Ibid

99Walde (supra n. 91) p. 135

100Cleeve (supra n. 15) p. 118
101Sipkins(supra n. 63) p.4
102D'Souza(supra n. 14) p.4
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1: 5 Current Mining Trends

With the end of the war In 2002, the determination Is once more focused on
the developmentof the mining sector to boost the much needed, post conflict
development initiatives. Presently, Rutile and the Kimberlite agreements are
regulatingthe two operating industrial mines and there are also severalmineral
103
diamond
to
rights relating
and gold mining, including some exploration
projects that are likely to transform into industrial and small-scale mining
leases.104 The Government is addressing mining related sustainable
developmentissuesIn the context of an action plan developedfor implementing
the recently adopted mining policy.105Rightsto searchfor, mine and disposeof
minerals are acquiredand held In the form of Licenceswhich may either be for
Prospecting(exclusive or non-exclusive),Exploration,Artisanal or Small-scale
106
Lease.
Land tenure is determined by customary rules,
mining, or mining
while royalties, taxes, licenses, concessionsand fees are regulated by the
central government. Environmentaland social issueshave yet to take primacy
in mining agenda.

Conclusion

The purpose of this chapter was to present some of the issuesthat dominated
decadesof mining in Sierra Leone(as it pursuedeconomicdevelopment),while
stressing the negligible place of social and environmental concerns. This
overview sought to canvasthe relevanceof sustainabledevelopmentfor mining
in that country. The exercisehas unveiled how concernswith public and private
sector agendasto reap economicbenefits from mining over-shadowedthe

103The numbersof current mining licencesIn respectof diamondsare estimatedat about three
hundredand forty In total; (Africa Researchbulletin, Issue: 15532,2003).
104SL Mining(supra n.2)

X05For policy version, see Core Mineral Po/icy, MMR, September 2003, Freetown; also at
<http: //www. minmines-si.ora/>. The World Bank has however, Identified broad and
discriminatory tax and duty exemptions within fiscal policies, raising fiscal sustainability
concerns (see World Bank Document: ERRCfor GOSL 2003 (ERRC)

106Industrial mining rights are securedthrough the MAB.(Kamara0. B Supran.48)
RR

adverse environmentaland social consequencesof such activities. It illustrates
how continued exploitation of mineral resourcesin the face of such misplaced
emphasis generally leads to greater environmental, social and undoubtedly
economiccosts, defeating the goals of economicdevelopment.The underlying
theme suggest that any meaningful assessmentof Sierra Leone'smining must
not be quick in emphasisingthe economic potential of such ventures over of
their attendant social, environmentaland resourcemanagementparameters,as
these must define the way resourcesare exploited.The pertinent principlesthat
define these parameters are embedded in the concept of sustainable
development and they are designed to instil these social and environmental
considerationsinto development activities Including mining, and direct them
toward sustainabilitypath, with positive economicconsequences.

The next chapter Is thus devoted to a discourseon the concept of sustainable
developmentin international law, bringing out its primary relevanceand value
for sound legal and policy guidance for environmental protection, in the
economicexploitation of natural resources.The methods by which sustainable
developmentcould be implementedat national level will also be explored.

A4

CHAPTER 2 SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT IN INTERNATIONAL LAW
2: 1 Introduction

The preceding chapter illustrated how exploitation of mineral resourcesamid
misplaced primary emphasis on economic agendas, and in diminution of
environmentalobjectives, generally leads to greater environmental,social and
undoubtedlyeconomiccosts. It also showed how the sum of these costs effect
to defeat goals of economic development. It was further suggestedthat the
concept of sustainabledevelopment as espousedin international law, defines
the parameters that could direct development activities (including mining),
towards social and environmental sustainability, with positive economic
consequences.

What then is 'sustainabledevelopment?This phrase has popular currency and
use in diverse areas-international,regional and national; through varied formstreaties, decisions, declarations legislations, policies and statements; and
different dimensions-social, environmental,economicsand development.As its
employments are varied, so are its meanings, objectives and concerns. It
therefore, must certainly have a valuable purpose, which in this thesis, is to
hold a balance between exploitative economic activities (in the name of
development) and protection of the environment within (and outside) which
such activities take place.This chapter therefore seeksto unravel the relevance
and value of this international concept in addressing the conflicts between
environmentalgoals and developmentactivities, but with particular bias toward
the regulation and management of natural resource for environmental
protection.' It will show that despite the definitional questions, sustainable
development has direct and primary relevancefor environmental protection in
the economicexploitationof natural resources.The chapter is in two parts:

i Note that emphasis Is placed on the environmental dimension of sustainable
development;(see Introductoryoverviewsupra p. 19, A (ii))
An

Part A will describethe evolution of the concept of sustainabledevelopment,2
stressing its International environmental orientation. It then presents an
analysisof the concept relating to Its formulation, definition and meaning, but
does not purport to add to the web of definitions on the subject. It will
however, identify a workable Interpretationof the term and suggest a practical
meaning that will be employed in this work. This part also explores the legal
aspects of the concept so as to ascertain its true legal character on the
International arena. It identifies a legal character in the concept beyond
legislative processes,and a'flexibility that allows for their interpretation within
legal rules to enhanceenvironmentalprotection at the global or domestic level.
Some pertinent developmentson the concept since its international inception
are also explored, further embellishing its importance. Part B examines the
context in which sustainabledevelopmentcan be implementedat national level.
It will show that national implementation represents an important and
necessary means of applying sustainable development in order to protect
domesticdevelopmentenvironments.
PART A
2: 2 Review of Evolution, Definition and Legal Aspects of the Concept
Of Sustainable

Development

The Concept of 'sustainable development' is rooted in the ideology of
introducing change in the way natural resourceswere exploited in production
processes for economic purposes. There existed a long-standing conflict
between developers and conservationist, both respectively promoting their
ideologies. Developerschanted exploitation of natural resourcesfor economic
development while conservationists advocated environmental protection in
order to preserve and maintain the resilienceof nature. The bias was often in
favour of the developmental imperative, which sold often on its economic
ticket, with little or no difference to the environmentaldegradation caused by
such activities.
2 Note that 'sustainabledevelopment'as employed In this
work, may sometimesbe used In
reference to some relevant elements and principles embedded in the concept. These are
Identifiedand dealt with In chapter 3.
Al

The 1972 UN Conference on the Human Environment (Stockholm), was the
international
the
light
that
platform.
attention
on
environmental
signaled
green
It was convened, to consider- the need for common principles to inspire and
guide the peoples of the world in the preservation and enhancement of the
human environment. 3 Fundamental amongst such principles, was the

recognition of the sovereign rights of states to exploit their own resources
4
however,
In
to
their
exploitation
such
policies
pursuant
own environmental
they were required to guard against future exhaustion of `non-renewable
resources'and safeguard the natural resources of the earth through careful
planningand management,for the benefit of presentand future generations-5
These prescriptionscertainly demandchangein the way natural resourceswere
exploited, and a more rational managementthereof. To achieve this change,
states were directed to 'adopt an integrated and co-ordinatedapproachto their
developmentplanning,so as to ensure that developmentis compatiblewith the
6
improve
to
the
need
protect and
environment'. It was the Stockholm
Declarationthat sought for the first time to limit the right of states to exploit
their natural resources, especially those that are non-renewable, in an
7
first
the
in
UNEP
world's
as
sequence
constituted
was
unhindered manner.
8
link
had
identified
Stockholm
outlook
and
a
common
environmental agency.
between resourceexploitationfor developmentand environmentalprotection; a
link that was subsequentlyadopted in the World ConservationStrategy. The
development,
'sustainable
birth
and maintained
the
to
phrase
strategy gave
that, 'for development to be sustainable,it must take account of social and
9
ecologicalfactors, as well as economicones'.

3 Stockholm Declaration on the Human Environment adopted June 16,1972, UN Doc. A/CONF
48/141 Rev. 1 at 3 (1973), 11 ILM 1416 (1972) (Stockholm Declaration)

41b/dPrinciple 21; Note that the exercise of 'sovereign right is subject to respect for the
environmentof other States.
5Ibid Princ/ples 5&2
6Ib/d, Principle 13

7Suebedi,S.P, "Sustainable Development Perspectivesin International Economic Law" in
PerspectivesIn International EconomicLaw, Asif H. Qureshi (Ed.), Kluwer Law International,
London/The Hague/ NewYork, 2002, pg. 265.
8 UNEPwas establishedby GA Res.2997 (XXV11);15 Dec. 1972
9 WC5(1980),at <http: //www. unep/wwf/iucn.nr>
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This was the contextual backgroundwithin which the BrundtlandReport1°was
presentedto the international community, popularisingthe phrase'sustainable
development', and proposing both an official definition and suggested
11 by an
dimensions of the concept. It was later adopted at the UNCED,
overwhelmingconsensusof nations through the Rio Declaration12and Agenda
21.13UNCEDand the Rio Declaration,it has been suggested,gave the principle
14
development
'credible
international
standing', and anointed it
of sustainable
formally for legal use within the corpus of international environmental law.'s
The principal merits of the concept are judged as twofold. First, it modifiesthe
previously unqualified development concept in so far as development must
16
both
possess
economic and ecologicalsustainability; and second, it makes a
state's managementof its own domesticenvironmentand resourcesa matter of
Internationalconcernfor the first time in a systematicway.17
2: 3 Sustainable Development: Formulation, Definition and Meaning
2: 3: 1 Overcoming the scepticisms in the Rio formulation
The 3 non-binding instruments concluded at UNCED,provide no composite
formal definition of the concept of sustainable development.'8 They are
however popularly held to be significant for any meaningful elaboration of the
10BrundtlandReport: WCED:Our CommonFuture,OUP,Oxford, 1987; (hereinafter WCED)
11UNCED,Riode Janeiro 1992.
12RioDeclarationon Environmentand Development,June 13,1992, adopted by the UNCEDat
Riode Janeiro.UN DocA/CONF.151/26 (Vol.1) (1992) ILM 874,1992 (Rio)
13Agenda21 (approvedby the UNCEDat Rio de Janeiro)UN DocA/CONF.151/26 (Vols.1-111)
reprinted In Earth Summit '92, UnitedNationsConferenceon Environmentand DevelopmentRio
De Janel% QuarrieJ. (Ed.), The RegencyPressCorporation,London,(1992), pp. 46ff.
14SuebedlS.P., (supra n. 7) p.269
15SandsP., "UNCEDand the Developmentof International EnvironmentalLaw", YBIEL,Vol. 3
(1992), Hand et al. (Eds.), Graham &Trotman/ Martinus Nijhoff, London/Dordrecht/Boston
(1992) p.17
16 Lynton K. C., International Environmental Policy, second edition, Duke University Press,
Durham London, 1990, p. 207

17Bimie & Boyle,International Law and the Environment,(secondedition), OUP,(2002) pp.79152
18These are: Rio Declaration (supra n.12); Agenda 21 (supra n. 13); and the 'Non-Legally
Binding Authoritative Statement of Principlesfor a Global Consensuson the Management
Conservationand SustainableDevelopmentof All Types of Forests'(Forestprinciples),UN Doc.
A/Conf.151/26 (vol. III) (1992), 31, ILM881(1992)
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concept because they establish objectives, set targets and standards. For
Silveira, the instruments translate a 'common purpose' between environmental
19
developmental
objectives. Mrs. Brundtland explicitly refers to Rio, as the
and
20
development';
for
`Declaration on legal principles
and Sands,
sustainable
21
But
its
for
defining
basis
it
the
application.
and
concept
perceives as providing

other scholars have viewed with scepticism,the formulations that translate its
meaningin the Rio Declaration.
The general concern is that the primary objective that symbolisedthe conceptlost
is
addressingenvironmentallyunfriendly exploitation of natural resourceswithin the UNCEDinstrument. Pallmeartsconsidersthis a 'skillfully maskedstep
backwards' from international 'environmental efforts,22 while Fitzmaurice
perceives it as subordinating 'environmental responsibility of states to the
23
development
the
requirements of national
policies and
economy. It is not
surprising that this document; which holds the layered components of the
concept of sustainable development, has been described as one of uneasy
compromises, delicately balanced interest, and dimly discernible
24
contradictions'. These criticisms are primarily set In motion on two counts.
First, that the addition of the phrase 'and development' in the formulation of
Principle2 of the Declaration(which hitherto was not reflected in Principle21 of
the Stockholm Declaration), effects to downgrade environmental policies.
Second, that the placing of human beings at 'the center of concern for
Rio,
1
the
in
Principle
development'
subjects
of
values of
sustainable
human
beings.
to
species
animal
and
resources
environmentalmaterials,

19SilveiraM. P., "The Rio Process:Marriageof Environmentand Development",In Sustainable
Developmentand International Law, Lang, W. (Ed.), Graham &Trotman/ Martinus Nijhoff,
London/Dordrecht/Boston(1995) p-1020BrundtlandG H., "Our CommonFutureand Ten years after Rio: How Far have We Comeand
Where Should We Be Going?" in Earth Summit 2002: A New Deal, Dodds F. (Ed.) Earthscan,
London, 2000 p.255. On this point, see also UNGARes. 47/190 and 191 (1992) and 48/190
J1993).
1 SandsP., PrindplesofInternatlonal EnvironmentalLaw, Cambridge(2003) p. 53
22PallmeartsM., "International EnvironmentalLaw from Stockholmto Rio: Backto the Future?"
RecielVol.1, No..?(1992), p.256
23 Fitzmaurice M.A., International Protection of the Environment Hague Academy of
InternationalLaw, MartinusNijhoff Publishers,Hague/ Boston/London(2002) p.43
24PorrasI., "The Rio Declaration:A New Basisfor International Co-operation":Rede!Vol.1 No.
3 (1992) p. 246.
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These emphases,it has been suggested,upsets the delicate balancestruck at
Stockholmbetweenthe sovereignuse of natural resourcesand the duty of care
for the environment.5
In my view, the addition of the phrase`and developmental'to the sovereignty
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than
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nothing more
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protection objective could
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to
beings
human
capacity
affect
greater
possess
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28
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25pallmearts
M., (supra n. 22) p.257
26LayardA., The legal Frameworkof SustainableDevelopment"In Planningfor a Sustainable
Future,Layard,Davondi& Batty ((Eds.)) SponPress,London,2001, p. 33.
27SandsP., (supra n.21) p. 55
28 Notethat conversely,degradedenvironmentswrought severeconsequencesfor humans.
29WäldeT. W., "Natural Resourcesand SustainableDevelopment:From "Good Intentions" to
"Good Consequences""In International Law and SustainableDevelopmentSchrijver & Weiss
(Eds.), 2004 KoninklijkeBrill NV.,The Netherlandsp.125
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It therefore becomes very important for human beings to understand this
centrality in their relationship with the environment, and the responsibility
(implied in `center of concerns) imputed on them in achieving or enhancing
sustainabledevelopment.
Equally,the phraseshould not be understoodas the environmentserving only a
beneficial purpose for human beings, but that in the extraction of
environmental benefits, cognisance should be given to the effects of their
activities on other environmentalcomponents.It is this attention and duty of
care that exemplifies the integration of environmental concerns into
development policies and projects, and the entitlement of human beings to a
life in harmonywith nature. Understandingthis interrelationshipis the first step
to identifying the sustainabledevelopmentproblematique.The solution is to be
found in the interpretations that define its primary relevanceand purpose in
regulatingdevelopmentactivities for environmentalprotection.
2: 3: 2 Dealing with the Definitional Question
There is an apparent definitional problemthat goes to the very core meaningof
the concept of sustainable development30 and one that has received ample
response from scholars. Given the omission to provide a formal composite
definition of the concept in the UNCEDinstruments,the definition of the WCED
has been generally accepted as a reference point. It defines sustainable
development as 'development that meets the needs of the present without
31
future
to
their
the
the
generations meet
compromising
own needs'.
ability of
To enhanceclarity and analytical ease, the various views on the definition and
meaning of sustainabledevelopment are dissected into four categories. First,
there are those who source the meaning of the concept from the Brundtland
formulation.

30 Handl G., "Sustainable Development: General Rules Versus Specific Obligations" in
SustainableDevelopment& International Law, LangW. (Ed.) 1995 (supra n.19) p.36
31WCED
(supra n.10) p.43
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These have generally either Inferred a utilitarian perspectiveof the concept,32
33
its
stressed anthropocentricity, or emphasisea development-orientatedview
4
of environmental resources. Others have imputed In the concept, a
35
development
to
conditioning of
activities recognizeenvironmentalprotection.
But in Jacobs view, `sustainability' cannot be expressed in terms of `total
wealth'. Crucialto it Is the degradationof environmentalwealth, a meaningthat
36
development.
Along this line, Shiva warns against
must underline sustainable
the danger in upholding interpretationswhich suggests"sustaining not nature,
but development itself," with disregard for the `limits of nature' and the
7
to
them.
necessityof adhering
The second definitional category have used the elements and principles of
sustainable development in the Rio declaration (or other international
instruments), either as guide to discerningthe true content of the concept, or
as meansof achievingit. For instance,in applyingthe concept in the Gabcikovo
Nagymaroscase, the ICJ defined the concept in terms of its sources38 In the
32 Hand G., (supra n. 30) Sustainabledevelopment Imposes restraints on developmental
activities In so far as these would underminethe environmentalbasis for further development.
For the ILA, the conceptentails'a rational systemof resourcemanagementthat can operate in
so far as the resourceson which it depends are not exhaustedand the environment Is not
irreparablydamaged'(ILA Report of the Sixty-SixthConferenceBuenosAires, Argentina(1994)
Crawford& Williams(Eds.), London1994) p.128)

33IIED/WBCSD,Breaking New Ground., Mining Minerals and Sustainable Development (MMSD),
Earthscan London/ Sterling, VA, 2002 Seen as holding multiple layers of meaning and flexibility
of application to different development activities (executive summary); see also Boer B.,
"Implementation of International Sustainability Imperatives at the National Level" in Sustainable
Development and Good Governance, Ginther, Denters & De Waart (Eds.) Martinus Nijhoff
Publishers Dordrecht/Boston/London, 1995; sustainable development will vary according to
political, economic and social contexts, including the particular economic activity to which it is
applied (p. 104)

Pearce, Markandya & Barbier: Blueprint for Green Economy, Earthscan, London 2000
SustainabledevelopmentImpliesan increaseIn 'developmentindicators';'capital accumulation'
or'welfare maximization'for Improvinghumancondition(p.33);
(see also Pearce & Kerry, Economicsof Natural Resourcesand the Environment Harvester
Weatsheaf,NewYork/London1990,p. 24); RedcliftM., SustainableDevelopment.
- Exploringthe
Contradictions,Routledge,London(1984) p.32-33).
35Shiva,V. "Resources";In The DevelopmentDictionary.SachsW. (Ed.), Zed Books,London,
(1992) - In its original context, sustainability"implies maintaining the integrity of nature's
processes,cycles, and rhythms"; therefore production processesand markets should be
reshapedIn line with nature's logic of returns, not the logic of profits, capital accumulationand
returns on investment.(p. 217)
Jacobs, M. The GreenEconomy.,Environment,SustainableDevelopmentand the Politicsof
the Future, Pluto Press,London,1991p. 84.
37Shiva,V. (supra n. 35 above)
Gabcikovo-NagymarosProject(Hungary/Slovakia)1997, ICJ Reports15 September1997,GL
No. 92
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the past'. In other words, what the concept denotes at any given time will
depend on how it appreciatesin any instrument, and identifies either as a rule
for
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regulating
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poignant
or standard.
more significant,
developmentactivities.

The third category of views defining sustainabledevelopment,derive a meaning
by focusing on the two-worded phrase itself., For these, the term has been
°
'logically
lacking
'theoretically
'vague'
content,
obscure';
as
or
assessedas
41
identified
have
flawed
.
'basically
interestingly,
But
others
or
redundant'
2
definitional
values of the phrase.
within this 'broad vagueness, practical
Jacobs asserts that the concept does entail three 'core ideas', namely: a
discussion of the operational objectives required to achieve sustainable
development; the management of principles needed to generate more
sustainable policies; and the articulation of policies and practices required to
does
features
Into
these
The
single
phrase
a
achievesustainability.
collectionof
not rob them of the substantivevalue that they each representas components
43
in
'meaningful'
and operational practice.
of making sustainabledevelopment
The final categorywill draw a meaningfrom a blend of the previousthree
39Ibid para.140 (emphasisadded).This analysisdefines the concept also as a processthat is
ongoing.
40 See MalanczukP., (citing -Divers & Handmer) " SustainableDevelopment:Some critical
Thoughts In The Light of The Rio Conference" in Sustainable Development and Good
Governance,Ginther eta/. (Eds.) (1995)(supran. 33) p.26; Lowe, V. "SustainableDevelopment
and UnsustainableArguments" In International Law and SustainableDevelopment,Boyle &
Freestone(Eds.), OUP,oxford, 1999pp 30-31.
41BeckermanW., "SustainableDevelopment:Is It a UsefulConcept?" In EnvironmentalValues3
(1999): The White HorsePress,Cambridge,U.K.1994, p.205. For him 'sustainabledevelopment'
mixes up together the technicalcharacteristicsof particular developmentpath, Programmeor
project, with a moral injunctionto pursueit (pp. 30-31)
42SeeSands(supra n. 15) p. 26.
43 Jacobs, M. "Sustainable Development as a Contested Concept" in Fairness and Futurity,
Dobson A. (Ed.) p. 27
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sources and employ a descriptive definitional method, which identifies
`sustainabledevelopment' as a process,or as a concept with an instrumental
role in effecting change In development patterns. In one view sustainable
development embodies 'the logical framework for change and for identifying
best practice' in the conduct of developmentactivities.44It is also said to imply
a `permanent process that requires emphasis on process issues for it to be
45
achievedand maintained; and as an ever continuousand ongoing processof
6
changeand adaptation.

Regardingits instrumental role, Judge Weeramantryemphasisesthe capacity
of the conceptto direct sound processes,and for solving fundamentalproblems
in international environmentaland development law. Sustainabledevelopment
expressesthe need to reconcile development and environment, by steering a
course betweentheir needs,and harmonisesthem47 From this perspective,the
WTO Appellate Body also used the concept as an aid to define the extent to
which environmental objectives can be pursued within national and
international trade policies48 This instrumental role, no doubt is likely to save
'normative anarchy', its significance resting on resolution of tensions and
'environmentally related disputes'.49 It must also be pointed out that the
identification of sustainabledevelopmentwith (directing or resolving) processes
instills in it a decision-makingcomponent that must not be missed when
discerningthe meaningof the concept.50
44MMSD (supra n. 33)
4sGaines S.E.,(Citing Howard Mann) "International Trade, Environmental Protection and
Development as a Sustainable Development Triangle" Recell Vol. 11. Issue 3, (2002) p. 264.

46In this process,resourceexploitation,investments,technologyand Institutionalchangerelate
in harmony to enhancecurrent and future needs and aspirations.(Lindner W.H "Sustainable
Development:Its SocialPoliticaland EconomicImplications",in EnvironmentalUability, Graham
& Trotman, London/ Dordrecht/Boston1991(IBASeries),p.6. Seealso WCED(supra n.10) p. 9
47SeeSeparateOpinionof JudgeWeeramantryIn the Gabclkovo-Nagymaros
Project(Hungaryv
Slovakia)Case(1997), ICJ Reports15 September1997,GL No. 92 pp. 86-87.
48The Shrimp Turtle Case(WT/DS58):Report of the Appellate Body in W70 DSR1998: Vol.
VII, 1998, Cambridgep. 275ff.) See also SandsP. "International Courts and the Applicationof
the Concept of `SustainableDevelopment" In Max Planck Yearbookof United Nations Law,
Vol.3. (1999) 398; also In Law and Development: Fadng ComplexitiesIn the 21-'t Centur,L
((Eds.)), LondonCavendish,2003 pp 147- 157
Hatchard& Perry-Kasseris
49JudgeWeeramantry(supra n. 47) p. 95
soMMSD(supra n. 31); such decisionsmay either advanceall the
goals or objectivesIdentified
by sustainabledevelopment-(`Win-win-windecisions);or result in gains and losses-('Trade-off
decisions'),or may seekto protect critical natural capital- ('No-go' decisions)p. 22

2: 3: 3 Sourcing a Workable Interpretation

and Practical Meaning

Clearly, perspectiveson the definition and meaningof sustainabledevelopment
continue-to abound and this work holds little space for their Inclusion.The
profound variation In interpretations Is in my view warranted by an apparent
confusion over delimiting the scope of the concept to arrive at a practical
meaning.. Judging from the various definitions and interpretations of the
concept earlier stated, one easily observesthe reasoningto generally relate to
hand
development
the
dimensionstwo
one
that
on
one of
of socio-economic
(including development activities), and environmentalprotection on the other.
Evidently,,all the Rio principlesreflect some form of internationalconsensuson
general and specific objectives of sustainabledevelopmentthat are neededto
balance the general interrelationships that exist between socio-economic
development and international protection of the environment. One could
51
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New
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this
to
the
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similarly apply
which
observation
recent
codifies broad, varying but related principles for sustainable development,
52
distinguishing
`core
between
without
and peripheral' ones, otherwise than
their 'relating" to sustainabledevelopment.It thus representsas concision of
the Rio Declaration.
But the concept becomesless practicalif embracedin that form without more.
There must be a yardstick that delimits the scope of the concept (though not
the content) so as to portray its practical implication. Achievinga practical (or
development
factors,
two
on
rests
which
of
sustainable
meaningful)articulation
in
from
the
be
discerned
context
which the concept is
must generally, always
employed.It cannot be defined in abstract. In other words at any usageof the
term, one should primarily seek to determine its purpose or the goals it is
meant to achieve. Accordingly the exercise would involve a determination of
whether the concept is an articulation of international (regional or national)
development policy, strategy or agenda on the one hand; or whether it is to
51 ILA New Delhi Declaration Of Principles Of International Law Relating To Sustainable
Development'(NDD),2002, availableat http: //www. ila-hg.org and UN Doc.A/57/329
52Campins-EritjaM. & Gupta]., "The Roleof "SustainabilityLabelling"In the International Law
of SustainableDevelopment' in International Law and SustainableDevelopment,Schrijver &
Weiss(Eds.) 2004 (supra n. 29) p.258
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development
define the concept 'international law in the field of sustainable
This branch of law is 'still emerging, and cannot be identified as distinct
55
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principlesand rules which are
sustainable development may have relevance only In interpretation and
development(as opposeto regulation) of varying fields of internationallaw.
As regards the pursuit of development activities or projects however,
'sustainable development' represents primarily as a principle in international
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53For Instance,a wider developmentagenda may need to incorporatealmost all the principles
law,
known
International
Including
to
NDD)
(or
Rio
Declaration
the
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though particular emphasiswill undoubtedlyfall on International Economiclaw, Development
Law, HumanRightsLawand InternationalRelationsand Co-operation.
54Note the distinction between 'sustainabledevelopment'as a principle of International Law
law
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'International
Law
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identified through principle27 of the Rio Declaration,and has been said to refer to processes,
principles and objectives, as well as to large body of international agreements on
environmental, economic, civil and political rights (see FIELD: Report of Consultation on
SustainableDevelopment(1993) in Rede/ Vol.2 No. 4,1993 p. r2ff.
55Sands(supra n. 48) p. 39
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objective of sustainable development find relevance and the element of
`integration' becomeparamount.56This is the meaningadopted in this thesis.
On this premise therefore, while not purporting to define the concept, it is
for
has
direct
development'
"sustainable
that
relevance
primary
submitted
environmental protection in face of economicexploitation of natural resources
to enhancecountry specific developmentgoals. The imperative in the principle
is to implore attention and considerationfor the environment while exploiting
has,
Lack
this
and continues
attention and consideration,
natural resources.
of
to provoke adversepolitical, social, economicand environmentalconsequences.
It is these consequences,wrought by unsustainablepatterns of production and
'principle
issues
the
to
development
that
aligns economic
resourceexploitation
dimensionthe
broader
in
it
development',
thus
a
and
usher
of sustainable
DevelopmentFramework.True sustainability however starts and remains with
the way resourcesare managed (or exploited), and accentuatedby the legal
mandates,policiesor processesthat direct it.
2: 4 Legal Character of Sustainable Development
Like its definition, the legal characterof sustainabledevelopmenthas also met
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impossibletask' to define the legal status of the concept This legal dilemma
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versions of
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environmentalobjectivesand
see UNCTAD, WorldInvestment Report, 1999." ForeignDirect Investment and Thechallengeof
Investment UN, New York & Geneva,1999; ILA Report of the Sixty-NinthConference,London
2000, p. 700; NieuwenhuysE., "Global Developmentthrough International Investment Law:
LessonsLearnedFrom the MAI" In International Law and SustainableDevelopmentSchrijver&
Weiss(Eds.) 2004(supran. 29) pp.295-338.
Also note the observationmade by the UNFPAthat'human activity has affected every part of
the planet, choices and Interventions have transformed the natural world, posing...posing
for
the intricate
dangers
for
the
sustainability
and
of
our
and
quality
civilizations,
extreme
balancesof Nature' (see Report of the State of the World population 2001: Footprints and
Milestones:UNPF-UNFPA,2001availableat <www.unfna.org>
57Fitzmaurice(supra n.23) p.59 In her opinion, it Is this difficulty that has endearedauthors to
the concernwith enumerationonly of its characteristicsand constitutiveelements
58Layard(supra n.26) p. 46-52
r.1)
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But Sands observes that sustainable development acquired both `a legal
function' and `legal currency', pursuant to its mere invocation by international
judicial bodies.60 In my view, sustainabledevelopmentappliesto redefine the
legal parameters of environmentaland developmentalobjectives, emphasising
their importance and discerning their role and proper place in addressingthe
needs of mankind and their interrelationshipwith nature. Thus 'legal function',
`legal content', "legal currency' or `legal use' of the term all indicate some form
of legal relevanceof the conceptto the reorientationprocess.
However,the concept must have an appreciablelegal context by which it can
be understood, interpreted, transposed, implementedor achieved,whether at
the international or national level. Drawing from the literature on the subject,
legality of the concept could either be defined by the nature of the term, its
status, or by its transposition and effect. In all three dimensions,'sustainable
development' is assessednot in the abstract of the phrase, but by reference,
(implicit or explicit) to an identifiable set of core elements and principles. It is
along this line that the legal characterof the concept is presented.
2: 4: 1 Legal Nature: Legality and Obligation
The issue here is whether Internationallaw Imposesan obligation on states to
achieve or implement sustainabledevelopment. Scholarsare not agreed that
there is International legal obligation mandating that development activities
61
fact
is
the
that substantial
be
This
on
premised
view
must
sustainable.
discretion is left with states In interpreting and giving effect to the 'alleged
2
justiceable
by
for
standards review.
principle', and compounded an absenceof
Somethink of the concept as being set up In the mode of an aspiration,63while
others blame its lack of substantive obligations on its `declaratorycodification
59Malanczuk
(supra n. 40)
60Sands(supra n. 48) pp.395 & 404
61Boyleand Freestone,International Law and SustainableDevelopment,Boyle & Freestone
jEds.) OUP,Oxford, 2001 pp. 16-18; Bimleand Boyle,(supra n. 19) p. 96
2 Boyleand FreestoneIbid., p.16
63PorrasI, (supra n. 24) p. 246
9;14

64
approach'. The principle has also been denied legality on grounds that it does
not provide the basis from which 'specific obligations' can be deduced or
`individualisedrights' tested 65 Accordingly it is rather considered`an area in
.
66
law-making
law-related
take
which
and other
activities
place'.
But all is not lost on the legal character of the concept simply becausein its
nature, it is believedto confer no direct or specific legal obligation, or because
applicationthrough its elements is discretionary.There is a sense in which its
legal nature can infer an obligation. According to Boyle and Freestone,
'...international law... does require developmentdecisionsto be the outcome of
a process which promotes sustainable development,' and to establish
appropriate processes for doing so67 In this context, the objectives and
principles of the concept are set prescription on achieving sustainable
development and are to be employed in policy formulations and decisionmaking, some of which may emerge as a legal rule rather than a norm. They
could also assume high legal relevance when courts or international bodies
have to interpret, apply or developthe law.68
3: 4: 2 Legal Status: Legality through Usage or Recognition
The seconddimensionof legality is tested by the extent to which the objectives
of the concept are reflected in existing areas of international (and national )
law, or how much influence they have on the development of general
international law. The direction of the argument is that ample evidence of
referenceto the concept in international instruments,(binding and non-binding)
policy documents of international bodies, or its application by judicial bodies,
qualifies the legal status of the concept in international law. One should
however distinguish between legality acquired through treaty obligations, or
judicial pronouncementsand legal status conferred by recognition, acceptance,
adaptation or state practice. The former stands less challenged(becausethey
64Malanczuk
(supran. 40)p. 26
65

HandlG.,(supra n. 30) p. 36
66Lang W., "How to ManageSustainableDevelopment"In SustainableDevelopment
and Good
GovernanceGinther et al (Eds.)1995 (supra n.33) p. 93
67Boyleand Freestone(supra n. 61) p. 17,18,
68Lowe(supra n. 40) p. 31 ff
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concept does have clear treaty
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The issue of legality through recognition by state practice is not so clear cut
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dry.
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argued that there is ample state practiceof sustainabledevelopment,expressed
70
in processesof decision-makingon the applicabilityof sustainabilityelements.
According to Schrijver and Weiss, the concept has already successfully
establishedits credentialsas a legal conceptin law through three dimensionsof
legality:- as'possessingwidely recognisedlegal core'; as a main policy objective
of states and non-state actors, and as 'central to a bewildering variety of
71
law:
in
Other scholars have observed that the 'process of
practice rooted
legal socialisation'taking place within domestic practicesand laws through the
influence of sustainabledevelopmentsignifies a 'compliance pull'. It is argued
that this 'compliancepull' is more relevant for determiningthe relevanceof the
concept as opposedto its preciselegal nature (or of the legal text), the latter
being less relevant otherwisethan for dispute resolutionpurposes.72This school
of thought is further embellishedby reasoningin the Gabcikovocase,wherein
the ICJ conceptualisedthe legal status of sustainable development in the
'consideration' and 'proper weight' that must be given to its objectives and
73
development
projects. It is
standards in decisions initiating and continuing
further elevated to 'a principle with normative value' derived from its affiliation
with 'principles of current international law' on the one hand, and from wide,
74
by
the
the
global community,on
other.
general use and acceptance
69 ILA: Report of the Sixty-Eight Conference, Taiwan (1998), London 1998. For an analysis of
the treaty basis of sustainability principles in the WTO Agreements see Schoenbaum TJ.,
"International Trade and Protection of the Environment: The Continuing Search for
Reconciliation" AIIL. Vol. 91 (1997) p. 268;

70Birnieand Boyle(supra n. 17) p.96
71SchrijverN. and WeissF., In International Law and SustainableDevelopment(supra n.29) pp.
xiii-iv (emphasisadded)
72Campins-Eritja& Gupta(supra n.52) p.260
73GaboikovoNagymarosCase(supra n. 39), Paragraph141 of the judgment
74JudgeWeeramantry(supra n. 47) pp. 89 & 93
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With this status, Weeramantry affirms that - 'the principle of sustainable
developmentis thus a part of modern internationallaw by reasonnot only of its
inescapable logical necessity, but also by reason of its wide and general
75
by
.
the
acceptance
global community

But presence of a number of environmental principles in conventions,
directives, regulations, national codes, specialistanalysisor case law, does not
76
have
full
legal
that
they
their
mean
achieved
effect. In Lowe's view, the
concept of sustainable development is devoid of, and inherently incapableof
having the status of a rule of law, (whether by the `doctrine of necessity'or
'global acceptance'),that is binding upon States and purporting to constrain
their conduct." Frequent usage of the term is by no means the same as
'$
of
law.
The crux of this
the
evidence a general practice accepting
concept as
submissionis that sustainabledevelopmentis incapableof acquiring normative
status as a principle of internationalLaw, through the traditional combinationof
'state practice and opinio juris, for the reason that these methods create a
primary obligatory rule that binds states.
Going by this reasoning,it would seem that any legal characterthat Sustainable
development may have acquired through states acceptance of it, or the
necessity to use it as a tool in reconciling environment objectives and
developmental goals, (whether in 'soft' or 'hard law' or other recognition
thereof), will be legally defunct unless it entails a clear or specific obligation,
that will constrain the behaviour of states or restrain other actors within the
international legal system. This reasoning though legally plausible, does not
however effect to limit the legal applicationof the concept or its elements. In
my view, it only illustrates that there are degrees in legal capacity through
which the concept can be applied. It might have failed the legal test of
'obligation', but not of 'responsibility'for environmentaldamage.

7sIbid p. 95
76De SadeleerN., EnvironmentalPrinciples-FromPoliticalSlogansto Legal Rules,OUP,Oxford
2002 p. 1
" Lowe (supra n. 40) p. 23
78Ibid.
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3: 3 Legal Effects: Legality by Transposition

or Application

The third legal investigation moves away from traditional legal analysisof the
nature and status of sustainable development, to a legal character acquired
through methods of transpositionor applicationof the concept. Here, the legal
effect borders around that of an informative, aiding or guidance principle that
could be employed in judicial reasoning,administrativedecision-making,treaty
is
legal
its
formations.
In
this
akin to a
effect
sense
negotiations or policy
'directing principle', providing guidance on choices and methods concerning
measuresto limit environmentalrisks and damagewith the aim of guaranteeing
79
healthy
citizensrights to enjoy a
environment.
It must be stated that this third categorisation does seem to address an
important concern about the subject, suggesting that indulgence in purely
legalistic analyses of the character of sustainable development 'would not
reveal whether it embodies a fair, useful and efficient method of achieving
environmentalgoals in particular fields of protection in diversified society'. As
emphasisedby Higgins 'international law is a normative system, harnessedto
the achievementof commonvalues,that speakto us all...' and which should be
80
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basis
International law as a process must
and analysedon a case-by-case
encourage interpretation and choice that is more compatible with the values
and objectiveswe seek to promote and achieve,and the possibilityof including
the actions of variety of authorised decision-makerswithin the fabric of
internationallaw. 2
79De Sadeleer,(supra n. 76) pp.5-6
80Higgins R., Problemsand Process:International Law and How We use It ClarendonPress,
Oxford 1994p.2-3
81Fitzmaurice,
(supra n. 23) pp. 61-63
82Higgins(supra n. 80) p.10
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In this context, the goal-oriented value of sustainable development contributes
83
law
international
In other words, to limit the
to the strength and vitality of
legality of the concept to 'treaty

obligations',

'opinio juris'

or judicial

pronouncements will not achieve this purpose. Thus, since the aim of this work
is to capture the value and usefulness of sustainable development in
international law, for environmental management and regulation, including
imputation of responsibility for environmental damage consequent upon
development activities, difference is given to this third dimension.

Lowe has made the case for this third line of investigation. He acknowledges
that, sustainabledevelopmentcan properly claim a Legal status as an element
of the processof judicial reasoningin the applicationof the concept to resolve
disputes in which environmental objectives and developmentalgoals conflict.
Other vehicles by which legal identity is conveyedto the concept include usage
by tribunals to modify the application of other norms; or by states when they
negotiate on ways of reconcilingconflicts inherent in sustainabledevelopment;
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83 Slinn P., "Approaches to the Relationship between International law and Development" in
International Law of Development.- Comparative Perspective, Synder & Slinn (Eds) Abingdon
Professional Books, 1987 p.32 (see also p. 36)

84 Lowe (supra n. 40) p.31 Note also that this conflict-resolutioncharacter of sustainable
development has bee Identified as relevant for reconciling or resolving conflicts between
economic,environmentaland social treaties and regimes. (See Cordonier-Segger & Khalfan
SustainableDevelopmentLaw, Principles,Practiceand Prospects,OUP,Oxford NewYork, 2004,
53
LayardA., (supra n. 26) p. 43)
86Note also, the logic in this reasoningallows for legal developmentand enhancementof the
concept, Including the setting a framework for the reconciliation of conflicts between
developmentactivitiesand environmentalprotection.
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It is therefore submitted, that while International
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2: 5 Other Developments

on the Concept since Rio

The increasing relevance and progressive application of "sustainable
development'In international (and domestic) fields have calmed its definitional
uncertainties, dimensional variances and legal divergences. Efforts in other
developments are more directed at extrapolating its useful values for the
concept
the
as
activities
sustainable
regulation of environmental and socially
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87 Boyle A., "Codification of International Environmental Law and the International Law
Commission: Injurious ConsequencesRevisited" In International Law and Sustainable
Developmen4(supra n. 61) p.63.

88Notethat these may result in Agreements, voluntary initiatives, or other regulatory measures.
89 Brandi M., " From Rio to Johannesburg: Toward Sustainable Development" in Human Rights
Law, Newsletter (IBA/SLP) No.7 October 2004, p. 13

90RestA, "Implementationof RioTargets-PreliminaryEfforts in State Practice"In EPL, Vol.25
No.6(1995) p.139.
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Five years after UNCED,all membersof the internationalcommunity, as well as
from major groups of civil society, reconfirmed the political commitment to
91
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the development of the principle include a codification of its objectives in a
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2: 5: 1 The ICED (Draft)

The ICED aims to provide an integrated legal framework of sustainable
development that will be asource for 'ecological and ethical guidance' to
95
The- purpose of the covenant
other entities
contemplates a legal framework 'to initiate further. intergovernmental
96
for
Howeverthe comprehensivepull-together of
treaty'.
negotiation
a global
sustainabilityobjectives in one document provides an immediate reference for
individuals, states-and

States and other entities on addressing sustainability issues, either in the
spheres of policy direction, law-making, implementation, enforcement or
being
having
the
has
been
The
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potential
of
of
as
assessed
compliance.
lasting importancein the global effort to introduce sustainabilityat the national
level97

91Bythe Earth-summit +5, many countries had enacted new environmental laws that are
inspired also by the principlesof the sustainabledevelopment.(See ILA Report of the SatyEight Conference,(Taiwan) 1998, London1998p.702; Fitzmaurice,(supra n. 23) pp. 45-47
92IUCN& ICEL,Draft international Covenanton Environmentand Development(EPLPaperNo.
31 1995), IUCN, Gland, Switzerland,Cambridge,U.K (1995); see also HassanP. "Toward an
International Covenanton the Environmentand Development"in Proceedingsof the American
Society for International Law, Vol. 87,1993, and p.513f.(ICED was launched during the UN
Congresson Public International Law, 13-17 March 1995, in New York and was officially
presentedto the UN in 1995on the occasionof its fiftieth anniversary).
!'-'ILANDD (supra n.51); for an outline of the suggestedprinciplessee footnote 101 below)
94WSSD,
UN GA Res.55/199,20: Dec. 2000
95ICED (supra n. 92) (preamble)
Rest A*, (supra n. 90) p. 317
97 Boer B, (supra n. 33) p. 119
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It can primarily be credited with adopting a holistic approach that covers nearly
all fields relevant for a balanced development with environmental protection.
Generally, it reinforces some widely established and accepted principles of the
concept. It further sets them out in general obligations, rights and duties of
parties, states and individuals, which apply irrespective of environmental
sectors or types of developmental activities. ICED also accommodates use of
economic and legal instruments for the prevention of harm to the environment
and

several

other

legal

innovations

on

sustainable

development.

Implementation and co-operation issues are addressed though procedures for
98
impacts.
controlling environmental

It has received the most commendationfor its well-balancedcombination of
"State responsibility/liability concept with the civil liability regime, to achieve
best compensatoryeffects: 99State responsibilityfor environmentalharm is not
limited to obligationsunder the covenant, but extends to include other rules of
international law concerning the environment. This logical connection will no
doubt enhancean integrated legal protection of the environmentagainst harm,
especially in pursuit of economic activities. Its very flexible, policy oriented
compliancemechanismalso enjoys this compliment.
The ICED does mark a significant step in the determination of sustainable
development and formal legalisation of its principles since their consensual
adoption at UNCED.It presents a context in which elements of an alleged
`vague' and 'meaningless' concept, find meaning and a logical legal purpose,
through translation of broadly formulated policy targets into concrete and
operable legal obligations and rights. It truly represents a formidable legal
cataloguefor sustainabledevelopment.

98ICED (supra n.92) parts 11-VIII & IX respectively.

" Rest A, (supra n 90) p.317; for analysisof ICED State Responsibility/Liability
concept and
compliancemechanism.
Al

2: 5: 2 The ILA New Delhi Declaration
The NDD1ooidentifies principles that will define sustainable development in
compresses the essential contents of sustainable
development into seven principles in a manner that reflects the integrative and
international

Law. It

"'
interrelated nature of the concept.

It expresses an objective of integrating

economic, social and political process, aiming at sustainable use of natural
distribution
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standard of
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and
needs
regards
of
and participation, subject
102
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building
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future
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law,
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connotations: - an
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`foi'
're/atrng'to
law
or
international
sustainable
or
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law
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branch
international
into
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of
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concept
a maturation of
103
development.
sustainable

Closerscrutiny of the seven principleswill reveal efforts primarily gearedtoward
better regulation of development activities, (including accountability and
from
human
for
an
environment,
a viable natural and
responsibility)
international and national perspective.Thus while the reference 'relating td
fields
to
the
basis
for
various
of
principles
the
applicability of
provides
international law, its value and primary relevance for regulating domestic
developmentactivities for sustainabilitycannot be missed.The logical rationale
(in
considerationof
hinges
it
of
resources
utilisation
on sustainable
underlying
development
of
proceeds
enjoyment
and
the environmentaland social effects),
fact
development.
It
is
for
this
that
the
strategy
within an over-all economic
NDD essentiallyseek to communicatewhen it considersthat, 'the application
[of these] principles of international law relevant to the activities of all actors
...
100ILA NDD(supra n.51)
101Ibid The relevant principlesare:The duty of states to ensure sustainableuse of natural
resources; the principleof equity and the eradicationof poverty ; the principleof commonbut
differentiated responsibilities;the principleof precautionaryapproachto human health, natural
resourcesand ecosystems;the principleof public participation and accessto information and
justice; the principle of good governance; and the principle of integration and the
interrelationship in particular relating to human rights and social and economic and
environmentalobjectives.
102Ibid para.13
103Schrijver& Weiss,(supran.71) p. xiii
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involved, would be instrumental in pursuing the objective of sustainable
development in every way'. 1°4
2: 5: 3 The Johannesburg

Summit Agenda for Sustainable

Development
Sincesown at UNCED,the concept of sustainabledevelopmenthas set deeper
into international (and national) issuesrelating to environmentalprotection and
developmentactivities.The WSSDwas convenedin JohannesburgSouth Africa,
the
to
the
to
review
to
and
principle
primarily
reassert global commitment
'05
Rio.
Two documentswere adopted at the
implementation
since
progresson
summit: The Johannesburg Declaration106and a Plan of Implementation
(POI).107The former document representsa commitmentfrom world leadersto
advancingthe goals of sustainabledevelopmentat the national, regional and
global levels.

The POI providesan action-planon the way forward to achievingthe objectives
fundamental
the
UNCED
development.
Recognising
that
provided
of sustainable
POI
development,
the
for
strongly reaffirms
achieving sustainable
principles
108 Generally,it emphasisesgood governanceissuesas
Agenda 21 processes.
109
development.
It
for
internationally
both
sustainable
nationally and
essential
has been commendedfor extending the participation requirementfrom what it
to
to
limited
it
to
(which
matters
only),
applying
Rio
environmental
was under
110
development.
all decision-makingwith respectto sustainable

BoaILA NDD (supra n. 51) para 15 (emphasis added)
105WSSD(supra n. 94) para. 16
106Johannesburg Declaration: Report of the WSSD,Johannesburg, South Africa, (2002), UN
Doc. A/CONF., 199/20 Res. 1, Annex at 1-5
107POI: Report of the WSSD(Ibld), Res. 2, Annex at 7-77)(Both Resolutions 1&2
htto: //www johannesburgsummit. org/

available at

108W5SD(supra n. 94)

109SeePOI (supra n.107) para. 4.

110Pallmearts M. "International Law and Sustainable development:
Johannesburg?" Receil Vol. 12. Issue 1,2003 (cf. POI, ibid para. 164)
RIA

Any

progress In

An outstanding achievement of -the

WSSD especially for regulation of

development activities for environmental and social sustainability is recognition
by the international community of the need for private sector 'Corporate
accountability, as an essential requirement for sustainable development at all
levels. Corporate accountability

has been noted as one of the

most

controversial issues in- debates regarding implementation of sustainable
development. '1' This is inextricably linked with the fact that most development
activities are undertaken by corporate entities. Their peculiar legal personality
not only blurs the legal scope of their environmental responsibility, but their
often multinational or transnational character makes them more elusive and
less subservient especially to developing third-world environmental regulations.
Thus, the WSSD emphasis places regulation and control of corporate
development activities at the 'center of concerns' for sustainable development,
and ensures it through transparent regulations, international initiatives and
112
public-private partnerships.

But the POI in particular, has been criticised severallyas being aspirationaland
'short on specific actions to be taken';113as 'denoting more attention to
"4
from
legal
'shifting
Rio
the
accent
environmental
municipal
systems'; and as
115
economic
In my view, concernsin the
development'.
protection to social and
POI with direction of national policiesand laws, or economicand social issues
do not affect' or outweigh the environmentalprotection aspect of sustainable
development. The core elements of the concept reflect the 'needs' (socioeconomic) aspect, and they were to counterbalance with environmental
objectives.

ul Wilkins,H., (editorial), Recei/Vol.12 Issue 3,2003

112Johannesburg Declaration (supra n. 106) para.49; see also POI, (supra n. 107) para. 18. For
analysis on corporate accountability at WSSD, see: Cordonier Segger M., "Sustainability &
Corporate Accountability Regimes: Implementing the Johannesburg Summit Agenda", In Reaeil
Vol. 12 Issue 3,2003)
113Sands (supra n. 21) p. 66
114Pallmearts(supra n. 110) p.4

I's Rajamani L., "From Stockholm to Johannesburg: The Anatomy of Dissonancein the
InternationalEnvironmentalDialogue"Receil Vo%12
Issue 1,2003 P. 32.
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Also, WSSDwas presentedas a 'summit of implementation',not a `norm setting
116
It confirmed the Rio principles in 'globo' and attempts to either
exercise'.
i"
formulation
their
Thus, sustainable
strengthen or weaken
were unsuccessful
.
development, is firmly reinstated, reasserted, and entrenched as an
international creature that is to guaranteeenvironmentalprotection amidst the
pursuit of developmentactivities. Its constituent elementsand principlesare to
championthis processby implementationat the national level through policies,
laws, and other mechanismsclarified at the WSSD.

Part B

2: 6 National Implementation

of the Concept of Sustainable

Development
2: 6: 1 Design for Adaptation and Implementation

at the Domestic level

International law has achievedconsiderablesuccessin developing,interpreting
and applyingsustainabledevelopment.But it is increasinglybeing acceptedthat
domestic implementation is the most appropriate vehicle for conveying the
valuable objectives of the concept, to truly enhanceprotection of development
environments. The Principle's implications for national policy-making are
deemedfundamental,especiallyin bringing countriesto realisationof the limits
118
within which they can exploit their natural resources; and for eliminating the
119
'blocking
This explains Lang's contention that
justice'.
risk of
access to
an
(as
development
international process), will never move ahead
sustainable
120These
of the average performance within respective domestic processes.
referencespresent very plausible and rational arguments for the relevanceof
implementingsustainabledevelopmentat'home'.

116Pallmearts (supra n. 110) p. 8
117
Ibid
lls<htt " /www/go her://go hen
r Undp.org/00/ung4

rs/unepLpublications/

119Cordonler Segger et. al. "Prospects for Principles of International Sustainable development
Law after WSSD: Common But Differentiated Responsibilities, Precaution and Participation" In
Receil 12 (1) 2003 p. 54

120Lang,
(supra n.66) p. 102; see also Silveira(supra n. 19) p.9; Eliot J. A., An Introduction to
SustainableDevelopment(2nd edn.) RoutledgeLondon2001 p. 27
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Similarly, the importance of domestic implementation has also been emphasised
in the major documents that provide guidance on the meaning and content of
Agenda 21,123and more
the term. The Brundtland report, 121Rio Declaration
'122
recently the Johannesburg Declaration124and POI125,all hold important clues on
the design for implementation and adaptation of sustainability objectives at
national level. Scholars vary on specific emphasis, but there is some unanimity
of views on the methods of implementation. The general thematic content of
these prescriptions including academic articulations on domestic implementation
are explored in a general context, from three dimensions, respectively headed:
Localisation, Legalisation, and Institutionalisation.

(i) Localisation: Nationalising the Concept
The rationale here is that sustainable development must' transcend its
'conceptual cradle and made real and tangible, addressing' real people, real
developmentaland environmentalconflicts, and influencingreal decisionsIn an
126
integrative
local
altogether
climate. Valuableobjectivesand principlesof the
concept must be imported and localisedas mandatesprimarily within state and
127
Sustainability
government processes, policy planning and management.
objectives must influence national decisions relating to economic policies,
resources management,environmental protection, Including the agencies and
institutions responsiblefor these.128 Policy instrumentsseekingto addressthe
goals of sustainabledevelopmentlocally must be integratedto ensure minimum
129
standardsof compliance,as well as responsiblevoluntary actions. As already
observed, localisation process may raise questions of the limits of private
property, particularly in terms of what governmentscan do to restrict or allow
the use of resourcesthrough environmentallaw.130
121WCED(supra n. 10) pp.308-336
lu Rio Declaration,(supra n. 12) Principles9,10,11,13,15,16
123Agenda21 Chapter8 (supran. 13)
124JohannesburgDeclaration(supra n. 106)
lu POI (supra n. 107), paras.4,18, &163
126WCED(supra n 10) p. 9
127Agenda21 (supra n.13) Chapter8 pp.87-88
128WCED(supra n.10) pp.310-319
129MMSD (supra n.33) p. 24
130Boer B (supra n. 33) p. 115
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and 17 respectively

The implementation process of localisation does not only rest with government,
its agencies and institutions. Pursuing sustainable development must also be
(including
international
integral
the
organisations
of
mandates
part
of
made an
UN Agencies), and of major private sector institutions (including businesses),
131
that operate within nation states. This strategy will ensure rapid and effective

localisationof the principle.
Given the peculiar nature of sustainabledevelopmentand the varying issuesit
its
(through
integrated
in
elements),
to
manner
seeks
an
address
implementation at the national level by localisation methods would require a
more practical, direct and flexible framework. While policy statements or
commitments are generally welcomed as efforts to adapt the concept
development
be
initiative
the
of national
should
primary
nationally, a preferable
The
development
next
plans.
and
action
strategies
programmes,
sustainable
step will be the adoption of legal measureswithin country specific conditions
that consolidateit.
(ii) Legalisation: Legislation, Regulation, Enforcement and
Compliance
Nationalimplementationof sustainabledevelopmentwould require certain legal
legal
its
national
within
consolidation
that
will enhance gradual
representations
'effective
legal
the
and
an
of
This
provision
will primarily require
systems.
132
does
basic
This
comprisevarying
framework'.
prescription
seeming
regulatory
legal methods through which the concept can be said to be effectively
incorporatedwithin national legal systems,and not as has been suggested,just
133
A legalisationprocessshould therefore
development'.
'a mere handmaidento
based
'efficient
on clearly articulated
mechanisms
rule-making
generally entail
131WCED(supra n. 10) pp.310-319; All organisations and programmes of the UN system - FAO,
WHO, WTO, World Bank, IMF, UNESCO, UNIDO, UNDP, UNCTAD -are required within their
respective areas of expertise and mandate, to strengthen individually and jointly the support for
(See
21.
Liobl
Implementation
Agenda
through
protection
of
efforts
at
environmental
national
G., "Environmental Protection & Sustainable Development", in United Nations Law and Practice
(2000): Cede/ Sucharipa (Eds.) p 13)
132Agenda 21, (supra n. 13) p.91
133Boer (supra n. 33) p. 130
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134
environmental ethic, and reliable devices for supervisingthe application of
135
rules.
The first method of implementing sustainability within domestic legal systems is
by introducing (or importing) laws, (international or regional), that promote
136
for
enforcement.
sustainable development, and in a timely manner
According to the ILA, this mandate requires that legal texts and principles of
international environmental law be made effective through municipal initiatives
of ratification and/or implementation, using their legal, administrative and
judicial authority and enforcements. It must also

involve adjustments and

modification on those texts that are necessary to give effect to the objective of
137
development.
in
The development
the
the
enhancing
pursuit of
environment
of these laws on the international scene must also be monitored, in order to
provide continuous update on the local transplants.

The secondimplementingefforts concernactions in respectof existing and new
laws. Existing legislations must be made effective, through a consolidation
other words, laws, rules, and regulations dealing with
environmentalprotection or conveyingsustainabilityobjectives in other sectors
process. In

must be identified, integrated, constantly reviewed, enforced and periodically
laws,
design
for
Similarly,
the
of
regulationsand
assessed complianceratings.
138A
implement
them.
useful suggestion is
agreementsmust reflect capacity to
to examinethe socio-economicand environmentalinstruments in a holistic (as
139
fragmented)
manner. In respect of new enactments (including
opposed to
laws, contractual or voluntary agreements), they must be based on
140
direct
thy
economicactivities. Also,
sustainabilityprinciples,especiallywhere
this legislative process should be used to deal directly with prevention and
punishmentfor environmentalharm on the one hand, and to augment Common
134Ibid.
13sLang (supra n. 66) p. 104
136Agenda21 (supra n. 13) p.91
137ILA Reportof the 66t conference(supra n. 32) p. 120
1 MMSD(supra n. 33) (Executivesummary)
139Dowdeswell,
E., "Sustainable Development: The Contribution of International Law" In
SustainableDevelopmentand InternationalLaw (supra n.19) p.7
140SeeAgenda21 (supra n. 13) chapter 8.
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Law requirementsthrough such statutes.'4' This processshould in my view also
cater for the speedy promulgation- of rules to address environmental
emergencies.As pointed out, sustainingthe concept within legal preceptswill
bolster its capacityto provide for developmentalternativeswithin an enhanced
142
environment.

A very important and popularly acclaimedmethod of domestic implementation
of sustainable development is through the use of effective economic
instruments and other incentives.143The objective behind use of economic
instruments and incentives is driven by the need to provide an effective legal
legal
the
here
is
framework.
The
on
much
emphasis
not
so
and regulatory
impressing
in
but
that
the
achieve
such
system
can
system
on
results
found
has
development
It
its
projects.
environmental concerns within
144
initiatives.
in
international
environmental
recognition certain
The adoption of economic instruments for implementation of sustainable
developmenthave also been noted as instrumental in creating environmentally
145
funds;
development
investments,
trusts,
or for conduct of
or
ethical
determine
tradeto
the
environment
of
accounting
economic valuation and
'46
incentives
instruments,
by
Thus,
and voluntary
economic
offs.
regulation
actions must be encouragedas complimentto traditional commandand control
for
it
the
transmitting
This
concept,
since
value
method possessgreat
regimes.
re-orientates economic policies by inclusion of environmental considerations,
and combinesdifferent sets of regulatory techniques-economic,voluntary, and
self-regulation- to promote sustainability.

141Wilkins H., (supra n. 111)
142Eliot J., (supra n. 120) p. 27
143Agenda21, (supra n. 13) p. 93

144SeePrinciple 6(b) & (c), Bergen Conference: Ministerial Declaration on Sustainable
Developmentin EPL, 20 (1990) p.104; Principle 13(c) Forest Principles(supra n. 18); World
Bank: WDR;Developmentand the Environment(1992) OUP,Oxford, 1992, p 71.
145MMSD
(supra n.33) p. 24

146Gillespie A., International Environmental Law Policy and Ethics, OUP, Oxford, p. 124 This
economic valuation technique is derived from what Is termed'Cost-benefit-analysis'(CBA) For a
critical view on valuing the environment (in monetary terms) see Naess A., Ecology, Community
and Life Style, CUP, Cambridge 1989, pp. 106,112-23.
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should be also mentioned that the WSSD also provide a special
implementation prescription that is designed to improve the environmental

It

performances of companies. Amongst these are voluntary systems, codes of
between
dialogue
orientation
and
conduct, certification, public reporting,
community, operators and stakeholders. Other global initiatives such as guidelines and sustainability reporting are recommended.147 Implementing and
increasing corporate accountability at the local level has thus been summarised
as requiring three approaches: voluntary actions (focusing on CSR); judicial
punitive measures (based on corporate liability) and corporate citizenship
Initiatives (based on international multi-stakeholder co-operation and treaty1e
Similarly, standards of common usages such as 'Best Practice',
making).
'Internationally Acceptable Practice' (IAP) or 'Best Standards', which often
define corporate environmental obligations must be implemented in concrete
set of sustainability objectives, obligations or goals to be achieved before,
during and after the currency of development projects. 149

Another fundamental implementing criterion is in law enforcement. An
immediate emphasisin this measure is the facilitation of enforcement both in
terms of appropriate remedies as well as of citizen's access to legal (and
'50
administrative) machinery. It infers the use of court actions, tribunals and
judicial inquiries to promote or implement sustainable development. The
specific use of `judicial ingenuity' to enforce environmental sustainability of
151
Courts
be
has
been
prayed.
must
able to
eminently
economic activities
field,
'environmental
limited
in
the
even
with
achieve sustainability principles
black-letter legal weapons'.152This processcould give legal qualificationto the
147P01(supra n. 107) para 18; Note also other efforts In regulationof MNEs-OECDGuidelines
For Multinational Enterprises,21 June1976 (The Guidelineshelp ensure that MNEsact In
harmony with the policiesof countries In which they operate and with societalexpectations);
and OECDDeclarationand Decisionson InternationalInvestment and MultinationalEnterprises,
(Paris 1992) both available at http: //www.oecd.org/; Draft UN Code of Conduct of
Transnational Corporations (1990) UN Doc.E/1990/94 of 12 June, 1990. (See generally
MulinchksyP.T., Multinational Corporationsand the Law, Blackwell,Oxford 2003 for detailed
analyseson MNEsregulation.
148See Wilkins H., (supra n. 111)
149MMSD (supra n. 33) p. xxiii

150SeeRio Declaration(supra n.12) Principles10,13,20 &22

151Camwath (Lord Justice) "Judicial Protection of the Environment at Home and Abroad" In 1
Env L Vol. 16, No.3,2004. p. 317-8
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elements, and
concept
jurisprudence on the subject. 153
and

consequential

development

of

legal

A further need in fulfillment of the objective of law enforcement is that
countries should put in place efficient and effective judicial and administrative
system includingthe enablingproceduresand logisticsto facilitate enforcement.
Where possible,special environmentalcourts, or tribunals must be established
to deal with the peculiarities of interpreting the objectives of sustainable
development locally. The elements and principles of the concept are designed
to perform different functions and impose different restrictions, though they
aspire to a common goal. In other words, they are not always capable of
154
fit
does
translation into precise binding laws and `one size
not always all'.
This peculiarity is therefore likely to be best handled in judicial or (tribunal)
forum, which will deal with their practicalapplicationon a case-by-casebasis.
But an important aspect of implementationof the conceptthrough enforcement
is the need to encouragetransnationalenforcementsagainst personsor entities
that perpetrate environmental wrongs or violate established or recognized
environmental principles. In other words it advocates the supranational
For
instance,
law
beyond
and
conditions.
national prescriptions
application of
international courts and national courts of foreign jurisdictions, could aid this
legal
international
domestic
both
the
by
and
and
taking
cognisanceof
process
having
for
to
the
is
business
framework
in
regard
need
conducted,
which
policy
implementing sustainable development through both efforts. This issue is
lss
currently being addressedthrough various endeavours.

153For exampleson use of judicial 'ingenuity'see: Gatxikovo-Nagymaros
Case,(supra n. 39 &
47); Minors Opasaet al. V. Sect of the Environment& Natural ResourcesFulgencioFactoras,
GR.No. 10108330 July 1993. ReprintedIn 33 ILM 173, (1994)
154LayardAntonia,`(supran. 26) pp. 43-46
155See Draft "Hague Conventionon Jurisdictionand ForeignJudgmentsin Civiland Commercial
Matters"(negotiatedunder HagueConferenceon PrivateInternational Law (HCCH))availableat
http,//www.c=h. or!g It codifies some principlesof internationaljurisdiction which may be
relevant in environmentaldisputes before the courts of most States; ILC Report of the 2001
HCCHon the Draft Conventionon Jurisdictionand ForeignJudgmentsin Civil and Commercial
Matters htto://www. c tech.org; "ILC Draft Principleson EnvironmentalLiability" in JEL, 2005
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A final

and Important

requirement

for

implementation

of

sustainable

development at the national level pursuant to the legalisation method, relates
to promoting compliance with sustainability laws, rules, regulations and other
policy requirements at all levels. A successful functioning of any legal system
would require an orientation toward achieving complicity with it legal mandates.
According to Wolfrum, while implementation would primarily require reflection
of international obligations in existing laws, agreements and regulations of
states (including other legislative and administrative measures necessary under
national legal system), `compliance' means that commitments entered into by
156
fully
Compliance will therefore require
in
states are
effectuated
practice.
action to be taken at the national and international level through enforcement
in reaction to identified non-compliance. This will improve implementation
failures. l57

However, Charney has considered it unlikely that a specific formula can be
discovered that could allow one to fashion norms to optimise compliance.158
This view is not unconnected with the fact that compliance (as with sustainable
development) is not static but a process, which must be susceptible to change
over time to meet the social and environmental challenges that are engendered
by development activities. 159

17, pp. 155-157; Convention on Jurisdiction and the Enforcement of Judgments in Civil and
Commercial Matters (done at Lugano on 16 September 1988 (88/592/EEC), (1988) OJ L 319/9;
OECD Guidelines on MNEs (supra n. 147); Council Regulation (EC) No. 44/2001 on Jurisdiction
and the Recognition and Enforcement of Judgments in Civil and Commercial Matters, (2001) O1
L12/1, ( latest consolidated version In (1998) OJC27/1); The Alien Tort Claims Act ("ATCA'' 28
U.S.C.S. § 1350 (2004)- It gives district courts original jurisdiction for any civil action by an
alien for a tort only, committed In violation of the law of nations or a treaty of the United
States. For analysis the application of these legislations, see ILA: "Transnational Enforcement of
Environmental Law" (Second Report) (2004) (ILA/TEEL) Berlin Conference (2004) available at
http: //www. ila-_b&Lgrg/- and more generally, see From Government to Governance- 2003
Hague Conference on Contemporary Issues of International Law TMC Asser press, The Hague
2004.

156Wolfrum R. Means of Ensuring Compliance with and enforcement of International
EnvironmentalLaw,Academyof International Law,Vol. 272 (1998), MartinusNijhoff Publishers,
1999,The Hague/Boston/London.Pp.27-29 & 30
157 Ibid

158Chamey
J.L., "Compliancewith International Soft Law". In Commitmentand Compliance.The
Roleof Nonbinding NormsIn the International LegalSystem,SheltonD. (Ed.), OUP,NewYork,
2000, p.117
159Wolfrum R. (supra n.156) p.30 (citing BrownWeiss)
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A useful recommendation is to use compliance strategy that is tailored to the
intent and capacity of individual states, and other actors to comply with
160
instruments.
It is also deemed important to maintain the process
particular
and elaborate mechanism of accountability (for states and other relevant
161
Lastly, `civil society' must be recognised as having an essential role
actors).
in furthering compliance, or in building the required consensus for negotiating
162
binding
legal
instruments.
or enacting

(iii) Institutionalisation
The importanceof this method of implementationcannot be over-emphasised.
Broadly, it encompasses efforts at structural reorganisation, capacitating
institutions, introduction and application of efficient integrative systems,
attitudinal reorientation, change in institutionalisedpractices,and provision of
necessaryfinancial mechanismsrequired to meet and sustain these demands.
As was observed by the WCED, the interrelationship between development
activities and ecologicalsystemswill not change; 'the policies and institutions
163
concernedmust change'. This suggests both physicalactions at institutional
reorganisation, requiring integration of sectors and agencies responsible for
environment and development related matters or enhancing cooperation and
co-ordination between them. According to the report, 'separate policies and
In
institutions can no longer cope effectively with these interlockedissues'
.1
this same vein, Countries should integrate set of institutions that will be
responsiblefor national environmentalvaluation and economic accounting of
natural resources,so as to include them in conventionalaccounts.Old regimes
which discounted social and environmentalissues must undergo reorientation
because 'the environment cannot be protected when growth leaves out of
''
destruction...
the
account costof environmental

160BrownWeissE., "UnderstandingCompliancewith Soft taw" in Commitmentand Compliance:
SheltonD. (Ed.), (supra n.158) p.553
161Ibid
162Ibid
163WCED(supra n. 10 ) p.310
164Ibid p.37
165Agenda21 (supra n. 13) Chapter8: D
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The Institutional rational entails a further requirement for attitudinal reorientation of the perceptions of states, organisations, agencies, and people
alike with regard to environment and development issues- that'they are [both]
linked in a complex system of cause and effect. '166Therefore institutionalisation
demands more than just providing for individual elements of the concept, or
institutions to promote specific principles (as is often done in the requirements
for EIA). States systems must be made effective to apply broad array of
167
development.
By implication, the
elements and principles of sustainable
methods of national implementation should equally be effectuated in practice.
States should resist a 'pick-and- chose' adaptation technique and endeavour to
source the valuable sustainability rationale embedded In the methods of
'localisation', "legalisation' and 'institutionalisation' by applying them.

Finally, the reorganisation,and integration of institutions bring with it financial
burdens which are likely to crumple the identified implementation processes.
While it is paramount that states maintain the responsibility to budget
necessary finances, institutional and legal capacity to pursue sustainable
development at national and local levels, they would also require assistance
168
financing
One such effort is evidencein the UNEPGEF
technology.
with
and
In terms of financingof environmentalprojects.
Conclusion
The aim of this chapter was to bring out the value oriented nature and
relevance of the concept of sustainabledevelopment in international law, for
resourcemanagementand environmentalprotection in conduct of development
activities. It also sought to present the methods by which the concept can be
implemented at the domestic level. This effort has revealed that despite
definitional questions and legal divergences, sustainable development does
have primary purpose and direct relevancefor the regulation of development
166WCED(supra n. 10) p. 37
16'7Okidi, C. "Incorporation of General Principles
of Environmental Law in National Law with
Examples From Malawi" In EPL 2714 (1997) p.331

'68See Malanczuk.
P (supra n. 41)
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activities for environmentalprotection, including an appreciablelegal context in
which it could be appliedto fulfill its primary purpose.
It has identified a legal character in the concept beyond legislativeand judicial
processes(that may confer obligations relevant for pursuing sustainability),to
include adjudicatory,administrativeand deliberativeprocesses;with a flexibility
that allows for the interpretation of its principleswithin legal rules to enhance
environmental protection at the global or domestic level. Through, an
illustrative paradigm of implementationmethods, the value of the concept for
regulating domestic activities is further emphasised. It has also been
established that national implementation represents an important and
necessarymeans of applying sustainabledevelopment in order to achieve its
purposeof protecting domesticdevelopmentenvironments.
Having identified the primary purpose, legal parameters and its national
application, the next chapter will analyse relevant elements and principlesfor
directing or achieving sustainable development. These principles convey the
practical value of the concept by defining the social and environmental
parameters within which natural resources can be exploited for economic
purposes,for the ultimate objective of sustainability.
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CHAPTER

3

ELABORATION

OF

ASPECTS

OF

SUSTAINABLE

DEVELOPMENT MOST RELEVANT TO THE ENVIRONMENT

3: 1 Introduction

The previous chapter established the place of sustainable development in
international law. Its primary purposewas revealedas rooted in the protection
The
the
resources.
of
environment amid economic exploitation of natural
implementation
legal
and
context
chapter also established an appreciable
methods by which domestic developmentenvironmentscan be protected as a
goal of sustainable development. Discerning the purpose, legal nature and
domestic implementation methods of the concept represent as conditions for
Initiating sustainability. Underlyingthis theme is the rationale that sustainable
development In international law provides social, environmental and resource
in
define
that
the
are
exploited
must
resources
way
managementparameters
development activities pursuant to the initiating conditions. These parameters
are represented by some pertinent element and principles that embody the
'
concept. These principles convey the practical value of sustainable
development, fulfill its purpose by instilling social and environmental
considerations into development activities, and impute responsibility on
developersfor the ultimate objective of sustainability.This chapter entails an
elaboration on identified principles which represent aspects of sustainable
development most relevant to protection of the environment (as opposed to
hold
this
thesis
to
development),
considers
which
and
socio-economic
environmentallyvaluableobjectives.

1 Note that the referencesto the term "elements'and/or 'principles'in this thesis only reflect the
distinctionbetweenprinciplesthat are commonlyrecognisedas inherent in the conceptand are
describedas its elements; and principlesderived from general International Law, and deemed
relevant for achieving the objectives of the concept. (See Fitzmaurice M.A., International
Protection of the Env/mnment; Hague Academy of International Law, Martinus Nijhoff
Publishers,Hague/ Boston/ London (2002) p. 51); but note also, that the demarcatingline
between `elements' and `principles' has been considerablyeroded as they continue to be
adopted in treaties, declarations and legislations. There effect in fostering the goals of
sustainabledevelopmentIs howevernot affected by this distinctionand therefore they are used
in this work interchangeably.
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The relevant principles are-: Environmental Protection, Integration, Inter and
Polluter-Pays and
Equity, Sustainable Utilisation,
Intra-generational
Precautionary Principle, EIA and Public Participation. These, will be analysed,
bringing out their value-oriented nature especially the capacity to afford
environmental protection in resource exploitation.

They are presented as

deriving severally from the legal characterisationof sustainabledevelopment
legal
the
in-depth
individual
in
2.
Therefore,
of
assessment
adopted chapter
an
nature of the various principleswill not be addressedhere. Also, the principles
will be analysed as independent components though they may overlap or
bring
to
functions.
The
in
their
seeks
chapter ultimately
complementeach other
out the values in the individualobjectivesof these principles(as componentsof
development
for
development)
that
regulating
are
necessary
sustainable
2
activitiesto ensure environmentalprotection.
3: 2 Principles Relevant for Sustainable Development Activities
The least disputed aspect of sustainabledevelopmentis an acceptancethat it
constitutes distinct set of elements by which development activities can be
in
fact
is
This
scholastic
recognised
made environmentally sustainable.
interactive on the subject.3 There may be slight variances in the general
in
to
context
of
attempts
the
placed
usually
principles,
appreciation of
distinguish between their nature, function, application, or the means of
In
the
absence of clear substantive
individual
their
objectives.
achieving
deemed
been
to
have
serve variegated
the
severally
obligation,
principles
functions in aid of directing sustainability.For instancesome elements are said
to imposepolitical obligationson governmentswhen they set the framework for
the exploitationor use of componentsof the environment.
2 Note that the environmentalprotectiondimensionof sustainabledevelopmentemployedhere
goes beyond the natural environment to Include the social environment as well; (see
Introductory Overviewsupra p.19, A(ii)); social concernsare therefore to be generally Implied
in referencesto 'environmentalprotection,
or 'development'environments.
3 HandlG., "SustainableDevelopment:GeneralRulesVersusSpecificObligations"in Sustainable
Developmentand International Law, Lang, W. (Ed.), Graham &Trotman/ Martinus Nijhoff,
London/Dordrecht/Boston(1995) p. 40
4 Wolfrum R., "International EnvironmentalLaw: Purposes,Principlesand Meansof ensuring
Compliance"in International, Regionaland National EnvironmentalLaw, Morrison& Wolf rum
(Eds.) (2000) KluwerLaw International,The Hague/London/Boston,
2000, p.23
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Other principles are considered a 'reiteration and precisation of existing
5
law';
while some guide specific substantivepolicy choicesor relate
customary
to proceduraland institutional behaviour,directed by a processby which future
environmental impacts can be considered and addressed. These relevant
further
the
for
the
of
elaboration
and
application
principles can also provide
'
by
tribunals.
concept states, internationalorganisations,courts and
Two fundamental inferencescan be drawn from the respectivedistinctionsand
least,
in
the
basic
on
First,
they
common agreement
categorisations.
suggest a
functions
their
though
the
or the
concept
certain elements and principles of
the
depending
likely
be
is
to
in
they
on
vary
employed
may
manner which
context in which they may be used. Second, the various formulations give
ample legal capacityto the principles,as they prescribethe important contexts
in which their values can be interpreted and harnessed.To my mind these
references mark the corner stone for applying and achieving environmental
protection in conductof developmentactivities.
3: 2: 1 Environmental Protection
Environmentalprotection has been a constant challenge on the international
arena, especiallywhen it is often erroneouslyunderstoodas coming up against
development activities$ Yet environmental protection is recognised as a
5 Rest A, "Implementation of Rio Targets-Preliminary Efforts in State Practice" In EPL, Vol. 25
No.6(1995) p.313. Note that principles reiterating and making customary law precise are those
embodied in numerous international treaties.

6 GainesS.E., "InternationalTrade, EnvironmentalProtectionand Developmentas a Sustainable
DevelopmentTriangle" Receil Vol. 11 Issue 3, (2002) pp.259-273, at 264; Bimie & Boyle,
International Law and the Environment,secondedition, OUP,(2002) p.90; Boyleand Freestone,
International Law and SustainableDevelopment,Boyle& Freestone(Eds.) OUP,Oxford, 2001
pp.8-9).
Sands P., "International Law in the Field of SustainableDevelopment- Emerging legal
principles" in SustainableDevelopment & International law, (supra n. 3), p.66; Cordonier
Segger et al. "Prospects for Principlesof International Sustainabledevelopment Law after
WSSD:CommonBut DifferentiatedResponsibilities,Precautionand Participation"in Rehei/12
1) 2003 p.54
e 1962, UN GA Resolution 1831(XVII) on `Economic Development and Conservation of
Nature' expresses concern over the environmental wealth of developing countries which was
being jeopardised by economic development, and endorsed a call by UNESCOto enact effective
domestic legislations covering inter alia, the preservation and rational use of natural resources.
(See UNYB (1964 pp 68-9); For a comprehensive insight, see Schrijver N. Sovereignty over
Natural resources, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1997 pp 120-40.
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fundamental principle in international law, expressed primarily through the
sovereignty principle .9 But it is also recognised in treaties directed either at
protecting the environment generally, or in respect of particular environmental
components, mostly in effort to protect renewable natural resources that are
10
between
States.
shared

A distinction must be made between environmental protection generally as a
11
law,
international
and environmentalprotection as
principle of
environmental
defined
in
latter
development.
The
is
an element of sustainable
more narrowly
connection with natural resource management within the framework of
sustainable development. This dimension of protection will find specific
application 'to all instances' of the use of a natural resource, or of an
environmentalinterference In any part of the world'12.The requisite protection
will therefore interpret in context of particular development activities, as
undertaken in particular environments, and in relation to the environmental
resourcesthat would be employed or affected. It Is in this sense of resource
exploitation that emphasisis placed on the protection of the environment for
sustainabledevelopment. In other words, environmental protection forms the
basis upon which resourceexploitativeactivities can be said to be sustainable.
Thus, environmental protection as an indication of sustainable development,
has acquiredseveralconnotations.
9 Note that primarily appliedin transboundarycontext, this principlenow finds direct application
to protectionof domesticenvironments.(see ExpertsGroupon EnvironmentalLawof the WCED,
EnvironmentalProtection and SustainableDevelopment(Experts Group) Monroe & Lammers
(Eds),Graham&Trotman, MartinusNijhoff 1996, London/Dordrecht/Bostonp.ix;
10Some protectionefforts are In:- Conventionon Nature Protectionand Wildlife PreservationIn
the Western Hemisphere, 1940 (nature and wildlife); The African Convention on the
Conservationof Natureand Natural resources,1968 (soil, water, flora and fauna); CITES1973
(endangeredspecies);UNCLOS1982 (marine environment);Conventionon the Protectionand
Use of TransboundaryWatercourses and International Lakes, 1992 (water resources)and
BiodiversityConvention1992(biologicaldiversity).
il This envisagesa wider scope of regulation under Internationalenvironmentallaw, and will
include issueslike, protectingthe environmentfrom Wars, hazardoussubstances,technologies
and wastes,Transboundarypollution, protection of global atmosphericcomponents,trade and
the environment,and control mechanisms(liability regimes)for environmentalprotectionat the
internationallevel.
12ExpertsGroup, (Supra n. 9) p. Ix; For example,the revised 1975 constitutive treaty (Lagos
Treaty) of ECOWASmembers(revisedIn 1993) endorsesone of its objectivesas'... to protect,
preserve and enhance the natural environment of the region'. See Revised Treaty of the
EconomicCommunityof WestAfrican States(ECOWAS),1993, article 29, reprinted at (1996) 8
AfrJ. LC.L 189
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It has been taken to mean 'a commitment to reducing pollution and
environmentaldegradationand to the more efficient use of resources'so as to
13
have
has
been
It
to
an
understood
also
maintain environmental capacities.
be
by
seen as
not
should
protection
which
economic and social component,
limitations for utilization, but rather as the right to utilize the 'resource
14
in
environment'
a certain manner. In the extreme case, environmental
protection implies imposinga limitation or qualifyingthe exerciseof the right of
States in exploitation of their natural resources.Whateverthe connotations,the
operation of this element for sustainabledevelopmenthas been clearly stated
in the Rio Declaration. 'In order to achieve -sustainable development,
environmental protection shall constitute an integral part of the development
15
be
from
it'.
So that, the effects of
in
isolation
process,and cannot considered
any form of developmentactivities on the environment must be contemplated
in order to avoid, reduce or minimise the impact on the natural, human and
cultural environment.
Furthermore, in so far as 'human -beings are the center of concerns for
sustainabledevelopment', they are' entitled to pursue developmentalactivities
so as to 'equitably meet their developmentaland environmentalneeds...r16The
latter `needs' becomesvery important in the protection mandate, because it
development'
'right
to
humans
fulfill
both
their
and their entitlement
to
enables
17
'to a healthy and productive life in harmony with nature'. It is in respect of
this fundamental implication of environmental protection for sustainable
development that states assume the following responsibilitiesunder the Rio
Declaration:- to conserve, protect, and restore the health and integrity of the
18
earth's ecosystem; to take cost effective measuresto prevent environmental
13See Jacobs, M. "Sustainable Development as a Contested Concept" in Fairness and futurity,
Dobson A.(Ed.) OUP Inc, New York, 1999 p.85; Shiva V., "Resources"; in The Development
Dictionary:SachsW. (Ed.), Zed Books,London,(1992) p. 217
14LioblG., "EnvironmentalProtection& SustainableDevelopment",in United Nations Law and Practice
(2000): Cede/ Sucharipa (Eds.)
'5R1oDeclaration on Environment and Development, June 13,1992, adopted by the UNCED at
Rio de Janeiro. UN Doc A/CONF. 151/26 (Vol. 1) (1992); ILM 874,1992 (Rio)

Principle4
16Ibid Principle3
17Ibid Principle1
18Ibid Principle7
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degradation;19 to

enact effective environmental legislations, employ

environmental standards and managementobjectives and priorities; and are
required to develop national laws regarding liability and compensationfor the
2°
damage.
Environmental
victims of pollution and other environmental
protection efforts have also been championed through institutions both at
national and internationallevels21
More importantly, the Principle has been viewed as conferring environmental
22
human
in
rights, generally referenced context of
rights. Environmentalrights
have been sought from other internationally protected rights, advocated as
deriving from democratic values (procedural rights) and even given
23
legal
judicial
in
constitutional status or
pronouncements national
systems.
Accordingto Judge Weeramantry,'the protection of the environment is also a
vital part of contemporaryhuman rights doctrine... such as the right to health
and the right to life itself'.

Damage to the environment can impair and

undermine this right. The Principle is thus surmised to 'mean that: 'while
therefore, all peopleshave the right to initiate developmentprojects and enjoy
their benefits,,there is likewise a duty to ensure that those projects do not
24
damage
the environment'.
significantly
But some have questioned this `right` to a clean environment becauseof its
inherent anthropocentricity, understood as ignoring the rights of animals and

19Ibid Principle 15

20Ibid Principle13; (other pertinent protection measuresstates could adopt are evidencedin
Principles8,9,10,17,18 &19 respectively).
21UNEPand the CSD urge environmentalprotection through implementationof Agenda 21;
Also Environmental protection institutions have been established through a number of
frameworkenvironmentaltreaties (Secretariatsof CBD,FCCC,and Montreal& Kyoto Protocols)
includingfinancialmechanisms(GEF).
22For analysison environmentalrights, see ExpertsGroup,( supra n.9) p. 38-42; Redgewell,C.,
"Life, the Universe and Everything: A Critic of Anthropocentric Rights" In Human Rights
Approachesto EnvironmentalProtection, Boyle & Anderson (Eds.) Claredon Press, Oxford,
1998; Handl G., "Human rights and Protectionof the Environment"in Economic,Social and
Cultural Rights Eide/Krause/Rosas
(eds) 2001; `The Right of a child to a CleanEnvironment,
(Eds.) (2000). See also the applicationof this principle in the LopezFijalkowski/Fitzmaurice,
0stra Casein HRLJ,Vol15, and No. 11-12.
23Seethe ILA Reportof the 700 Conference,(New Delhi) London2002
pp. 832 f.
Separateopinion of Weeramantryin the Gabcrkovo-Nagymaros
Case(1997), ICI Reports15
September1997,GL No. 92 p.92
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25
`complications'
In
is
For
there
using the notion of
envisaged
others
nature.
definition
has'
imprecise
it
that
in
and
rights environmental protection giving
limited justifiability. 26Yet further concernssuggestthat the rights perspectiveis
`preference
having
because
danger
helpful
the
where
situation
a
of
of
not
confronts preference'.This might make the accommodationprocessadvocated
by the integration principle more difficult, as it will be harder for the rightholdersto accept a compromisedsituation.27
Notwithstanding the forgoing, there is no denying that the element of
for
is
sustainable
requirement
a
and
value-added
environmentalprotection vital
development that must be recognised in the conduct of development
human
decent
healthy
`a
it,
As
Redgewell
or
puts
clean,
operations.
for
healthy
decent
is
non-humans'.
environment
or
environment also a clean
This effect she contendsis inevitableeven without recognitionof such a human
right, since it is not possibleto separatehuman interestsfrom the protection of
28
the environment. Central to the element is an overwhelming concern and
benefit
for
the
the
to
of
environment
components
of
preserve
need protect and
`it
does
but
between
not rule out the protection of nature
generations,
mankind
for its own intrinsic value'29. What sustainable development implieszis a
development pursued in an environmentallysound and friendly manner. Such
it,
have
integrated
inter
general environmental
within
alia,
an activity should
concerns.

3: 2: 2 Integration of Environment and Development
The meaning and concept of the integration principle can be discernedfrom a
3
Declaration.
Rio
While
Principle
3
4
the
of
and
combination of principles
justifies and sanctionsthe conduct of developmentactivities, Principle4 seeks
25ChurchillIn RedgewellC, (supra n.22), p.71
26ILA Reportof the 690 Conference,(London)London2000 p. 693
27XlmenaF.,(citing Merrills)"International Law-makingIn the Fieldof Sustainabledevelopment:
The Unequal Competition Between Developmentand Environment"In International Law and
SustainableDevelopment:Principlesand Practice,Schrijver & Weiss (Eds.) Martinus Nijhoff
Publishers,Leiden/Boston2004p p.34
28Redgewell, C., (supra n. 22) P. 87
29Wolfrum, R., (supra n. 4) p. 22
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to condition such conducts by recommendingthe integration of environmental
concerns and initiatives into such activities. By this element the declaration
indicates that environmental preservation and promotion of development are
interrelated and therefore require an integrated approach.The implications of
the integration element for sustainable development are far reaching, as it
seeksto reconcileenvironmentaland developmentaldifferences,recogniseand
absorbsocial issues,influenceeconomicpoliciesand political decisionsincluding
the way laws are made and implemented.Rio is said to also integrate the needs
30
both
future
of
present and
generations. Policy makers and developersshould
therefore, always consider the social effects of their developmentpolicies and
activities.
The practicalities of integrating environment and development in, decisionmaking and the prescriptionsfor implementingit are dealt with in chapter 8 of
Agenda 21. In that context, integration requires ensuring that economic
activities and environmental protection are integrated at the policy, planning
and management levels. The principle has accordingly been interpreted as
injecting 'sustainability'conceptsinto both macro and microeconomicpolicies31
At the 'macro' level, traditional nationalaccountingsystemsmust be changedto
by
development
face
in
life
the
the
of
ventures
of
rather measure
quality
by
damages
pollution, or otherwise to exclude
caused
reflecting environmental
for
Microeconomics
damages.
shifts
calls
such
efforts aimed at controlling
imposing the costs of environmental damage on the developer causing the
damage, while product pricing should be made to reflect environmental and
32
integration
has
This
true
the
costs
approach
production
cost of
social costs as
been describedas 'most legalistic',its formal applicationrequiring the collection
dissemination.
its
information
It may also
and
of appropriate environmental
serve as the basisfor allowing or requiring'green conditionality'in development
loan institutions.33

30Suchneedsalso includesenvironmentalones; see ILA (supra n. 23) pp 390,391
31 At <http: //www. aol2her-undp.oraloolunoopher/uneD/publi cations/monoaraohs/law> p. 2
32Ibid

33Sands,P., (supra n. 7) p.61
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This holistic approachand diversifiedapplicationengenderedby the integration
element, truly makes it priceless in the pursuit of sustainableactivities. It is
therefore not surprisingthat the principle is describedas the very 'backbone'of
the concept of sustainable development.34 Thus, the key to sustainable
development in resource use, exploitation and the achievement of
environmental protection and conservation is through the integration of
environmentalsafeguardsand economicdecision-making.'Integration remains
the most likely meansto securea balancedview of environmentalneedswithin
35
.
People in the business of resource exploitation for
competing priorities
economic reasons are able to empathise with the demands of this element,
becauseit translates environmentalconcernsinto a languagethey understand.
Above all, the other elements find easy application through it, because it
explains inter alia why 'posterity' matters in the environmental protection
imperativeof sustainabledevelopment.
3: 2: 3 Intergenerational

Equity

This element of sustainabledevelopmentis primarily defined by the concept of
needs. As recognised by the ILA, the integration element also calls for the
integration within development plans, of the 'needs' of future generations in
36
developmental
to
relation
and environmentalmaterials and components. The
WCED definition also suggests that 'development' does not imply only the
but
to
one that is also sustained
our
needs,
meet
pursuit of economicactivities
to meet future needs. 7 This principle should form a new global ethic that is
38
find
the
to
to
environmental prob/ematique. In other
needed
an answer
words, while the formulation does not questionthe principleof 'development'as
a method for satisfying the 'needs' of current generations,it at the same time
explicitly recognises that future generations also have interests deserving
39
protection
34ILA (supra n. 23) pp. 390,391
35Bimieand Boyle.,(supra n. 6) p.87
ILA (supra n. 30 above)
37WCED:Our CommonFuture,OUP,Oxford, 1987; (WCED) 43
p.
" Ibid
39SeePallmeartsM., "International EnvironmentalLaw from Stockholmto Rio: Back to the
Future?" ReeielVol.1, No.3 (1992), p.261
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Principle3 of the Rio Declarationalso gives formal recognitionto the conceptof
'intergenerational equity', indicating that there is a balance that must be
40
balance
for
development
The
this
for
search
sustainable
maintainedFirst,
the
interpretations
element.
to
of
generate - various
continues
intergenerationalequity is said to infer that present generation should not use
future
leave
to
degrade
thereby
generations
the
and
environment,
resourcesor
1
in worse position than the present generation. It also indicates that
inhabit
the
for
development
they
have
while
generations must
equal chances
2
limit
to
In
the
this
time.
element operates
sense,
environment at any given
in
developments
developments
if
significant or
result
would
economic
such
lasting deterioration on the environment and thus impose the 'cost of present
developmentsupon future generations.
Others view the element as placing policy discussionsin a 'fresh context', by
adding'a temporal componentto the evaluation of whether a particular policy
assists in the developmentprocessand protection of the environment for the
future. 3 This interpretation becomesparticularly important in caseswhere the
concept has receiveda strict interpretation, requiring that natural capital should
be preserved intact for future generations-'strong' sustainability-, as against
substitution between different forms of natural and manmade capital-weak'
be
in
44
to
the
balance
the
maintained
In
required
my view,
sustainability.
'weak'
in
the
version of sustainable
the
concept evidences
operation of
40 Some example of International recognition of the principle Include: article 30 "The 1974 UN
Charter on the Economic Right & Duties of States" UNGA Res.3281 (XXD() 1974; Principles 1&
3 "Historical Responsibility of states for the Preservation of Nature for Present and Future
Generations" UN Doc. A. /RES/35/8 (1980) 30 Oct); The 1980 Brandt Commission, North-South:
"A Programme For Survival", (Pan, London 1980, p. 115;The Nairobi Declaration, 18 May 1982,
UNEP Report. 37 UN GAOR.
For a number of national Constitutions that reflect the principle, see Weiss E.B., In Fairness to
Future Generations: International Law, Common Patrimony & Intergeneralional Equity, Falk R.
SEd.) UN University, Japan, Dobbs Ferry, New York, 1988. App. B.

1 Boer B., "Implementationof International SustainabilityImperativesat the NationalLevel" in
SustainableDevelopmentand GoodGovernance,Ginther et al (Eds.) MartinusNijhoff Publishers
1995(citing Edith Brown-Weiss)p. 115
Dordrecht/Boston/London,
42Wolfrum R.,(supra n. 4) p.22

43GainesS., "International Trade, Environmental Protection and Development as a Sustainable
Development Triangle" Receil Vol. 11. Issue 3, (2002) p. 264

44Both `strong' and 'Weak' forms of Sustainabledevelopmentare common adjectivesused to
describe the extent or limits on the claims in respect of present and future generations,
regarding`rights and Interests'In Environmentalresources,and how these can be guaranteedIn
the decision-makingprocess.
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development' but to the extent that it includes the preservation and
bequeathing of some form of environmental assets, renewable and nonrenewable alike. This understandingis echoed elsewhere,suggestingthat the
nature of intergenerationalinterests relates to human needs on the one hand,
and other environmentalinterest that are basedon the intrinsic value of nature,
flora and fauna. 45 Thus, the ideology of intergeneration equity allows for
environmental issues of distribution and accessto goods (both environmental
and manmade)among people of presentand future generations.
Similarly the element has been understood as entailing two issuesthat define
the meaning of equity in sustainabledevelopmentespeciallyin context of the
environment; these are `allocationof natural resources'and `responsibilityand
liability for pollution'46.In other words the concern of the concept is not limited
to our consideration of the interest of future generations.and what or how
much we should bequeathto them. It includesthe actions taken and measures
we implement to safe guard that interest, even as we exploit- nature for
development. The scope of the `interest' is discerned as extending to
considerations of 'fairness and justice' in the formulation, application and
interpretation of laws aimed at regulating development activities; and to the
environmentallyadverse consequencesthat result from resourcesutilisation or
7
exploitation.
At another level Brown-Weiss interprets the principle as symbolising an
is
in
`duty
future
to
expressed
notions
of
of
which
generation,
obligation owed
48
dealings
`a
with environmentalresources.
care' and right' in relation to our
She maintainsthat, membersof the present generation hold the earth in trust
for future generation,and also as beneficiaries,with entitlement to use it.49The
scope of the formers' interests or claims on the environment have been
45ILA (supra n. 23) p.392
46BrownWeissE., "EnvironmentalEquity The Imperative for the 21s`Century, in Sustainable
Developmentand International Law (supra n.3) p.17
47SeeILA (supra n. 23) p.392.
48Brown-Weiss E., (supra n. 40) pp.47-93 & 95-117

49 Ibid; see also Brown-Weiss 'The Planetary Trust: Consequencesand Intergenerational
Equity', EcologyLaw Quarterly,11 (1984) 511.
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identified as 'quality', 'options' and 'access,' implying that they should be giving
the opportunity to enjoy no less environmental quality, should have no less
than
the
less
to
for
development
environment
a
viable
access
no
and
option
future
50
that
'rights-based'
This
suggests
analysis effectively
present
generations have 'rights' in certain environmental componentswhich present
generationis obliged to protect.
The ICJ has recognisedthe interests of future generationsto an undamaged
`interests'
defined
of
It
identified'
of
set
environment.
existenceof a reasonably
the future generation in environmental protection expressedin the ability to
secure food from it, the luxury of enjoying its ecosystemsand yields of nature,
51
.
Essentially,
`Rights
and their well-being, but did not define them in terms of
these are vital intereststhat ought to be contemplatedby this generationin the
but
future
development
generation can claim
activities;
whether
conduct of
them from a 'Rights' perspective is not clear, cut and dried. At the national
Philippines Supreme Court has recognised protection of
52
In securing their
Case.
Opasa
Minors
intergenerational interests in the
interest, the court acknowledged `the right of future generations to be
level, the

the
the
by
to
quality
of
the
protect
generation'
present
represented
to
target
(substantive
grave abuses of
and
standard)
environment
detriment
in
the
the
of
discretion
exercised
are
which
administrative
53
have
the
is
to
This
established
(remedial
said
case
standard).
environment

soSee Report of the Expert Group meeting on identificationof Principlesof International Law
for SustainableDevelopment,GenevaSwitzerland,26-28 Sept 95, and Backgroundpaper 3 for
the CSDFourthSession,1996,at p. 12.
sl Advisory Opinion to the UNGA on The Legality of the Threat or use of Nuclear Weapons, ICJ
Reports 1996, p.339 Para. 29 - 35.

52Minors OpasaCase(supra chapter 2, p.71, n.153); (see concurringopinion of Feliciano)In
that case, the court, applied the principle in the managementof natural resourcesand the
forty-two
to
children as representativesof themselvesand
and
granted
standing
environment,
future generationsto protect their right to a healthy environment,against timber development
decisionsthat would affect the environment.They accordedthem standingto sue on behalf of
succeedinggenerationsbasedon the conceptof `intergenerationalresponsibilityin so far as the
right to a balancedand healthyecologyis concerned'.
53Antonio G.M. La Vina "The Right to a SoundEnvironmentin the Philippines:The Significance
of the MinorsOpasaCase",ReceilVol.3 No. 4 1994pp. 246-249.
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principle as a legal concept with practical and potentially far-reaching
implications for the right of both present and future generation 54

However,there are scepticismselsewhereon this whole debate on the `rights'
of future generation or the scope of obligation it imposes on present
generation. This generational obligation has severally been considered as an
56
55
based
humanitarian
objective and as
ethical one, as a moral one
simply on
57
justice.
Similarly, Birnie and Boyle suggest that references of
a matter of
`intergenerational equity' in Declarations and Treaties only indicate the
importanceof the principle in international policy for environmentalprotection.
They do not demonstratean endorsementof generationalright, or endowment
58
justiceable
in
international
law.
Equally, the reception or
with
rights
expression of the principle in national courts do not represent generalised
generational rights in national laws, as this will turn on procedural rules in
59
legal
context of each
system
In rejoinder to the immediate arguments let me add that intergenerational
equity by its nature, is reflective of what it entails- equity. The symbolismof
fairness in equity is what drives the Principle, not legal rights. The present
generation must use the componentsof nature in exerciseof their own option
for development,but in an environmentallyresponsiblemanner so as to protect
the interest of future generations. Even though 'rights' could be accorded in
equity when prayed, it is a right that only present generation can claim and
identify a common interest of future generationin it.
It is however important to clarify and caution that the 'rights' issue debate on
the principle, is particularly engendered towards the goal of general
54Boer B., (supra n.41) pp. 135 136)
-

55Gower B., "What Do We Owe Future Generation";in The Environmentin Question Ethics&
GlobalIssues,CooperD& PalmerJ. (Eds) Routledge,London,1992
56 Beckerman,W., "SustainableDevelopmentand our Obligationsto Future Generations"in
Fairnessand Futurity (supra n. 13) p. 91
57 De Shalit A., Why Posterity Matters- Environmental Policies and Future Generations,
Routledge,1995 p.11
58Supanichin Bimieand Boyle(supra n. 6) p. 90
59Ibid
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3: 2: 4 Intragenerational

Equity

Sustainabledevelopment is not just about protecting the environment in the
interests of future generations,but also advocatesfor the needs and interests
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the
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of
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they
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of
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economicand
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to
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always considerthe extent which adverse
from
development
the
take
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away
and environmental costs) would
benefits to the public62 This delicate balance must be maintained, as it
facilitates the controlling objective of sustainable development- ensuring that
hand.
hand
in
Similarly,the element also
go
ecologicaland economicconcerns
60Note that the analysiscenterson equity within states, In the senseof peoplesright to benefit
from developmentactivitiesnot on aspectof intra-generationalequity betweenstates (including
Issuesof differentiatedresponsibilities).
61Rio Declaration(supra n. 15) principle1
620nthis point see Auty R.M and MikesellR.F., SustainableDevelopmentIn MineralEconomies
OUP,Oxford 1998p. 67.
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implies maintaining social sustainability through inter a/ia: fair and equitable
distribution of income; access to, and allocation of resources; sustainable social
infrastructures and institutions; provision of redress for victims of pollution,
apportioning

responsibility for

environmental degradation and improved

decision-making on alternative uses of environmental materials. But socially
sustainability issues in natural resource development ventures have equally
been increasingly allied with impacts on 'human right, especially were projects
entail forced resettlement of populations and pollution of shared water
3
resources. Thus, equity in the principle seeks to guide development planners
to recognise, that human well being is constituted by more than just income
64
`quality
include
life
to
the
growth,
more significantly
of

Finally, the operation of the element demands that meeting the needs of
present populations and protecting their interests within an interdependent
environmentis to be achieved'in harmony with nature'. It meansthat humans
and nature have a commonexistenceand interdependenceon the environment
that must be considered in the pursuit of development activities. In other
words, for the principle to have its full compliment environmental capacities
must be maintained,its resourcesefficiently managedand its componentsmust
be sufficiently guarded through effective environmental controls like
conservationon the one hand, and standardsthat ensuresustainableutilization
or employmentof natural resources,on the other.
3: 2: 5 Sustainable Utilisation or Employment of Natural Resources
Generally, the principle sustainable utilisation (or employment) of natural
resources represents a mandate for states to 'maintain ecosystems and
ecological processes essential for proper functioning of the biosphere, to
preserve biological diversity, and to observe the principle of optimum
65
living
.
in
sustainableyield the use of
natural resourcesand ecosystems From
63Handl(supra n. 22) p. 40

64 For an analysis of `quality of life' as an indication of social
sustainabiiity, see Jacobs, M.,
(supra n. 13)

5 Article 3 of "General Principles,Rights and ObligationsConcerningNatural Resourcesand
EnvironmentalInterferences",ExpertsGroup(supra n.9) p. 9
90

this formulation, one observes that the principle is deeply rooted in preservation
and protection of environmental components as a priority over economic
activities; save that, living natural resources of the environment are to be
regulated for optimality of use. In all other situations, however, all development
activities must be conducted within the capacity of the environment.

Internationally,sustainableutilisation as an element of sustainabledevelopment
requires states and peoplesto pay due care to the environment and to make
66
jurisdictions,
prudent use of the natural wealth and resources within their
including the elimination of 'unsustainable patterns of production and
consumption'67.In this context, utilisation seemsto warrant regulation in terms
of the total natural capital wealth of a nation. The principle has been severally
reflected in international(and national) instrumentsand practice,to warrant the
suggestionthat it might be sufficient to crystalliseconservationand sustainable
use of natural resources, into an independent normative standard of
international law.68 It has especially found relevance in, the areas of nature
conservation,and natural resourceexploitation, includingthose shared by two
69
States
In one view, the principle is said to condition the traditional
or more
international duty on states (to avoid or prevent extraterritorial damage) by
imputing concern for domestic environmentaldamage.7° In this sense, states
assumeseveralduties on their sovereignright over national resourcessuch as:
protection of biologicaldiversity, eliminationor reductionof the effects of overThis
deforestation,
and
pollution.
necessitates
over-fishing
exploitation of soil,
that during economic activities, environmental resources are used rationally
(non-renewableresources),sustainably(for renewableresources),or equitably
(renewable and non-renewableresources).Their environmentalimpacts must

66Principle1:1:2 ILA NDD(suprachapter2, p. 50 n.51); (also ILA (supra n. 23) p.391)
67Rio Declaration(supra n. 15) Principle8; (see also Principle2 of StockholmDeclaration)
68Birnieand Boyle,(supra n.6) p. 89

69 For examples see: Principle 3 of Rio Declaration (supra n. 15); Para. 4 of the World Charter
for Nature 1983) (Non-binding) GA Res. 37/7(Annex), UN Doc A/37/51,22 ILM. 455 (1983);
Art. 5 ICED (supra chapter 2, p.60 n.92); Art. 30 Charter of Economic Rights and Duties of
States (1974), GA Res. 3281 ()OUX) 12 Dec.1974; UNEP: "Principles on conservation and
Harmonious Utilisation of Natural Resources Shared by Two or More States" (1978) (UNEP
Principles) UN Doc. UNEP/IG12/2 (1978), 17LL. M 1097 (1978);
UNCLOS(1982), 21 ILM (1982) 1261; Convention on Biodiversity (CBD)(1992) 31 ILM 818;
70Schrijver N J., (supra n. 8)
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be consideredand integrated into the decisionseffecting such interactions,and
certain legal standardsmust be developedto ensurethis.
It must be pointed out that, this principle is traditionally rooted in regulation of
71
has
but
fisheries,
in
natural
of
context
renewable
resources, especially
extended to regulation of forests72 and water resources73.For instance, ITLOS
(in
the
had
be
that
the
to
taken
to
of
parties
ruled
measures
preserve
rights
exploitation of exhaustible resource as southern blue-fin tuna) while at the
same time averting further deterioration of the Stock. The issuance of
`provisional measures' held a balance between resource protection and fisheries
development, thereby implementing the principle of `sustainable utilisation . 74
Similarly, the Forrest Principles recognises the rights of states to utilise, manage
and develop their forests pursuant to their national policies, but "consistent with
sustainable development and legislation, including the conservation of such
areas for other uses within the overall socio-economic development plan and
based on rational land-use policies. 75 This dimension of sustainable
development allows for competing uses of forests to be balanced through
rational land use policies that allow for other uses of forests than for
development

projects. And where

such development

projects

become

necessary, cognisance must be taken of other interests that may benefit from
the forest.

International law has equally extended the principle to regulation of use of
water resourcesfor developmentpurposesespeciallywhere the resourcesare
76
by
shared two or more states as competingusers. However,as observedby
71See Southern B/uefin Tuna Cases,(Australiav. Japan; New Zealandv. Japan)(SBTCases)
Provisional measures Order of 27th August 1999 at <http: //www. itlos.org/case
documents/1999/documenten 123.doc ; The Shrimp-Turtle Case, (supra chapter 2, p.49,
n.48); the Appellate Body in that case held the US Imposedrestriction on shrimp and shrimp
products was provisionally justified under Article XX (g) of the GATT Rules to further
conservationof exhaustiblenatural resource.
n See ForestPrinciples(suprachapter2, p. 43 n.18)
73UN Conventionon Non-Navigational
Usesof InternationalWatercourses,1997,32ILM700
(the WatercourseConvention)(see also GabcikovoNagymarosCase(suprachapter 2, p.47
n.38)
74SBTCases(supra n. 71)
75Principle 2 (a) Forest Principles,(supra n.72)

76WatercourseConvention(supra n 73)
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Suebedi, the objective of sustainable development anticipated by the regulation
of water resources of states also has implications outside sustainable use of
shared international watercourses. He reasons that since, the -convention
requires the 'co-riparian' to use and share the waters concerned on an
equitable, sustainable and rational manner, whether the convention is
applicable or not, the ideology behind it is what defines the application of the
"
It can therefore be applied to regulate domestic watercourses and
principle.
channels, streams and rivers employed in development activities.

It is important to point out that the principle of sustainableutilisation does find
equal relevance and application to the regulation of exploitation of nonrenewable resources.The rationale is not only limited to concernsover their
potentially depleting tendency, but that employment or utilisation of other
environmentalassetsneededfor their exploitationand operationalconsumption
are often adversely affected. Thus, sustainable utilisation as evidence of
sustainabledevelopmentcalls for the need to regulate the rate of depletion of
these resources on the one hand, and to effect proper environmental
managementand controls over the manner in which environmentalresources
are employed, including the utilisation of its renewable components- like,
waters, streams,lakes, rivers and forests.
An important aspect of sustainable utilisation of natural resourceswhich has
remained elusive in scholastic literature, but which is vital for ensuring
sustainable development activities relates to human resources. Labour and
human ingenuity are fundamental natural resources, often required and
exploited in economicprocesses.The importanceof including human resources
In the categorisation of natural resourcesthat must be employed and used
sustainably in conduct of development activities is advocated because it is
deemed 'exhaustible', needs to be maintained and must always be exploited
within its regenerativecapacity if it must continue to contribute to the bank of

"Suebedi S. P.,(suprachapter 2, p.42 n. 7) p. 270 ; (Cf. Art. 6, the WatercourseConvention)
of
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recognising the role played by improved technology in modern economic
activities, human resources and endeavours are always a major component.
This explains the connection of the concept with international emphasis on
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conduct of
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aspects
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recognition
developmentactivities.79
In a domestic context therefore, sustainable utilisation would imply that
development projects effect sustainable utilisation or `employment'of natural
resources(both renewable, non-renewableand the human component) in the
environment within which they operate, so., as to equitably- meet the
'developmentaland environmentalneeds' of present and future generations80.
In this case, the employmentof natural resourcesin developmentactivities has
both a social and environmental content as the basis upon which, natural
resourceutilisationmay be said to be sustainable.
Whateverthe context of appreciation,the value of this element for sustainable
developmentactivities cannot be overstated.It suggeststhat environment,as a
resourcebase for development,must be conserved,managed,maintained and
sustained.The principle is said to facilitate the realisationof the generational
principles, in so far as efficient managementand utilisation of environmental
be
both
for
to
by
human
needs
present
met while
and
resources states allows
81
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in
that
employed,
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to
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resources
standards
ensure
developmentprocessare preserved,managedand protected.
"I Man-madecapitalcould either be manufactured,financial,socialstructures,Institutionsand
more specifically,a bank of Informationfrom humanknowledgeand skills.

79 See ILO Declaration on the Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work of 18 June 1998
which urges states to recognise several ILO Conventions Including those relating to Equal
Remuneration (No. 100,1951), Forced Labour (No. 29,1930) and Minimum Age (No. 138,
1973) (available at http <www. ilo.org>); WSSD PoI (supra chapter 2, p. 63, n. 107) para. 47(d)
recognise the need to support the ILO (also paras 10(b), 12, &'13); also see generally the
UDHR 10 Dec.1948, GA Res. 217A, UN GAOR, 3'd Sess., UN Doc. A1810 (1948); its two
implementing treaties- ICESR, (1966), 993 UNTS 3 and ICCPR, (1966), 993 UNTS 171

80Rio Declaration(supran. 15) Principles3 &4
81See Okidi C.0, " Incorporationof General Principlesof EnvironmentalLaw In National Law
with Examplesfrom Malawi";EPL27/4 (1997) p.330
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To this end nature conservation becomes important for enhanced and sustained
utilisation. Yet still, other important efforts required to give effect to the
principle will include environmental management and monitoring capacity,
setting

of acceptable user and pollution

standards, use of economic

instruments, (taxes, charges and permits) and above all, liability and
defines
latter
the polluterfor
is
damage.
The
what
responsibility
environmental

pays principle.
3: 2: 6 Polluter-pays Principle
In its most general formulation the 'Polluter Pays Principle' is a reflection of
what it entails- that personswho pollute or cause damageto the environment
(and individuals) in the conduct of economicactivities, must bear the cost of
The
damage.
or
remediation
of
such
pollution
or
cleaning-up, reparation,
82
international
including its
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instruments,
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more prominent adoption the
and
principle have been interpreted as requiring regulated entities to pay the costs
85
of meeting national environmentalstandards. However,under certain treaties
for
direct
liability
Incur
environmental
accountability
or
polluters may
primary
harm at the national level.86 In addition to the conventional references,the

82 See The 1992 Helsinki Convention on the Transboundary effects of Industrial accidents
(preamble); The 1992 Helsinki Convention on the Protection and Use of Transboundary
Watercourses and International Lakes, 31 ILM 1312 (Article 2.5(b)); the 1993 Lugano
Convention on Civil Liability for Damage Resulting From Activities Dangerous To the
Environment (preamble); These instruments generally describe the Principle as a general
principle of international Law.

3The 1972OECD"CouncilRecommendation
on GuidingPrinciplesConcerningthe International
Economic Aspects of Environmental Policies", OECD Council RecommendationC(72) 128
(1972); ý#p: //www.oecd.org/

4 The EC First Programme of Action on the Environment (1973), (OJ. (112)1 (1973)
85Gaines S.E., (supra n. 6) p. 265

86See Annex III, Article 22 of the 1997 Conventionon Civil Liability for Oil PollutionDamage
Resultingfrom Explorationfor the Exploitationof SeabedMineralResources(London)(nif); the
1998 Wellington Conventionon the Regulationof Antarctic Mineral ResourceActivities (nif)
Article 8) It must be stated however that the applicationof the principle under national law
must be seen as an alternativeto state responsibilityunder International Law, and the liability
rules which apply may differ. For analysison the deferring rules that apply, see LefevereR.,
TiansboundaryEnvironmentalInterference and The origin Of State Vability, Kluwer Law
InternationalThe Hague/London/Boston,
1996, p.299-310.
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context, the polluter-pays principle is made a national endeavor to be directly
promoted or implemented by national authorities, based on economic rationale.
Authorities should ensure that both environmental and social costs88resulting
from development activities are met by the polluter either through the
internalisation of such costs, (through investment or trade programmes), or by
use of economic instruments like environmental taxes, charges and permits.
However, while these efforts are been made at home, the authorities should
89
distorted
also ensure that international economic transactions are not

Though the practical application of the principle will depend on the particular
economicactivity to be pursued,yet its values and objectiveshold far-reaching
implications,not only for environmentalmanagement,regulation, and liability,
but also for the general ideology of environmental protection. For instance,
while the principle aims to 'eliminate the deleteriouseffect of over-exploitation'
(by cleaning up or restoration), it also demandsthat where such actions are
technically impossible, the destruction must instead be compensated, by
90
improving
the protectionaccordedto as yet undamagedassets A
providing or
stronger version of the principle includes'its userspay cousin',suggestingthat
polluters and resource users should internalise all' the , environmental
91
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value) and saving
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and paying' context,
content (conservation)must also be exploredand promoted.
Similarly, the principle impressesthe close relationship between development
and environmental protection through emphasis on achieving environmental
87Rio Declaration(supra n.15); note its implicit recognitionin Agenda21(suprachapter 2, p.43
n.13) paras. 30:3 & 2: 14- requiring that the price of goods and servicesreflect environmental
costs.
88This is Impliedby referenceto `due regard to the public interest'.
89This latter condition seeksto guard against usageof the principle in a mannerthat upsets
`NationalTreatment' or `Most Favoured Nation' (MFN) trade principles; It will -therefore be
erroneousto read the principleas being subject to general internationaltrade and Investment
rules.
90 De Sadeleer N., Environmental Principles-From Political
slogans to Legal Rules; OUP, Oxford
2002 p. 15

91GainesS., (supra n.6) p. 265
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"internalising,
"redistributive'
Its
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using
and social objectives
'preventive' and 'curative' functions,92 combine the different objectives of
sustainable development- economic, social and environmental-thereby making
it an invaluable tool for directing economic activities towards sustainability.
Within this framework, therefore, the principle ýcan be used to promote
damage
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environmental
attract responsibility
environmental awareness,
(regardless of the legitimacy of the economic activity) and for enhancing
been
has
the
that
is
It
therefore
principle
environmental capacity.
not surprising
regarded as the essential conceptual basis for a range of legal instruments at
the core of environmental legislation. 3
A further value of the principle for environmental regulation is the centrality of
concerns with responsibility and liability. Its relationship to the development of
rules of civil and state liability for environmental damage from pollution as a
94
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question of liability is totally absent from the ideology of these measures, as
they usually derive from show of support, solidarity or some sort of general
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environmental valuation
decisions that are wrong from both economic and environmental points of
92DeSadeleer
(supran. 90) pp. 34-37

93Ibid p. 22
94Sands(supra n. 7)
95De Sadeleer(supra n. 90) p. 21
96Ibid
97A new form of economicequation has been developedthat seeks to establish the 'total
economicvalue' (TEV)of the environment.'TEV' representstotal economicaggregateof three
separateeconomicfactors, namely-Consumptive
or direct use values(the calculationwill reflect
market prices); Indirect use values,(Correspondsto ecologistsconceptof ecologicalfunctions);
and option values-relatesto the amount an Individualwill be willing to pay to conservenature
see Gillespie,A (suprachapter 2, p.53 n. 146) p.69
97

98
view This `environmental valuation' aspect of the principle and concerns with
financial reparations has its scepticisms. Valuing the environment in monetary
terms has been considered 'an environmentally dangerous and intellectually
deceptive exercise'99. It has also been criticised for having the attraction of
setting few constraints on production activities, and that concerns with
compensation effects a misrepresentation of social and ethical values. But in my
view, these concerns must be noted mainly for reflective guidance by national
authorities in the promotion and implementation of the objectives of the
'00
principle,
rather than as an adoption thereof in condemnation of it. For to
uphold the latter view would suggest a limited perception of the objectives
which the principle seeks to achieve, which cuts across economic and financial
connotations, to a practical appreciation of environmental issues.

That said the value of the principle for effecting sustainableactivities remains
unfettered. It is most likely to find easy and practical application in domestic
environmentalmanagementand regulation, especially becauseit impressesa
flexible public regulatory function. This allows for the use of different economic
mechanismsto addressvaried types of environmentallyadverseconsequences,
with further potential of developing voluntary initiatives. To this end, its
consequentialvalue for the promotion of precautionaryapproach in economic
activities cannot be over emphasised.
3: 2: 7 Precautionary Principle
The Principle requires the exercise of due care, caution and prudence in
carrying out socio-economic activities, in order to prevent any possible
98Ibid p.38; For instance, national authorities must be able to determine that taxation does
correspondwith the estimatedeconomicvalue of the environmentaldamage;or that regulatory
standardsdo In fact prohibit or limit damageassociatedwith the economicactivity.
99 Jacobs M, (supra chapter 2, p.47 n. 36) p.202; similar concerns have been expressed
elsewhere:- See Point 6(c), "Ministerial Declaration on Sustainable Development"(Bergen
Conference)EPL20(1990), 104 NaessA., (supra chapter 2, p. 69 n. 146) pp. 106,112-23;
For contrary views, see the World Bank: World DevelopmentReport 1992: Developmentand
the Environmen4OUPOxford 1992, p.71 Pearce,D., "An EconomicApproachto saving the
Tropical Forests", In EconomicPolicy Towards the Environment; Helm D. (ed), (Blackwell,
Oxford 1992) 239
gooFor instanceit may form a guiding referencefor further developmentof liability and taxation
regimesto enhancethe environment.
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These endorsementsof the principle have been read as suggestinga pattern of
state practice and a breadth of application,that supports'a good argumentthat
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law.
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international
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101Cordonier-Segger
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119)
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pp.
n.
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chapter
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102De Sadeleer(supra n. 90) p.191
103ILA NDD(suprachapter 2, p.50, n.51) Principle4:4: 1; (seealso ILA (supra n. 23) p. 682
104Freestone
D., "International FisheriesLaw since Rio: The ContinuedRiseof the Precautionary
Principle",in International Law and SustainableDevelopment,Boyle & Freestone(Eds.) OUP,
Oxford, 2001 p. 135.
105Some examples of instruments endorsing the precautionary principle or approach include:
Helsinki Convention on the Protection of the Baltic Sea Area (1992) 3 YBIEL (Article 3(2);
Convention on Transboundary watercourses (supra n. 82)(Article 2(5); The OSPARConvention,
1992,32 ILM, 1069 (1993) (Article 2(2)(a) (also in International Environmental LawMultilateral
Treaties (W. Burhenne, ed.) 1992:71); Maastricht Treaty on European Union, (1992) 31 ILM
247; ITLOS SBT Lases (supra n.71); ICI Gabcikovo Case (supra n. 73) and the WTO (Hormones
case; European Communities- Measures Concerning Meat and Meat Products, Complaint by the
United States (WT/DS26) and Canada (WT/DS48), Report Of the Appellate Body; WTO DSR
1998, Vol.1, Cambridge pp. 135ff)- have all applied the principle. For regional and national
endorsement of the principle see Hey, E., "The Precautionary concept In Environmental Policy
and Law: Institutionalising Caution" In Georgetown Environmental Law Review IV, (1992)
pp. 303-318. Note also that the principle is reflected as a general principle for environmental
policy for most Organizations.

106Freestone(supra n. 104) p. 13 (citing Cameronand Abouchar)
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107It
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was reiteratedat
the WSSD,' with a prominencedirected at social issuessuch as human health,
and the importance of science 'based decision-making for sustainable
development.108
The Rio formulation however brings out the distinguishing features of the
principle, by indicating the time, manner and the circumstancesin which it
could be applied. First, the approach is triggered only for environmental
protection (and not as reasonsfor holding a balancebetweendevelopmentand
environmental goals). The relevant environment must be under threats 'of
serious or irreversibledamage'.In any such case, irrespectiveof whether or not
there is scientific proof of, or the likelihood of damage occurring, measures
should be employed in order to prevent or contain the damage.Thus, as has
been observed,Principle15 resolvedthe controversyon scientific uncertainty in
favour of not requiring complete knowledge in case of serious threats,109and
provides 'a new lens with which to view existing obligations'."' The next
feature in the application of the precautionaryprinciple relates to the' manner
and the extent of the measure to be taken. These are to be employed in
1'1
be
'cost
'capabilities'
to
effective'. The
and are
accordance with states
depend
hereunder
they
since
nature
obligations created
upon
are of a relative
112
financial
economicand
capabilities.
The ILA NDD also identifies some precautionary measures as including:
accountability for harm caused (including state responsibility where
113
EIA.
based
on clear criteria and well-definedgoals and
appropriate), planning
The principle is deemedcapableof implementationthrough different types of

107Rio Declaration(supra n.15) See also CBD(supra n.69) (ninth recital); UNFCCC(1992) 31
ILM 848 (Article3(3))
108WSSDPOI (supra chapter 2, p.63, n.107) para.23
109Sands(suprachapter 2, p.43, n. 15) p. 17.
110Freestone (supra n. 104) p. 141
"' Rio Principle 15 (supra n. 15)
112Wolf rum (supra n. 4) p. 11
113ILA NDD (supra n. 103) Principle 4: 2 (a)-(c)
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measures. As a peculiarity in its nature, the precautionaryprinciple could be
applied in the regulation of diverse economic activities, which have deferring
ways of affecting the environment.The value in its applicationcriteria therefore
allows the principle to reflect some flexibility within which decisionmakers can
determine every potential impact which turns out on the facts of the particular
developmentactivity, and assessthe method of preventionor contentionthat is
115
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be
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have
it
be
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all cases,
effectivenessof
measure
applied,
effect of preventionof harm or protection of the environment.
The Southern Bluefin Tuna Cases 116 represent a useful illustration of the
application of the precautionary principle, bringing out its value-added incentive
for sustainable development. In that

case, ITLOS considered that the

conservation of the living resources of the sea was an element in the protection
and preservation of the marine environment, and therefore the parties were
required to act with `prudence and caution'to ensure that measures were taken
to effect such conservation and prevent serious harm to the stock. 117In Judge
Treves' view, the application of the precautionary `approach' was warranted by
the purpose which it would ' serve (of avoiding any environmental harm or
damage to the fish stock), as opposed to concerns with the legal status of the
118
/
`prudence',
"caution'
`precautionary
his
In
and
approach,
opinion,
concept.
'stopping
trend
towards'
the
thing,
of
a
the
signifying
are one and
same

114Nollkaemper,
in
WhatYouValueand OtherDilemmasEncountered
"WhatYouRiskReveals
PrincipleandInternationalLaw." TheChallenge
the LegalAssaulton Risk"in ThePrecautionary
Freestoneand Hey(Eds.), KluwerLawInternational,The Hague/London,
of Implementation
1996)p. 80
'15 Note that EIA, ERA,EnvironmentalAuditing and Monitoringall have direct connectionswith
the implementationof the principle,as mechanismsto determinethe propensitiesof risks.
1165BTCases,(supra n.71) The tribunal was required to stipulate provisional measuresthat
would Impose restraints on Japan so as to allow for the recovery of the stock which the
complainantsallegedwas at its lowest. In such a case,the tribunal could by authority of Article
290 of UNCLOSand Article 25 of ITLOS,prescribesuch measuresif it consideredamong other
things that `...the urgencyof the situation so requires'for preservingthe rights of the partiesor
preventing serious harm to the marine environment. Despite the Inconclusivenature of the
parties' scientificevidence,ITLOSruled `that measuresshould be taken as a matter of urgency
to preservethe rights of the parties and to avert further deteriorationof the southern bluefin
stock'.
117IbidOrder Para.77(emphasisadded)
118Ibid SeparateOpinion,para. 9; (see also clause90 (1) (a) & (b) of the Order).

in'

environmental

deterioration
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The tribunal
or, collapse.

seemed to

be

suggesting that measures which had the objective of preserving resources and
protecting the environment, were reason enough to impress on persons
undertaking development activities to exercise 'prudence and caution', so as to
has
damage
that
to
the
evidence
scientific
avoid
environment notwithstanding
not confirmed such danger of damage. ITLOS also seemed to have appreciated
the flexibility in the legal character of sustainable development, by not limiting
the application of the principle to treaty application or customary law (legality
by obligation). Instead, it realistically pursued the concept of legality based on
its effects. 120Adoption of this 'approach' it has been suggested, underlined the
appreciable awareness of ITLOS' members, of the existence and significance of
121
law.
duties
of states, in modern international
environmental rights and

It must be pointed out that, similar 'approach' was contemplated in the
GabcikovoNagymaros case,122when Judge Weeramantryobservedthat'... the
growing awarenessof the risk to mankind have led to the developmentof the
123
have
be
to
new norms and standards', which
continuously applied. In his
opinion, the 'larger general principle of caution' is undoubtedly one such
standard, (applied through EIA), and it requires 'continuing watchfulnessand
anticipationr124.The inference here is that, the precautionaryprinciple should
often be implied within environmentalagreementsand given proper effect tothrough adoption of corrective, preventive,or abstentionmeasures-when likely
(or
is
The
itself.
damage
not
one
of
certainty
yardstick
presents
environmental
not) of damage,but potentiality.

119Ibid para 8
120Note that this dimensionof 'legality' is hinged on what this thesis submits as 'deliberative
processes'-whichIs geared towards 'defining measureswhich seek to regulate development
activities for environmental protection, including responsibilityfor environmental harm' (see
suprachapter 2 p.42, n.87)
121Kwiatkowska,B., "The Southern Bluefin Tuna (New Zealand v Japan; Australia v Japan)
Cases" The International Journal of Marine and Coastal Law Vol.15, No.1, Kluwer Law
International, 2000 p.35
122SeparateOpinionIn the GabcikovoNagymarosCase(supra n. 24) para 112. p. 64
123Ibldp. 110 (citing para 140 of the Court'sJudgment.)
124Ibid. It seemsthe precautionaryapproachwas used to interpret the relevantAgreementsIn
that case.
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A further clarification on the purpose and application of the principle was made
in the MOX p/ant case.125According to Judge Wolf rum, the Principle reflects
the necessity of making environment- related decisions in the face of scientific
126
Therefore, in
future
harm
uncertainty, about potential
of a particular activity.
implementation of the principle, the burden of proof must shift on the party
interested in pursuing the potentially harmful activity rather than the one
127
the
The NDD acknowledged this shift, but qualifies its
makingallegation.
application to `activities which may cause serious long-term or irreversible
harm'. 128Regardless of the instance of the burden, the measure is likely to
allow for -proper consideration to be given to environmental concerns, in
discharging this evidential burden, and consequently enhance environmental
awareness.

Further in Maxplant, the principle was said to connote several procedural
initiatives that must be inferred from usesof the terms'caution' and 'prudence'.
They represent requirements to consult, cooperate, exchange information,
monitor risks and even devise appropriatemeasuresfor preventing harm to the
129
In other words, compliance with procedural requirements
environment.
epitomises'due diligence' which in turn is an indication of fulfillment of the
obligations under the precautionaryprinciple. A further beneficialvalue of the
Principle is its application through an 'approach' (as opposed to a principle).
Judge Laing observes that adopting the 'approach' rather than the 'principle'
130
In this sense, the
its
imports certain degree of flexibility in
application.
-a
by
be
defined
but
be
identified
is
to
name,
could
and
principle
not only
125TheMOXPlant Case(Ireland v. United Kingdom),Requestfor ProvisionalMeasuresOrder of
VdDec. 2001, (2002) 41 ILM405 also at http: //www. itios.ora. Note in this case,ITLOSrejected
Ireland's request for Provisionalmeasurebecauseit did not considerthat the urgency of the
situation required prescriptionof such measures,in the short period before the constitutionof
the Annex VII tribunal. It however undertook on Its own to do so, upon reasoning that
`prudence and `caution' required that both countries needed to cooperate in exchanging
informationconcerningrisk. (paral8).
126Ibid, JudgeWolfrum (SeparateOpinion)
127Ibid
128ILA NDD(supran. 103 (Principle4.3 (d)
129JudgeJulio Treves (SeparateOpinion); (Cf ITLOSOrder of P Dec 2001, para 84)
130Ibid Sep. Op. of Judge Laing; Note also that the WTO's Dispute Settlement Bodies have
analysed the principle some cases concerning health measures, including the Hormones Case
(supra n. 105); see Pauwelyn J., "The WTO Agreement as Applied in the First Three SPS
Disputes"I (1999) Journal ofIntemational Economic Law, 641.
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generally, implied in development agreements, or ' inferred from certain
obligations or duty of care -owed to the natural and social environment by
developers in the conduct of economic activities. But it is interesting to note
that the subsequentlyconstituted tribunal, decided that it was not appropriate
to provide provisionalmeasuresin order 'to prevent seriousharm to the marine
environment'. In=their view, Ireland had not establishedthat any harm that
might be caused to the marine environment by the Mox-plant would be
131This is a departure from the plausible argument set by Wolfrum
%serious'.
regarding the instance of 'burden of °proof' and the underlying purpose of
caution or precaution. This consequence suggests that the precautionary
'approach' was not taken, because as has been pointed out, had it been
132
have
different
applied,the tribunal would
conclusion.
reacheda
Apart from the lack of general consensusas to its legal implication,the principle
has drawn scant criticisms in respect of its operation. Concerns have been
raised over the principle's inherent reliance on some form of scientific and/or
economic assessmentfor its operation, necessitatingthe need to conduct a
Cost-benefit-analysis (CBA), which itself is deemed to be ruled by
133
uncertainties. This uncertainty increasesthe possibilityfor ecologicalinterests
134
for
to
be
to
non-targeted risks arise. While
systematicallycompromisedand
noting these concerns, it must be stated that the operation of the principle is
decision-making.
But
in
balancing
since the
to
process
always going require a
it
is
favour
in
'precaution'
is
of
environmental
protection,
primarily
emphasison
hard to see how ecologicalconcernscould be compromised.
Thus, the merits of the principle bear testimonyto their value for environmental
protection and natural resource management in the conduct of economic
activities. Its objective bias in favour of environmentalprotection in sustainable
development is evidently grafted at the threshold of decision-making,
131The Mox-plantCase(Ireland v United Kingdom)Order No. 3 "Suspensionof Proceedingson
Jurisdictionand Meritsand Requestfor further ProvisionalMeasures"at http: //www. ltlos.org.
132ChurchillR. & Scott J*, "The Mox Plant Litigation:The First-Half"In ICLQvol. 53, July 2004
p.651 (see article for detailedanalysisof JurisdictionalIssuesin this case).
133K.von Molkte in De Sadeleer, (supra n. 90) p. 169-170
134 Ib/d p. 171
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anticipating environmental harm before they occur. Precaution evidences in
several characters and measures, by which its goal is ýachieved, and with

flexibility that allows developers,decision-makers,policy plannersand judges to
be able to interpret, infer from obligations,or implement policiesthat promote
legitimate
foster
The
and
useful
principle can
environmental objectives.
is
the
its
law
but
fundamental
strategies,
amongst
environmental
and policy,
assessmentof environmentalimpact of developmentactivities.
3: 2: 8 Environmental Impact Assessment
EIA is a very prominent policy tool in the pursuit of sustainabledevelopmentin
international environmentallaw and regulation,though it is initially of domestic
135
orientation. As a strategy for sustainabledevelopment, it seeks to mitigate
the destructive potential of developmentactivities (or amelioratetheir impact),
by basing action on greater and widespreadknowledge,and thereby enhancing
'ecological rationality' of policy decisions.136 Its goal is to integrate
environmental issues into development planning, in other to maximise the
137
decisions
for
and plans.
sustainable and environmentally sound
potential
Over 70% of the World's nations (including Sierra; Leone), have reportedly
138
EIA
requirements. Also the principle is
adopted either informal or mandatory
139
law.
international
fundament
'legal'
deemeda mandatory
environmental
of

Representinga global endorsementof EIA, the Rio Declarationrequiresthat `as
for
be
EIA
instrument,
proposedactivities that are
undertaken
shall
a national
likely to have significant adverseimpact on the environment,and are subject to
135US/NEPA(1969) is the first to Institute EIA; (see 40 C.F.R1500.1-1517.7and also 42 U.S.C
ss 4321-4370,2000).
136Bartlett R., "Ecological Reasoning Administration: EIA and Administrative Theory" in
Managing Leviathan - Environmental Politics and the Administrative State (Paehilee &
TorgersonEds.) London,Belhaven1990. p.83
137Pring & Noe"The EmergingInternational Law of PublicparticipationAffecting GlobalMining,
Energy and Resource Development! in Human Rights In Natural ResourcesDevelopment
Zilman, Lucas& Pring (Eds.) OUP(2002)p.38
138"Rio Declaration on Environment and Development: Application and Implementation"Report of the SecretaryGeneral,UN Commissionon SustainableDevelopment,5thSession,UN
DOC.E/CN.17/1997/8(1997)
139ExpertsGroup(supra n.9) article 5
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a decision of a competent national authority'. This mandate does reflect the
relevanceof the EIA mechanismfor the regulation of domestic developmental
activities and effectively warranting suggestionthat the presenceof EIA In the
140
is
law.
A distinction
global arena a reflection of each state's environmental
must be made between EIA as a requirement under international law and EIA
as a domesticmandate.Despitethe Rio endorsementinternationallaw does not
generallypurport to require EIA for projectswith solely domesticeffects.
For international law to apply, the environmental consequences of any
proposed project must have a transboundary effect, pursuant to the
sovereignty principle of state responsibility for transboundary environmental
damage.141 But presently, apart from the Antarctica regime, 142there is no
global MEA that certifies its legal status, or that requires EIA of development
activities, with transboundary effect, though such efforts are being made. 143
The closest to that is a declaration by the UN General Assembly, ranking it as
an equivalent with the Polluter-Pays Principle, the Precautionary Principle and
the Common but Differentiated Responsibilities principle. 144

But EIA has been catapulted on the international arena through regional EIA
146
lending
institutions.
There are also
regimes145
and efforts of other multilateral
140Gray* K.R, "International Environmental Impact Assessment: Potential for a Multilateral
Environmental Agreement" in Colorado Journal of International Environmental Law & Po/icy,
Vol. 11, No.1,2000 p. 83

141Knox, J.H (citing N.A Robinson)In "The Myth and Realityof TransboundaryEIA" AJIL Vol.
96:291 2002 p. 297

142See Wellington Convention (arts. 4(2) & 5(2); Antarctic Environmental Protocol (1991) 30
ILM 1461 (art. 25 (1)); the 1991 Protocol on Environment Protection to the Antarctica Treaty
(Madrid Protocol) 30 LL. M 1461 (1991). Generally, the regime (including its protocols) requires
an assessment or 'comprehensive environmental evaluation' on all proposed mineral resources
activities In the Antarctica or other designated areas.

143 "ILC Draft Articleson Preventionof TransboundaryEnvironmentalHarm from Hazardous
Activities"In Reportof the ILC, 53rd Sess.,UN GAOR,56thSess.,Supp. No. 10, at 370- 436, UN
Doc.56/10 (2001).

144SeeProgramme for the Further Implementation of Agenda 21, UN GAOR, 19"' Spec. Sess.,
Annex, Agenda item 8 UN DOC. A/S - 1929 (1997)

145 UNECEConventionon EnvironmentalImpact Assessmentin the Trans-boundaryContext
1991(Espoo); 30 ILM (1991) 802; also at <www.unece.org/env/eia>; The NAAEC,
(1993),(Can.-Mex-US), 32 ILM 1480 (1993) also at <http://www. cec.org/pubs-inforesources/law-treat-agree/>(for NAFTAparties)

146World Bank Operational Manual (OP) 4.01 (1991),
at httl2://www. worldbank. org- (reissued
as Operational Policy 4.01 in Dec. 1998); See also World Bank Environment Department: The
Impact of Environmental Assessment., A Review of Word Bank Experience, World Bank,
Washington DC. (1997)
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147
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EIA
in
treaties,
other
of
requirements as obligations
some major
lawsl48, declarations or as policy initiatives for sustainable development. 149Its
importance as a principle for sustainability of development activities has also
150
been
in
judicial
an oversight
pronouncements.
not

The Espooregime can be credited for putting an EIA mechanismin place that
will address transboundary environmental harm, albeit through domestic EIA
requirements. Generally, parties are required to take into account the extraterritorial effects of limited range of projects that are subject to domesticEIA or
151
government approval. While focusing primarily, on the project level of
proposedactivities (including post project analysis),Espooalso urges parties to
apply EIA principlesto policiesplans and Programmes'.Procedurally,parties are
' and 'consult' with potentially `affected states' about likely
to 'notify' `assess,
transboundaryimpacts.They must also apply these requirementsto the public
in `affected areas' on an equal access and non-discriminatory basis.152It is
probably in light of these arrangementsthat Espoois said to extend rather than
153
domestic
law.
EIA
However, nothing in Espoo obliges the 'state of
rewrite
origin' to prohibit a proposed activity or even minimize its adverse extraterritorial effect. It is sufficient that an 'affected' party is notified of the final
decisionon the proposedactivity, includingthe considerationson which it was
based.154Evidently, the parties use EIA as an informationaltool rather than a
155
harmful
projects.
substantiveprohibition of environmentally

147SeeArt. 14(1)(a) CBD (1992) 31 ILM 818 (1992); Art. 206 UNCLOS(supra n.69); Art. 3(1)(h)
Convention on Transboundary Watercourses & Lakes (supra n. 82)

148EEC:
EC Directive on EIA, Directive 85/337 (1985) OJ. L175/ 40, amended by Directive
97/11/ EC(1997) OJ. 73/5. (also at htto://europa.eu.int/eur-/ex/en/index.html>)
149 See UNEP Principles (supra n.69); UNEP Guidelines on Goals and Principles for
Environmental Impact Assessment, (1987) (UNEP Guidelines) UN DOC. UNEP/Z/SER. A/9
(1987); WCN (1982) (supra n. 69); Agenda 21 (supra n. 87); See further "Africa and EIA" in EPL
25/6 (1995) 322

150Gabcikovo-Nagymaros
Case(supra n. 73)
151Art. 2(1) Espoo (supra n. 145); It includes Major mining, and other Extraction and
processingactivities(Appendix1(14))
152IbidArt. 3 -5
153Knox(supra n. 141) p.305
154Espoo (supra n. 145) Art. 2
155Knox, (supra n 141) p. 307
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Thus far, it can be safe to suggest that the state of the principle of EIA as it
stands in regulation of environmental harm derives validity through domestic
law which basically requires the decision maker to weigh environmental,
economicand social concernsin deciding whether to allow a project to go on.
As a mechanismit necessitatesan assessmentof certain developmentactivities
primarily for their environmental impact and impresses the need for
consultation and public participation in the decision -making process. It does
not necessarilyprohibit, prevent or halt activities with significant environmental
impacts from being implemented.As has been observed,the legal requirement
emphasisesthe objective of EIA in environmentalprotection, but the procedure
156
legal
to
means reach an end. One should however
relies on political and not
caution on some possibleconsequencesengenderedby the inherent domestic
character of the principle. It allows for variances, discretions and flexibilities
that not only effect to undermineany legal obligation created thereby, but also
presents the likelihood of political or other factors outweighing environmental
concerns.Also, Pring observesthat 'EIA are both inadequatepredictors of, and
inadequatecontrols for sustainabledevelopmentstandingalone'.157
Despitethese concerns,EIA is still a formidable and well-recognisedtool in the
lies
in its
development
Its
and
primary
merit
greatest
regulation of
activities.
capacity to assessenvironmentaland social effects of proposed(and ongoing)
development projects, thereby improving environmental decision-making and
enhancingenvironmentalawareness.Others accredit its flexible environmental
management strategy that allows firms and industries to incorporate
158
EIA is also perceived as
environmental concerns into their rationale.
159
than
amounting to greater environmentalprotection
would otherwise occur
and has potential for greater usefulnessif it is sufficiently linked formally or

1561bidp.289; this implication underscores the submitted legal
character of sustainable
development as deriving from several processes, including administrative action. (Supra
chapter 2, p.59)
's' Pring G
(Rock)., "International Law and Mineral Resources" in Mining Environment and
.W
Development, UNCTAD, p. 34

AsaGray (supra n. 140) p. 89
359Sadler B. EnvironmentalAssessmentin a Changing World: EvaluatingPracticeto improve
Performance(1996) p. 52-53.
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informally, to the ways problemsare defined, structured and addressed.160This
re-echoes Judge Weeramantry'scall for a 'continuing environmental impact
"'
assessment'.
The broad implication of this analysis is far-reaching for directing sustainable
activities. It recognisesthat environmentalconcerns are alive and continuing,
irrespective of when the project under which they arise may have been
inaugurated.It also meansthat the relevant environmentalstandardsthat will
be applicable will be those prevailing at the time. EIA mechanism is thus
destinedto becomevery valuableas a continuing assessmentprocess,but only
holds
legal
that
and
participatory
rights
guarantees
mandate
within a
into
for
its
taking
consideration.
results
accountable
authorities
3: 2: 9 Public Participation
The principle of Public1Participation has a peculiar identity that must be
development
in
its
the
for
better
sustainable
place
of
appreciation
understood a
discourse. It derives from three parallel paths: First,-it is an integral and
162
from
it
Second,
EIA
other spheres
obtains
'
procedure.
essentialcomponentof
in
decision-making,
environmental planning,
as
such
of general environmental
conservation of shared natural resources and resource allocation and
distribution issues.163Third, it represents as a distinct element of sustainable
164
It is with emphasis on this
development in regulation of economic activities.
latter perspective that the relevance and contents of public participation are
165
analysed.
160Bartlett R., (supra n.136) p. 90
161Sep. Op of JudgeWeeramantry,(supra n. 24) p. 112
162Common facets of participatory requirements portrayed herein could also condition EIA
participatoryobligations.
63This dimension representsin general international environmental law and policy, and the
broader developmentalperspectiveof sustainabledevelopment,which now interprets in the
concept of 'Good Governance'or an evolving 'environmental Human Rights'. (See ILA (supra
n.23) pp.834-5
16' Addresses participation in a narrow and specific context of regulating development activities
for social and environmentally sustainable development and appreciates in an immediate local
context (See Rio Principle 10).

165Note that the participatory Ideology in all three dimensions may be similar and have
interrelated goals, yet participation for directing sustainableactivities is distinguishedin the
109

Public participation has been deemed especially relevant and valuable in the
sustainable development triangle. It has marked recognition in the global,
regional and national arena. The general direction of the principle under
different international postulatesis to create participatory rights for their public
to have either accessto environmentalInformation,participatein environmental
decision-making,or gain accessto a form of redressfor environmentalwrongs,
commonly describedas "accessto justice'. This latter component usually infers
three adjudication possibilities, which are either: to challenge the refusal of
access to information, to seek prevention of and/or damages for
l66
harmful
laws
directly.
to
environmentally
activities and enforce environmental
These three participatory elements have been employed diversely in
international resources management, and environmental protection efforts,
through varied instruments, including policy prescriptions of institutions and
organizations. But while some of the international instruments would dearly
167
(information,
justice),,
three
require all
elements,
participation and
others
168
represent only -one. A third set of instruments (usually requiring public
169
forms
in
EIA
two
the
of
participation
procedures)generally adopts
elements.
However Rio Principle 10 provides guidance on the general application of the
principle with evident practicaldimensions.Firstly participation'of all concerned
citizens' is made 'a precondition for any effective determination of
sense that it goes beyond concerns with public influencing of environmental decisions, (or
creating environmental awareness or simply exercising a participatory right) to their
implementation,and enforcements;and is not limited to citizens,or governmentprocesses,but
includesother actors ( corporations,organizationsor institutions),whose interestsmay lay one
way or another, in the pursuit of economicactivities
166Pring&Noesupra n. 137) p.44

167Some examples include: WCN (supra n. 69) arts-16 &23; Rio Declaration (supra n. 15)
Principles 10,13,20,21 and 22 respectively; Johannesburg Declaration (supra chapter 2, p.63 n.
106) para 26; WSSD PoI (supra n. 108) paras. 25,40,42,44,45
& 46(b) respectively; UN/ECE:
Convention on Access to Information, Public Participation in Decision-Making and Access to
Justice in Environmental Matters (Aarhus) UN Doc. ECE/ CEP/ 43 (1998) at
http: //www unece org/env/pp/trey
ext htm" ILA NDD (supra n. 103) Principles 5: 2 & 5: 3
168See: UNFCCC(supra n. 107) art. 6(a)(ii); Convention on Transboundary Watercourses and
Lakes, (supra n. 82) art. 16(1) & (2); OSPARConvention (supra n. 105) art. 9(1) (Information);
Watercourse Convention (supra n. 73) art. 32 (access to justice)
169UNEPPrinciples (supra n. 69), Principle 4; UNEP Guidelines (supra 149) Principles 7-9;
n.
Madrid Protocol (supra n. 142) annex 1 art. 3(3); Espoo (supra n. 145); NAAEC (supra n. 145)
art. 5 (2) & 6(3); EEC Directive on Access to Environmental Information, Council Directive
90/313/1990, O.J. c158/56; ASEAN Agreement on the Conservation of Nature and Natural
Resources
(1985)
(art.
16(2))
at
h=: //sedac ciesin oro/entd/texts/asean natural reso
urcea1985 html
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environmental issues. Second, its proper breeding ground is at the national
level, where the relevant public authorities must make available to the public
two categories of environmental Information: - those that generally concern the
state of the national environment and those concerning environmentally170
development
local
in
In
adverse
activities conducted
particular
communities.
respect of this latter category, a further responsibility is imposed on States to
'facilitate' such participation. Primarily, this means inter alia that responsible
authorities have to identify and give individuals the opportunity to participate in
the decision-making process of the development related activities 171Agenda 21
.
further extends this participatory right to 'groups' and 'organizations'. 172

'Beyond identifying participantsand providing `wide availability' or 'accessibility'
to environmental information, facilitating participation will also include
responsibility to educate the public of the likely environmental impacts of
developmentactivities, and require continuous notification of the public about
173
issues
environmental
even when concernsare not raised. Further, facilitative
efforts must cater for measures that enhance citizens' right of access to
institutions (administrativeor judicial proceedings)for redressor remediationof
environmentalwrong, damageor threat of harm. By effect of this requirement,
citizens should be able to compel the releaseof information, seek restoration,
damaging
injunction
or wrongful activity, or
an
reclamation or obtain
against
compensation.It is in this regard that states are obliged to 'develop national
law regarding liability and compensationfor victims of pollution and other
174
damage'.
environmental
The Aarhus Convention175is the first legally binding 'participation -specific'

internationalinstrument, said to contain the broadest and most detailed

170
The latter distinctionis relevantfor directing sustainableactivities.(see supra ns 162-164).
171See Rio Declaration,(supra n. 15) Participantsmust include Women, Youth, other local
communitiesand Indigenouspeople(Principles20,21 &22) respectively
172Agenda21, (supra n. 87) chapter 23:2
173Pring & Noe (supra n. 137) p.30; Perceivedas 'proactive'
a
and 'reactive' duty imposedon
governments.
174Rio Declaration(supra n. 15) Principle13
175Aarhus(supra n. 167)
111

176In one
requirements to date, for public participation in decision-making.
eminent view, Aarhus is by far the most impressiveelaborationof principle 10
of Rio, with global effect, despite its regional application.177The convention
defines participatory rights in terms of its three elements, (information,
participation and justice), as a means through which the public can exercise
their right to life and well-being in a healthy environmentand also perform their
duty to protect it for future generations.It furthers this objective by extending
the category of persons with obligation to provide these elements beyond
governments, to include persons (natural or legal), performing public
administrative functions under national law, have public responsibility and
178
institutions
integration
specified
of any regionaleconomic
organization. Even
the content of requisite environmental information is broadened to include
information on the state of environmentalmaterialsand resources,179on factors
180
development
activities, or administrative measures that 'affect' or are
and
'likely to affect' prescribed environmental resources.181In effect, access to
information cuts across different facets of factors -physical and institutionalthat affect the state of environmental elements. And the public must be
informed early in environmental decision-makingprocess, in an 'adequate,
timely and effective manner.181
Aarhus also extends the category of participants referenced as the `public'
beyond 'citizens' to include human beings, corporations, companies,
organizations,associationsor groups formed by these and which are recognised
183
is
law
Participatory
triggered where any of
right
under national
practice.
and
the above mentioned `public' is 'affected', 'likely to be affected'. or have 'an
interest' in the environmental decision-making.184This provision effectively
widens the scopeof participants,as 'interests' could be inferred basedon either
176Pring & Noesupra n.137) p.43
In Kofi Annan (UN SecretaryGenera);UNECE,Environmentand HumanSettlementsDivision:
"Introducing the AarhusConvention"at < http:// www.unece.org/env/pp >
178AarhusConventionArticle 2(a), (b), (c) and (d)
179Ibid art. 3(a)
180Ibid
181Ibid
182Ibid
183Mid
184Ibid

Annex 1
art. 3 (b)
art. 6(2)
art. 2 (4)
art. 5
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the right to a 'healthy environment'or a duty to protect it for posterity. In a
truly innovativeway Aarhusdoes help to shed light on what participationunder
the Rio declarationmust entail, in other to achievethe objectivesof sustainable
development.
Another important responsibility in effecting the participation principle was
identified at the WSSD.The JohannesburgPrincipleson the Role of Law and
SustainableDevelopment(JohannesburgPrinciples)185
reiterate the crucial role
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the
for
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and
the
with
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Adopted at the GlobalJudgesSymposium,Johannesburg,South Africa, 18-20august 2002,
availableat www.unep.ora/dpol/symposlump.1
186Ibid,para.4 (b)
187Carnwath(Lord Justice) "Judicial Protectionof the Environmentat Home and Abroad" In J
Env L Vol. 16, No.3,2004 p.318; For example,Where countries have well-developedcodes of
environmentallaw and systemsfor policing it, the judicial role is likely to be more supervisory
such as in promotingaccessto justice, includingpublic accessto environmentalinformationand
the publicsrole in the enforcementof environmentallaws designedfor their protection.
188Ibid Here courts may have recourse to 'imaginative
guarantees'

189Ibid p.327
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interpretations of constitutional

development; 190as not limiting `access' to citizens and victims of development
191
but
to
activities
also available
other entities and private corporations;
as
posing the strongest argument for Human Rights to the environment, 192or as
catering for `legal standing of intermediary groups on the basis of right to
development'. 193Yet others have deemed it `actually necessary in order for any
194

development-related decisions to be

The specific importanceof the various legal and policy formulations in Aarhus,
Rio, other internationalinstruments(includingthe Johannesburgprinciples)and
scholasticinterpretations,is not so much in there substantiveobjectives,but in
the fact that they contribute in diverseways to clarifying or adding value to the
content of public participation as relevant implement for environmentally
sustainableactivities. They all attest to the value of the principle in enhancing
sustainable development. As an element that must inform environmental
policies, environmentallaws and developmentdecision-makingat the national
level, `public participation' cannot be assumed under one encompassing
definition, but must be structured within the forgoing ideals to deal with the
situationsthat presentthemselves.
However, its main precept must always be that of creating awarenessin the
public of any general or specific environmentalthreats posed by development
activities; and such efforts must include mechanismsfor its appreciation at
`grassroots'level. A public that is aware, is one that is educated enough to
understand the implications of the issues upon which they are expected to
basis
defend.
is
that effective participation
It
this
comment, challengeor
upon
Is achieved, fair and equal access to justice Is maintained, environmentally
friendly laws, regulations and decisions are encouraged and development
activities are helpedtoward sustainability.

190MalanczukP., (supra chapter2, p.48 n.40) p.12
191Ibid p.16

192See ILA (supra n. 23) p.390; Picolottl R. "Agenda 21 and Human Rights" in Linking Human
Rights and Environmen4 Picolottl and Taillant (Eds.) Tucson, Arizona, University of Arizona
Press, 2003. p. 56

193ILA (suprachapter2, p.48, n.32) p 133
194Pring& Nod (supra n. 137) p. 23
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Conclusion
The chapter sought to bring out the value-oriented nature of sustainable
development through selected relevant principles, especiallytheir capacity to
regulate development activities and promote environmental protection in
resource exploitation. This effort has portrayed the relevant principles in the
several dimensionsthey assume under international law, each serving useful
purposes and important functions essential for steering resource exploitative
activities through an environmentally-friendlysustainablepath. It argued that
the ultimate value of the principlesis ensuring that developmentactivities are
conducted to improve human well being between generations, but with
consideration,due care and attention to the consequenceswrought on other
environmental components. The elaboration proves their capacity to ensure
environmental protection through varied facets of measures, ranging from
ethics to legal dictates, standards and processes,all applying within a flexible
system of regulatory endeavors, and with a co-ordination that allows each
principle to work individually or concertedly,with little or no conflict between
them. Their relevance and value for directing sustainable development has
been proved.
The next chapter will seek to apply the concept of sustainabledevelopmentin
the specific context of mineral resource developments.This will be effected
through a practical illustration of how the identified sustainability principles
namely: Environmental Protection, Integration, Inter and Intra-generational
Equity, SustainableUtilisation, Polluter-Paysand PrecautionaryPrinciple, EIA
and Public Participation- operate to ensure protection of domestic mining
environments.
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CHAPTER 4 SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT AND MINING
4: 1 Introduction

The previouschapter has demonstratedthe relevanceand value of the concept
of sustainable development in international law, primarily for directing or
achieving socially and environmentally sound development. Principles of
Environmental Protection, Integration, Inter and Intra-generational Equity,
Sustainable,Utilisation, Polluter-Paysand Precautionary Principles, EIA and
PublicParticipationwere identified as relevant componentsof the concept,that
define the social and environmental parameters within which development
activities should generally be conducted, so as to regulate resource
managementand enhanceenvironmentalprotection for ultimate sustainability.
This chapter seeks to apply these principles in the specific context of the
regulationof mining activitiesfor sustainability.
The chapter is divided into two parts. The first attempts to displacearguments
suggesting that mining is not sustainability oriented by demonstrating the
applicabilityof the concept of sustainabledevelopmentto mining. It will present
a practical illustration of ways in which these principles can achieve the
objective of sustainablemining activities within a protected environment. Part
B makes up a general summaryof the componentsof sustainabledevelopment
identified generally In International law and specifically in relation to mining.
The purpose of this general summation is to form an instant reference,for
discerning or integrating sustainability objectives within policies and legal
frameworksfor the protection of domesticmining environments.
Part A
4: 2 Applicability of the Concept of Sustainable Development to Mining
Perspectivesvary on the applicationof the concept of sustainabledevelopment
to mining minerals. One popular contention is that mining is not sustainability-

11A
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As regardsthe nature of sustainabledevelopment,scepticshave suggestedthat
the concept finds 'difficult application' to development of non-renewable
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A third perspective moves away from concerns with the nature of mining
those
inapplicability
blaming
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to
on
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activities and
for its application. For instance, it has been maintainedthat non-sustainability
in mining is as a result of the reluctanceof governmentsand companiesto use
developments
towards
a sustainabilitypath,
to
such
chart
array of regulations
3
developments'.
becauseof `the lack of thinking going on in the processof such
By this reasoning, the adverse consequencesof mining are not an end in
themselvesthat cannot be corrected. It requires willingnessof the responsible

' Almostall writers on the subjectwill allude to this point, usuallytermed an `oxymoron'.
2 Westin, R., "Intergenerational Equity and Third World Mining" In Universityof Pennsylvania
Joumal oflntematlonal BusinessLawVol.13 No.1,1992, p. 181
3 Bhattacharya,J., "SustainableDevelopmentof Natural Resources:Implicationsfor Mining and
Minerals".In MineralResourceEngineering,Vol.9, No.4 (2000) p. 462.
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parties to desire sustainability and put the necessaryconditions in place to
achieveit.
But several reasons and interpretations have also been proffered in support of
the applicability of the concept of sustainable development to mineral resource
development. According to one author, it Is not impossible to combine the
concept with the 'seeming contradicting development of non-renewable
resources.4 Achieving `sustainability' is also said to be possible if the term is
acknowledged as `an ethic' rather than as a public relations 'buzzword' that is
without content .5 Natural resources (especially non-renewable resources), have
been deemed particularly relevant to sustainable development in the sense that
its environmental dimension must respond to the `taking' of a `resource' of
'nature' for humanity's often transient and wasteful uses.6 Therefore,
description
`good
overall
of
environmental
practice',
as
an
applies
sustainability
direction
policy
prescriptions,
government
and
corporate
of
entailing a number
and regulation, including ESIA, stakeholder consultation procedures and
internalisation of costs.' The concept has been predicted to play an increasingly
developments
in
in
resourcemining
negotiations
surrounding
role
significant
based economies, especially in the absence of specific and uniform international
8
to the industry

standardsapplicable

worldwide$

Further, the concept is believedto hold a peculiar applicationto mining, which
is distinct from its generallyconsidereddevelopmentcriteria in the sensethat it
goes beyond satisfying basic human needs.9 In this context, sustainable
development encourages the preservation of all aspects of a country's
heritage,
including the rational use
environmental,cultural and socio-economic

4 Porter J.A., Santana L.S., & CulbertsonKD; "Reconciliationof Mining with the Concept of
SustainableDevelopment,Miners Gerais, Brazil"I in Mining Latin America: ChallengesIn the
MiningIndustry (The Institution of Miningand Metallurgyeds) p.381
Ibid p.382
8 WäldeT.W. (suprachapter 2, p.45, n. 29) p. 120
'Ibid pp 133-135
8 Pring(Rock),(suprachapter3, p.108 n.157) p.6
9 Ibid p.8
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of non-renewable resources. Similarly, sustainable development is also
deemed

applicable to

'internationally

mining

through

acceptable [mining

adoption

industry]

and transposition

practice' into

of

local mining

environments and consolidating them by iterative processes that generally cater

for measuringsustainability,methodsfor trade-offs and balancingof conflicting
Interests."
Put together, these views severally tend to emphasise the need for a
reorientation of perceptionof the concept to allow for its application,suggests
how and why sustainable development is relevant to mining, establish an
applicabilitycriteria and reaffirm the goals to be achievedby adaptation of the
conceptto mining. It is therefore safe to infer from these various positionsthat
the concept does truly have a place, purposeand meaningfor mining. Its place
implied in the ultimate interaction with the environment; its purpose, in the
objective of steering the interaction to a social and environmentallysustainable
path; and its meaningexplainedin ensuringthat mining contributesto the wellbeing of the current generation with little or no disadvantage to future
`...
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is
suggesting
a mining
conclusion
affirmed
elsewhere,
generations.
project that is developed, operated and closed in an environmentally and
socially acceptable manner can be seen as contributing to sustainable
development'i2.It is however paramountthat the concept is always adaptedto
the needs and demandsof local mining environments.Sustainabilityprinciples
life
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be
for
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component
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and
each
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cycle and implemented within integrated mechanisms and manageable
decision-makingstructure.13Essentially,`...sustainabledevelopmentis a concept
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to be unpackedalong the way.
no single point of arrival'.

lo See Novoa V. L., "Sustainable Development and Its Relationship with Mining and Law" Special
Institute On Mineral Development in Latin America 7-1 Rocky Mountain Mineral Law Foundation
ed. 1997, p. 20

11MMSD(suprachapter 2, p. 47 n.33) p. )ociii& 28
12Berlin II GuidelinesFor Mining and SustainableDevelopment(Berlin Guidelines)UN, 2002
available at him: //www. mineralresourcesforum
ora/Berlin/indexhtm (also in 10 Journal of
NaturalResourcesand EnergyLaw355-357(1992))
13See MMSD(supra n. 11)
14Minnitt R.C.A, "Ensuring the Mining Sectors Contribution to Sustainable Economic
Development:" The ChallengeofSustainab/eDevelopmentfor the Mineralsand MetalsIndustry,
July 2001,Witwatersrand,SouthAfrica, p. 90; seealso pp 36-43
IIQ

4: 3 Principles of Sustainable Development in Mining
4: 3: 1 Protection

of the Mining Environment

Mining has acknowledged crosscutting impacts on the natural and human
15
environment in which such activities take place. This fact underscoresthe
logical necessityfor protection of mining environmentsand the WSSDsupport
for efforts to address environmental, economic, health and social impacts of
16
fostering
sustainablemining practices.
mining minerals and metals, and for
The applicationof environmentalprotection to mining is consideredas deriving
mainly from ethics, demanding inter alia, determination of equitable cost and
benefits, contemplation of reciprocal relationships and the impact of such
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15For examplesof mining impactsparticularlyin Sierra Leone,see supra chapter 1, pp. 30-35;
for more general analysessee: CohenM. "A New Menufor the Hard-RockCafe: International
Mining Ventures and Environmental Cooperation in Developing Countries", 15 Sanford
EnvironmentalLaw Journal 130 (1996); Walde T., "EnvironmentalPoliciesTowards Mining In
DevelopingCountries",10 Journal of Energyand Natural ResourcesLaw 327 (1992);UNESCAP
& UNEP: Mineral Resources Development and the Environment (1992); World Bank:
EnvironmentalHealth and Safety Guidelinesfor Mining and Milling open Pit, 1995; World
Bank: EnvironmentalAssessmentof Mining Projects(EAMP)-Draft.- EnvIronmentatAssessment
htt :/n/www/worldbankora/html/fpd/
Sourcebook Update (Feb. 1997), also at
htm; Auty R.M and MikesellR.F., SustainableDevelopmentIn Mineral
technet/decade/assess.
Economies,OUP,Oxford,1998, pp 67ff; Pring(supra n. 8) p. 7ff.
16 WSSD POI (supra chapter 2, p.63, n. 107); see chapter 3 on CSR and "Changing
UnsustainablePatternsof Productionand Consumption".
" Bhattacharya,J., (supra n. 3) p. 451; Porter eta/(supra n. 4) p.382
18Minnitt (supra n.14)
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development in a given area has reached its environmental capacity, or in the
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In sum, these rationales suggest that people who undertake mining activities
(including those who regulate them) should respect and protect the
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]., (supra n. 3)

20 See IUCN/WCPA "Position Statement on Mining and Associated Activities in relation to
Protected Areas" In EPL Vb129 No.6,1999 p 286; "IUCN Guidelines for Protected Area
Management Categories- Part 11" In EPL Vol. 29, No. 6 1999 p. 285; Bellini M., "IUCN Mining
Policy", in EPL, 26/6 (1999). 270
21See Auty and Mikesell, (supra n. 15)
22 Ibid
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controls that will also securethe interestsof future generations.Both elements
generally necessitate that human welfare is improved thereby, and
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industry's
impacts
the
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environmentalas well as
mine life and closure), are addressedand mitigated.
For intra-generationalequity in mining, the most common expectation is that
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23Minnitt, R.C.A (supra n. 14) p. 72
24 Wälde(supra n. 6) p.140
25SeeWestin (supra n.2) p.190
26Portereta/(supra n. 4) p. 382; for the applicationof this modelof GNPaccounting,In context
of renewable resources, see (Cf El Serafy, S. and Lutz, E., "Environmentaland Resource
Accounting:An Overview": In EnvironmentalAccountingfor SustainableDevelopment,(1989),
Ahmad, EI Serafy and Lutz (Eds.), The World Bank, Washington, DC, 1989,8,1-7; Also, El
Serafy, S. (1989) "The Proper Calculationof Income from DepletableNatural Resources"In
Ahmad et al (Eds.) ibId, pp. 10-18.
27Auty & Mikesell (supra n. 15) p. 80
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by providing amenities to those enjoying undisturbed natural areas.28 So that
where issues of social costs and benefits (including resource allocation) are not
given equal considerations, it makes for inequitable effects which could affect
both the quality of life of the present generation and the quality of their
environment, thus making mining operations unsustainable. Overcoming this
consequence requires informed environmental controls by government, its
agencies and mining entities, in setting and enforcing environmental standards
through use of economic incentives or requirements for the use of specific
technologies, or adoption of voluntary actions.

On the other hand, securingthe interests of future generation must equally be
made a necessary goal in all mining operations. The relevance of intergenerational equity to mining has been explained by categories of ways in
which the conduct of present populationcould be said to violate the interestsof
future generations: Present mining generation can cause uncorrected
environmental degradation; they can consume the higher quality resources
which leads to real prices in the future; they can consume resources not yet
identified as valuableto the presentgeneration,or they can consumeresources
prior to their best use; finally, they can exhaust resources, resulting in a
29
future
for
employment These
narrower range of available natural resources
wrongs explain the concern in sustainable development with imputing
responsibility on the present mining generation to conserve and enhance
'access' (to an undamaged environment), conserve its 'quality' (including its
materials and components) and allow future generations the opportunity to
exercisetheir 'options' in the extractiveindustry.
The principle also has implications for regulating depletion of non-renewable
minerals in order to preserve future generation `options'; while for renewable
resources (such as forests, fish, rivers and lakes), it effects to enhance the
'option' by controlling or minimising the stresses placed on them. Several
suggestions have been made regarding some practical initiatives that could fulfil
the objective of the principle in regulating resource depletion. One view
28Ib/d p.80

29Westin(supra n.2) p. 197
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considers that the best way is to 'appeal to reason and basic concepts of
3Ö
.
economicequity Wälde explainsthat concernswith global depletion of nonrenewable resourcesfor future generationshould be addressedif the systems
for maintaining ingenuity, change and responsivenessto market signals are
31
maintained. By another view, intergenerationalinterests affected by depletion
of natural capital can be addressed if the flow of mineral income from the
liquidation of natural assets is reinvestedin other forms of natural capital (and
man-made capital) that can provide an equivalent or similar benefit to future
32
populations. This strategy of investing'resource rents, (includingthe current
value of minerals removed from the ground) in 'durable reproducible capital
goods' (such as buildings, machines, extra- research and development etc.),
33
'reciprocity
connote
acrossgenerations'.
This approachIs at the heart of `weak sustainability,' implying that net receipts
from the sale of non-renewableminerals,contain an element of capital that has
to be set aside and reinvestedto compensatefor depletion of the asset. From
this point the policies and mechanisms that determine the compensatory
direction
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enjoy the benefits of mineral development in the same way that the current
30Ibid p. 184

31Wälde (supra n.6) p.128; this reasoningsuggeststhat the real problem in mining is not in
depletion of minerals (especiallythose necessaryfor the global economy) becausethe main
factors predictingthat this occurrenceis not in sight, are a combinationof social,economicand
technologicalchange and the responseof economiesto price signals In a functioning market.
He argues that, based on the interplay of these factors, scarcity of individual minerals (or
energy) may inevitably lead to higher prices, search for substitutes and more efficient
productionand consumptionmethods.Thereforethe real issueis not the questionof `depletion'
but the sudden`obsolescence'of demand for particular minerals, which provoke grave social
and economicdisruption for the communities,countries and regions dependenton Individual
minerals.In sum, mineralsmay not vanish; but the demandfor them may vanish(p. 129).
32Minnitt (supra n.14) p. 62
33Hatwick J. M& Olewiler, N.D., The Economicsof Natural ResourceUse (second edition);
Addison-WesleyEducationalPublishersInc., ReadingMassachusetts,p. 165; see also Auty and
Mikesell "Policies for sustainable Development of Mineral Economies" in Sustainable
Development/n MineralEconomies,Oxford/NewYork Clarendon,chapter 13 at p.130.
,
34Seesuprachapter3, p.86
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generation has, including the ability to make the choice to develop minerals.
Conservationis thus an important part of the rationality.
Another relevant strategy to cover for physicaldepletion of minerals,explainsin
recycling. Where possible, minerals and metals should be recycled, recovered
and re-used so as to add to the physical stock of mineral resourcesthat is
35
future
to
passedon
generations This strategy, works to also reduce the rate
of depletion of other natural assets,since the regulation of unsustainablelevels
of consumption will consequentlyaffect the patterns of production. Similarly,
the'green conditioningof loans' and impositionof environmentalguidelinesand
standardson application of funds for developmentof mining projects given by
MDBs, DAAs, and other public and private finance and insurance institutions
identifies among the strategies for off-setting the 'bill' of present mining on
future generation.36
Thus far, these expressions of intergenerational equity in mining suggest
specific measures and strategies that are infused with economic and
for
interrelationship
implications,
their
and
emphasising
environmental
sustainable development in mining. But equally significant are measures
designed to regulate the stress of mining on other environmental resources,
which may affect the interest of future generationseither as regardsthe quality
has
its
It
be
Inherited
the
that
capacity.
or
maintaining
will
of
environment
therefore been suggestedthat environmentaldamagecreated by the extractive
industries should be `internalised' on a current basis, as a means of either
avoiding the environmentaldegradation,or of compensatingfuture generations
for the loss of environmentalcapital.37This strategy is a recurring strategy in
the applicationof sustainabledevelopmentto mining and is further emphasised
by the 'integration, 'polluter-pays'and 'precautionary,principles.

35Minnitt (supra n. 14) p. 14
36Westin (supra n.2) p.189; see also Auty & Mikesell(supra n. 15); WäldeT., (supra n. 13) p.
55; Cohen M., (supra n. 15) p.155; World Bank: Mainstreamingthe Environment.
- The world
Bank Group and the EnvironmentSince the No Earth Summit, Fiscal 1995, The World Bank,
WashingtonDC (1995); World Bank: EAMP(supra n. 15); Pring (supra n. 8).
37Auty and Mikesell (supra n. 15) p. 65
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4: 3: 3 Recognising `Integration',

`Polluter- Pays' and 'Precautionary'

Principles
The controlling objective of sustainabledevelopmentis ensuring or facilitating
ecologicaland economic concernsto go hand in hand. Developmentactivities
are no longer to be conductedin isolation,or in disregardof the consequences
they wrought on the natural and humanenvironment.In mining, 'integration' is
applied primarily through emphasison transforming concernswith maximising
material gains, or reliance on technologyto afford mass production for benefit
of the present populations,to concernswith improving the non material quality
of life of mining communities; and to protect the environment for future
38
generation use and enjoyment The latter concern drives the application of
the principle and necessitatesseveral economic and accounting adjustments
and techniqueswithin mine planning and operations, including a re-evaluation
policy
law
to reflect the true environmental and social
and
of environmental
costs of such developments.
For example, the principle will require appropriate accounting for all natural
resourcesthat are engaged in mineral operations, in the traditional national
economicaccounts.It is argued that the rate of depletion of mineral resources,
including exploitation of other natural resources in mining have been
do
for
because
the
mineral
payments
rights
of
structure
exacerbatedprimarily
39
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not reflect
accounts have treated the value added environmental assets (like water air,
rivers, forests, and lakes) used in mineral resource operations as free gifts of
40
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in mining, calculationsof mineral
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rights purchasevalues and the national accountingtechniques must integrate
both mineral depletion costs and natural resources-user costs.

38Smith, S. L., `Ecologically Sustainable Development:
Law', 31 Willamette Law Rev/ew, 1995 p. 263

Mlnnitt (supra n. 14) p.3

Integrating Economics, Ecology, and

40Hatwick and Olewiler (supra n. 32) p.382; On this
rationale, see also WCED (supra chapter 3,
p.68 n. 37) p. 220; Pearce, D., "An Economic Approach to Saving the Tropical Forests" In
Economic Policy Towards the Environment, Helm D. (ed) Blackwell, Oxford 1992 p. 239.
'1

Other expressions of the integration principle to direct sustainable mining would
require the industry to inculcate a culture of including cost of reclamation and
remediation in the product price, which hitherto has been determined only by
41
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3
for
Thus,
to
be
non-renewable
resources.
also
should
encouraged
choices
'integration'
in
it
is
that
the
mining,
of
recommended
optimal
value
realise
government power be used to impose a price on all external effects, so that
agents are forced to include them in their calculations of planning, production
44
known
`internalisation'.
is
This
commonly
as
measure
and consumption.

The principle of 'internalisation' also marks the regime of the polluter-pays
developer
bear
to
the cost
the
in
activities,
generally
requiring
mining
principle
is
'Pollution'
in
said to effect where
mining
and
remediation.
of pollution control
'permanent'
is
likely
disturbance
that
is
to
or quasi
cause
or
mining causes
`permanent',with discernibleimpactson the 'natural capital' and on the welfare
45
beings.
living
In other words, polluter-paysprinciple, would
of the associated
but
to
soil
pollution,
any
and
air,
water
apply as a responsibility not only correct
disturbance with discernible impact on the natural and human environment,
including efforts to maintain the welfare of living beings, and provide growth to
the natural capital by rehabilitation or alternative conservationoptions. These
'environmentalcost of mineral production'should be borne by the mineral firms
by
by
borne
being
damage
than
the
absorbed
government
or
creating
rather
members of society who are victims of pollution and other natural asset
degradation.46 Effecting 'internalisation' in mining will generally necessitate
actions and commitmentsby governmentand mine developers.
41Bhattacharya,(supra n.3)
42Ibld Note that Principle6 of the Rio Declaration,(supra chapter 2, p.43, n.12), emphasised
the environmentalvulnerabilityparticularlyof LDCs
43Rio DeclarationIbid, Principle9
44Hatwick and Olewiier (supra n. 32) p. 382
45Bhattacharya, (supra n. 2) p. 462

46SeeAuty and Mikesell,(supra n. 15) p. 68
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Government and its agencies must put in place environmental controls including
uniform extraction standards and mechanisms for enforcing same, while the
industry must develop environmental culture, ethics and co-operation. 7 It is
along this line, that Rio recommends the application of the principle by way of
national laws on liability and compensation, and through economic regulatory
instruments. 48 Economic and environmental policies, legislations and mining
agreements must be tailored to reflect this need through allocation of civil
liability, imposition of emission charges, taxes, fees, trade permits and other
incentives, voluntary mechanisms, `best practice' and up-to-date technology. 9
Social benefit and cost accounting could also be internalised by the producer,
through compensatory mechanisms, insurance schemes development funds and
50
projects. It must also include the development and implementation of EMS,
(ESIA, planning, pollution control and mitigating measures) and channelling
51
investments
within clear environmental standards and criteria. All
mining
these must however be determined upon proper valuation of external effects
52
and allocating such effects to a particular actor.

A further dimensionof the 'internalisation'strategy for sustainablemining is the
adoption of precautionaryapproach in the whole developmentprocess.Mining
firms must absorb the cost of avoiding environmentaldamage to the natural
and human environment especially where there are threats of serious or
irreversible damage, and regardlessof lack of scientific proof of the effects 53
Put succinctly, mineral developments cannot insist on access to mine, or
'rights
because
simply
critics have not proved
permits
unconditionedmining
or
the validity of their concerns over serious or irreversible impacts.54 Mining
companies and industries must therefore take 'cost effective measures'
wheneverthe possibilityof harm unfolds.
47Bhattacharya,(supra n.3)pp 462ff
48Rio Declaration(supra n 42) Principles16,13 and generallyprinciple11
49SeeWälde(supra n. 6) pp 133ff; Porteret.al. (Supran. 4) p. 80; Auty and Mikesell(supra n.
15) pp 64-65; Hatwick& Oriella(supran. 32)
soAuty and Mikesell,ibid p 64
sl BerlinII Guidelines(supra n. 12)
52Wälde(supra n. 6) pp 133ff
53Rio Declaration(supra n. 42) Principle15

54 Pring (supra n. 8) p.31; See further Pring, Otto & Naito, "Trends In International
Environmental Law Affecting the Minerals Industry" in Journal of Energy and Natural Resources
Law, (1999). 39-35 and 151-177
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Internalising 'precautionary costs' could take varied forms: Primarily it will
involve investments on sophisticated damage-reduction technology and
equipments,

undertaking

environmental

research

of

proposed

mining

environments and meeting costs of monitoring including emergency response
measures. It also assumes all costs of relocating or resettling humans,
habitating

animal

species and

alternative

conservation

efforts.

More

Importantly, it extends to 'costs of forbearance', suggesting that if damage
potential -is so great as would severely and lastingly affect environmental
capacity, then that activity should be avoided in that area. Above all, it must
include the cost of carrying out EIA.
4: 3: 4 EIA: A Prerequisite

for Mineral Developments

EIA as an element of sustainabledevelopmentfinds very easy applicationin the
fact,
far
direct
In
it
is
the
mining
activities.
so
main
and
of
regulation
regulatory
technique required by most international and national instruments, for testing
the environmental sustainability of mining plans, projects, programs and
56
55
be
Nearly
is
this
to
placedon
mechanism,
unanimousreliance said
ventures.
as policies and guidelines of public and private international institutions and
57
for
it
sustainable mining operations. In
as necessary
organisations adopt
addition, most international mining companiesworking in developingcountries
have adopted detailed internal environmental management guidelines and
58
EIA
that
the
mechanism; and so too have
systems
relevance of
recognise
most national laws and modern agreements between mining companiesand
59
governments.

55SeeWellington Convention; Antarctic Environmental Protocol and the Madrid Protocol
respectively(supra chapter3, p. 106, n 142)
56CohenM. (n. 15) p. 158
57UNEPGuidelines(supra chapter 3, p. 107 n.149);(see also UNEP'sGuidelineson Offshore
Mining and Drilling (1982); UNRFNRE
'RevitalizationPlan': AchievingSustainableDevelopment
of MineralResourcesin Harmonywith the Environment(brochure 1995);The World Bank EAMP
(supra n.13); OPICIs required by the UnitedStatesForeignAssistanceAct (22 U.S.C. § 231(n))
(since 1985) to perform EIA on any Programme or project significantly affecting the
environment of any foreign country that they finance, see http: //www.opic.gov; Berlin
Guidelines(supra n.12) paras,2-10 and 14.
58Armstrong, Kit, "The Green Challenge Managing Environmental Issues in Natural Resources
Projects in Developing Countries" 42 Rocky Mountain Mineral Law Institute, p3-30 (1996).

59MMSD(supra n. 11) p.28
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While the popularity of the EIA mechanism for regulating the mining business
stands unquestionably well in laws, guidelines and agreements (explicitly or
implicitly), its true value in enhancing sustainability rests with its practical
application to particular mining environments. EIA has been observed as
valuable to mining because of its capacity to predict and evaluate potential
impacts, identify alternatives and mitigating measures, and using its conclusions
60
decision-making
It is also suggested that unless a
in
tool
as a
planning and
comprehensive environmental assessment study has been undertaken, the
61
lack
agreement may
specific commitments. In this observation is embedded
the true objective of EIA, which requires detailed procedures for assessing, the
likely environmental and social impacts of proposed mining programmes or
projects, before embarking on them. Such procedures should be effected early
enough (preferably, during the negotiation stages) before commitments are
made or mining rights are bought. A useful recommendation Is that EIA is
initiated and - applied in the decision-making of regional land-use planning,
62
Comprehensive
impact
than
to
as
a
reaction
project
proposals.
rather
development
for
done
formulating
to
and
prior
plans
exploration
assessments
will often reveal strategies to protect the environment without extensive
increases in costs; and will further
63
environmental emergencies.

cater for risk-reduction and likely

The EIA procedures may vary from country to country, but its substantive
objectives need not vary in their application to mining proposals, since it Is
acceptedthat all mining activities would have some impact on the environment.
Therefore, it is pertinent for sustainablemining, that there be undertaken a
60Bastida E.; "Integrating Sustainability Into Mining Law: The Experience of Some Latin
American Countries" In Schrijver and Weiss (Eds.) 2004 (supra n. 6) p. 591
61Auty & Mikesell (supra n. 15) p. 67
62Minnitt (supra n. 14) p. 20

63SeeAuty & Mikesell(supra n. 20). The experiencewith the Ok Tedicopper-GoldMine Casein
PapuaNew Guinea(PNG)best Illustratesthe value of applyingthe principleof EIA to mining; a
1976concessionagreementbetweenthe PNGgovernmentand an internationalconsortiumhad
provided inter alia for submissionby the consortium to the government of a development
proposal,and an undertakingto preparean EIA with a maximumbudget of only $200,000.But
the consortium later argued that it could not undertake exhaustive EIA before the mining
license was granted. When actual mine construction began In February 1981, many of the
environmentalproblems were not foreseen and therefore not addressedin the development
plan. Serious environmental problems arose which gave rise to disputes between the
consortiumand the government.(See <htU2://dte gn al2gorg/cstdl htm> for caseillustration)
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comprehensive assessment study that will capture the least environmental
impact, and a continuing role through monitoring of mining operations and their
environments. More importantly, EIA must include full participatory dialogues
before a decision is made.

4: 3: 5 Defining the Role of the Public in Mining
The strategic location of the public as targeted beneficiariesof mine proceeds
developments
hand,
the
of
mine
on the other,
as
victims
on
one
and
determinesthe importance and relevanceof their role in such activities. Their
role has been defined as a 'new law of public rights to control private
development'and is deemed the most significant new trend or change facing
6'
21st
developments
in
the
century. The contexts
mineral, energy and resource
in which the public can be said to exercisetheir 'right to control' public and
private mineral developments to enhance sustainable mining practices are
be
it
One
that
a requirementat national, and
suggest
perspective
must
varied.
industrial level that the decision-makingprocessfully integrates a consideration
broad
from
input
issues
a
range of
with
and
environmental
of socio-economic
65
before
the commencementof operations.
public perception at an early stage
This perception has both a factual and practical implication. It implies that a
factual determination must be made of the environmentaland socio economic
issues
those
the
of
perception
publics'
and
effects of proposedmining activities;
'process.
distinction
is
This
decision-making
be
in
the
crucial
must
considered
becausefirstly, it corrects situations were people would often not generally be
disposed to appraising social and environmental impacts beyond themselves.
Second,compilationof environmentaland socio-economicfacts will often serve
decisions
for
the
testing
upon
which
substance
were reached,
as reference
giving that 'the decisionon how to use the environment[for mining] is usuallya
66
.
political one
64Pring& Noe' In "International Lawof PublicParticipation"In HumanRightsIn Natural
ResourceDevelopment,Zillman/Lucas/Pring(Eds.) OUPoxford, 2002 p.14 (citing Pring,Otto &
Naito)
65Minnitt (supra n.14) p 20

66 Hanemann P., Economics and the Preservation
of Biodiversity, Wilson, E.0 (ed. ) 1988,
National Academy Press, Washington pp. 193-194
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From another dimension, public participation relates to the issue of
apportioningof mineralwealth includingthe determinationand actual receipt of
fair
have
More
and
a
must
specifically, mining communities
compensations.
is
distribution
that
in
the
commensurate
mining
proceeds
of
share
equitable
67
benefits
impacts;
the
and
such
social and environmental
with their share of
Ideally,
life
beyond
be
the
projects.
span
of
mining
made sustainable
must
these must be determinedthrough a democraticprocess,and incorporatedinto
68
initial agreements between governments and mining companies. Such a
benefits
mining
and
other
process will address concerns over compensations
lack
knowledge
because
locals
or cultural
of
of
either
not reaching
inadequacies.Thus public participationmust be secured in the decision-making
transparent
decisions
strategies
the
and
effective
also
reflect
must
and
process
for distribution of the benefits69 To this end, the principle interprets to mean
forming an alliance between government,NGOsand local communitiesin order
to address social and cultural impacts in traditional value systems, especially
0
since mining often takes place within traditionally communalremote settings.
Becauseof this peculiarity, participation in mining should not be daunted-by
be
based
but
individual
on
must
wants,
economic
assessmentson aggregateof
the
from
consequencesare
that
where
process,
an
open
obtain
must
consensus
made clear.
A final aspect of participationin mining is the need to provide for an accessible
forum - administrative or judicial, where people can challenge and call to
hand
the
laws,
one
on
decisions,
agreements
regulationsand mining
question
defines
latter
The
participatory right of
their
objective
or seek
enforcements.
`access to justice', usually extending the determination of issues from the
has
been
judicial
As
to
observed,
authority.
executive or administrativerealm,
the absence of clear-cut international standards of liability and effective
international dispute-resolutionforums, has increasedthe potential for national

67Westin (supra n. 2)
68MMSD(supra n. 11) (executivesummary)
69 Benefits must not necessarilyInterpret only In monetary terms, but Includesdevelopment
projects that will Improve the general social and environmental capacities of mining
environments.
70Bhattacharya,J (supra n. 2) p. 461
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courts stepping in and 'filling the void', to regulate mining activities.71The
judiciary has capacityto confer liability on mining companiesfor environmental
harm, and to enhance legal development of some environmentally related
principles of national and international relevance. Participation will therefore
necessitatethat victims of mining activities or persons interested in enforcing
legal precepts in protection of mining environmentsbe providedwith a right to
institute actions in courts pursuantto law and clear procedures,without undue
delays and respecting due process. Legal access should be equal,
nondiscriminatoryand made effective both at home and abroad. This is said to
warrant the creation of judicial standards for the mining industry in three
72
by
developing
in
is
venues; countries where mining occurring; by
courts
courts in developed countries where companies are incorporated or
headquartered;73and by courts of some developedcountriesapplyingtheir own
74
laws
national
extraterritorially.
The forgoing analysis no doubt, clarifies the role of the public in effecting
sustainabledecision-making,sustainablelaws, policiesand mining agreements,
litigations
and sustainable mining practices. Their
environmental
sustainable
role has generally assumedimportanceand popularity in EIA procedures,but it
is clear that several other concerns are regulated through such participatory
right. It is however important to encourageco-operationand dialogue among

71Pring,(supra n. 8)
72AccessIn localjurisdiction is explicitly portrayedin the following cases: First, a local court In
Turkey is reported to have cancelledgold mining licenseof Eurogold,a multinationalFrenchAustralian-Canadianmining company, in a 1997 lawsuit brought by local villagers fearful the
company'scyanideprocesswould pollute their region; Another exampleis the Chanara/caseIn
Chile, In which citizens are known to have successfullysued a division of the State-owned
Codelcocopper companyin the late 1980sfor remediationof the environmentaldamagedone
by years of dumping of its mineral-processingtailings In the SaladoRiver and Bay of Char?
aral
(available at ESCAPVirtual Conference,<bttI21/www.unescal2.
org1> ; Finally, In the Huasco
Case,olive tree farmers and fishermensuccessfullysued CompahfaMinera del Pacificofor air
and water pollution remediationat its pellet plant In Huasco(availableat<httg: //www. naturalesources.ora/minerals/CD/docs/unctad/rrlna.doc>)
73For exampleresidentsof Ecuadorand PeruchoseUnited Statesfederal
courts to sue Texaco
for over US$1 billion for air, water and soil pollution arising out of its historical oil and gas
operations in Ecuador.See Prince & Nelson,"Developing an EnvironmentalModel: Piecing
Togetherthe GrowingDiversityof International EnvironmentalStandardsand AgendasAffecting
MiningCompanies"7 ColoradoJournal ofIntemational EnvironmentalLaw & Policy,243
74Pring(supra n. 8) p. 27
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all interested parties in furtherance of environmentalobjectives especiallythe
sustainableutilizationof resources.
4: 3: 6 `Sustainable

Use' of resources in Minerals Production

Processes

The principle of sustainableutilisation has receivedonly lukewarm reception in
its appreciationfor non-renewableresourcessuch as minerals.The immediate
emphasisin this element for mining is directed not at the products but at the
regulation of renewableresourcesand other environmentalmaterials employed
in mining. Such operations are highly water intensive (usually making use of
rivers, lakes and streams), they affect landforms, vegetations, trees, animals
75
in
forests,
including
interests
in
these
and
some cases
other
resources.
Therefore the goals of the principle are two-fold: to ensure rational use of
resources in mining operations and to implore consideration in their
engagementin 'a manner that will cause little disturbanceto other interests or
avoid harm the environment.
Thus, by operation of the principle human resources(exemplifiedin labour and
skills) being both natural and exhaustiblemust be employed in mining in the
manner that reflect the value and sustainabilityof labour through adoption of
standardsthat cater for better working conditions(including health and safety),
the developmentand transfer of skills and eliminationof child labour.76In other
respects,water resourcesemployedin such activities must be used in a rational
manner, free from pollution, and diversionsthat could affect their channels,and
in considerationof other users. Other environmental materials and resources
are to be employed or utilised with due care, within their regenerative
capacities,and must be sustainedduring and after mining operations.This will
require reclamationmeasuresdesignedto restore to acceptablestandardsthe
physical, chemical and biological quality of environmental resourcesdisturbed
by mineral exploration or development."

Similarly, land management,

75Seesuprachapter 1, pp 30-35; Pring(supra n. 8) p. 9

76 This goal could be enhanced by the observance
of internationally established principles
relating to employment and labour standards; see supra chapter 3, p.94, n.79; and generally
httoJ! /ilo. ora

77Minnitt (supra n.14) p. 39; these must
start even before a mine is actuallyopened
1'd

responsible stewardship and aftercare become critical factors in ensuring
responsibleengagementof resourcesin mining. Sucheffort will necessitateuse
of

sound

technology,

rehabilitation measures, remediation works,
environmentally safe tailings and waste management, dam treatments and
over-all monitoring of land and water quality includingthe effects of operations

on fish stock.
Accordingly,`sustainableutilisation' in mining does effect both to regulate the
manner and rate'at which human and environmentalresourcesare utilised in
mining operationson the one hand, and to encourageresponsiblemanagement
of land, soil, and water capacity on the other. Achieving the value of the
principle on the above characterisationwill require government regulation and
standardsto determine appropriate utilisation. One suggestionis that there is
put in place specific legislation governing mine closure and reclamation, and
78
future
to
to
tailored apply current and
mines. Above all, the land-ethic must
be made a close companionof mining policies,laws and agreements.
Part B

4: 4 Summary of the Components of Sustainable Development
Identified Generally in International Law and Specifically

in

Relation to Mining
So far, this work has illustrated the importance of sustainabledevelopmentin
international law for the regulation of development activities generally, and
mining in particular. Relevant principles of the concept have been identified
both in international law and specifically in regulating mining activities for
environmentaland social sustainability.This section presentsa summaryof the
objectives embedded in the said principles as reference criteria for any
investigative analysis of the sustainability of legal regimes aiming for the
protection of mining environments.Their value or significancefor environmental

78IMP. 40
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legislation, regulation, and managementof natural resources in mining is a
recurring emphasisin this summation.
Foremostemphasisis the principle of `environmentalprotection', a rationale or
'ethic' that must constitute an integral part of all mineral resourcedevelopment
processes. The legal regime for environmental protection must - guarantee
protection in connection with adverse environmental interference, ensure
efficient use and managementof natural resources,commitment to reducing
pollution, minimising mining impacts, avoiding environmentaldegradationand
maintainingenvironmentalcapacities.Such protection regime must have viable
environmental institutions, effective environmental legislations, adequate
environmental standards, management controls and the capacity to protect
rights of individuals from pollution, damage and general environmental
concerns.
To fulfill the principle of `integration', mineral developmentplans and activities
should be designedand conductedwith due considerationto+theenvironmental
and social issuesengenderedby such activities. Environmentalissuesmust also
be made to infiltrate into, or influencenational planningand economicpolicies,
and the way laws are made and implemented.The cost of environmentaland
social damage of mineral production activities must be given priority
consideration and such costs reflected in the laws, regulating purchase of
mining rights, product pricing and taxation schemes.
In meeting the element of inter-generationalequity, the legal regime regulating
current mining ventures must give consideration to addressing the rate of
depletion or reduction in mineral wealth, must seek to preserveenvironmental
materials and components by arresting environmentaldegradation, promoting
conservation and eliminating unsustainable patterns of production. The
objective should be in maintaining a safe and healthy environment among
generations. This should be assured through regulation of mining activities
generally for environmental sustainability; through formulation, application or
interpretation of laws that impose responsibilityfor environmentaldamage and
through the rational allocationof resources.
1 RR

In seeking intragenerationalequity, legal rules must guarantee and protect the
interests of present populations especiallythose in mining communities and
their environments, in the midst of mineral developmentactivities. Legislation
and agreementsmust be tailored to yield them fair and equitable distribution of
economicbenefits obtained from exploitationof resources,protection of shared
environmentalresources,imposeliability for pollution or damage,afford redress
to environmentalvictims and avoid adverse interference with their livelihood.
The quality of life in mining environmentsmust be maintainedand the human
rights impacts of mining activities must be addressedand made enforceableby
legal prescripts.
To ensuresustainableutilisation, legal dictates must emphasison the one hand,
that living natural resourcesof the environmentused or affected by the conduct
for
be
optimality of use; and that in all other
regulated
of mining operations
cases, such activities must be conducted within the capacity of the
environment. Laws should stress the prudent, rational and equitable use of
natural wealth and resourcesso as not to severely diminish or exhaust their
levels. Such laws and policies must impressamong other things, proper forests
management, planned and rational land-use policies, conservation and
lakes,
and
of
steams,
rivers
watercourses,
of
species,
preservation
protection
enhancedmanagementstandardsand monitoring controls.
The polluter-pays principle is 'effected by imputing on national authorities the
responsibility to ensure that all costs generated from mining activitiesenvironmental, social, and economic- are met by persons (including legal
persons) undertakingsuch activities, through measureslike cost internalisation,
environmentaltaxes, fees, charges, permits and so on. The effect desired by
the principle goes beyond polluting and cleaning up, remediationor reparation,
to include environmentalresponsibilityand/or liability regardlessof damage or
the legitimacy of the economic activity. A legal regime implementing the
principle must equally emphasiseissuesof redress,compensation,development
of trust funds and insurance schemesas environmentaland social security in
resource development operations. As a complement to traditional systems,
1 R7

more innovative strategies such as use of economic instruments and voluntary
schemes must be encouraged through corporate social responsibility.
Agreements must be designed or adapted to improve environmental
performance and accountability of mining companies. This objective must be
enhanced through adoption of guidelines and standards (national and global),
codes of conduct, - certification schemes and reporting on environmental and
79
issues.
social

The precautionaryprinciple must be expressedby imposition of a general and
legal duty on states, corporate entities and individualsengaged in mining, to
exercise caution, prudence and due care with the objective of preserving
resources,and protecting the natural, human and cultural environment against
potential harm, deterioration or damage. Legal rules must mandate the use of
preventive measuresthat could mitigate environmental harm, protect natural
80
81
health
human
the
and
social environment. The principle must be
resources,
transposed to effect continuously, always maintaining a standard by which
existing and new environmental obligations are assessed,and irrespective of
harm
is perceived, conjectured or proved. Laws and agreements
whether
should require developersand decision-makersto consult, cooperate,exchange
information, monitor risk, use and demand modern safe practice and
technology with a flexibility that will appreciate the particular activity in the
given environment.
A legal regime promoting EIA in mining for sustainability must emphasise
environmental protection and seek to regulate environmental harm. It must
charge

decision- makers and developers with the responsibility to weigh

environmental concerns together with economic and social ones In deciding
whether to allow mining projects to go on. Specifically, it must require an
assessmentof mining programmesor activities, seek consultation and public
participation in the decision-making process. Laws requiring EIA should not
79 See supra chapter 2, p.69-70, and ns. 143-149
on categories of regulations through
economicInstruments,Voluntaryactionsand CSRgenerally
801
LA: Reportof TheSeventiethConference,New Delhi,April 2002, London2002
81SeeWSSDPOI, (Suprachapter 2, p.63, 107)
n.
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necessarily prohibit, prevent or halt activities with significant environmental
impactsfrom being implemented,but this could be mandatedin extreme cases.
It must be designed as a flexible environmental management strategy that
allows mining firms and operators to incorporate environmentalconcernsinto
their rationale, improve decision-making on environmental effects, their
mitigation, and enhance environmental awareness. The mechanism must
recogniseenvironmental concerns,as alive and continuing, and represent the
principle as mandatory irrespectiveof when a mining project may have been
inaugurated; and should further ensure that the applicable environmental
standardsmust be those prevailingat the time.
To effect sustainable mining through the principle of public participation,
environmental and mining policies, laws and decision-making must create
participatory rights for the public, mining communities and individuals, and
provide for effective accessto institutions (administrative,tribunal or judicial)
on environmental and social issues. Groups and individuals must be granted
have
jointly
to
severally,
access to environmental information,
or
rights,
'access
decision-making
in
to justice'
and
environmental
processes,
participate
through provisionsthat cater for redress.This latter componentmust find legal
reflection in three adjudication possibilities: It must accord the capacity to
challenge the refusal of access to information, to seek prevention and/or
damages and compensation for environmentally harmful activities and to
enforce environmental and mining laws directly. Importantly, participatory
for
through
these
facilitate
provisions
rights
exercise of
mandates must
environmental education, research, reporting and financial assistance to
promote these, includingpublic interest litigations.
Finally, an appreciation of the foregoing sustainability objectives in mining
for
their implementationthrough the
would require an enabling environment
82
The emphasis
legalisation.
localisation,
Institutionalisation
and
paradigm of
must not be solely on the `nature' of mining operations,but also on the policies,
decisions, laws, regulations and agreements that chart them. These are the
true torchbearers for effecting, enhancing and entrenching sustainable
11Seesupra chapter 2, pp. 67-74
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development in mining. 83 Generally however, implementation will require an
integration of environmental and mineral development concerns as a national
strategy at policy, planning and management levels; the ratification and/or
implementation of applicable conventions and principles of international
laws,
design
laws;
the
that
agreements and
of
mining
environmental
ensuring
interpret,
implement,
to
capacity
with
articulated
regulations are properly
facilitating
the
them
continuously;
and
update
and
review, supervise, monitor,
for
judicial
their enforcements.
legal,
authority
and
use of
administrative

Conclusion
This chapter set out to apply relevant principlesof sustainabledevelopmentin
the specific context of mining, through practical illustration of ways in which
these principles can achieve the objective of sustainablemining activities. It
also sought to present a summation of the relevant sustainability principles
Identified generally in international law and specificallyin relation to mining, as
for
discerning
instant
or integrating sustainabilityobjectiveswithin
reference
an
The
frameworks
for
legal
the
environments.
of
mining
protection
and
policy
direct
between
has
sustainabilityand mining,
a
established
relationship
chapter
translating its value for mineral resourcedevelopmentsthrough analysisof its
been
has
And
set out representing specific
a
summary
relevant principles.
contents of separate and distinct (but complementary) set of sustainability
for
the
law
in
that
international
stone
in
mark
corner
mining
and
objectives
framework
It
Is
this
directing
upon
mining.
applying,
and achievingsustainable
that the legal aspectsof environmentalregulation of mining in Sierra Leoneare
examined in subsequent chapters of this work, to test their sustainability
in
protecting the country's mining
effectiveness
content, adequacy or
environment.

83MMSD(supra n.11); A useful recommendationIs for governments to have a sustainable
development policy for the minerals sector which would provide a useful tool to integrate,
coordinate, and harmonisethe missionsof different departments, In pursuit of different the
objectives.The departmentsthat should be involved in adopting and implementingsustainable
developmentpolicy should at a minimum include those dealing with mineralsexploration and
development,the Environment,trade and industry, labour and economicdevelopment.
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CHAPTER 5 SUSTAINABILITY AND MINING LAWS OF SIERRA LEONE

5: 1 Introduction

A major incidence of mineral resource development in Sierra Leone is the
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enablingenvironment
This chapter will examine the legal regime of environmental regulation in
dwelling
Sierra
Leone
in
development
only on
a
case
as
study,
mineral resource
'For examplesof such Impactssee supra chapter 1, pp. 30-35
2 Note that references to sustainable development connotes sustainable development In
international law, represented by the relevant principles and objectives identified in
internationallaw generallyand related to mining specifically.
3TheImplementationaspectsof all Identifiedsustainabilityprincipleswithin legal dictateswill be
examinedIn chapter7.
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mining specific laws and regulations, including selected mining agreements4
The structure of these mining laws will be examined, in three parts to determine
the extent to which the principles of sustainable development in international
law are represented in them. Also, the aim is to ascertain whether by expressed
term or implication, they seek to apply, direct or achieve the objectives of the
concept in protection of the country's mining environment, judging from the
Investigative criteria of sustainabiilty objectives set out In the foregoing chapter.
Part A will examine the Mines and Minerals legislation which is the parent act
that validates categories of mineral rights and agreements. Part B will elaborate
on two major agreements in respect of Ruble and Diamond mining, as
representative samples. The third part will analyse the law regulating Petroleum
development, including a model agreement in respect thereof. 5

Part A

5: 2 The Minerals Act, Environmental Provisions and Sustainability
The Mines and Minerals Act of 1994 (the Minerals Act), generally regulates
mining activities in Sierra Leone, and is the parent legislation from which
6
regulation, rules and agreements relating to mining claim their validity. The
MineralsAct holds a separate part for environmental protection, with general
provisionsthat contemplatedamagecausedby mining to the natural and social
4 The laws of Sierra Leone that are examined in this and subsequentchapters, derive their
authority pursuant to s. 170(a)-(e) and s.170 (4) and (5) of The Constitutionof Sierra Leone
1991, Act No. 6 of 1991, (the constitution). These generally include the constitution;
Parliamentaryenactments,orders, rules regulations,and statutory Instrumentsmade pursuant
to the constitution or any other law; the ExistingLaw, the CommonLaw or Modificationsand
adaptationsmadeto any of these that conformsor giveseffect to the constitution.
5 This work recognisesthat the legal regimeof mining In Sierra Leoneis Inextricablylinked with
land-use and land tenure issues. But this study excludes debates on the viability of Sierra
Leone's legal dualism on tenure or title to land In its provinces. Referencesto legal rules
regulating land use for mining are discussedIn the context of their relevanceor capacity to
enhanceor inhibit the environmentalgoalsthat they are meant to safeguardin diverseways.
For perspectiveson the viability of Sierra Leone'slegal dualismwhether for economicpurposes,
legal efficiency, social justice and equity, see:- Johnson O.E., EconomicAnalysis and the
s6vcture of Land RightsIn SierraLeone Dissertation(PhD), Universityof California.,L.A 1970;
Renner-Thomas (supra chapter 1, p.28, n.48); Codjoe,V.S., Land as a factor of Inequality In
KenemaDistrict; B.A Dissertation( unpublished)1986, FBC,USL,respectively.
6
The Mines and Minerals Act (1994), Act No. 5 of 1994(Minerals Act); Note that the 1994
Minerals Act does not cover the development of Mineral oil, which is regulated by the 2001
Petroleum Act.
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environment, including the welfare of communities. It also creates defined
environmental obligations within specific mineral rights and for general
administration of the industry7 The act requires that, in the determination of
`shall
Minister
take
the
to
to
any
applicant,
a
mineral
right
grant
whether or not
into account' the `need to conserve natural resources which are in or on
8
land'
during
the
conduct of mining activities The dedication of a
neighboring
whole part (Part XII) of a predominantly minerals development act to the
for
fulfills
integration
the
principle
protection,
objectives of environmental
sustainable development. The provisions represent the environment as an
integral part of mineral development, by emphasising consideration for
environmental concerns at the decision-making stage of granting mineral rights.

The act also providesfor the Inclusioninto mineral rights of conditions for the
damaged
the
the
or
of
areas
or
rehabilitation
environment
of
protection
deleteriously affected by mining or exploration operations.9 The indicated
limitation
include
or treatment of pollution and
conditions
prevention,
protective
human
the
the
natural
and
mining
on
minimisation
of
effects
of
more generally,
10
environment. Rehabilitationcondition is one of the paramountenvironmental
holders,
SCM
in
who must carry out
of
artisanal
and
rights
obligations respect
"
"effective' rehabilitation and reclamation of mined out areas. Alternatively,
they must deposit some form of security with the DoM, for the performanceof
12
such conditions. These requirements are in line with the objectives of
7Ibid'Mineral Right' Is defined in the act to mean a prospecting licence, an exploration licence,
a mining lease, or an artisanal mining licence; (Part 1 on Interpretation).

SIbid Part )(II 'Protectionof the Environment's.92 (1)
9 Iblds. 94(1); the act distinguishesbetweenconditionsfor rehabilitationon the one hand, and
environmentalprotection or damagepreventionon the other. The latter conditionswould not
require'security for performance'.
'o Ibid s. 93 (1) (a) & (b); the scopeof the protection to be afforded In this case will include
those environmentalassetsor Inhabitantson 'adjoining or neighbouringareas' covered by the
mineral right. Comparewith s. 92(1), which includesnatural resources'in or on the land over
which the mining right Is sought', In considerationof the need to conservenatural resources.
11Ibid s. 78(3)(d) and s. 79(1)(h); see also Clauses7(a)(b)&(c) Detailsof New PolicyMeasures
Re/sting to $mall Scaleänd Anisanal Mining and marketing pf PreciousMinerals2002 (Mining
Policy),MMR,Freetown2002. Note however, that there Is nothing Inhibitingthe Inclusionof
further conditionsIn artisanalor SCMrights for environmentalprotection, pollution prevention
and damageminimisationpursuantto the environmentalprovisionsunder PartXII of the Act.
12Ibids. 94(1-2); artisanalright-holdersare requiredto pay prescribedfees into a rehabilitation
fund before the grant of artisanal license, while SCM right-holders have the option to
rehabilitateor pay the requisitefees to defray the cost;(see Mining Policy(supra n. 11) clause
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environmental protection in sustainabledevelopmentto the extent that they
reflect commitments to avoiding environmental degradation and maintaining
environmentalcapacities.There is concern however regardingthe efficiency of
acceptingfees without referenceto the nature and extent of the reclamationor
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(for
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The
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severally
of
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dredging), fees (for land and river use), fees (for environmentalmanagement
the
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of
objectives
exemplify
schemes
and
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and
direction
in
the
of sustainableutilisation of
consequential
effects
with
principle,
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Also, as part, of the measures required for protecting the social environment,
(in
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to
to
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addition
payment of
pay
mining
are required
for
funds
income
tax),
agricultural and community
annual
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17
16
development(ADF & CDF) and rehabilitation. This strategy accordswith the
7(a) &(b)). The applicablerehabilitationfees In respectof diamond mining Is set at Le.100,000
(per acre per year) for Artisanal mining; Le 200,000for SCM;for Gold mining, at Le.50,000
(per acre per year) for Artisanalmining; Le 100,000for SCM( see Schedule1)
MineralsAct, (supra n. 6) s. 89; fees for dredging licencesis set at $250.00 (per acre per
year) (Mining Policyibid, schedule1)
14Ibids. 89(4)&(5)
is In respect of diamond mining, Artisanal land and river Licenses is estimated at Le 100,000,
per year per acre; Small Scale land and River Licenses-Le 200,000 per year per acre; Licenses
to Dredge US$500 per acre per year. (See Mining Policy (supra n. 11) schedule 1)

16MineralsAct, (supra n. 6) s.107; the ADFand CDFalreadycreatedare limited only to mining
leases,excludingprospecting,explorationand artisanalmining rights.
17MiningPolicy(supra n. 11), clause7(b)
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innovative mechanismsfor directing or achievingthe goals of the generational
principles in sustainable development, where mining communities can have
direct benefit from such activities in the development of their communities
and/or other environmental saving content for future generations. The
respective funds could allow for alternative uses of land in developing
agriculture, which can provide social benefit alongside mineral production;
could improve mining communitieswith reproduciblecapital and amenities;and
could allow for restoration of environmental capacity of degraded lands by
reinvestingcapital gainedfrom mining in environmentalreclamation,restoration
and rehabilitation. However, considerationshould be given to other methods
like environmental cost internalisation in the purchasing of mineral rights,
includinginsuranceschemesas environmentaland socialsecurity.18
Furthermore, in specifying mineral rights and surface rights, the act tends to
restrict mining and the use of mineral rights in specific areas, including places
19
of religious or cultural significance. The provisions seem to embody the
protection of cultural values, people's welfare, farming and so on. This
protection is however watered down by provisions allowing for mining
operations in the purported protected areas, upon the written consent of the
lawful owner or occupierof land, or his agent.20And where the lawful owner or
occupier refuses such consent, the act empowersthe Minister to authorisethe
mineral right-holder to exerciseall his rights under the licenses.It is untenable
that a seeming protection, which might benefit community welfare and
interests, is made subject to a determination that does not remotely involve
participationof such community.
Another important provision in the act with implications for ensuring
sustainability in mining is the issue of compensation.Right-holdersmust pay
These will redress the gap in the provisionsfor environmentalprotection and preventative
actionsin s. 94(1)&(2)
19MineralsAct, (supra n. 6) s. 23(b)(1-IV) Other protected interests include burial grounds;
land set apart for public purpose; land within 50 yards of land clearedfor growing agricultural
crops, or upon which such crops are growing; or any land 100 yards of any cattle dips, tanks,
dam, or other body of water.
20Iblds. 23(1)(b
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Indeed these provisions seek to direct the sustainability objectives under the
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21Iblds. 26; Note that the act distinguishesbetweencaseswhere rights-holdersacquiretitle to
land use by agreement with land owner or occupier, and cases of compulsoryacquisitionof
private land for mining purposes.This caserepresentsthe former.
Ib/d s. 26(1)(i) &(ii)

23Ibid s. 26(3); this limitation Is quite unreasonableconsideringthat mining leasesgo on for
years and the evidenceof destructionremainslong after suchoperationscease.
4 Ibid s. 28(2); upon such acquisition, compensationissue is to be determined under s. 26
includingthe claimslimitation clause.
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compensation, defined by the manner in which access to land use was
25
granted. Further, the imposition of a two-year compensationclaims period
effects as a denial of, or'blocking access'to participatoryrights26Similarly,the
prescribed method of paying compensation completely ignores other
environmental assets and materials, emphasisingsocial concerns as farming,
peoples' welfare and cultural values. Above all, the act does not seem to
regulate the quantity of non-renewableresourcesthat could be exploited so as
to leave future populationof the country the option of choiceto deal with them
accordingto their own developmentalneeds.
Under the Act, EIA is required as a condition for the grant of mineral rights,
27
leases.
in
The specific use of the term `EIA, in
specifically respect of mining
the minerals act does represent an endorsementof one of the fundamental
principles of sustainabledevelopmentin international law. Specifically,,the act
requires some form of environmentalstatementsto be prepared in respect of
8
leases.
Mining lease applicants are
right-holders of exploration and mining
further required to submit an approved programme of proposed operations
29
be
by
EIA
statement.
which should accompanied an
Similarly, the minerals act covers previously held mineral rights, which may
contain unfulfilled environmental conditions. In such cases, the Minister may
cause the condition to be fulfilled at any cost and must be reimbursed by the
responsibleparty. The cost is deemeda debt owing, and could be recoveredin
25By compulsoryacquisitionor local agreements;(see supra n., 18,20 & 21)
26This involvesthe right to demand and seek compensationfor damagesor disturbancesthat
might otherwisenot be apparentat the time of the agreementsfor land use.
27 Ibid s. 92(2); Other forms of mineral rights including mining leases for `buildings and
industrial' minerals are generally excluded from requiring EIA, thus overlooking the
environmentallydisruptivepotentialof suchactivities
28 Ibid s. s.48 and 59. In respect of exploration licenses, such statement must detail like
significant environmental effects of such activities and estimated cost of combating such
adverse effects. For mining leases, the statement must include proposals relating to land
reclamationand rehabilitation; minimising mining effects on surface and ground waters, on
adjoining or neighboringlands, on the local population(particular risk to health), and how they
proposeto mitigate control or eliminate them. See also s. 67(d), for regulationon wastesand
tailings.
`9 Ibids. 61 (3) (a); see also s. 92(2); this obligation on mining leaseholdersextendsto
cases
of renewalof such leases.Note that the limitation of the EIA mechanismto mining leasesin the
act and the lack of a defined strategy for enforcingit have been addressedby the EPA;relevant
EIA requirementsin the EPAare examinedin chapter 6.
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decision-making. The act also providesfor the cancellationof a mineral right
`if the holder grossly violates health and safety standards, or causes
35
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30lbids.95 (1), (3) & (4)
31Ibid s. 95(1-6). Individualsare made liable on convictionto a fine or imprisonmentor both,
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not
corporations a
while
be
to
discretionary
liability
leaves
minimum
set by the court, which may not
open a
corporate
always be commensuratewith the risk or damage to be prevented by the environmental
condition.
32This processidentifies in the legal characterof sustainabledevelopment(See supra chapter
2, pp. 59 & 70). Note also that judicial processesare usually very expensiveand by Sierra
Leonestandards,elaborate,time- consumingand in somecases,non-resultant.
Ibd s.123 (3) He must consultwith the ministerof environmentin makingsuch regulations.
3' The MABis responsibleinter a/ia, for formulating recommendationof national policy on the
exploitation of mineral resources,and monitoring the operation of such policies among other
things; see s. 3(1)&(2) MineralsAct (supra n. 6).
35Ibid s.31(1)(b)
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Part B

5: 3 Mining Agreements and Environmental Regulation
The Minerals Act empowers the Minister to enter into agreements with any
person on behalf of GOSL,for the grant of a mineral right and upon specified
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5: 3: 1 The Rutile Agreement
40
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36The mineralsAct, (supra n.6) s. 22
37This researchcould not uncoverany legal basis (outsidethe ratified agreements-see note 41
below) for the ratification of Individualmining agreementsespeciallyso when they do not fall
Solicitor
Interview
An
DoM
the
the
International
the
with
and
agreements.
of
category
within
Generalrevealedthat the practice evolved upon Insistenceof mining companiesand this has
since become the norm. Examplesof previouslyratified mining leasesare The Siena Rud/e
Agreement1989 (Ratification)Ac1.1989(Act No.8 of 1989; the BauxiteMineralProspectingand
MiningAgreementDecree1992.
38This fact raisessomequestionsof legislativeefficiencyIn sustainabledevelopment,which will
be discussedunder implementationin chapter7.
39The SierraRutileAgreement(Ratification)Act 2002,Act No. 4 of 2002.
40 Sierra Ruble Limited is a CompanyIncorporatedand existing under the CompaniesAct, Cap
249 of the Lawsof SierraLeone.
41 SRA(supra n.39) preamble;(Cf. Clause 12, Agreement between the GOSLand SRL, dated
200 November,2001
42 Ibid (recital); the reference to 'any law' or `anything contained in any law' could be
Interpreted to include the EnvironmentalProvisionsin the MineralsAct or the Environmental
ProtectionAct itself.
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43
and conditions'. These''provisions could also have the effect of limiting
application of environmental provisions in the minerals-act that are not
assumedin the SRA.
Surprisingly,the SRAhas neither a specified`Part' that referencesprotection of
the environment, nor does it mention the term 'environmental protection' or
even the word `environment'in any of the provisionsin the entire agreement.It
seems strange that a mineral development agreement in this twenty-first
century of environmentalawareness,and one that holds profound implications
for environmentalissues,can omit any referenceto the term. This omissionhas
however been subsequently addressed under the Sysmin agreement.44 The
latter clearly specifies and extends SRL environmental and social obligations
beyond the SRA,to include provisions of `all applicableenvironmental, health
and safety laws... all rules and regulations promulgatedthereunder, including
"
GOSLenvironmentalrequirementsand the' World BankGuidelines'.
The SRA however contains some provisionswith environmentalobjectives as
part of the general rights, and 'obligations of- the company. The main
environmental obligation assumed by SRL is the preparation of a document,
(severallytermed 'comprehensivemaster plan', 'detailed Programme)'that will
addressthe issue of reclamationand rehabilitationof mined out areasi46.Some
pertinent issuesto be addressedin such document relate to replanting, dealing
with mining spoils, aquaculture, suitable reforestation, effects of dredging on
431'bid
Clause2; Note that by these provisions,the SRLseeksthe benefit of other laws, without
the obligationsthey impose.(see clause 10 and 11(e) on `limitation of the applicationof the
mineralsAct and other acts')
44Loan Agreementbetween SRLand the GOSLdated 2ndAugust 2004 (hereinafter Sysmin).
Under the terms of this agreement, the EC on behalf of the GOSLwill provide a grant of
twenty-five million euros to the GOSLwhich Is to be on lent to SRL for the rehabilitation,
developmentand expansionof the latter's rutile and ilmenite mining and processingoperations.
(See second recital and s.2.01). See also Swarray Dean M. "Private Sector Developmentin
SierraLeone"at http: //www.dse.de/ef/publicbads/deen.
htm
451bids. 6.04 The applicableWorld BankGuidelinesInclude:the World Bank: EHSG,Including
the IFC Policyon EnvironmentalAssessment(OP 4.01) October, 1998; Policy on Involuntary
Resettlement(OD 4.30, June 1990; Policy on Managementof Cultural Property (OP 11.03),
September1996; EHSGfor Mining and Milling -Open Pit, 1995; IFC: Policyon NaturalHabitats
(OP4.04) November1998; Policyon Safetyof Dams(OP4.10), September1991; EHSGfor port
and Harbour Facilities, 1998; and the applicable provisions of the World Bank Pollution
PreventionandAbatement Handbook,1998.(see s.1.01 on Definitions)
46SRA(supra n.39) clause10
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lakes, and methods of minimising mining effects on adjoining land and water
47
areas These issuesgenerallyserve the purposeof integrating environmental
concerns within rutile development planning, in fulfillment of the integration
principle. Each of the proposed initiatives seeks to promote environmental
protection by recognising the vulnerability of varied components of the
environment in the conduct of such operations,and assumingsome amount of
responsibility for environmental management. However, the prescribed
environmentalissuesto be addressedin SRLplans do not include commitments
in respect of damage prevention, nor does it require the exerciseof caution in
8
harm
Is
such operationsregardlessof whether
conjecturedor perceived.
Also, though a statement of environmentalobjectives in plans or programmes
of SRL could be likened to an environmental statement, which is usually a
required componentof EIA procedures,it does not explain the omission in the
SRA of reference to the term 'EIA. 49 The logical explanation for such an
omission is a calculatedeffort to avoid the obligations inherent and commonly
implied in a specificuse of the term,50or to essentiallytailor plans or reports, in
order to pass the approval stage, with the intention of not adhering to their
contents. This scepticism is justified by the fact that, the SRA envisages a
likelihood of it not adhering to proposed programmes,after the government
51
However, this dilemma has been addressedunder Sysmin,
them.
approves
requiring SRLto fully implementany mitigation measures,monitoring programs
52
identified
in
ESIA
the
or other actionsor activities

471bidclause 10 (k) (i), (ii) &(III) A'final report' on these programmesIncludingtime,frame for
their ImplementationIs to be submitted to the governmentauthorities within six months from
the ratificationdate for their approval.
SeeMineralsAct (supra n.6) s. 93

49EIA is a paramount condition mandated by the Minerals act for mining leases, such as the
SRA.

soThis criticism Is justified in light of the fact that the SRAof 2002
succeedsboth the Minerals
Act of 1994and the EPAof 2000, both of which effectivelyincorporatethe term EIA.
51 SRA (supra n. 39) clause 10 (k)(iii); The SRA effectively states that 'should the Programme
not be adhered to by the company after it has been approved by the government, the
government reserves the right to carry out the Programme on behalf of and at the expense of
the company'.

52 Sysmin (supra n.44) s.6.04 (b); this
refers to the ESIA prepared by Knight Piesold &
Consultants:SierraRude Env/ronmenta/andSocia/ImpactAssessment,October2001.
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Another fundamental sustainabilityobjective which the SRAseeks to address,
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resources.
utilisation
relates
accorded wide-ranging rights to use natural resources that occur within or
outside its mining leasearea, subject to a prohibition on dischargeof poisonous
53
'alter[ing]
from
the water
further
is
It
therein.
restricted
or noxious matter
supply of any lands in such a manner as would prejudiciallyaffect water supply
enjoyed by any other persons or land '. Where SRL employment of -water
for
bring
the
likely
is
utilisation
to
consent
conditions,
above
about
resources
land
that
having
jurisdiction
from
DO
be
the
persons
or
over
must
obtained
4A
is
SRL
third
be
an
of
water
rights
qualification
would
prejudiciallyaffected.
obligation to provide alternative adequate water supply to any village, the
55
by
health.
Minister
This
be
determined
the
is
to
'
of
adequacy of which
obligation is not made proactive but reactionary,to be activated only after the
DoM certifies that such utilisation is "likely to pollute, impair, divert or destroy
the normal supply of portable water of any village'. The SRAfurther provides
for the obtaining of consent for the destruction of protected forests or forest
56
reserves.
The various provisions clearly set in place standards and channels of controls, in
in
SRL
to
resources
of
renewable
sustainable
utilisation
effect
an attempt
discharge
by
defined
The
on
of
prohibition
standards are
mining operations.
`poisonous or noxious' matter in water resources, obtaining consent for
land,
DoM's
the
'prejudicial'
have
and
or
on
that
persons
effect
a
utilisation
will
does
SRA
However,
the
the
not
the
use.
said
perception of
unsustainability of
SRL
liability
in
that
the
for
determination
or
event
of
responsibility
provide
a
breaches the prohibition clause. This anomaly lives the provision very much
hierarchy
in
tier
Also
and
the
created
a
of
of
regulation
structure
aspirational.
health
DO,
DoM
between
the
Minister
levels
the
different
and
of
controls at
instant
for
An
its
achieving
efficiency
sustainability.
raises questions regarding
effect of the structure is a situation wherein the DO may give valid consent to
53SRA(supran.39) clause10(a)(1)(i)&(ii)(A)

54Ibid ClauselO(a)(1)(ii)(C)
55Ibid clause10(a)(2)
56Such consent must be obtained from the Forest Officer or upon payment of prescribed
royaltiesand fees pursuantthe ForestryAct, 1988,Act No. 7 of 1988.
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SRLto commenceadverse use of water resources.Such use could effectively
subject the Co-riparian (local communities) to the prejudices of the adverse
utilisation by the company, while they await the DoM's determination of
whether the use is 'prejudicial' enough to warrant provision of an alternative
57
water supply. By this co-coordinatemechanism,it may take a considerably
length of time before the alternative measure Is put in place, living the poor
communitiesdeprived. Further,the provisiondoes not seemto addressuse that
will be prejudicial to the land Itself or non-humans-species and the marine
ecosystem. The emphasis in the SRA Is on 'provision of alternative water
58
supply' which does not translate into cleaning up of rivers or maintaining
their natural courses. However Sysmin stipulates that SRL shall maintain all
required authorisations and licenses relating to air emissions, dischargesto
surface or ground water, noise emissions,solid or liquid waste disposalsand
'other environmental health and safety matters.59
Another effort at incorporating sustainability objectives in the SRA relates to
social issuesof compensation,developmentfunds and community resettlement
efforts. SRLshall endeavorto make satisfactoryarrangementsfor payment of a
`fair and reasonable'compensationfor any prospectivedamage to any crops,
buildings, trees or works60 The act also grants power to the government to
assessand negotiate such compensationwith SRL,with a right reservedfor the
landownersto participate in such negotiations." Also, the company must not
interfere or disturb the living conditionsof the local populationsettled within its
62
local
lease area, and must respect their
customs. Where resettlement of the
communities becomes essential, it must be done with consent from the
government in consultationwith the local authorities, and upon fully adequate
S' One would imagine that such a determinationwould properly rest on an Independentbody
(such as a standards authority or water authority) and an acceptable level of risk or
Inconveniencemust be primarily ascertainedbefore the Initial approvalof such use is giving by
the DO. Note also that the requestfor `consentto utilise' is premisedon SRLrecognitionthat its
proposedemploymentof those resourceswill prejudiciallyaffect water supplyenjoyed by other
personsor lands.(see supra n.52).
58UsuallyexemplifiesIn constructionof water-wells
59Sysmin(supra n.44) s.6.04 (a) (emphasisadded)
60SRA(supra n.39) clause10 (b) (1); Comparewith clause10(b)(2)(1)).
61Ibidclause 10 (b) (1) Compensationto be paid basedon estimatedmonetaryamount (or fair
market value) of damage to be done to buildings trees or works on the land. (clause
10(b)(2)(iii))
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63
resettlement programme. SRLis also required to make annual paymentsinto
64
ADF,
an
and must set up and managea non-profit foundationto developand
implement non-mining activities which will further the economic and social
developmentof communitiesliving in the areas of its operations.65 Above all, it
shall fully implement and conduct its businessaccordingto its 2001 approved
policy statementson environmental,social, health and safety, resettlementand
66
67
development.
SRL
EMR
community
also assumesannual
obllgatlons.
The general objective of the compensatory, trust-funds and resettlement
provisionscontemplatethe adverseconsequencesof mining on the livelihoodof
the mining communities and attempts to Impute some responsibility on the
companytoward them. These issues,jointly or severally, represent aspects of
the integration, intra-generationalequity, public participation and the polluterpays- principles in sustainable development. Their full effects in directing
sustainablerutile developmentwill ultimately dependon factors like:(i)

The technique by which compensableobjects are measuredsince the
market value of crops, trees buildings and works are not exactly
similar either in their usesor purposes.

(ii)

The reasonableness, adequacy or sufficiency of the actual
environmentin which the communitiesare to be resettled as opposed

(iii)

to a descriptivemanualof Intensions.
The scope of freedom left for the affected populationto register their

(iv)

dissatisfactionwith any unsuitableresettlementconditions.
The right not only to participate in the compensationconsultations,

(v)

but alsoto acquireadequatebenefitin the distributionof same.
And the direction of the ADF and foundationsnot only toward
farming for subsistence, but' also in investments on other

62Ibid clause10(a)(2)(iv)
63Ibid clause10(a)(2)(v)
64Ibid clause10(j)
65Sysminsupra n.44) s.6.04 (d);
"6Sysmin(supra n.44) s.6.04(c); Note that the World Bank Guidelines(supra n.45) are
also
applicable
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environmentalassetsto compensatefor nature affected elsewhereby
mining, and other reproduciblecapital.
Finally, it is important to stress here that there Is no provision in the SRAthat
remotely relates to the social impact of mine closureand a strategy to deal with
it. This is a fundamental issue in determining the over-all sustainability of
mining, and becomes especiallyrelevant where SRL Is empowered under the
agreement,to remove`all or any of its buildings,structures, plants, machinery,
equipment or other effects' upon surrender, termination or expiration of the
lease6'
5: 3: 2 The Diamond Agreement
70
GOSL
between
KHL,
the
KPML69
is
The
concluded
and
another agreement
71
for the commercial exploitation of diamond
Minerals
Act,
pursuant to the
resources In kimberlite pipes by open pit and underground'mining methods.
Like the RubleAgreement,the KPMLwas ratified by act of parliament, as part
72
Sierra
Leone,
pursuant to a ratification clause. The company
of the laws of
Minerals
Act,
the
times
to
other
of
at
all
provisions
comply
with
undertakes
73%
bearing
laws
their
the
operations, and
on
conduct of
and regulations
relevant
74
inconsistent
be
law
international
are
not
and
as
may
applicable',
of
such rules
with the KPML. These provisions leave scope for the adaptability of
(national
laws
in
and
and
regulations,
sustainability objectives other relevant
international)to the terms of the Diamondagreement.Captionedas 'Protection
67Note however that the durability of company'senvironmentaland social reporting obligation
Is premisedupon the full repaymentof the loan, rather than on the completionof the project
(LSysmin
(lbiä) s.6.05 and ExhibitA (B))
lbid clause2(c)(2); Comparethis provisionwith section26(1)(i)&(2) MineralsAct (supra n.6)
which providesfor `any improvementet%ctted'onland to offset compensationclaims.

69 The Koidu /Gmber/ite Project Mining Lease (Modification and Ratification) Act (2002), (KPML)
70 Koldu Holdings Limited (KHL) Is a Company Incorporated and existing under the Companies
Act, Cap 249 of the Laws of Sierra Leone.

71 MineralsAct (supra n. 36) s.22 (a)(b)&(c)
72SeeClause25 of Mining LeaseAgreementbetween the GOSLand BranchEnergyLtd. Dated
22nd July 1995; the agreement (which was originally adopted by military decree) was
subsequentlyratified by Parliamentin 2002. See (supra n. 37) for commentson the ratification
of mining agreements.
73 KPML (supra n. 69), clause 6
74Ib/d clause 21
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of the Environment',clause 11 of the KPMLmakes environmental and social
objectives integral to kimberlite mining developmentgoals, and advancesthe
integration principle.
The company assumes the responsibility `at all times' to do every thing
reasonable in its power to limit damage and disturbance of its mining
75
both
local
the
to
the
operations
populace. In furtheranceof
environmentand
this objective to protect the natural and human environment, it proposesto
conduct its operations and project activities with a degree of care and
professionalism`that meets or exceeds the best international environmental
6
protection standards'; including undertaking of a baseline EIA before the
"
commencementof operations; and to engage an independentenvironmental
consultant to advice upon and monitor procedures-set in place for the
78
the
environment and rehabilitation. These provisions represent
protection of
relevant sustainability principles: For instance environmental protection is
assuredthrough the company'sunequivocalcontemplation(`at all times') of the
effects of their operationson the natural and community environment,so as to
limit disturbance and damage. The precautionary principle Is adopted by
undertakingsto exercisea 'degree of care', institute EIA and set up an EMSthat
79
will monitor environmental procedures. Thus, beyond the very general and
aspirationalconnotationsof these provisions,and the omissionto provide for a
well-defined resettlement programme, their broad formulation leaves enough
scope for the adoption or interpretation of further sustainability objectives,
includingthe best 'international environmentalprotection standards'.
The KPMLalso incorporatesthe principle of sustainableuse or employmentof
natural resources in mining operations. This is transposed through provisions
that prohibit the poisoningof water resources;80that mandate the employment
of advanced techniques, practice and methods for pollution prevention,
75Ib/d clause11:1
76Ibid clausell: 2; (see also schedule8, para.1)
" Ibid clausell: 1
78Ib/d schedule8
'9 Ibid
80Ibid clause6:3: 1
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limitation and treatment, including the avoidance of unnecessaryloss of or
damageto natural resources.,And in each case, such efforts shall be employed
in accordance with environmental standards generally accepted in the
internationalmining industry81
Similarly, the provision requiring the company to prevent, limit and treat
the
polluters' principle,
the
translates
of
and
responsibility
objective
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loss
to
while requirementscanvassingprotective measures avoid unnecessary
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of
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where
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by
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be
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a
could
occurs,
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The
for
damage
agreementalso provides
same.
compensation
or
monetary
of
for annual contributions into an ADF, for the development of agriculture in
mining areas. But while these terms may effect to place some responsibilityon
the company at least for damagesand a sustainablealternative land use for
local benefits, they however warrant strong criticism for the complete omission
framework
justice.
Above
the
to
including
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access
of participatory rights
techniques
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that
(including
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81Ibid clause11
.3
82 Note that the MineralsAct (supra n. 6) mandates as a condition of mining rights, that
(s.
26(1).
`disturbance
land
for
be
of
rights
of
any
owners
occupiers
or
compensation
paid
83
Seesupra n.74
8' KPML, Clause 20: 3: 3; note that the provisions relating to material breach covers failure to
cease using wasteful mining or treatment practices pursuant to section 69 of the Minerals act,
and for all other requirements of that act applicable to the KPML.
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Other provisionsin the KPMLwith significantimplicationfor the sustainabilityof
the KPMLand its efficiency especiallyin environmentalmanagement,relate to
the determination of applicable standards, technology and Information.
Strangely, the company is protected under the KPML,from the Imposition of
any further liability in connectionwith the "raisingor extensionof environmental
standards',beyondthose generallyacceptedIn the internationalmining industry
$5
KPML.
It Is also exoneratedfrom
the
the
commencementof
and prevailing at
liability, for failing to take action in respect of scientific or technological
information, analysis or findings that may indicate preventative or remedial
86
force
into
the
the
time
agreement. And the
of coming
of
action not existent at
governmentagrees not to imposeany additionalobligationsrelating specifically
to protection of the environment other than those stated in the set out in
87
The implicationsof these provisionsare far-reaching.
8
KPML.
schedule of the
First, the GOSL88undertaken not to impose further environmentalobligations
(regarding standards, use of environmentalsafe technology and practices) on
KHL, is inherently unsustainablein that it purports to forecloseenhancementof
the mining environment by restricting the imposition of evolving standardsand
technology. Similar impression is conveyed by limiting the applicable
environmentalstandardsto those existing in the international mining industry
International
bearing
In
that,
the
the
mind
agreement
at
commencementof
mining industry standards relating to environmental protection , are not
89
The
definitive
environmental and social
universal, evolving and not always
effects of mining are real and continuing and so must the information,
standards, technology and practices that should direct such activities.
Furthermore, it is vital for sustainable development, that new scientific
information and technology be applied to

prevent, limit or correct

85Ibid Clause11:4.1(seesupra not 82 for commentson Internationalmining standards)
86Ibid clause11:4.2

87 Ibid clause 11: 5; the specific environmental mandates of Schedule 8 include undertaking
revegetation to combat erosion, setting aside of top-soil for restoration, minimisation of dust,
regulating emissions and disposal of wastes (domestic and Industrial) In an environmentally
safe way.

88This connotation undoubtedly Includesthe Departmentsof Mines, Environment, Forestry,
SocialWelfare,Health, Labouretc
89 The
parties may consider Identifying specific environment standards in the Industry that
shouldbe adoptedfor the agreement
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environmental harm. The thrust of the limitation clausescould thus effect to
Underminethe sustainability of all or most of the environmental obligations
assumed by KHL under the KPML.

Despitethe forgoing concerns,it must be emphasisedthat the KPMLeffectively
raises the provisions of damage prevention, reclamation and rehabilitation
stated in the mineralsact in line with internationalstandards.By undertakingto
conductthe company'sactivities with a degree of care and professionalism'that
meets-or exceedsthe best international environmentalprotection standards',it
is safe to submit that those ones which are applicable could be imposed
through the relevant principles of sustainable development to ensure
environmentally safe diamond mining practices in Sierra Leone. Also,
discounting the limitation clauses and the definitional difficulties in applying
environmentalstandards existing in the international mining industry, it is still
helpful to include referencesto them. The applicableones could be used as a
baseline in the formulation and development of environmental regulations in
the mineralssector generally.
Conclusion
The aim of this part was to examinetwo major mining agreementsin respectof
rutile and diamond development activities, to ascertain their sustainability
content and effectivenessfor sustainabledevelopment.The forgoing analyses
of, the SRA and the KPML have revealed a complex effort at incorporating
elements of sustainable development in the culture of rutile and diamond
developmentin-Sierra Leone.The examinationof the SRAidentified objectives
of sustainableutilisation through user standardsand controls to regulate use of
water resources. Concerns were raised over the structure of coordinative
sequencesand the mechanismsfor assessingstandards.These must be made
clear, effective and enforceable.Objectivesof Intragenerationalequity, polluterpays, participation and ESIAwere also proved in provisionsseekingto promote
social sustainability of mining communities, and their efficiency for achieving
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those goals have been discussed.Omissionsof vital and establishedreferences
like `environment','environmentalprotection'and `EIA, have been criticised.
The analysisof the KPMLon the other hand, revealedclear appreciationof the
damage
EIA,
through
principles of environmental protection and precaution
Also
uncovered were
obligations.
minimisation, control and monitoring
by
directing
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public
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both
under
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justice
to
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social
to
enforce
access
I

agreement.

Finally,some of the provisionsin both the SRAand the KPMLwere found to be
inherently aspirational, limiting in some cases and neither seemed to address
issues relating to transfer of technology or strategy for mine closure. However
(World
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both
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Part C
5: 4 The Environment in Petroleum Development
Environmentalmatters relating to the exploration,developmentand production
90
Act
The
PEPA.
be
to
Leone
Sierra
in
under
Petroleum
regulated
are
of
by
headed
(PRU),
Director-General
Unit
Resource
Petroleum
a
establishes a
(DG), who shall have exclusivejurisdiction in all petroleum matters relating to

90 The petroleum Exploration and Production Act (2001), Act. No-11 of 2001 (PEPA) PEPA
excludes application of the Minerals Act to petroleum development. Note also that up to the
time of writing, Sierra Leone has never effectively commenced development or production of
petroleum. PEPAand the MPA are put in place in anticipation of such development.
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91 including power to enter into petroleum
the environment under PEPA,
agreementswith contractors for Petroleumdevelopment. Unlike the previous
agreementsin respectof rutile and diamondmining, which had their validation
by parliamentaryratification, all agreementsrelating to petroleum development
are made valid and confirmed by PEPA,through a Model PetroleumAgreement
(MPA) for all contractors. The latter enhances uniformity and consistencyin
Both
form
the
act.
parent
of
control
under
some
standards,while maintaining
PEPAand the MPAare consideredin separateevaluationsthis part, to ascertain
their sustainabilitycontent for environmentalprotection.
5: 4: 1 The Petroleum Legislation in Sustainability Perspective
The objective of environmentalprotection in natural resourceexploitation as a
goal of sustainabledevelopmentis demonstratedin several provisionsof PEPA,
hand,
PRU
the
the
define
the
on
one
and the
of
responsibilities
which
former,
Is
DG/PRU
the
In
the
to
empowered
contractors.
relation
of
obligations
to make further regulations serving environmental concerns, such as the
it.
Such
in
the
taking
of
action
respect
of
and
remedial
pollution
prevention of
regulationsmust also aim at the protection of fishing and other activities carried
out within the vicinity of petroleumoperations,includingconservationof natural
92
form
Where
the
of
waste.
of
any
avoidance
resourcesand must also regulate
issues,
they
the
these
in
will
serve
various
addressing
regulationsare put place
purpose of enhancingprotection over renewableand non-renewableresources
including
those
of
resources
employment
alike, compelling sustainable
3
conservation,supervisionand monitoring of their capacities.
Petroleumcontractors are required under the act, to submit their development
All
for
DG
to
the
(including
long
term
approval.
programs)
production
plans
such plans must inter a/ia; take account of any regulations relating to the
91Ibids. 26 (2) Note that the DG Is required to consult with the DoEon all petroleum matters
relating to the environment.
92Ibid s. 65 (c), (h), & (p)
93A contractor, who contravenesany of the provisionsof the act, including regulationswhich
shall be put in place, commits an offence for which he can either be fined or imprisoned(s.
64(2)(c)). Note that up to the time of writing however, no regulationshave been made by the
PRUIn respectof the stated matters,
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Short
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Similarly, PEPA Imputes on petroleum contractors responsibility for 'any
95
damage'or `pollution' consequentupon petroleumdevelopmentactivities, and
6
By distinguishing between
for non-prevention of waste of petroleum.
`damage'and 'pollution', the act attempts to afford protection to the generality
To
this
development
goal, contractorsare required
the
achieve
environment.
of
to put in place preventative or control mechanisms capable of dealing
97
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to
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and
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98
These provisions together, are evidence of sustainability
damage.
or
objectives relating to environmental protection, precautionary and polluterto
Further,
the
prevent waste of petroleum which
obligation
pays principles.
has
a consequentialeffect
of
petroleum,
recovery
aims at maximizingultimate
hand,
the
and
on
of regulating sustainable employment of natural resources
intergenerational
equity.
of
the
content
of
resource-saving
rational
promoting
PEPAalso seeks to addresses social sustainability issues, particularly those
involving the protection of surface rights of land-owners (or occupiers) to
information, non-disturbance and compensation. All persons having title or
interest in land must be initially notified of the purpose and nature of the
99
to
the
This
principle,
participation
represents
mandate
proposedoperations

94Ibids. 26(1) and 27

95 Ibid s. 54; this responsibilityextends to include causative and resultant damage from
petroleumactivitiesundertakenby contractors,agents,employeesand sub-contractors.
Ibid s.9 (1)
97Ibid s. 53; where contractorsfail to provide safety measuresas required under PEPAor in
line with `best internationalpracticein the industry', the PRUmay take all necessarymeasures
to ensuresuch safety at the costs and expenseof the contractors.
98Ibid s. 54;

99Ibid s. 18(a)
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the extent that it accordsthe targeted public the 'right' to be informed of the
nature of petroleum developmentprojects in advanceof their commencement,
though it fails to place specific responsibility for the duty to notify. The
participatory principle is further established through provisions that entitle
disturbance
for
loss,
land,
in
having
to
interests
or
claim
compensation
persons
damage suffered (by human beings, nature and other material objects) as a
100
to
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Another important sustainabilityconcern in mining that PEPAseeks to address
be
in
the
to
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employed
to
standards
of
applicable
questions
relate
Contractors
to
development
are
required
environments.
petroleum
of
protection
conduct operationsin a safe manner pursuant either to regulationsmade under
PEPA,or `accordingto the BIP prevailing in the petroleum Industry', or `...in
the
to
in
BIP
the
relating
circumstances
comparable
accordance with
diligence
'102
Due
development,
and
of
petroleum...
or production
exploration,
`efficiency' are also required as a standard in line with 'BIP' prevailing in the
industry, which such standard includes the use of appropriate and advanced
103
These
materials.
and
methods
technology, effective equipment, machinery,
for
directing
in
sustainability,
standards
provisionssuggest possiblealternatives
with significant implications.
3(2)
(see
be
directed
100111d
PRU
through
the
for
s.
must
18(b);
s.
applications compensation
(a)). Note also that Compensationcan be claimedfor purposeranging from disturbanceor loss
trees,
damage
land,
to
the
for
the
crops,
surface
of
any
rights,
of owner's or occupiers'surface
livestock,buildings,works or improvementson such land (see s. 19.).
1011bid
s. 20; where partiesfail to reachan agreementon the amount of compensationpayable,
the DGshall determinesuchamount.
102Ibid s. 9(1)
103Ibids. 45; for
other referencesof 'BIP' (in the context of standards)see ss. 3(2)(f) &55.
'Best Practice' is defined as including all reasonablesteps to secure the safety, health and
welfare of persons; but subject to 'any directions given, restrictionsimposedor requirements
made by the DG/PRUto ensurecompliancewith prescribedregulations.(Sees.9 (2))
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First, the combinationof local and internationalstandardsallows for a degree
of flexibility and comparisons in determination of best standard applicable.
Second, the reference to 'international best practice' will facilitate the
importation of recognised international environmental standards prevailing in
the petroleum industry or those that could be appliedthereto, to be given effect
to by the PRU. Third, the provisions set a baseline standard of the
precautionaryprinciple, conveyedby obligationto conduct operationsin a 'safe
manner', with `due diligence' and 'efficiency', to 'avoid' damage, pollution and
waste including the mandate to use advanced technology and effective
104
methods. These standardsshould effect to implore considerationand caution
towards environmentaland social issuesirrespectiveof threat of harm.
Finally and more importantly, PEPAcontemplatesenvironmentalmanagement
upon termination of petroleum development activities or mine closure, and
provides for the restoration of the environment in the event. Here the
contractor incurs an obligation to restore the affected areas and remove `all
'05
danger
damage
to
the
or
environment, and the institution of
causes of
measuresfor 'the conservationand protection of natural resourcesin the area
406
concerned. Equallyvital is the provisionrequiring contractorsto prepare and
implement plans for the transfer to the state, of technologicalknow-how and
107
to
skills relating petroleum operations. The fulfilment of these undertakings
could ensure protection of the natural, human and capital environment, which
could enhancefuture populations'right to 'access','quality' and `option'.
5: 4: 2 The Model Petroleum Agreement of Sierra Leone
The MPA is a standard form agreement between the GOSLand contractors
108
develop
in
to
the
wishing explore,
and produce petroleum
country. In terms
of the environment, petroleum agreements are to be regulated through the
io41bids. 45
1051bids. 62(1)

106Ibids. 62 (2); these must be effected in a mannerprovidedfor by the act or the
prescribed
regulation;seealso supra ns. 92 & 93
lo Ibid s. 52

108
TheModelPetroleumAgreementof SierraLeone(MPA),preamble2 and 3
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PRU,pursuant to the terms of their agreement, PEPAand any environmental
regulations prescribed there under,109laws and regulations of Sierra Leone
(unless otherwise provided under the MPA),110 and good International
"
industry
petroleum
practice.

Most of the environmentaldictates of the MPA
have been drawn from the mandatesin PEPA,and for these (as are identified
hereunder) the same sustainability arguments developed In the forgoing
discourse'under PEPAapplies. Some warranted observationsand clarifications
will also be made.
(i) Modeling Sustainable Development
The MPAdescribesmain environmentalundertakingsunder a separate article
captioned `Inspection, Safety and EnvironmentalProtection'.112This identifies
the signature principle of sustainabledevelopment,recognisingthe importance
of the environment and integrating such concernsinto petroleum development
documents and processes.Some of the sustainability obligations under PEPA
modeled in the MPA include: the preparation and submissionof development
113
detailing
for
the conduct of
measures
plans
environmental protection;
operations with utmost diligence, use of appropriate technology, effective
114
115
to
equipment,and methods;
ensure maximumconservationof petroleum;
provide an effective system of waste management116
and an environmental
I
17The
identified sustainability objectives
restoration strategy after operations.
transposed by these obligations are EIA, the precautionary and sustainable
utilisation principles,including conservationas an environmentalsaving content
for fulfilment of intergenerationalequity.

109PEPA(supra n. 90) s.26 (1) and 27
llo MPA (supra n. 108) article 2: 4

111Ibid, article 6: 1 Note howeverthat regulationof this agreementfalls
outside Environmental
ProtectionAct, its rules, regulationsand procedures.(see PEPA,(supra n. ) s.26(2)
112Ibidarticle 16. There are other related provisionsIdentifiedIn
other articlesof the MPAthat
are includedIn the analysis.
113The MPA(supra n. 108) article 8: 10(g); also s. (article 8:9)
114Ibid article 6: 1(a).
I's Ibid artlcle 6: 1(b)
116Ibid article 16:3
117Ibid
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Contractors further

assume other

specific environmental protection
responsibilities in the exercise of rights acquired under the agreement, to
ensure minimum ecological, damage or destruction, employ preventive

measuresto protect onshore lands,trees, crops, buildings(or other structures),
marine life and fishing activities In offshore operations; and must avoid actions
that would endanger the health and safety of persons.118These obligations
suggest strong emphasison protection, of various components,materials and
species of the environment, including human beings, their properties and
meansof livelihood.The MPAthus effectively promotesobjectivesof ecological,
social and environmental sustainability by insisting on preventive measuresto
either avoid or minimisethe damagepotentialto these.
Further, where as a result of non-compliancewith the above requirements, the
fresh
life
land,
water,
marine,
plant
or
animal
are polluted by
seabed,
sea,
release of petroleum or any other form of pollution, the contractor shall be
liable.119He must take prompt and necessarymeasuresto control or clean up
the pollution or repair to the maximum extent feasible, damage resulting from
120
any such circumstances. The MPAdistinguishesthe forgoing from situations
where releasesand pollution results directly from gross negligenceor willful
misconduct of the contractor. In this case, the cost of clean-up and repair
12'
from
however
by
him.
is
be
borne
It
the agreement
not
clear
shall
activities
the purpose sought to be served by this distinction, becausein my view, to be
non-compliantwith a preventative requirement resulting in harm is not exactly
very dissimilar with 'negligence' or willful misconduct either as to their cause
and effect. Also, setting a degree of standard in this situation has little
beneficialrelevanceto environmentalenhancement.The situation will probably
be different where pollution or damage results with the contractor having fully
complied with the requirements, including the exercise of due care and
attention.

118Ibid article 16:4(a)-(g).
119Ibidarticle 16: 5
120Ibid
121 Ibid
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In spite of the forgoing criticism, the value in the provisionsfor the polluterpays principle is unequivocal.The contractor is made to bear the cost (whether
in reparation or otherwise) of any pollution or damage that results from his
activities, though the particular cost in each case will depend on whether the
pollution or damage results from 'non-compliance'or from direct and gross
122
negligence. The principle is further representedthrough the mechanismof
123
'ecological
internalisation
in
and environmentalcharges'. This
cost
respect of
provision illustrates a fundament of more modern strategies advocated under
sustainable development, ensuring that environmental costs are met when
properly internalised.
Finally, there is a resoundingundertaking by contractors to observe 'accepted
124
development
in
activities.
petroleum industry practices conduct of petroleum
This commitmentmakespossiblethe employmentby contractorsof similar (and
lower
business,
in
their
international
any
over
or relaxed
standards
stricter)
local standards.However,the omissionin the MPAof the adjective'best, which
is employed in PEPAto qualify the applicable international standards, does
however
be
It
possibleto correct this anomalyunder
could
scepticism.
provoke
the provision requiring that petroleum agreementsshall be 'governed by and
Sierra
Leone,
laws
Republic
the
in
the
of
and
of
accordance
with
construed ý
be
law
including
international
may
applicable,
as
of
consistentwith such rules
125
by
international
This
tribunals'.
have
been
applied
rules and principles as
broad formulation affords scope and opportunity to adopt the principles of
sustainable development as evolved under these mechanisms to regulate
petroleumdevelopmentenvironmentsin Sierra Leone.

su It is reasonableto assumethe InclusionIn suchcost analysiscompensationIssuesIn order to
addressany disturbances,damagesor lossessuffered by owners and occupiersaffected by the
consequencesof noncomplianceor negligenceof petroleumcontractorsor their agents.
123IbidAnnex 2, section3(n)
324Ibld article 16:2; relatesto flexibility in the choiceof, and applicationof the most appropriate
standardsto regulatesuchdevelopments.
lu Ibid article 26:1
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Conclusion
The investigations into the petroleum legislation and its model agreement
revealed a well-structured and environmentallyfocused regime. There is clear
hierarchicalrelationshipbetweenthe parent act and the agreementin terms of
environmental obligations and regulation. Relevant principles of sustainable
development have been identified either directly or by implication, and the
extent of their effectiveness for environmental and social sustainability in
petroleum developmentdiscussed.Both documentssufficiently integrate wideranging protection efforts over varied environmentalcomponents,materialsand
beings, through objectives of precaution, sustainable resource employment
(including conservation), generational equity and polluter responsibilities,and
applicable international petroleum industry standards relating to these. More
attention however needs to be paid to the assessment of environmental
impacts of such operations, through a well-defined EIA procedure and to
improve on the accessto justice componentof participatoryrights.
Thus far, this chapter has proved the sustainabilitycontent of mining specific
laws and agreementsand has suggestedways in which they could be further
enhanced.The next chapter will seek to Identify sustainabilityobjectivesin nonmining mandatesand apply their legal controls to the regulation of sustainable
mining in Sierra Leone.

f'
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CHAPTER 6' PROMOTING SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT IN MINING
THROUGH OTHER LEGAL CONTROLS

6: 1 Introduction

In the previous chapter, principles of sustainabledevelopmentwere identified
within mining laws and agreements of Sierra Leone, and their efficiency for
effecting sustainablemining plans and activities was examined.The controls of
the extractive-specificrules tended generally,towards maintainingthe balance
between -the respective development instruments, and their proscribed
environmental objectives, though some of the provisions were found to be
broad, aspirational and limiting in some respects. This chapter extends the
laws,
legal
for
to
outside
mining
other
objectives
sustainability
regimes
search
in SierrasLeone. The reasons for this extension are twofold: First, mining
interrelationship
the
that exists
media
and
all
environmental
affect
operations
between them.' Second, some of the mining-specific laws do include as
necessaryfor their regulation,'applicable'laws and regulationsof Sierra Leone.
These concerns call in the direct relevance to mining, of several pieces of
legislations that seek to regulate, natural resources and the physical
directly
by
including
those
conduct of such operations.
affected
environment,
It is appreciated that there are seamless strands of laws regulating natural
resources and the environment in the country.

This chapter is however

constrained to an examination of selected legal regimes for environmental
protection, nature conservation and forestry, town and country planning, public
health and water control, specifically because of their environmental and social
development.
Legislations
for
regulating these
sustainable
and
relevance
mining
broad fields will be examined in two parts. The first part will consider legal
regimes that have specific design in environmental protection, like the EPA,
WCA and Forestry Act. Part B will entail analyses of the TCPA, PHA and the
Water Act, which, though not of environmental orientation are considered to
1Seesuprachapter1, pp. 30-35for illustrationof somesocialand environmental
effects

2 Seethe SRA,KPMLand the MPA (supra chapter5, p.151, 45; 156, ns. 73 &74;
n.
and p.
p.
165, ns. 109-111)respectively
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serve environmental objectives canvassed by the principles of sustainable
developmentin internationallaw. The overall aim of the chapter is to determine
the sustainabilitycontent of the selectedregimes, and establishthe context in
which they can be used as direct or alternative legal controls over mining
operations, including their capacity to promote one or more of the relevant
principlesof sustainabledevelopmentin Sierra Leone'smining culture.
Part A: Laws Specially Designed in Environmental Protection
6: 2 The EPA: Structure and Nature of Environmental Protection
In the context of sustainable development and mining in Sierra Leone, the
EPA,3 seeksto provide for 'the effective protection of the environment#4
and the
institutional machinery to ensure such protection The pertinent protective
.5
provisions of the EPA,stipulate measures requiring the licensing of mining
6
by
EIA.
The EPAprohibitsthe
including
their assessment a processof
projects,
undertaken of certain projects within `extractive industries' (including mining
operations) without first obtaining 'valid licenses' in respect of such projects,
7
law.
the
provisionsof any other
notwithstanding
It requires that before the commencementof mining operations under any
8
be
for him to decide
DoE,
the
to
submitted
mining right, an application must

3 TheEnvironmentalProtectionAct (2000),Act No. 14 of 2000 (EPA)
' Ibid. EPAdefines the environment to 'include land, air, water and all plants, animal and
human beings, living therein and the interrelationshipswhich exists among these or any of
them'. (see Part 1 on Interpretations)
5 Ibid. ss. 2,3,11,12 and 13 of Part 11.The NEPBand the EDare the structuresestablishedto
oversee environmental affairs In Sierra Leone including the EIA process. The Institutional
aspectsrelating to the regulationof mining under the EPA,and the Interrelationshipswith other
sectorsare addressedunder the framework of implementationin chapter 7; only the protective
provisions,are analysedhereunder.

6 References will also be made to the EIA Procedural rules; (Sierra Leone: EIAP, MLHCPE:July,
1999 (EIAP).
7 EPA (supra n. 3) ss. 14(1) and 15(2); It is made an offence to
undertake any of the prohibited
activities (without a valid license), such offence punishable by fine, imprisonment or both (s.
14(2)). See also EIAP, (Ibid. ) lause 4.4.; See also First Schedule for categories of 'Projects
requiring EIA Licenses'.
8AII such applications must be accompanied by description
a
of the proposed mining project.
Note that references to DoE, Includes EB, with whom It must consult on almost all matters
under the EPA
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whether the proposedproject requires EIA.9 In making such decision he must
give due considerationto the following specifiedfactors: (i)

The environmentalimpact of the prospectivemining activity on the

(ii)

community.
The locationof the project.

(iii)

Whether the project will transform its locality or is likely to have
locality.
that
impact
the
of
on
ecosystem
substantial

(iv)

The likelihoodof such projects endangeringspeciesof flora, fauna or
their habitat.

(v)

The scale of the project; the extent of the degradationthat may be
caused to the quality of the environment, including the resultant
diminution of aesthetic, recreational,scientific, historical, cultural or
other environmentalquality of that locality.

(vi)

Whether, embarking upon such mining venture will result in an
increasein demandfor natural resourcesin the environment.

(vii)

And the cumulative impact of the proposed activity together 'with
10
locality,
on the environment.
other activities or projects in the

A 'PCEC'have been established,as a guide for such decision-making,and for
the
fair
at
screening
projects
all
proposed
of
and
consistent
review
a
ensuring
"
decision
Where
developer.
by
information
the
based
a
the
provided
on
stage
is taken that the relevant project does not"require EIA, the DoE shall issue a
`valid license' to the applicant to proceed with such mining activity without
12
more.
At this point, it is necessaryto clarify some of the immediateconsequencesthat
flow from the issue of valid licencesto commencemining operations pursuant
9 EPA(Ibld) s. 16(1) (see also EIAP(supra n. 6) clause3.1). Note that the EPAdoesnot provide
In
is
in'
dual
The
the
in
is.
term
formal
definition
EIA
one
employed
capacity:
act
a
an
of
a
what
respect, it is used in referenceto an ES preparedand submitted by a mining applicant,and to
describethe processby which the ESIs assessedfor environmentalimpacts.
101bid,SecondSchedule;this stage of the procedure is described as the screeningprocess.
Screeningis done with the aid of EIA `ScreeningForms' which are availableat government
departments.(EIAP(supra n. 6) clause3)
11Projectsare classifiedas- ClassA, requiring full EIA; ClassB, requiringadditionalinformation
(which may determinewhether the project falls into classA or C); and ClassC, usually Projects
with no significantimpact on the environment(EIAP(ibid)).
12EPA(supra n. 3) s. 17; note that the EB is also empoweredto direct that the DoE Issue
licensesto an applicantin respectof the undertakenof a project (s. 21).
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to the decision that the relevant projects do not require EIA. First, the EPA
includesmining activities within the category of `extractiveindustries',amongst
13
before
'requiring
licenses'
EIA
their
commencement. But the
projects
substantiveprovisionsin sections 14 and 15 (on which the First Schedulegives
guidance), effectively allows for mining operations to take place on 'a valid
license' acquired after the initial assessment (screening). This is clearly
distinguishedfrom a formal 'EIA licence'that is obtainableafter going through a
14
for
Within this framework of
the
formal EIA process provided
act.
under
formal
the
therefore,
projects
will
undergo
not
a//mining
only some,
protection
EIA contemplated by the Act, or as advocated for under the principle' of
by
legal
is
development.
Consequently,
complication
a
engendered
sustainable
this formulation whereby there is no mandatory requirement under the
'EIA
licence'
to
for
to
and
activities
subject
projects
mining
all
provisions
procedure.
This is rather a determination to be made by the DoE, on an assessmentof
limited descriptiveinformation on the proposedproject that is submitted by the
15
is
factors.
DoE
The
thus given
the
the
ambit
of
specified
applicant and within
harm
likely
to
the
to
discretion
to
cause
are
activities
choose
mining
which
wide
EPA
bound
to reach a conclusion
the
He
is
under
also
not
environment.
16
discretion
is
This
formal
in
EIA
perhaps
which
any
event.
procedure
requiring
17
does
EPA,
the
be
in
to
to
activities
under
other
maintained relation
necessary
inherently
that
the
are
activities
mining
perception
common
not agree with
damagingto the environment in diverse ways. Such a state of affairs does not
defeat
but
likely
is
to
the
in
the
provision
of
application
only create uncertainty

13Ib/d (see First Schedule)
14Ibfdss. 18
-24

15Note that the factors stated In the secondscheduleare not for the guidanceof applicants
seeking a valid licence, but for the DoE; therefore the brief descriptive Information on
applicants'projects may not be sufficient in their content of the material facts, or the highly
technical or specialisedenvironmentalanalysis necessaryfor such determination. (See also
EIAP,(supra n. 6), Clause3: 1).
16Note that the EPAdoes not specify any of the determiningfactors In any preferentialorder
nor does it require that the DoE ought to be satisfied of the likelihood of all the factors
occurringin order to recommendEIA.
17Suchas Industrial, waste management and housing construction activities; (see EPA (supra
n.3) First Schedule)
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the whole purpose of specifying mining projects under the first schedule, as
requiring EIA licenses.
In spite of the forgoing concern,one can still discern sustainabilityobjectivesin
the formulation of this Initial protective mechanism.The EPAdoes establishthe
need for consideration of information relating to environmental effects of
mining projects, as a mandatory component of the decision making process.
Also, the prescribedfactors that are material in determiningthe need for an EIA
between
inter-relationships
that
the exploitation of
the
exist
contemplate
development
hand,
for
the
on
one
and the
economic
mineral resources
for
the environment. The objective of
they
wrought
consequences
environmental protection Is discerned from the material specificationsto the
extent that cognisanceis giving to the effects of mining on the values of the
ecosystem and its organisms, species, flora and fauna, natural resource
conservation, the quality of the environment including the anthropocentric
for
These
precepts
necessary
and
social
conditions.
are
value
relationships
maintainingsustainabilityof mining activities.
6: 2: 1 Protection through Formal EIA Procedure
Where the DoE decides from the initial assessmentthat a mining applicant
requires EIA licences, the protective mechanism is triggered in various
ES,
to
the
submit
an
public
with
requirement
procedural stages commencing
by
ES
determination
the Board.
the
of
participationand a
(i) The EIA Statement

An applicant caught by the assessmentprocessmust prepare and submit to the
DoE, an EIA of his proposedproject.18The referenceto EIA in this context is to
the applicant's document which is generally informative in manner but highly
19
its
contents. Going by the prescriptionof the third scheduleof
specific as to
18Ibid. S. 18(1)
191bids.18(2); note that the use of 'EIA' here, is In referenceto the environmentalstatement
(see supra n. 8 for variant of EIA). The EIAP (supra n.6) distinguishes between Draft
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the EPA, the applicant's ES must contain statements or descriptions of the
following: (i)

A descriptionof the location of the project and its surroundings;
its principle,conceptand purposemust be clearly established.

(ii)

A perception of any effects, whether direct or indirect, social,
economic or cultural, that the project is likely to have on the
people, society or the environment.It must further be indicative
of any actions or measures that may avoid, prevent, change,
mitigate or remedy the likely effects on people and society and
must be suggestiveof alternativesto the proposedproject.

(iii)

Information must be given about natural resourcesin the locality
that are anticipatedto be used in the project.

(iv)

Plans for the decommissioningof the project must also be
submitted.

(v)

The ES must generally, be informative on all other matters that
the applicant might consider necessaryfor the proper review of
20
his
impact
the environmental
project.
of

An important addition to these criteria is a requirementthat the contents of the
ESmust also include an assessmentof legal impactsof the project, in the sense
that it must make referenceto the relevant national and or international laws,
treaties and conventionsthat are likely to be affected by the impacts21Also
for
description
is
the
used
collectingand generating
of
methodology
a
required
the information on impacts22Upon inclusion of all these facts, the applicant's
document is submitted for assessment,and a `scopingmeeting' is convenedto
23
draft
statement.
review the

EnvironmentalImpact Statement (Draft Statement) containing study of the developeron the
one hand, and the Final EnvironmentalStatementthat will contain approvalsand/or conditions
recommendedwith the Process. But to effect clarity, whenever the term EIA Is used in
referencesto the environmentalstatement, the words Statement, Documentor Assessment
Information are used Interchangeablyto conveythat meaning.
20Ibid (Third Schedule)

21EIAP (ibio) clause 3.3.1(VI)
22IbidThis same methodology will typically be used in
auditing and monitoring exercises (cause
3.3.1(VIII))

23 EPA(supra n. 3) S. 20; EIAP(ibid) clause3.2.1
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From the forgoing it could be observedthat the facts that must make up the
applicants assessmentdocument are largely of an environmentallyprotective
purpose- relating to the effects of projects on the legal, social, cultural and
natural environment, anticipated use of natural resources including
preventative, mitigating and restorative measures. One could argue that a
developerwho successfullycapturesall these environmentalconsiderationsis a
developer that is made aware of the environmental consequencesof his
operationsand his responsibilityin respectthereof. Instilling this environmental
consciousnessboth in developersand in the decision-makingprocess,is one of
the objectives of sustainable development promoted through the EIA
24
mechanism.

1

Similarly, there is for the first time, mention of the economic effects of the
proposedmining project on mining communitiesand on society as a whole. The
inclusion of economicconsiderationsin the ES is useful in that it portrays the
balance advocated by the integration principle, in encouragingdevelopmental
goals and environmental objectives to go hand in hand. In other words, the
design of an ES can trigger the discourseon sustainabledevelopment.25 Even
were economic considerationsare likely to overshadowwholly environmental
ones, depending on the manner in which they are canvassed,environmental
concerns would still have gained a place in mine development thinking,
discussions,decision-makingand practice.
(ii) Requirements for Public Participation
The EPA requires the DoE to circulate copies of the ES to government
ministries, professional bodies, associations and non-governmental
26
(NGOs)
for
their comments. He must thereafter, open the
organisations
assessment information ' for public Inspection and comment, and must give
notice to that effect in two consecutiveissuesof the Sierra Leonegazette and
24Seethe views of Grayand Sadler,on the merits of EIA (supra
chapter3, p.108, ns, 158 &159
EIA
See
(suprachapter 4, p. 138-139)
respectively.
alsosummaryon
This makes.
important. contrast
largely economic,connotation often
.
-an in SierraLeone(see_to_the
-underlying
conductof mining
supra chapter 1, pp 24-27).
26
EPA (supra n.3) s. 19 (1)
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7
news paper publication. The EPAdoes not specifyarrangementsfor this public
draft
but
EIAP,
to
the
the
the
statement
of
according
all
consultation,
recipients
forward
document
their
the
the
should
consulted
public
who
of
and members
28
will
incorporate
The
be
draft
boE.
to
the
then
to
revised
statement
comments
be
by
information,
the
submitted
and
will
assessment
all commentsengendered
29
Group.
A public hearing may only be desirable
Working
to members of a
3D
to
where there Is suff dent public opposition a proposedproject
From the perspectiveof sustainabledevelopment,the provisionsof s.19 (1) &
S.20 of the EPA (and endorsed by EIAP), signal an unequivocalintention to
have
to
for
the
level,
the
accessto
of
public
cross
section
a
national
provide at
decision-making
In
the
to
information
and
process
participate
environmental
31
is
The
the
to
public
authority
activities
relevant
mining
of
conduct
pertaining
Information
generally
environmental
-to-the-,
'make
public
available
-to
-mandated
32
local
be
in
communities;
conducted particular
concerningmining.activities, to
departments,
to
has
the
groups and
of
participation
right
extended
and
bodies
both
framework
Within
this
regulating
private
and,
public
associations
be
by
be
likely
the
to
consulted.
interests
will
activity
proposed
affected
various
'More importantly, the specific-reference to NGO participation Identifies with
recent trends in using this category to promote and enforce sustainability
34,
the
is
they
that
The
required
often
-possess
assumption
general
'principles
furtherance
in
take
financial
to
of
companies
mining
on
capacity
expertise and
environmentalobjectives.
However, the participatory provisions are restrictive and limited in some
for
the
'wide
have
of
to
The
EPA
availability'
provided
seems
respects.
27Ibid s. 19(2) &(3)
28This shouldeffect within 30 days from the date of distribution
2' EIAP (supra n. 6) clause 2; This is a technical/workinggroup composedof representatives
from the private sector, NGOs,CommunityGroups,as well as a wide range of governmental
entities (see also clause3.4)
30Ibid; a developermay also chooseto convenea public hearing. Here the Boardwill appoint a
days.
be
90
beyond
the
the
period
may
extended
and
commenting
standard
mediator,.
31 This is a prerequisite for effective environmental decision making under Principle 10 Rio
Declaration (see supra chapter 3, pp. 110 & 111)
32RioDeclaration Ibid
33Ibid, p. 111, n. 171
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34SeeWCED(supra chapter 2, p.67 n.131)
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35
but
limited
information
in
it
Also, the
assessment
granting accessibilityto
prescribed method by which the publics' involvement is canvassedis likely to
delimit the bulk of the rural masses, most of whom are either incapable of
reading publications, or understanding the technical debates that usually
6
discourses.
Efforts, which emphasise
surround environmental and mining
disseminationof information, must also include mechanismsfor its appreciation
37
'grassroots'level
A public that is aware, is one that Is educatedenough
the
at
to understandthe implicationsof the issues upon which 'they are expectedto
comment. A further diminution in the transpositionof the participatory principle
by the act, relates to the omission to provide for the `access to justice'
component.Nowhere in the EPAor the EIAP,are the specified public given the
right to compel authorities to make environmentalinformation more accessible,
or to seek an injunction either in judicial or, administrative capacity for non38
the
requirements Overall, the nature of public participation
compliancewith
employed under the EPA is more akin to the model of a process-basedgoal
objective, seeking to achieve inter a/ia, public awareness,the opportunity to
expressconcerns,increasedacceptanceof the public of decisionsreached,and
39
decisions
legitimacy
It falls short of the primary motive for
to the
conferring
influence
for
development,
to
rights
sustainable
namely
participatory
requiring
economic activities through effective contribution of the public, and
prescriptions which effectively cater for victims of development activities to
have some form of redress.
35It omits in the specifiedcategory of consulteesParamountChiefs,or Chiefdomcounsellors
who have primary jurisdiction over the local lands and communities where most mining

operations
arecarriedout.

Bel{ & Macgillivray have suggested that EIA process will only operate satisfactorily if
information is disseminatedin 'intelligible terms', to enable the public to play a more effective
and vital role in these consultations. (see Bell & Macgillavray: EnvironmentalLaw , (fifth
edition), BlackstonePressLtd, 2000,p.352)
37Notethat under the participatoryprinciple,officialsalso Incur the responsibility(as part of the
duty to inform) to facilitateeffective participationby for example,educatingthe public (see
Malanczuk.
P, (Suprachapter3, p.113 n. 190)

38 Citizens are encouraged to inform the ED of any suspected breach of EIA standards and
provisions and It Is the responsibility of the ED to Investigate and take action. This explains as a
role of the public In environmental auditing. EIA Appeals could also be made In respect of any
of the various stages in the process including developer/government disputes, Internal
government disputes, international disputes, public disputes, and stakeholder disputes; and the
stipulated means of resolution Is through negotiation. (EIAP (supra n.6) clauses 3.8.3; 4.3.1-4
and 4.2)

39For the distinction between public participation as a 'process-basedgoal' and 'substantivebasedgoal' objectives,see Pring& Noe, (supra chapter 3, p.105 n.137) p.23
f7R

(iii) Determination of the Environmental Statement
The publics' involvementin the EIA procedureends with the submissionof their
commentson the assessmentinformation to the DoE, for the considerationof
the EB4° Three possibledecisionscould be recommended,eachwith a separate
1
consequence. It could disapproveof the ES, if it is satisfied that the project
and the alternatives suggested -In it will have adverse effect on the
42
environment,people or society Alternatively,the EB could requestfor further
information on the impact of the proposed activity;43or it could approve the
draft statement with or without conditions." Where environmentalapproval is
granted on specified conditions, the approval and the specified conditions will
be incorporatedinto the draft statement45 An EIA licence is then issuedto the
applicant for a fee, and on such terms and conditions as may be considered
°6
for
the
the
protection of
environment:
appropriateand necessary
These provisionswhich allow for environmental disapprovalsor imposition of
environmental conditions on mining projects could prove a very valuable
alternative legal control mechanism (outside -mining laws) for promoting or
enforcing principles of sustainable development in mining culture in Sierra
Leone.The EPAis not explicit on the ultimate effect of a disproval where the
applicant chose not to go to court, but `arguably, there is no reason why a
decision disapproving an ýenvironmental statement should not effectively
prevent or halt existing or, new mining activities. Also, although ultimate,
decision to approve a proposed project for implementation and overall
40EPA (supra n. 3) s.20(1) In practice, the DoE will study all the comments received and
preparea ReviewReportwhich will be sent to the EIA Working Groupfor consideration.In any
case, the entire review processmay not exceed90 days (EIAP (supra n. 6) clause 3.4). See
supra n. 38 above, for further possible public involvement In EnvironmentalAuditing or EIA
Appeals.
41 EPA(supra n. 3) s. 20 (2) (a), (b) & (c)
42M s. 20 (3) & (4). Note that the grounds for disapprovalare not conjunctive,and could be
warranted for any envisagedImpact, whether on the natural, social, or cultural environment.
And any personaggrievedby the rejectionof his applicationmay appealto the High court.
431bids. 20(3); any new Informationmust be submitted within 21 days of the date the request
was made, failing which the applicationlapses.
44EIAP(supra n. 6) clause3.5; if the Draft Statementis consideredenvironmentallysound, the
proposedproject is acceptedwithout conditions.
451bidThe Public will be informed of the final decision through
public notice such as local
newspaper
46 EPA(supra n. 3) s. 20(2) (a)
17Q

operationsis determinedby the MMR,owing to their responsibilityfor granting
mineral rights, licences and other permits, they are nonethelessobligated to
take into considerationthe decisionsof the DoEon EIA results.
However,the legislation seemsto confer unrestricted powers on the decisionmaker in determination of the assessment information. No where in the
impose
EB
to
DoE
is
the
or
a
proposed
project
refuse
mandated
or
provisions
Also,
impacts
they
because
envisaged.
are
environmental
conditions
-negative
do not bear any responsibility or accountability for the decisions that they
47
be
to
discretionary
While
these
afford
necessary
powers
may
wide
make.
them absolute control over the process, it may regrettably also allow for
breed
defeat
factors
to
environmental
concerns,
or
a system
political and other
that is devoid of coherency.To cub this wide discretionwill in my view make for
in
detailed
and
coherency
standardsetting efforts.
regulation
a more
The forgoing concerncould find possiblesolution in the provisionsrequiringthe
ED to keep a register of all EIA statements for public scrutiny and reference,
decisions
the
include
to
of
and
all
comments,
reasons
related
register
such
Board.`aIf this practice is followed meticulously,-it-may graduatly,form the basis
for precedents-on what are -tolerable and intolerable limits of adverse
long
further,
It
go
a
way at eliminating
may
of
mining.
environmentaleffects
between
likely
to
that
inconsistencies
various
arise
are
potentiallyýsignificant
mining companies, thereby making the EIA process and the whole regime,
for
Above
the
in
provision
all,
specific
the
credible
eyes of all parties concerned.
EIA by the EPA represents an endorsement of principle 17 of the Rio
Declaration on sustainabledevelopment,as a national mandate for regulating
domesticdevelopmentalactivities includingmining.49

47Note the submissionthat the mechanismcan be more valuableif the legal mandate among
other things, holds authorities accountablefor taking its results into consideration.(see supra
Chapter3, p. 109)
48EPA(supra n. 3) s. 28; seealso EIAP(supra n. 6) clauses3: 6 and 3:7
49Rio Declaration(supra chapter 2, p.43, n. 12)
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(iv) `EIA Licences' As Mechanism for Environmental Regulation
Where an EIA license is issued, it remains valid for the period of 12 months
from date of issue, or such other period as the DoE may determine50 This
provision is very vital in that it allows for a reassessmentof the environmental
responsibilities that may have been undertaken by developers. To further
enhance control of licensed projects, EIA licensesare made not transferable,
5'
its
in
the
project or
managementchanges.
except caseswhere ownershipof
Also, the requirement to register all EIA statements and licenses is without
doubt, tied up with the ED obligationto monitor all projects in respectof which
licensehave been issued.This is made necessaryin order to assesstheir-effect
2
the
the
to
provisionsof the act.
on
environmentor ascertaincompliancewith
This monitoring responsibility makes it entirely possible to integrate new
environmentalInformation Into projects while the licensesremain valid. Such a
practice will accord with judge Weeramantry'sassessmentof the EIA principle
in the GabcikovoNagymaros case,in line with internationalstandards53
Furthermore,the EPAreservesa right in the DoEto cancel,suspend,or modify
licences,
in
conditions
where there has been a contravention or nonany
compliancewith any stipulated conditions; or where a substantial change has
occurred in the operations of the project resulting in an adverse effect on the
54
environment The DoE is given further powers to prescribe measuresto be
taken by the project owner to abate any such adverse effects or remedy any
damagedone to the environment55

50EPA(supra n. 3) s. 23
51Ibid s. 27 (1)-(5) The DoE must be notified of such occurrence,In order to endorse the
license and validate its transfer. It is an offence to fall to submit notification of transfer (s.
27(6)).
52lbids. 29(1); for the effectiveexerciseof this monitoringresponsibility,the authorisedofficer,
is given powersIncludingthe right to accessany mining facility or premises)includingimmunity
from legal action for exerciseof these powers(s. 29(3)-(4) and s. 32)
53Judge Weeramantry(supra chapter 3, p.108, n.161); He recognisesthat `continuingEIA' of
developmentprojects is an element of sustainabledevelopment,thus warranting continuous
monitoringof projectsfor their environmentalimpact.
54EPA
(supra n. 3) s. 26(1) Note also that any personaggrievedby the decisionmay appeal to
the High Court within fourteen days of the notification of such cancellationor suspension(S.
26(5))
55Ibid s.26 (3)
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The foregoing provisions clearly establish a formidable legal mechanism of
licences to help prevent, control or regulate adverse environmental
consequencesof mining activities. Through the various regulatory powers,
principlesof sustainabledevelopmentcan be employedseverally and managed
effectively within one umbrella regulatory instrument, with possibility to
integrate continuing environmental concerns within the framework. Mining
directed
this
be
through
toward
true
thus
sustainability
operations can
environmentalmanagementmechanism.
6: 2: 2 Protective

Provisions outside the EIA Process

There are severalother mandatesin the EPAthat are designedto afford further
protection of the environmentfrom the potential and actual damagesof mining
activities. For instance, the Minister is empowered to make regulations
for
including
standards
various
purposes
environmental
national
establishing
56
limitation.
Where
such
standards
are
effluent
and
quality,
water
-'waste
formulated, they will not only serve as further protective measures,but could
for
for
harmonisation
be
mineral
standards
of
environmental
seeds
sown
also
extraction. Similarly they can help regulate unsustainable utilisation of
environmentalresourcesand thereby gradually promote sustainablepatterns of
7
mineral production.
Furthermore, the act provides for regulations to be made requiring persons
insurance
for
to
or other appropriate
maintain
responsible
specified projects
financial security, to guarantee payment of compensation for damage resulting
from development activities; or for such funds to be used for preventive
insurance
The
introduction
of
necessary58
where
measures or restorative action
schemes under the EPA must be commended. It defines one of the innovative
techniques of use of economic instruments and `cost internalisation' for
environmental protection advocated through the integration principle. The
56Ibid s.34 (i)-(ix); Upto the timeof writinghoweverno suchregulationsrelatingto standards
settingshavebeenpromulgated.
5' See Rio Declaration (supra n.49) Principle 8; note also that standard setting and
harmonisationare regardedas high priority in environmentalregulation in Agenda 21(Agenda
21, (supra chapter 2, p.43, n.13) Chapter8:32
58EPA(supra n.3) s. 33(1)
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broad formulation of 'the provision allows scope for integration of both social
and environmentalconcernsthrough compensatoryschemesand preventative
measures, in furtherance of antra-generationalequity and polluter-pays
59
objectives Finally, the act also establishesa NEFfor specified environmental
objectives, including the carrying out of programmes to prevent or reduce
local
to
pollution, promote environmental education and research, encourage
6°
Thus
the
initiatives,
and
support.
reporting
environmental
environmental
proper direction and control of the NEF for these specified objectives in the
context of mining could help forge environmental awareness, protection and
consequentlysustainability.
6: 3 Environmental Protection through Conservation: The WCA
The WCA61is another enactment among the laws of Sierra Leone, considered
discourse
development..
in
the
to
sustainable
protection
environmental
relevant
It is environmental in context of both its evolution and the goals it seeks to
62
achieve. Generally,it aims to preserveand protect ecologyand animal species
while also taking account of aesthetic and recreational requirements. It is
therefore important to establish the context in which its provisions can be
for
the
to
on
nature
effect
of
mining
or
control
minimise
prevent,
employed
sustainabledevelopment.
6: 3: 1 The Nature of Protection
The legislation makes provision allowing for the establishment of National
63
land.
Game
(SNR)
Reserves
'any
Parks, Strict Natural Reserves
on
area of
or
59 see Rio Declaration (supran.49) Principle 13; requires states to develop national laws
regarding liability and compensationfor the victims of pollution and other environmental
damage
60The EPA (supra n. 3) s. 39(a)-(g)
61The Wild Life ConservationAct (1972), Act No. 27 of 1972 (WCA);This Act representsone of
the very few legislationsimplementingan internationalenvironmentalconvention.

62 Ibid; the long title describes it as making further and better provision for the continued
protection of flora and fauna of Sierra Leone; and to give effect to the'international convention
relating to the protection of fauna and flora in such national state-1933' as amended by the
'International Convention For The Protection of Fauna and Flora Of Africa, 1953'.

63Ibid. s. 3; note however that where the land in question is situated In the provinces,the
power must only be exercisedafter consultationwith the ChiefdomCouncil.
1 AIA

The various Reserves could be declared' only "for certain specified purposes.
National Parks shall be maintained for the 'purposes of propagating, conserving
and managing wild animal life and wild vegetation and protecting sites,
landscapes or geological formations of scientific, or aesthetic value,. for the
.
benefit and enjoyment of the public'. M SNR shall be kept for the 'purpose of
protecting the land, flora and fauna therein from any kind of injury or
destruction . ¢5 And Game Reserves shall serve the objective of preserving and
protecting animals, prohibiting the hunting of specified animals, while also
66
hunting
the
of game animals within seasons. Having clearly defined
regulating
the purposes for which the various reserves shall be established, the act
specifically ..and directly prohibits the carrying out of any act connected with
mining, excavation or prospecting on those lands. It further forbids acts of
drilling, levelling the ground, construction or any work involving the alteration
¢7
the
the
the
thereon.
soil, or
character of
vegetation
or configuration of
Similarly, it prohibits any activities 'likely to injure or destroy flora and fauna, or
68
the
channel of any river or stream.
otherwise to obstruct

These provisionsrepresent a clear intention to secure land for the pursuit of
wholly environmental objectives as opposed to development goals. Mining
development
for
first
imperatives
the
time
that
traditionally
are
are
activities
expressly prohibited on constituted Reserves regardless of their economic
benefits. The WCAthus promotesthe practiceof rational allocationof land uses
by allowing for parts of the country and its nature to be conserved to
compensatefor the destruction of the rest of nature through the conduct of
mining activities. Its emphasisis on the benefits that such establishmentscan
have primarily in maintaining nature's capacity and life support systems, with
69
healthy
benefits
for
humans
to enjoy a
environment. By this
consequential
emphasis, WCA `steers' the course between the needs of mining and the
necessityto protect the environment and harmonisesboth needs in the sense
64Ibid s.6
651bids.4
0 The afforded restrictions, prohibitions, protection and preservationmeasuresare itemised
under schedules1-8, in Part VII of the WCA.
67Ibid s. 7(f)
68Ibid. s. 7(g) & (I)
69See Rio Declaration(supra n.49) Principle1
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that, mining gains can be pursued and enjoyed in mining areas; while
environmentalobjectives are pursued and enjoyed in nature reserves.This is
what according to Judge Weeramantry, aptly expresses the concept of
70
development.
sustainable
A further element of sustainabilitymirrored in the specifiedobjectivesof Nature
Reservesis the protection of interests of present and future generations,the
former identified also as 'national interests'. In line with weak°sustainability,
both generationswill, through this conservationmechanism,be able to enjoy
aesthetic interests from undegradedlandscapesand eco-systems(includingthe
biotic and abiotic),71and could also boast of species,scientific and geological
resourcesin their bank of environmentalequity of natural wealth, in addition to
72
other manmadecapital.
6: 3: 2 Mechanism of Control
WCA designates a category of officers with authority and specific responsibility
73
RSO is accorded powers of a magistrate under the
it
to execute provisions.
having
be
by
brought
interest
into
inquire
that
to
claims
may
persons
act
(including mineral right-holders) over lands designated as Parks or Reserves.
He must then submit a report on any such enquiry to the Minster.71 In
considering the report, the Minister may choose either: to extinguish any rights
or claims with appropriate monetary compensation, confine or restrict the rights
or claims to certain areas, or adopt wholly or in part any one or any
combination of the above positions. The act however stresses that what ever
position the minister chooses to adopt, must either have the end result of
enhancing the purposes of SNR, National Park or Game Reserve, or must not
70JudgeWeeramantry
(suprachapter2, p. 49, n. 47)

71Rio Declaration(supra n.49) Principle7 requires states to conserve,protect, and restore the
health and integrity of the earth's ecosystem.
72 See ILA (supra chapter 3, p.86, n.45) Also note thesis submissionthat the principle of
Intragenerational equity can only gain its full compliment if environmental capacity is
maintained,Its resourcesefficiently managedand its componentssufficientlyguarded through
effectiveenvironmentalcontrolslike conservation.(Seesupra chapter3, p. 90)
73WCA(supra ti. 61) s. 66; these include CCF,Officersof the ForestryDivision,(have primary
and generalresponsibility),Officersand employeesof the WCB(see Preliminaryof the Act). For
the variouspowersconferredon these categoryto enforcethe act see, ss. 67-71
74Ibid s.12 (1) (b) & (3) and s. 12(b)
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75
hinder
their
seriously
efficient working. This control mechanismasserts the
primacy of establishingreservesover other interest. It is safe to assumethat it
could be used when necessaryand appropriate over lands set for mining and
thereby indirectly to restrict, control or minimise such operations and avoid
further depletion or exhaustion of renewable and non-renewable resources
76
alike.
There is however, provision for any persons or interests affected by the
minister's decisionto appeal to the High Court in the first instance,and in the
Court of Appeal." The exercise of such options would have profound
consequencesfor the objectives of environmental protection in sustainable
development.While developersand ordinary personsenjoy `accessto justice' in
environmental,decision-making,(as oppose to development decisions), both
objectives will be pitched against each other, weighed in court and a balance
maintained. It may also present an opportunity for environmental law and
legal
be
brought
to
the
the
to
system and
country's
core
of
policy,
jurisprudence- an area of law in Sierra Leone that still awaits judicial
intervention.78 In further consequence, sustainability principles could be
judicially validated through this mechanism, which represents an important
79
development.
legal
the
characterof sustainable
aspect of
finally, nature is not conserved under the Act for a purpose limited to its
inherent value, but also for the benefit and enjoyment of human kind in line
with the intra-generationalprinciple. Thus, WCA provides for protected forests
forest reserves, affords protection to certain species and
and
non-hunting
.

75Ibid s.15

76 is not dear how far this provisionmay be used to imposeover economicallybiased mining
.
-It
activities In Sierra Leone.There as however, nothing stopping the responsibleauthority under
the act, where they so desire,to restrict or limit practicesin the nameof nature conservation.
" Ibid, s. 14; there Is nothing in the act that forbids the processof constituting Reservesand
Parks,while a claimantseeksredressin court, and it is not clear whether the courts may direct
injunctionsagainstthe continuationof the processpendingjudicial determinationof the matter.
78Up to the time of writing, environmentalissueshave not been tested In the superiorCourtsof
Wnature to SierraLeonepursuant to any legislation,environmentalor otherwise.
Note Lowe's,suggestionthat the concept can properly claim a Legalstatus as an element of
the processof judicial reasoningand the applicationof the conceptto resolvedisputesIn which
environmentalobjectivesand developmentalgoalsconflict (Seesupra chapter 2, p. 58, n. 84)
1 RA

80
for
hunt
the
animals,while allowing
of others. These are generally regulated
by licences and permit systems, while reserving rights in the responsible
authorities with minimum discretion, to make variations and allowancesfor the
enjoyment by humans of the benefits of nature where necessary. The
objectives of sustainable utilisation, the polluter-pays and its user-pay cousin
are well establishedthereby.
6: 4 Forest Protection Efforts and Mining
There are several piecesof legislations,rules and orders regulating Forestry in
Sierra Leone,but the parent enactmentis the ForestryAct.81A large part of the
forestry laws representsthe economic aspects of forestry concernedwith the
regulation of the exploitation of forest produce, especially timber, and other
$?
forest
the
utilisation of
purposes connected with
products The act is also
designed with an environmental component, in context of regulating `forest
protection' and 'non-forest uses'. Through `forest protection' objectives, the
act seeksthe preservationof the forest environment, protection of soil, water,
83
fauna,
the efficient management and rational utilisation of the
flora and
84
forest
resources, the regulation of afforestation85and to 'preserve
country's
the environmental role of forest lands'.86 It is in context of these
environmentallyoriented protection efforts that the act is analysedto illustrate
its relevanceand applicability to the regulation or control of mining activities
within the perspectiveof sustainabledevelopment.

80 WCA (supra n. 61 )Part VII

81 The ForestryAct, (1988) Act No.7 of 1988. Note that the relationshipbetween the Forestry
Act and the WCA, is not specified and there is evidently marked areas of overlap and
complicationsin their applications.This anomalywill not be addressedin this study.
82Ibld The primary management objective is the production and sale of forest produce,
regulatingforest utilisation,concessionsfor productionof forestry and so on.(Seess. 12-17)
83The ForestryAct (supra n. 81) Preliminary
84Ibid s. 3(a)
85Ibid s. 3(f)
86Ibid s. 3(b); the responsibleofficials are required to manageand implementthe act to give
effect to these purposesIncludingother duties pursuant to any other law. Note that the act
generally requires every classified forest -forest production, forest protection and non-forest
uses- to be regulate through a management plan to achieve the greatest combination of
economic,social and environmental benefits that they can be made to provide within their
respectiveobjectives.(Seess. 5&7 respectively).
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6: 4: 1 Protection

Objectives and Management

Controls

Within the framework of the act, environmental protection objectives are
'community'
"National'
for
the
through
and
constitution
of
provisions
assured
forests$', Including 'special' provisions for Protected Areas and Protected
Trees88 A Production Forest or National Protection Forest (NPF) is constituted
",
lease
freehold
declaring
it
A
in
the
or
of
to
as
such.
gazette
pursuant notice
for
in
this purpose subject to the
the
be
land
area,
western
obtained
any
can
In
the
to
the
to
of
adequacy of
court
respect
apply
any
persons
right of
90
lands,
the minister
compensation.But where the proposalrelates to provincial
91
lands
for
99
term
a
not exceeding years
may have to acquire lease of such
Any existing land use rights before the acquisition (including mineral rights),
shall be confirmed in so far as they are consistent with the main objective of
92
forest
The chiefdom council constitutescommunity forests over
the proposed
93
The
the"DO.
to
the
in
the
of
approval
subject
chiefdom
particular
any area
Minister may then constitute any such land (including state land) by Notice in
94
for
forest
be
the specifiedpurpose
the gazette to
a community
What emergesfrom the foregoing is the possibilityfor Nationaland Community
Forest protection efforts to clash with mining activities especiallywhere such
declarationsare made in respectof lands over which mineral rights may already
87Ibid Parts IV &V respectively

88 Ibid Part VI ss. 21 and 22 respectively; the Minister may by declaration in the gazette
determineany area to be a protectedarea for purposesof the conservationof soil, water, flora
and fauna; or declareany specieor other descriptionof tree as protected.
89Ibid s.10; Note that the CCFpreparesthe proposalfor such constitutionwhich said proposal
must contain certain matters specifiedunder sub-sections(a)-(f)
90
Provinciallands, are generallysubject to customary
in
(viii).
interest
Tenure
10(2)
and
s.
Ibid
law and jurisdiction, and are presumedto be inalienableby way of freehold interest. ((Ref.
ProvincesLand Act Cap. 122, Lawsof Sierra Leone;see also Renner-Thomas(supra chapter 1,
28, n.48)
Ibid s. 10(2)(b)(1)In respect of part of the land that is constituted a forest reserve, no
forestry
the
the
land
be
to
act
use
contravene
provision
whose
of
users
compensationshall paid
section 10(2)(b)(v)
2 Ibid s. 2(a)
93Ibid s. 18(1). National and community forest are distinguished by the manner and location in
differ
do
They
including
their
they
management
authority.
much as to
not
constituted
which
are
their purposes since both forest utilisation and environmental objectives can be pursued under
each category.

94Ibids. 18(3). The required specificationsare set out In section 18(2) (a)-(f); compensation
could be given for suppressedrights, either In money or alternative land use. See further s.19
(1) & (2), for managementof communityforest that are not on state lands.
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95
exist And since the act clearly specifies that only those activities that are
"confirmed
be
forest
the
usage
of
protection
will
objectives
compatible with
rights', mining operations will have to be subject to the control mechanismof
the forestry act in certain respects. For Instance, the legislation prohibits the
`national'
forest,
in
whether
carrying out of certain specifiedacts any protected
include
the
Such
'lawful
'community',
acts
prohibited
authority'.
without
or
timber
destroying
damaging
tree,
burning,
of
any
removal
or
uprooting,
cutting,
build
land,
further
is
to
It
any
forest
clear
any
prohibited
produce.
or any other
road or structure, take any earth, clay, sand, gravel or stone, except pursuant
to a concessionagreement, contract of sale, licences,confirmed usage right or
96
the
The
above stated
the
of
any
of
undertaking
act.
other authority under
by
fine
deemed
is
lawful
an
offence
punishable
authority
prohibited acts without
97
or imprisonment.
It will be observedthat most of the prohibited conductsoutlined in the act are
for
forests
the
be
to
elsewhere
or
those necessary
undertaken within
likely
to
So
that
always
almost
are
miners
operations.
commencementof mining
be in breach of the act, unlessthey can show lawful authorisationto carry out
deal
forests,
with -protected
or
areas,
protected
such acts within protected
form
it
is
of resource
some
Where
may
warrant
trees.
such authority proved,
development alongside environmental protection objectives.-,But in order to
indication
the
both
between
balance
of
as
an
the
objectives
required
maintain
licensing
have
to
prescribed
under
integration principle, miners will
operate
98
doubt
the
to
however
purpose of constituting
One
want
may
system.
`protected' forests or prohibiting activities in protected areas only to have them
is
licences
There
the
a
also
by
through
mechanism.
permission
overridden
95Note,that, under the Mineralsact, this is possiblethrough land-use agreementfor mining
132,
(see
5,
for
Chapter
p.
land
purpose
supra
such
Landowners
acquired
compulsorily
or
with
'take
due
to
to
forest
25).
national and
The
account
plans
management
only
requires
act
n.
(s.
7)
by
land
of
government
agencies
other
prepared
regional
use plans
96TheForesbyAct (supra n. 81) s. 9; (Seealso ss. 21(1)&(2)& 22(2))
97 Ibid. Part VIII on offences and enforcement; see also the Penalties (Amendments) of
ified fines Act (1993) Act No. 9 of 1993.
98Ibid supra n. 88 Comparewith the provisionIn the SRAprovidingfor the obtainingof consent
from the forest officer for the destruction of forests for mining purposes(supra chapter 5, p.
153, n.56). Miners may also be obliged to fulfil 'confirmed usage' rights In relation to fulfilling
environmentalconditions already acquired under their respective mining agreements,where
these fall within the specifiedprotectionobjectives.
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temptation to conclude that due to the licensing regime, the effect of the
forestry laws generally appear to have no direct environmental beneficial
pertinence, either by way of Imposing restrictions or prohibitions on mining
operations. But it should be borne In mind that the prohibition adopted under
the act is not absolute In context of 'strong' sustainability, but rather of its
'weak' alternative, thus according with the logic of the integration principle in
for
in
fail
licenses
Where
to
development.
operating
obtain
miners
sustainable
(or
the
forests
act
any
of
an
offence
under
convicted
are
and
protected
for
incur
the
they
there
under
provided
shall
penalty
under),
regulationsmade
both. In addition, the judge may order a convicted person to pay a sum equal
to the value of any damageto forest produceor land causedby the offence. He
99
had
been
license
that
previouslyobtained.
could also cancelany
The use of Licences could help in directing sustainable utilisation of forest
for
the
in
since
act
provides
operations
especially
mining
resources
100
instance
For
the
be
In
included
them.
to
one
of
conditions
environmental
land
in
`land
that
the
in
clearing'
requires
respect
of
prescribed conditions
question be restocked with approved forest vegetation within the period
'01
licences
fees
that
in
licensed.
Also,
in
the
any
of
payable
respect
are
specified
is obtained, including the payment of further fees into a reforestation fund as
102
be
licences
Also
for
can
cancelledor suspended
works.
reforestation
security
for non-compliance with either the provisions of the forestry act or any
103
for
further
There
provisions
are
prescribed environmental conditions.
inspectionof licensedarea, supervisionof reforestationworks and enforcement
procedures.
In light of these provisions,it is safe to suggest that the mechanismof control
development
for
that
dimension
allows
competinguses
of sustainable
reflects a
9 Ibid s.30(b); the yard-stickfor assessingdamageto forest or land value is not providedfor
in the act.
100Ib/d s.11(2); a licenceissuedunder the act is generallyvalid for one year
101Ibid s. 11(4) note that in this casethe licencesvalidity extendsbeyondthe generalone year
period, to such longer period as is necessaryfor the maturationand harvestingof the crops or
tree productsto be planted.
102Ibid s. 4(1) & (2); see also s. 17
103mid s. 23
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of forests to be balancedby rational land use managementalbeit through the
licensingscheme.The approachrecognisesthe state's right to utilise forests to
for
licensing
developmental
the
while
using
control
mechanism
needs,
meet
reducing-the effect of over-exploitation of soil, deforestation and pollution in
furtherance of environmental protection.104If the discretion given to the
forestry authorities to allow mining activities within protected areas is used
judiciously, and within the terms of the forest protection objectivesprovidedfor
under the act, it could prove. useful in minimising some of the adverse
105
environmentalconsequencesof mining and gradually promote sustainability.
By regulating forest uses, mine operators will be forced to integrate
environmentalconditions (reforestation, soil treatment, prevention of pollution
of forest waters) into their processes. The licensing scheme is the legal
I
standardof precautionthat is developedunder the act to achievethis.
Conclusion
The aim of this part was to evaluatethe EPA,the WCAand the ForestryAct as
legal regimeswith environmentaldesign and establishthe context in which they
for
legal
direct
be
controls
regulating
or
alternative
used
as
could
ý
environmentally adverse mining and promote the principles of sustainable
development.Variousaspectsof sustainabilityprincipleshave been identified in
the objectives of these legislations,that could in my view assist in directing
mineral resource developmentto sustainability. Some of the shortcomings of
the enactmentshave also been highlighted. More specifically,the EIA principle
is proved in primary legislation (the EPA)as a national mandate for regulating
domesticdevelopmentalactivities includingmining, in fulfillment of Rio principle
17, even though some not all mining projects are likely to be tested.
104See Rio (supra n. 49) Principle3; ForestPrinciples(supra chapter 3, p. 92 n. 72) (Principle2
(a)). See also Llobl's suggestionthat, regulationsfor environmentalprotection are not to be
seen as limitationsfor utilisation, but rather as'the right to utilise the resourceenvironment'In
a certain manner(suprachapter3, p. 80, n. 14)
105Note that the MPSL(supra chapter 1, p.23, n.10) Indicatethe discoveryof mineralsin areas
some of which have been already designatedas Forest Reservesby orders made under Cap.
189, of Laws of Sierra Leone- such as Kangarl Hills, Gorl Hills, Loma Mountains,Nimini Hills
(North & South) and KambulHills.The effect of the strength that the forestry laws will have In
regulatingor limiting mining activitiesIn preservationof the environmentwill therefore hinge on
how the discretionarypowersof the responsibleauthoritiesare used.
101

The objective of public participationwas also uncoveredin provisionsfor access
to information and participationin environmentaldecision-makingthough it fails
to provide a mechanism that will facilitate participation, especially public
to
the
`access
justice'
to
challenge
compliment
of
principle,
and
education
decisions or seek redress. Various other legal controls are proved to exist
through EIA licences,standardssetting, environmentalmonitoring and auditing,
insurance schemes, environmental funds and-offences, which could promote
principles of environmental protection, sustainable employment of natural
in
the
intragenerational
sustainable
principle
and
polluter-pays
equity
resources,
development.
Similarly, through the provisions of the WCA which emphasise primacy in
establishing nature reserves, conservation, management of wildlife and
destruction,
fauna
from
injury
flora
land,
or
and
of
protection
and
vegetation
the environmentalinterest of future generationscould be securedin conduct of
identified
in
Further
were
objectives
protection
environmental
mining activities.
the Forestry Act, through provisions that cater for the constitution of forests,
licensing
by
The
these
trees.
a
conditioned
of
regulation
protected areas and
for
directing
been
has
sustainableutilisation of
proved
as
vital
also
mechanism
forest resourcesin mining.
Part B: Other Sectoral Regimes and Sustainability

Issues in Mining

6: 5 Environmental Protection through the Law of Planning
Principally,the TCPAlo6and the AmendingAct107regulate the planning system.
The former act was designed to regulate and control land use relating to
development, through the preparation of planned development schemesthat
would integrate both social and economicneeds.108Under the provisionsof the
106Townand CountryPlanningAct (1946), Cap-81,Act No. 19 of 1946 (TCPA)
107Town and Country Planning (Amendment)Act, (2001), Act No. 3 of 2001(the Amending
Act).
108The 1946 PlanningLaw (TCPA)was originally not applicableto the whole of Sierra Leone.Its
applicationwas limited to the municipalityof Freetown,the immediatesurroundingtownships
and the Bonthesherbrodistrict, all of which were at the time subject to Britishrule. The bulk of
the rural provinceswhere almost all the mining activities took place since the 1930s, were
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TCPA,the Ministermay, after consultationwith the appropriateauthorities,and
109
hearing
the
the
upon
views of
public, make an order declaring any part of
Sierra Leone specified by a survey plan to be a planning area."° Where any
such order has been published,all personsare prohibited from carrying out `any
developmentof land"" In the specified area without permission,until a detail
scheme in respect of all designated planning lands, is prepared and
112
approved. The planning board has authority to grant such permission and
with it could impose any conditions deemed necessaryto control and regulate
such development.Thus, the commencementof mining operations (including
constructions necessary to enhance operations) would be appropriately
consideredto be developmentwithin the meaning of the act, where they are
undertakenon any new plot of land (that was not subject to mining)' before a
planning order; and not necessarilyto imply the conduct of new or expanded
ventures. Therefore all mining projects that are to be conducted In specified
planning areas, (before a scheme is approved for those areas), will require
planning permission and will be subject to the control of relevant planning
conditionsin the first instance.
An outline-planningschememust then be preparedin respectof all lands within
a planningarea, with the general objective of securingproper health conditions,
sanitation,convenienceand amenitiesin connectionwith the laying out and use
113
land.
The schememust include amongstother things, provisionsregarding
of
delimitation of zones within which special trades and industry may be carried

therefore excludedfrom constructiveplanning.There was an amendmentto the TCPAIn 19677he Town and Country PlanningAct (Amendment)Decree,1967, which sought to extend the
scopeof applicationthroughout Sierra Leone, but its legal effect at the time is uncertain.The
Amendingact of 2001, effectively gave statutory recognitionof the applicationof planning law
to the whole of SierraLeone;(see s. 6(a)).
w9TheAmendingAct(supra n 110) s. 6
11°Ibid s. 6(3); Note that any order so made shall come into operation through
a prescribed
method (pursuantto s. 170 (7) of the Constitution(supra chapter 5, p.142, n.4) but shall cease
to have effect if within three years from the date of its coming into operation, no schemehas
beenapproved.
""Development' means'any use' that is made of land (including buildings
and alterations),
which is different from the purposefor which the land was being used immediatebefore such
land was declareda planningarea; (seeTCPA(supra n. 106) s. 2).
1121b/d
s.7; It is deemedan offence under the Act to undertake any developmentof land on
s ified planningland without such permission.
113Ibids. 12(1)(a)
10l;

114
for
out, or
other purposes. In addition, the scheme may provide for matters
relating to the prevention of pollution of, streams, rivers, lagoons and other
watercourses,preservationof views and amenities, natural beauty or interest,
protection of forests; trees, woods, flowers and shrubs. It may further cater for
the prevention, remediation.or removal of Injury to amenity arising from
neglected conditions of any land situate In the planning area and for the
"'
deposits
of waste material. The
prohibition, regulation and control of the
,
land
to
the
use
of
empowered
prohibit
or
also
restrict
planning authorities are
116
likely
detriment.
danger,
Involve
injury
to
or
where they consider such use
And where any of such matters as listed above, are laid out In a scheme
planned for any -area, it shall affect the -application.of `any law. relating to
development, where such law appear to be either inconsistentwith the above
matters, or where its applicationwould tend to hinder the proper operation of
the scheme.117
The scheme is then to be ýdeposited at an appropriate place for - public
inspection and the public must be notified thereof, for their comments and
be
Any
to
the
challenges
scheme
must
made within two
recommendations.
failing
date
being
the
the
which, the schemeand
of
notice
published,
of
months
for
his
forwarded
thereon
to
the
approval.
minister
are
all recommendations
Once approved, the board assumes the responsibility of executing and
ll?
in
Part
V
TCPA.
it
the
of
under
enforcing the schere through powers vested
The various issuesoutlined in this general perspectiveare no doubt relevant for
enhancing some form of environmental effectivenessin mining operations in
the context of sustainabledevelopment.
For instance, the use of schemesto provide severally for the zoning of areas
for special industrial land uses like mining, protection of forests and amenities,
prevention of pollution of natural resources and the prohibition of likely
114Ibid s.12 (2)(d) emphasisadded
115Ibid schedule1, (Part III-Amenities) of the TCPA;the schedulealso providesfor additional
mattersto be includedIn a scheme.
116Ibid s. 26(3). No compensationshall be payableon the enforcementof such restrictionsor
prohibitionsso imposed
117Ibid s. 12(5) and 13(6); emphasisadded
"'This is a generallegal picture of the developmentplanningstrategy in Sierra Leone.
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injurious activities among other things, reflects the element of Integration. In
other words, planning orders and schemes seek to ' ensure that development
activities such as mining are designedand conductedwith due considerationto
the economic,environmentaland social issuesengenderedby them.119Also the
principle of sustainableemployment of natural resourcesis advancedthrough
provisions that cater for pollution prevention and prohibitions on injurious
activities. An improvement on the general quality of the environment is also
contemplated.It may thus be possibleto use the general planning system to
direct
form
A
more
over
mining.
regulation may exist
of
control
exercisesome
through the licensing system, by the obligation to seek permission before
undertakingsuch developmentprojects in declaredplanningareas.
Also, the planning system may become invaluable especially where properly
directed planning schemeswill be relied on to determine areas in which mining
operations will be undertaken including the stipulation of environmental
developments
in
especially
respect of shared natural
over
permitted
conditions
determined
Minerals
Act,
Under
the
areas
are
current
mining
resources.
(especially for artisanal mining) on the basis that the Minister of mines
`any
in
interest
is
it
in
to
the
that
area',
such
activity
public
encourage
considers
where the methodsto be used do not involve'substantialexpenditure'or use of
'specialisedtechnology'.120The use of the standards of 'public interest', the
mining method and the quantum of investment to designatemining areas has
left most of the rural areasof the country dug- up in patchesin a disorderlyand
121
leaving
appallingvisual effects.
uncoordinatedmanner,
Another important sustainability objective represented in the TCPA is the
involvement of the public at the initial stages of determining which
developmentsshould be where, and under what conditions.This provision will
create an opportunity for the public to be able to express their concernsover
119See Principle 13 Stockholm (supra chapter 2, p.42, n.3) requiring States to adopt an
`Integrated' approach to their development planning so as to ensure that development Is
compatible with the need to protect and improve the human environment for the benefit of
their population'.
12°MineralsAct, (suprachapter 5, p.142, n.6); s. 20(2).
121Researcher'svisit to artisanalmining areas In Tongo field of easternSierra Leone
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mining projects long before they are to be assessed(if at all), by formal EIA
procedure under the EPA.The value held in this stipulation extends also to
amend the anomaly evidenced in the fact that the publics' participation is in
practice not sought in all cases requiring approval for the commencementof
122
mining operations. The opportunity to participate may, also, within the
objective of the precautionaryprinciple, encouragedecision-makers,developers
and the public to consult, cooperate,exchangeinformation, demandmodern or
safe practice with a flexibility that will appreciatethe particular type of mining
activity in the giving environment.
It must however be mentioned that development planning schemes only lay
down objectives that are envisaged by planners to obtain in planning areas.
They are permissiveor desirable objectives that are subject to modifications,
12
alterationsor cancellation. Second,both the TCPAand the AmendingAct do
not specifically mandate a central role for planning authorities for enhancing
environmental protection through the imposition of development conditions.
Environmentalconcerns are thus likely to be given secondary consideration
where the competing economic imperativesof mining come to the fore of the
planners'schemes.Similarly, it seemsthat only a one off permissionis required
to undertake mining within a designated planning'area with no review or
monitoring capacity.It is therefore important that environmentalgoals be made
central to planning by clear statutory mandate, and further to allow by legal
requirement, for the specific objectives of sustainabledevelopment, so as to
afford environmental enhancement of areas that are zoned out for mining
purposes.
Despitethe forgoing hiccups,it may still be possibleto employ the mechanism
for directing mining toward sustainability, in the least by determining which
type of mining should be carried out and where.124What is required is a
122Under the EPAthe publics'involvementin decisionmaking is limited to particularcasesthat
the Board considers should require EIA. All Casesof mining projects which obtain a 'valid
Ucense'excludethe involvementof the public. (Seesupra n.25)
123TCPA (supra n. 106) s. 17

124It Is appreciated that minerals are location specific,
and therefore planning may not
determine where they may be mined before they are discovered.But It Is untenable In any
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willingnesson the part of the policy makersto seek to regulate mining activities
through direction and control of planning with as much emphasis on
development
implications.
its
Where
economic
as
protection
environmental
defined
in
interpret
to
programs
all
such
proscribed
objectives
plannerschoose
for implementationand enforcement, the planning regime can become a very
important and necessary authority for promoting economic, social and
development.
minerals
sustainable
environmentally
6: 6 Public Health in the Mining Environment
The Public Health Act of 1960 regulates general public health and safety in
Sierra Leone.125This act is not ecologicallyorientated, but designedto protect
the public by ensuring that certain basic health standards are met so as to
beings.
health
human
It seeks to maintain
to
mainly
assure a quality of
housing
by
supply,
water
on
sanitation,
proper
stressing
environmentalquality
'Health
declared
in
food
areas', and proscribes all actions and
safety
and
issues
health
involving
those
likely
to
as
and
safety
public
endanger
omissions
human
Though
the
on
of
mining
consequences
adverse
statutory nuisances.
health is -not usually direct, yet such activities still bear an unquestionable
126
by
health
Therefore,
the
those
where
effects.
adverse
with
relationship
'prejudicial
brought
is
that
there
are,
about
results
conduct of mining operations
to health', such acts or omissionsmay be regulated under the provisionsof the
Act;127and where health is protected and improved In mining areas,the natural
be
The
including
the
also
enhanced.
will
air
quality
quality of
environment
Public Health provisions are therefore invaluable to the environmental and
from
In
there own peculiar
communities
mining
social sustainabilitychallenges
stand point and strategy.

country, to permit mining wherever and whenever the need arise as Is the case with Sierra
Leone'sartisanalmining activities.
125PublicHealthAct (1960),Act No. 23,1960 (PHA)
126Some of the adverseeffects of mining on the social and natural environmenthave been
illustratedin chapter 1; ExamplesIncludeIncidenceof pollution of sharednatural resources;the
likely deterioration In health conditionsthat emanate from polluted resources;the practice of
relocating whole communities without proper housing and sanitation facilities; and
overcrowdingmainlyin artisanalmining areas.
127%
Prejudicialto health' means`injuriousor likely to causeinjury to health' (interpretativepart)
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Specifically,the act creates a statutory nuisanceon the occurrenceof any of
the following conditions:(i)

Where any 'premise' is in a state as to be prejudicial to health or a
128
nuisance.

(ii)

The bringing up of dust or effluvia in the conduct of any businessor
process that is prejudicial to the health of the inhabitants of any
neighborhood.
The use of any watercourseand leaving it in a state that is prejudicial
to health.

(iv)

The collection of water on land on which conditions,whether natural
129
likely
the
to
cause
propagationof mosquitoes.
or artificial are

These stipulated nuisance-generatingconditions are amongst the common
incidencesof mining activities that have often questioned their sustainability.
Generally, they seek to direct social sustainability, enhance environmental
quality, prevent pollution, and promote sustainable utilisation of water
for
Liability
the occurrenceof all the above circumstances,whether
resources.
by act, omission,default or sufferanceis strict.
The health authority is empoweredto serve a notice on any person whose acts
default or sufferance causes any statutory nuisance, requiring him to abate
such nuisance. The PHA requires the perpetrator to execute any measures
necessaryfor abating the nuisance, unless the nuisance is believed to arise
from any defect of structural character.130And where the abatement notice is
be
from
the courts of
can
obtained
order
not 'complied with, an abatement
}3}
jurisdiction;
or where the health authority is of the opinion that
summary
for
inadequate
securing
an
remedy
either
afford
summary proceedingswould
the abatement of a nuisanceor prohibiting it, he can seek an abatement order
from the High Court.132The officer can also endeavourto abate the nuisanceor
128'Premises'
is defined to include lands, hereditaments of any tenure, whether open or
forms
tribal
This
description
built
or
private.
all
of
public,
places
not,
whether
enclosed,
or
mining activitieson land under the ambit of the public health controls.
129PHA(supra n. 125) s. 23(a), (d), (e) and (f) respectively
13°Ib/d s. 25.
M Ibids. 26. Failureto comply with any pollution abatementorder under this Act is deemedan
offence (s. 28).
132Ibid s. 32. Note that the Health Authority shall have this power Irrespectiveof whether he
has suffered no damagefrom the nuisance.
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133
it
the
the
prevent a recurrenceof at
expense of
creator. This provision Is
illustrative of the polluter-pays principle for sustainable development, which
advocates among other things, polluting and cleaning up, remediation of
environmental harm and conferring environmental responsibility regardlessof
the legitimacyof the economicactivity. It also imputes on the health authorities
the responsibility to ensure that the polluter meets all cost of nuisance
134
abatementor preventlon.
More importantly, the act further seeks to protect the public from polluted
water even where such water is not vested under the public health authority. It
is enough that the authority considersit likely that use may be made of such
waters by the public for domestic purposes or consumption, and that such
135
likely
health.
So that, where mining companiesand
is
to
prejudice
pollution
local miners utilise streams and rivers for operations and render them polluted
for the co-riparian,the health authority could seek a court order against them
either as owners or controllers of land on which polluted water source exists.
The authority may even impose user conditions that are necessaryto prevent
injury or danger to the health of other persons using the water. He may also
declare any area from which water is gathered, as a `water gathering area' and
136
from
form
This protection
it
to
protection
any
of pollution.
subject
mechanismechoesthe objectives of the principle of intragenerationalequity, to
the extent that they seek to protect the Interests of present population In the
midst of mineral development activities, even securing their health. The
mandate does representa more direct legal control or regulation of pollution of
water resources in mining than that catered for by the Minerals Act or the
137
liability
hereunder,
is
in
the
that
sense
related mining agreements,
strict.

133Iblds. 29
134SeeRio Declaration (supra n. 49) Principle 16, suggesting that the polluter bears the
environmentaland social costs of his activities In the 'public Interest'; see further De Sadeleer,
on the 'preventative' and 'curative' functions of the polluter-pays principle (supra chapter 3,
p.96, n. 90)
135PHA (supra n. 125) s.93 (1)
136
Ib/d s. 96

13'Forthe provisionsin mining laws against pollution of water sources,see supra
chapter 5: p.
143, n.10; p.153, n.53; p.157, n.80; and p.163, n.96 respectively.
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A symbolic achievement under the act is the power given to individuals who
may be exposed to pollution, to seek an abatement or prevention of it. 138In
this regard, the right of access to justice as a participatory component of
sustainable development is hereby effectively guaranteed. 139 They are
empowered to make complaints about a statutory nuisance to any magistrate's
or local courts having jurisdiction in the area, and demand an order for
abatement or remediation of the nuisance-119This participatory component is
further embellished through provisions requiring that the party said to have
committed the nuisance meet all expenses and costs incurred in instituting such
141
actions. This provision promotes the polluter-pays principle, and could effect
to ease the usual contention that locals cannot afford cost of litigation against
142
for
The PHA even specifies a general
mining companies
pollution abatement.
procedure to be used in conduct of such proceedings, which could prove vital
for the integration of sustainability objectives, and for removing some of the
difficulties relating to expense and delays generally, associated with private
143
actions.

Further, the PHA could be useful in addressinga fundamental social effect of
mining in Sierra Leone, relating to over-crowding of artisanal mining
144-he
facilities.
environments,usually with poor
act provides for inspectionsto
be carried out In declared `labour health' areas to ascertain whether there is
145
over crowding. Where it is ascertained that such conditions exists the
Minister may make an order declaringsuch environmentsto be an overcrowded
146
be
taken
to
the
area and steps shall
abate
overcrowding. The minister may
138PHA(supran. 125) s. 31
'9 Rio Declaration(supra n.49) Principle10, lays emphasison citizens right of effective access
13
to institutions, for redressor remediationof environmentalwrong, damageor threat of harm;
This is the first time throughout this work that Individualsare empowereddirectly to seek
redressfor pollution through judicial means.
140Ibid.In all such cases, there is no requirement for the Individualsto
prove that the have
suffereddamageby the nuisance;it is enough If they are aggrievedby it.
"'Such expensesand costsshall be recovered,(if not paid) by distressor saleof his property.
142Ibids. 127; the Statutory Nuisances(Summary Punishment)AcL of 1968 specifies the
penalty to be incurred in the event of breach of the NuisanceprovisionsIn the Public Health
regulations,includingpowersof arrest.
143Ibids. 128
144See supra chapter 1, p.32, ns. 70-72
145PHA(supra n. 125) s.98 (1)

146Ibids. 100-103
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also make rules (generally of a social nature), for the better carrying out of the
`purposes' or `provisions' of the act. 147The value of this provision for social
sustainability and the consequential enhancement of environmental quality in
mining areas cannot be over emphasised, especially since this peculiar effect of
mining has not been contemplated in any of the legal mandates that have been
analysed so far.

However, in relation to its adequacy for directing mining activities towards
sustainability, the PHA is criticised mainly for its compartmentalisationof
environmentalissues.It limits environmentalconcernsto endeavoursof human
welfare, subtractingfrom it fundamental issueslike land degradation,ecological
148
stability, and nature conservation. In spite of this criticism, it is hard to deny
that there are some consequential benefits, to be gained to the natural
environment by enforcing the PHAto regulate mining activities. Such benefits
include the protection of living organismsin rivers, streams and lakes and the
overall Improvement of air quality. The social and environmental solutions
presented by it are necessary for sustainability of mining in Sierra Leone,
especially since human beings are the 'center' of concern for sustainable
development; and could prove useful in -assuringthe entitlement 'to a healthy
[environment] and productive life in harmony with nature; 49 or otherwise
guarantee their rights 'to ...adequate conditions of life, in an environment of a
"50
being.
life
dignity
that
and we/l
quality
permits a
of
6: 7 Regulating Water Resources In Mining for sustainability
Current mining operations conducted in Sierra Leone, especially those in
bauxite,
(or
diamonds
Kimberlite),
are all
gold,
rutile
and
of
respect winning
water-based operations. The importance of water to these operations is as
147Ibid s. 107(a)-(o)
148Note that the PublicHealthact was designedto addressthe desperationsof the 1960s
-the
human environment-providingfor housing, good sanitary conditions,diseasefree, food safety
and health standardsfor human beings. But presentday efforts In my view must emphasisthe
Importance of the environment as one big entity, with several parts; and demanding a
protection of each component as much as Is desirable or possible for the continued
enhancementof the Interrelationshipsthat exist amongstthe whole.
149Rio (supra n.49) Principle1
150Stockholm
(supra chapter 2, p. 42, n.3) Principle21
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peculiar as it is for ecological and human sustenance, not to mention the need
to conserve the earth's water resources.151It is with this eye of concern that it
is deemed relevant to examine controls under water resources legislations for
directing sustainable mineral developments.

The two major enactmentsdealing with control and supply of water resources
are the Water (control and supply) Act (the Water Act)152and the GumaValley
Water Act.153The latter legislation Is less relevant to this work.154Its only
relevance lie in a specific prohibition on all persons, including GOSL,from
working any mines or minerals lying under a building or reservoir belongingto
it, or within such distanceas would result In injury or damageto its properties.
Where, however persons desire to work mines within forty yards from the
mains, pipes or other company'sworks and apparatus,notice must be given to
the company, and any expenses Incurred by the company from such
interferenceshall be compensated.155
The Water Act on the other hand, provides for the control and regulation of
156
in
Sierra
Leone.
The Minister is
the
to
natural water supplies
public
all
empowered to declare water supply areas. Upon any such declaration, all
natural waters within such areas shall become the property of the GOSL,and
157
So that,
it
in
Water
Act.
the
to
the
control of shall vest
minister pursuant
where mining areas become designated as water supply areas, then water
Rio (supra n.49) Principles 3&4; Impress this concern by requiring sustainable utilisation of
natural resources so as to equitably meet the 'developmental and environmental needs' of
present and future generations. Similar concern Is implied In the Watercourse Convention,
through the requirement for 'co-riparian' to use and share the waters on an equitable,
sustainable and rational manner; (Suebedi, (supra chapter 3, p. 92 & 93, ns.76 & 77). Also,
UNEP water policy aims at assisting governments In establishing Integrated water management
plans, programmes for the aquatic environmental hot spots, application of preventive,
precautionary and anticipatory approaches, for environmental protection In harmony with
economic and social development; (see "UNEP Water Strategy and Policy (Draft): Statement of
Key and Emerging Issues related to Water" in EPL, Vol.29 1999, pp. 279-80).

152Act. No. 16 of 1963(the Water Act)
'53Act. No. 3 of 1961(GVWA)
"JIbidthe act sets up the GVWC,with responsibilityfor the supply of water protectionof waterworks assets, natural and built, and matters Incidental to Its supply efficiency.The scope of
authority is mainly In the WesternArea, excludingmost major rural miningareas
'55Ibid s. 114

15r'TheWater Act (supra n. 152) s.1; its scope Is limited only from operation In GVWCsupply
areas.
157Ibid ss.3-4
-)m

resources in those areas may fall directly under the regulation of the water
authority. In such situations, unless use Is made of water for domestic
158
(for which license is usually obtainable), the Water Act forbids
purposes',
'persons"59 from doing 'any act' which shall have the effect of increasing or
diminishing, diverting or interfering with any natural water supply In any water
160
Leone.
If properly enforced, the provision could aid a
Sierra
in
supply area
vital cause in the conservation and sustainable utilisation of water resources, In
face of the challenges that are presented by its categorisation as an exhaustible
161
Other pertinent provisions of the water Act are those
natural resource.
creating offences for nuisance, misuse, pollution, waste, diversion and injury in
the use of such resources.162The penalties in respect of such breaches shall be
in addition to other penalties and remedies, thus allowing for enforcement of
these provisions concurrent with other legal controls including those which are
163
mining specific.

One could however question provisions in the act suggestingthat a person is
for
license
to
water resource use, where the manner and
a
not required
obtain
extent of the use is the same as that before the date that the area would have
been declared a water supply area-164But while this provision may effect to
exclude certain mining projects that may have commenced use of water
sources or supplies prior to a declaration and control of the water authority, the
act empowers the Authority to grant licenses for the regulation of use or supply
of the resources. In doing do, he could impose terms and conditions as he
thinks fit. This power could therefore be used to impose conditions on miners
against wasteful usage, pollution, diversion, impairment and so on, within the
1-r'8
Ibid s. 2; the definitionof `domesticpurposes'excludesIntera/ia,useof waterfor anytrade,
business,
or manufacture;
or for supplyof tanks,ponds,or machinery.

159Ibid. `Persons'include any company,association,body cooperateor Incorporate,as well as
Individuals;(see s. 4 Interpretation Act No. 46 1961).
160Ibid s. 5(1) The act also provides for medical examinationsto prevent contaminationof
water supply (s. 17)
161Note that 'externalities' usually suggested In development economics applies to Sierra
Leone'smining ventures; wherein the prices of mineral rights and products have never been
determinedto capturethe full price of water pollution In such operations.

A contemplation
of value(in monetaryand prohibitoryterms)for theseresources
withinmineral
rights and productswill help bolstertheir environmentalsignificancefor presentand future
generations.
0 The Water Act (supra n. 152) ss. 49 and 50 of Part V
163Ibid s. 62
164Ibid s.5 (2)
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objectives of environmental protection and sustainable utilisation of water

resources.
In considerationof the forgoing therefore, it is safe to impressthe value of the
development.
With effective water management
for
sustainable
water regime
and monitoring capacity,setting of acceptableuser and pollution standards,use
of economic instruments, (taxes, charges and permits) and the pinning of
liability and responsibility for harmful utilisation, all of which are catered for
development
in
Sierra
this
the
aid
sustainable
of
mining
could
under
act,
regime
Leone. It could even become more effective if the regime be distinguishedby
legal mandate,from that which regulates pipe-bornewater supplies.
Conclusion
The discoursein this Part sought to illustrate how other none environmentally
be
used to regulate or control certain minecould
orientated sectoral mandates
borne impacts for sustainable development. The forgoing evaluation of the
Planning,Health and Water laws have revealedthat the goals pursuedby these
regimes are not completely devoid of the relevant sustainability principles
underlyingthe protection of the human and natural environment; and that it is
possible to exert some form of control over mining operations under their
provisions. The analyses proves that these sectoral legislations, though
disparate from their standpoint of application and enforcement, could each
contribute to the enhancementof the mining environment In their own unique
way, if, and more hopefully,when effective use is made of them.
Specifically, planning law is revealed as a more effective mechanism in the
prevention of harm to the environment with an emphasison precaution, while
also allowing for mineral development and environmental protection to go
together, weighing each for its own value to the society. The capacity of the
planning regime -to enhance objectives of public participation and the
precautionaryprinciple in mine developmentdecision-makinghave been proved
in the sensethat it could encouragedecision-makers,developersand the public
?na

to consult, cooperate,exchangeinformation and demand modern safe practices
with a flexibility that will appreciatethe particular type of mining activity in the
giving environment.
The relevanceof the Public Health dictates for addressingaspectsof pollution
prevention and control in line with objectivesof the polluter-paysprinciple have
been demonstrated. Its relative value for dealing with mining and social
sustainability concerns for intragenerational equity have been established
especially in the context of regulating overcrowding, protecting labour and
community health, ensuring safe relocation practicesand for guaranteeingthe
rights of individuals to accessjustice and seek prevention or remediation of
environmental harm. Further, the consequentialbenefits to be gained to the
natural environment by effect of all these objectives have been representedas
environmentalsolutionsfor assuringthe entitlement 'to a healthy [environment]
and productive life in harmony with nature'
Finally,the Water Act has been exposedas having the capacityto enhancethe
conservationand sustainableutilisation of water resourcesthrough provisions
that forbid conduct which shall have certain prescribedeffects on natural water
supply or water gathering areas. Its sustainability contents for regulating
mining have been illustrated through water management and monitoring
strategies. These are conveyed through acceptable user and pollution
standards, use of economic instruments and the pinning of liability and
responsibility for harmful utilisation in furtherance of the polluter-pays,
precautionary, integration and participation principles. The value of the water
regime for promotion of sustainable patterns of mineral production is further
revealed in provisions which allow for enforcement of its penalties and other
remedies for breach to run concurrent with (or In addition to) other legal
controls includingthose which are mining specific.
The chapter has thus demonstratedthe capacity of sectoral regimesto advance
the goals of sustainable development in Sierra Leone's mining, as direct or
alternative legal controls to those catered for under the extractive-specific
9nc

regimes. The next chapter will examinethe methods of implementationof the
relevant sustainability principles, including those Identified In the selected
legislationsalreadydiscussed.
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CHAPTER 7 IMPLEMENTATION OF SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT IN
MINING
7: 1 Introduction

In earlier chapters of this study, some relevant principles of sustainable
development in international law and mining were Identified. The principlesof
Environmental Protection, Integration, Inter and Intra-generational Equity,
Sustainable Utilisation, Polluter-pays and Precaution, EIA and Public
Participation were established including the parameters within which their
respective objectives could address environmental issues In mineral resource
developments. A method was also designed for their adaptation and
implementationwithin national environments, as a process by which domestic
development activities generally and mining in particular, could be steered
toward sustainability.Chapters5 and 6 entailed an evaluationof legislationsof
Sierra Leone (minerals specific laws, agreements and other sectoral legal
controls), to ascertainthe extent to which their Individual mandates represent
the relevant principles of sustainabledevelopmentfor regulating the country's
mining activities. The exercise revealed presence of sustainability principles
(implicit or explicit) in all the legislations scrutinised and it illustrated various
ways in which the objectives of the respectivelegal regimes could assist either
directly, alternatively or as concerted controls, to regulate the social and
environmentallyadverseeffects of mining.
This chapter will examine the methods of implementation of the relevant
principles of sustainable development in international law in Sierra Leone's
mining, including those identified in selected legislations and agreements
already discussed. One basic mechanism for implementing sustainable
development at the national level in order to achieve environmentally safe
development activities is the integration of environmental objectives and
developmentgoals as a national strategy. It was generally establishedthat an
enabling national environment is required for better appreciation of the
principles of sustainable development, such environment enabled by
'localisation,
implementation
'legalisation'
of
processes
and

#)m

'institutionalisation'.' In other words, if the various principlesof the concept (as
identified in several legal rules) were to effectively control or direct
environmentallysound mining, they have to be reflected In national policy and
initiatives, legalised within the nation's legal system and managed within an
integrative institutional framework. The chapter will therefore evaluate the
extent to which environment and mineral development concerns have been
integrated as a national strategy at policy, planning and managementlevels,
further
It
how
bears
this
assess the efficiency of the
will
on
mining.
and
legalisation and institutionalisation methods of implementation of the
sustainabllity principles Identlfled In the selected legislations,while noting how
much use is actually made of innovative strategies as compliment to those
legislations.2 The ultimate objective is to ascertain whether there is a
relationship between the adverse effects of mining in Sierra Leone3and the
manner of

implementing the

relevant principles in regulating such

developments.
7: 2 Localisation of Sustainable Development
Sustainable development in international law requires that the concept of
integrating environmental considerations into development activities be
implementedat the national level4 It will be recalledthat relevant principlesof
the concept were revealedwithin mineral laws, agreementsand other sectoral
legislation. But these are neither sufficient to warrant a determinationthat the
concept does not sit well in Sierra Leone, nor are they enough to infer from, a
national -or political commitment to ensure social and environmentally
5
sustainablemining. Giventhe high political and economicimperativeof mining
in this country, coupledwith the social and environmentalimplications,national
1 Seesupra chapter 2, pp. 66-74.
2Such strategies would Include use of economic Instruments, and voluntary Initiatives,
environmental agreements and corporate responsibility. Note that this discourse omits the
implementationof Petroleumlaws becausesuch activitieshave not effectivelycommenced.
3 See supra chapter 1, (pp. 30-37) for highlights of social and environmentaleffects of mining
and the overall implicationfor the country'seconomicgrowth and development.
4 See generally, WCED, Rio Declaration, Agenda 21, Johannesburg Declaration & POI; (supra,
Chapter 2, p. 66 ns. 121-125 respectively)
5 Note WCED recommendation that'Sustainable development must rest on political will'; (WCED
(supra chapter 2, p. 43, n. 10), p.9

ina

commitmentto ensure sustainableminerals developmentis of vital importance,
and must be transposed into concrete policies, Improved Institutional
arrangements and reflected In the decision-making process. Thus, a
comprehensivelocalisationeffort must primarily include a review of all mining,
environmental and related sectoral policies; an assessment of progressive
implementation of objectives and goals of sustainable development; and an
evaluation of the extent of institutional strengthening for addressing minerelated social and environmental issues.6 These conditions will mark the
parameters for determining whether the principles have been effectively
implemented as a national endeavour, and in a manner that ensures
environmentalprotection in mineral developmentin Sierra Leone.
7: 2: 1 Review and Analyses of Policy Frameworks
The notion of `sustainabledevelopment policy' has been defined as a policy
'development
integrated
be
that
an
within
policy
addressed
requiring
framework'.?The inference is that policies that direct economic activities for
development purposes must also integrate environmental concerns and
localisation
levels
Thus,
the
test
the
of
extent
of
managementobjectives at all
.8
of sustainable development begins with the recognition of the integration
principle within state policies and decision-makingprocesses.Sierra Leone's
economic policies and planning strategies pursued until the 1980's did not
contain incentives for the proper management of the environment and were
best describedas negative9.Since 1990 however, policies and other measures
have been instituted that are likely to enhance proper management of the
10
environment. Economicpolicies have been formulated for the mining 'sector
6 For a detailed specificationsfor nationalisingsustainabledevelopment,see Agenda 21(supra
chapter 2, p. 43, n.13) Chapter8
7UN/CSD-"Industry and SustainableDevelopmentMeeting" In EPL28/2'1998, p. 61 (citing UN
SecretaryGeneralsReportE/CN.17/1998/4and Adds.1-3)

8 Handl has argued that a nation's failure to follow sustainable development policies Imposes
`value deprivations' on members of the present generation; (Hand) G. "Environmental Security
and Global Change: The Challenge to International Law" (1990) In 1 Yearbook of International
Environmental Law 3. Note also French D., (supra chapter 1, p. 30, n. 59) p. 56; suggesting that
sustainability relies on the organisational ability of the state to manage change, and to promote
a particular vision of public policy
9 Sierra Leone: National EnvironmentalAct/on Plan (NEAP/SL) Vol. 1,1995, MLHCPE,p. 10.
10Ibid
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and various other sectors that are usually impacted by mining activities, such
policiesgenerallyrecognisingenvironmentalobjectivesand responsibilities.
(i)

`Environment'

in Mining Policy

The 1990s mining policies were very general in their environmentalobjectives
aiming among other things to ensure that adverse social and environmental
impactsof existing mineral activities are minimised."The recently adopted'Core
MineralPolicy'12is an improvementon earlier ones in the sensethat it does not
only integrate economic, social and environmental concerns In minerals
development as broad statement of objectives, but explains the principles
behind those objectives and describesmeasuresby which governmentaims to
institute and enforce them. Generally the environmental commitments in the
CMP deal with four important environments - the legal, social, natural and
development
in these,
the
truly
objectives
of
sustainable
corporate- and
reflect
thereby effectively localisingthem.
In defining the statement of its legal obligation to protect the mining
laws
designed
to provide such
GOSL
all
existing
enforce
environment,
will
develop
'will
it
In
and review existing environmental
addition,
protection.
legislation in particular the law relating to the rehabilitation of abandoned mine
workings';

and ensure that current

rights and agreements made with

exploration mining and investment companies are enforced and protected In
it
Leone.
Above
laws
Sierra
the
all,
will protect the rights of
of
accordance with
citizens, communities, investors according to laws of Sierra Leone and
international law where applicable. On its social objective, which seeks to
development
that
of
and
social
economic
supports
ensure
mineral wealth
mining communities, the GOSL will return some of the mineral wealth to the
communities. It shall further ensure that they are protected where their
livelihood, infrastructures or housing is being affected by mining and will

"Sierra Leone,MiningPolicies
of 1995and 1998,(suprachapter1, p. 27,n.46); seealso2002
Policy(suprachapter5, p. 128,n. 11)
12
MMR: "Core Mineral Policy". September 2003, Freetown (hereinafter CMP); also at
<httl?: //www. minmines-sl.ora/>

gin

develop and enforce measures to reduce social problems in mining
communities.
In respect of its specific environmental commitments, the GOSLIn a historic
statement acknowledgesthat it 'has the duty of care to protect the environment
in the national interest' and aims to institute and enforce measuresto protect
the environment,minimiseand mitigate the adverseimpact of mining on health
duty
further
To
this
two
enhance
of
care,
and environment of communities.
important commitmentsare made regarding the promotion of institutional and
13
institutional
its
On
responsibility, the government
corporate responsibility.
undertakesto:
(a) Monitor the duration of mining and environmental licencesand ensure
that they are concurrent; and will improve, monitor and enforce laws
relating to closure,reclamationand rehabilitationof mines.
(b) Promote use of process methods that will reduce environmental
impacts; and will improve public knowledge on the environmental
consequencesof mining including processingmethodsused at present.
(c) Review the requirements for the preparation and monitoring of
for
develop
in
EIA;
the
methods
and
will
conditions
and
procedures
14
in
EIA.
enforcementof environmentalconditions approved
In respect of corporate responsibility, the government aims to encourage
medium and large-scale miners to operate in safe and environmentally
responsiblemanner in accordancewith approved EMP,and will strive to effect
the following: (a) Encourage industrial mining companies to be responsible cooperate
citizens, by investing in the developmentof communitiesin which they
live.'s
13 Note that institutional and corporate responsibility identifies as fundamental ingredients for
implementing sustainable development at the domestic level. (See supra chapter 2, pp. 70,73
&74)

14The objective is to ensurethat such methodsclearly state any exemptionsfrom EIA reporting
requirements.
is Such commitmentswill generally relate to developing and maintaining infrastructure that
benefits local communities, support for healthcare facilities, dispensaries and HIV/AIDS
programmesin areasin which they operate.
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(b) Reviewand make recommendationson chargesmade to cover the cost
of environmental compensation and rehabilitation of former mine
(artisanal, small/scale and industrial) workings.

(c) Ensure all mining companies contribute to agricultural development
funds and encouragethem to institute welfare benefits to participants
and victims of mining.
And in respect of petroleum mining, exploration and production, the
international
implement
standards and codes of
and
government will adopt
16
Industry.
the
(including
practice
environmentalones) within
One can safely concludefrom the forgoing summary,that the prevailingmining
policy does recognise environmental concerns as part of the challenge of
achieving sustainable economic development through mining. Such Policy
acknowledgements localise the integration principle as a basis for any
it
development,
in
that
the
implementation
sense
sustainable
of
constructive
generally supports mining that is ecologically,socially as well as economically
sustainable.It also representsas policy restatementof the relevant principlesof
legal
identified
in
development
national
requirements,and
already
sustainable
for
localising
WCED
fundamental
fulfills
of
recommendation
a
effectively
"
development
as a national strategy.
sustainable
(ii)

Environmental

Policies

Achieving sustainable environmentally sound development would need a
national environmental policy that is built on existing precautionaryprinciple.
This is deemed a prerequisite, especiallyif such policy must carry out its far'$
into
other areas.
reachingtask of integrating environmentalobjectives
16GOSL: The Energy Policy for Siena Leone (Draft), MEP, UNECAsponsored study undertaken
by Cemmats Group Ltd) May, 2004, p. 54 (hereinafter Energy Policy). Note that Policy
commitment to adoption of international environmental standards and practices Is an attribute
of localising sustainability objectives, through national implementation. (supra chapter 2, p. 66,
n. 127)
17It recommends that sectoral ministries must assume responsibility for preventing
environmental damage caused by their policies and be made accountable for ensuring
environmentally sustainable economic activities; see WCED (supra n. 5) pp. 39 &314.
18GCEAReport: "In pursuit of Sustainable Environmentally Sound Development" In EPL, vol. 25/3
1995 p.92
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Sierra Leonecan boast of a NationalEnvironmentalPolicy(NEP),19with its goal
stated as a desire'to achievesustainabledevelopmentin Sierra Leonethrough
20
sound environmental management'. The term is not defined other than
stating it as an outcome of a process that is attainable through sound
2'
environmental management. But its precautionary underpinning cannot be
missed and is portrayed as a necessary component in a catalogue of
22
environmentalmanagementobjectives. Also, the environmentalpolicy goal In
relation to the mining sector is to ensure that prospecting,exploration, mining
and processing of mineral resources on land and water proceed in an
environmentallysound manner; ensuring among other things the restoration of
land and vegetation, the prudent exploitation of all mineral resourcesand the
3
treatment
prevention, control and
of pollution.
These statements of general and specific objectives are in my view,
representative of the principles that this work considered relevant for
sustainable mineral development activities, and which are made tangible
objectives of national endeavour. Other aspects of national policy concerning
resource management and environmental protection with implications for
24
from
be
EPA,
the
the NEAP/SL25
mining operations can
sourced
and the
Constitutionof Sierra Leone.26

19"N EP" in NEAP/SLVol. 1 (supra n. 9) p. 36
20Ibid. Note that this perspective represents the instrumental and process-based Interpretation
of sustainable development canvassed in this thesis, as to both its meaning and legal character.
(See: - Gaines, Lindner, Weeramantry (supra chapter 2, p.49, n.45-47); see also De Sadeleer,
Higgins, Fitzmaurice, and Lowe (supra chapter 2, pp. 57-58, ns. 79-84) respectively.
21Ibid.

u These objectivesinclude: efforts to securea quality of environmentadequatefor the health
and well-being of Sierra Leoneans;conservationand sustainableuse of the environmentand
natural resources for benefit of present and future generations; to restore, maintain and
enhancethe ecosystemsand ecologicalprocesses;to raise public awarenesson environment
and development issues and to encourage individual and community participation In
environmentalimprovementefforts (NEP(supra n. 19) p. 36.)
2' NEAP/SL(supra n.9) chapter 5, pp. 62-64
24 EPA (supra chapter 6, p. 171, n. 3); the pertinent Issues relating to the localisationof
sustainabilityobjectivesunder the act have been addressedunder EIA procedure,licensingand
monitoringrequirements(see pp. 171-183)
25NEAP/SL
(supra n. 9); It containsdetailed analysisof the country's environmentaltrend and
impact from various economic activities, Including specific policies on sectors like; water
resources;forestry and wildlife; biological diversity, and so on. Note that the formulation of
national sustainabledevelopmentstrategiesand action plans is recommendedas the first step
In Its domesticImplementation;(see supra chapter 2, p. 67)
26The Constitutionof SierraLeone,1991,Act No. 6 of 1991 (the Constitution)
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(iii)

The Constitution and Sustainability

Constitutionalsafeguardshave been deemed necessaryIn terms of fulfilling the
domestic policy function of sustainable development, In order to realise the
27
Iaw.
International
intergenerational
The
intra
equity under
principle of
and
Constitution of Sierra Leone does not make direct or explicit referenceto the
concept of sustainable development or `protection of the environment for
28
future
generations, as an objective of the states economic or
present and
29
social policy.
However,some social and environmentalobjectives can be discernedfrom the
provisions as an exception to the guarantees of fundamental rights and
freedom. For instanceany person may be restrained by authority of any law in
the interest of 'public health or conservation of natural resources, such as
minerals, marine, forest and other resources of sierra Leone', or for the
30
land
Sierra
by
in
Leone
or other property
any person of
acquisition or use
The constitution thus places limitations on private property holders in the
interest of the conservation of natural resources. In effect, persons may be
deprivedof protection of property or any interest in or right over land (including
mining rights in this case), for the purposesof 'work of soil conservationor the
31.
conservationof other natural resources; ..or improvementwhich the owner or
occupier of land has been required and has without reasonable or lawful
32
failed
to carryout'.
excusesrefusedor
27ILA, 66thConference1994, (BuenosAries), 1994, p.133

28 Most National Constitutions today reflect this trend; for examples, see Weiss E.B (supra
chapter 3, p. 85, n.40)

29TheConstitution(supra n. 26); its economicobjective is to'harness all the natural resources
of they nation to promote national prosperity, and an efficient, dynamic, and self-reliant
economy'; it's social policy proposesto recognise, maintain and enhancethe sanctity of the
human personsand humandignity. (Sees. 7(a) and 8(b) respectively).
30Ibid chapter 18(3)(a) &(b); (see chapter 18(4) &(5) for the processesgiving effect to the
provision).
1Ibid Note the observationthat localisingsustainabledevelopmentcould raise questionsof the
limits of private property, particularlyin terms of what governmentscan do to restrict or allow
the use of resources;(see Boer B., (supra chapter 2, p.66, n. 130)

32lbid s. 21(2) (h)(i) & (ii). Note that these provisions are justiceable and the Supreme Court
has original jurisdiction to determine any of these Issues without prejudice to any other action
with respect to the same matter which is lawfully available to that person, and may Issue orders
for the purpose of enforcing, or securing the enforcement of any of the provisions (s.
28(1)&(2))
71A

Of immediate relevance,these provisionscould be used to forge conservation
objectives, rational allocation of land uses, management of protected areas,
and enforcementof land rehabilitationor treatment of pollution obligations.In
effect, while the country still remains to include unequivocaladmissionsof its
commitment to sustainable development in constitutional terms, the cited
referencescould at least form a basis for interpreting and adapting objectives
of the concept in impressing environmental concerns in mining at both
administrative and judicial levels. As has been suggested, constitutional
provisions could be implemented to enhance mining sustainability either by
application of the general environmental law applicable to every productive
activity ('central approach) or by the enactment of specific sectoral provisions
('sectoral approach').33Thus, being the supreme authority of the land, these
constitutional provisionscan be used both as a 'shield and sword' In promoting
and enforcing social and environmentalgoals In mining.
(iv)

Commitments
Environmental
Policy
Sectoral
Other
ý

There are also various sectoralpolicy commitmentsto environmentalobjectives.
For example, Developmentpolicy seeks to ensure sustainableexploitation and
effective utilisation of environmentaland natural resources,while maintaininga
healthy environment (SL Vision 2025).34 The forestry objective is stated as
including protection of flora and fauna, forest and wildlife conservation,
including biodiversity action plan, 35while the health policy emphasisesa clean
environment for all Sierra Leoneansthrough actions against `environmental
Pollution'.36 Planning policy recognises the need for plans to forge land
37
distribution and the responsibilityto enforce planning through court actions.
33 Bastida E.; "Integrating Sustainability Into Mining Law: The Experience of Some Latin
American Countries" in International Law and Sustainable Deve%pmen4 Schrijver & Weiss
(eds.) 2004, Koninklijke Brill NV., The Netherlands p.589. Note also that that this Is made
possible through the flexible legal character of the concept which allows its true content to be
sourced from any context In which its objectives are applied (see supra Chapter 2 p.41, n. 85)
'Final Report on Poverty and the Environment (Environmental Contribution to the PRSP of
Sierra Leone) MDEP, Bomah & Bassir; Freetown, April, 2004 p. 114 (hereinafter PRSP
Environmental Report)
35"Assignment Of Responsibilities to Ministers" in The Sierra Leone Gazette Vol. CXXXIII, No.47
of 30thJuly, 2002;
36Ibid.
37Ibid.
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Water policy recognisesthe need for water supply on a `sustainablebasis' and
38
for
`protection
the responsibility
and managementof water resources'
The forgoing reflects a general recognition of environmentalobjectives as part
of sectoral responsibilitiesas a national endeavour. It also represents the
advocatedintegrative approachto the extent that environmentalprotection and
resourcemanagementgoals are made the businessof other sectors.The effect
is that these policy commitments help to interpret and emphasisethe various
discussed,
laws
in
identified
the
and
agreements
already
concept
elements of
In
to
take
these
appropriate
action
protection
reason
sectorswith
and provides
of the mining environment.
7: 2: 2 Ensuring Progressive Implementations

of Policy and Legal

Objectives of Sustainable Development
So far, - the policy reviews and legal evaluations have generally represented
sustainable development beyond an ideological concept to instruments that
advance the integration of environment and development. But sustainable
development also requires measurable outcomes of implementation of the
discourse
is
legal
to
this,
the
subsequent
and
objectives
various policy and
devoted. The findings should also reflect the extent of implementationof the
legal requirementsof the objectivesof sustainabilityalready discussedIn earlier
39
chapters.
7: 2: 3 Measurable Outcomes
From a practical appreciation,the broader objectives of the above mentioned
In
hand,
identified
the
sustainability
objectives
and
one
policy commitmentson
decisionbeing
in
implemented
in
legislations,
some
measure
are
selected
38Ibid. (see also EnergyPolicy(supra n. 16) p.42. In respectof marine resource,activitieswill
be undertakingIn furtheranceof marineenvironmentalprotection.

3' Part of findings of this review was achieved through Individual interviews held with the policy
and decision-makers of the departments of the Mines, Environment, Forestry, Planning and
Health (environmental health Unit), mineral right holders, Paramount Chiefs and other Interest
groups including NGO representatives. Note also that some of the Interviewees wished to
remain anonymous, and this will be indicated where necessary.
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making processesrelating to mining operations. Foremost, it was uncovered
that in practice, some mining companies assume some EIA, responsibility,
warranted in most cases not out of compliance with legal requirements, but
rather by the vastnessof projects, social sensitivity and above all, a desire on
the part of companiesto get the environmental certificate in compliancewith
4°
In such cases,the decision-makingbody has in
demands.
international
other
keepingwith the precautionaryand inter-generationalprinciples,consideredthe
extent of impact that those projects will have on ecological integrity in
environmental statements. Measures to minimise or avoid environmental
impactshave also been documentedin few cases.
Also, where the above circumstances exist, companies bear the costs of
employing environmental consultants, undertake research and prepare own ES
in keeping with the polluter-pays objective. 1 Similarly, monies are paid by
CDF
funds
into
of
and
categories
specified
miners and companies
-,
-ADF
including rehabilitation and monitoring fees, as required under the Minerals and
2
is
Also
NEF,
legislations,
the
set
up
and
agreements.
environmental policies,
3
However, there is no
including
fulfill
to
social ones.
specific objectives
insurance fund

or

scheme maintained

by

developers,

specifically for

environmental damage; or the regulations requiring them pursuant to the
EPA44

About 40 per cent of KHLprofits - in the form of corporationtax ($200,000 per
annum), annual surface rent (of $25 per acre), royaltiestotaling five per cent of
diamond sales and four per cent of preciousmetal sales- ultimately go to the
40Sellu A., (DoE), MLHCPE,Freetown; Only few industrial mining companiessubmit to EIA
procedure; a small portion of small scale mining companies have submitted a preliminary
environmentalreport
41SRLhad its ESIAReportpreparedby Knight-PiesoldConsultantspursuantto SRAand Sysmin
(supra chapter 5, p.152, n.52) (see "Sierra Rutile Environmentaland Social Assessmentat<
SierraRutileLtd.
http: //www. kniahtpiesold.
com/downloads/pdf/MineEnviro
qdf ;
KHL also engagedservicesof CemmatsConsultantsto undertake an EIA study on Its behalf,
pursuantto the KPML(supra chapter 5, p.157, ns. 77 & 78). See also CemmatsConsultantsat,
cemmats(asierratel.
si

42See supra chapter 5, (Part A) pp. 143-144, ns. 12 & 16; and (Part B) p. 155 ns. 64 & 65; and
see CMP, (supra n. 12) above.

43This fund is under the budgetarycontrol of the MoMand MLHCPErespectively.
44EPA(suprachapter6, p.182, n. 58)
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state45to address intragenerationalequity concerns. Further revealed Is the
practice of deducting a portion of the government's three percent diamond
export tax that is being put Into a DACDF, earmarked for small-scale
development in diamond communities46 The practice is however not applied
uniformly to all diamond exports. Some major mining companies exempt
7
from
themselves
making such payments. There Is also evidence of
employmentof locals in mining activities, symbolisingan aspect of social ethos
8
intraof the
generationalprinciple. Some form of environmentalmanagement
is promoted through the issue of permits and licensesfor dredging lakes and
49
other river uses, and contracts are being awarded for the rehabilitation of
50
mined out areas. These efforts signify aspects of implementation of the
principleof `sustainableutilisation' or `wise use' of natural resourcesIn mining.
At another level, the provisions concerning conservationof nature and forest
protection are being implementedmainly over areas designatedfor protection.
Conservationis effected through the managementof protected areas where insitu conservationtakes place. It was emphasisedthat these efforts are never
but
by
always remain strict reservesin protected
over-ridden mining pressures,
51
areas The regulatory mechanismof licencesand permits are also enforcedto
forge the objectives of sustainable use. Mining could be allowed, subject to
requisite environmentalconditionsthat are suitable for the type of land use to
be made in a protected forest52 This is ensuredthrough consultationsbetween

45PAC& NMJMSerra LeoneDiamondAnnual Review,2005 - (Diamondsand HumanSecurity
Project,) Gberie,Ahmimed & Smillie(Eds.) February,2005
46Leahy S., "Sierra Leone: Global Aid Needed to Make Diamond Trade Sparkle"
htta: //Ipsnews.net/interna.asp?idnews=22946This fund is said to have nearly totalled 800,000
dollars(USD)
47AnOfficialfrom the GGDO,Freetown;Note that this claim In respectof KHLhas beenjustified
by a company representative,in reliance on a lause In KPML,exempting It from further
liabilitiesin respectof the environmentother than those stipulated In KPML;(Seesupra chapter
5, p.159, n.87ff for the relevantlause and critic on it).
48KHL Is noted as having reasonablywell-paid staff of about 400, mainly comprisingof Sierra
Leoneans (see PAC& NMJM(supra n. 45)
49Kamara
O.B. (DDoM)MoM,Freetown;ElanH.; representativeof MagnaEgoliMiningCompany
50PRSP
EnvironmentalReport(supra n.34) p.30
51Garrett K., (AssistantConservatorof Forests)MAFFS,Freetown
52Ibid Note that these efforts are, to some extent In line with WCPA'best practice' standardIn
respect of mining in protected areas. (See IUCN/WCPA'Position Statement on Mining in
protectedAreas' and 'IUCN Guidelinesfor ProtectedArea ManagementCategorles'-(inrespect
of the management of Strict Nature Reserves; Natural Parks, National Monuments,
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the Forestrydivision,the departmentof Surveysand Lands, and the ED.53Also,
there are several on-going natural resource managementprojects and several
more have been proposed, but most of these are directed towards policyoriented studies.
7: 2: 4 Some General Policy, Decision-Making

and Sectoral Concerns

In spite of the efforts acknowledgedin the forgoing discourse,severalproblems
still remain which need to be addressed in order to ensure efficient
implementation of law and policy Including decision-making processesthat
would promote sustainablemining. Firstly, despite the integration of social and
environmental protection objectives in the NEP, the policy is regrettable not
incorporated as a substantive part of the EPA. Its Incorporation into an act
direct
legal
for
implementation
have
guidance
or
coercion,
a
served
as
would
and enforcementof sustainabilityobjectives while coordinatingthe activities of
all environmental sectors, including mining. Also there is no law, policy or a
system of national environmentalaccounting,as part of the national accounting
indicators, such as would include the trend of natural resource depletion, the
environment and social effects of mineral resource developments. These
together could secure constructiveand proper implementationof sectoral laws
that have significancefor controlling environmentallyadverse consequencesof
mining, through conservation,forest management,planning, water security and
public health.
The second problem relates to the lack of definition of 'sustainable
development'in all the legal and policy prescripts analysedin this work. This
(supra chapter 4,
Habitat/SpeciesProtectedarea; Protectedlandscape/seascape/conservation)
121, n.20)

Garnett, ibid. For some orders reserving forests see-: The Forestry Amendment Order 1981
and the Forest Reserve Orders Cap 189; P.N No. 25 of 1982 - (also of The Forestry Act Cap
189); P.N No. 26 of 1982 - (Gafele Forest Reserve Order); P.N No. 26 of 1982 (Woa forest
reserves) Order (Kenema district); P.N No. 27 of 1982 (Tajayel Forest Reserve) Order (Kenema
district); P.N No. 28 of 1982 (Mansayel Forest Reserve) Order - (Kono District). These orders
categorically specify that mining is not a `beneficial use' permitted thereon; P.N No. 148 of 1961
allows for temporary buildings to be set up by Mines monitors In Forest Reserves pursuant to
Rule 12 (a) of the Alluvial Diamond Mining Rules 1956; but all such buildings must be destroyed
when use of them is ceased.
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lack of explicit referenceleavesdecision-makersconfusedas to its true content.
During interview with officials of both the mines and environmental
departments,each placedemphasison particular componentsof the conceptas
54
their
reflecting
respectivemandates, though all connectedit directly with EIA.
While it might not be prudent to suggest a strict definition of the concept,there
is need to restate its objectives (probably in constitutionalterms), bringing out
the inter-linkagesbetween,environmentand development.
There is clear appreciation of the EIA process as reflective of sustainability
considerations. But according to the DoE, these considerationswill only be
55
'that
find
to
their
to
applied mining applications
way
us'. The Insinuation is
that MoMhas responsibilityto refer all mining applicationsto the ED for the EIA
process,but is not always doing so. While government might be committed to
the objective of considering environmental impact of mining activities before
making a decision on project Implementation,and has localisedthis objective
by legal and institutional arrangements evidence in the EIA procedure, the
process remains to be implemented systematically. It seems to have been
reducedmainly to the productionof EIA plans and statementsby applicants.
Also, mining policy, laws and agreementscontain provisionsfor environmental
management and rehabilitation of mined out areas. But the process of
reclamation and rehabilitation of mined out land is said to be very slow and
unsystematic. Reportedly,funds collected by the GOSLfor reclamation have
not been used to encourageresponsibleenvironmentalmanagementespecially
56
diamond
of artisanal
mining areas. Persistent social problems still plague
mineral development activities, attributable to the fact that the respective
capacitiesof MoMand ED in regulating mining-relatedsocial issuesare not well
defined. It appearsthat the responsibilityof the ED to consider social aspects
ends with the granting of a 'valid' or 'EIA' licenses.Socialdisputesarising from
54The ED official emphasisedstrictly environmental concerns, while Mines official stressed
economiccomponentsof the concept.
ssSelluA., (supra n.40)
56The MoM has only recently started contracting for reclamation of an extremely
contentious
mining site In central Koidu- the `Kaisambo site' (see Peace Diamond Alliance: (funded by
USAID/ PDA)"The problem to be addressed" at < httpJ/www. peacediamonds.org/>
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mining operations are raised with the MoM, which approves project
implementation, though the ED still retains responsibility to monitor the
environmental soundness of such projects. It is also common practice for
personsaffected by mining operationsto make representationto the DoM. Not
only is the legal basis for such representationsunclear, there is no mechanism
in place for addressingsuch complaints. However, mines officials are known to
hold meetings at the local level to discuss environmental and social issues
arising from mining disputes but with limited achievementsIn particular cases,
due to lack of information, co-ordination and chiefly, `unfounded'suspicionsof
S7
government-company collusion. This uncertainty poses difficulty for the
effective implementationof social sustainabilityobjectives in mining.
In the realm of planning, there is widespreadconcern over the continued lack
of land use plans to guide or regulate resource use and exploitation in the
58
entire country. Accordingto the Director of Planning,the practical application
of the planning legislation has little implication for effects of mining on the
environment.One reasonproffered for this anomalyis that planningis not done
accordingto either 'scales of planning' or 'planning schemes'with detail plans
for developmentcontrol; this makes the direction of planning'more attitudinal
than legal'.59 Thus, Implementationof the planning legislation such as would
control mining accordingto the principlesof sustainabledevelopmentIdentified
under the TCPA,can at best be describedas nil. There is need for reorientation
to developmentplanning,pursuantto legislation.
Another area of inefficiency relates to the implementation of the water
regulations for sustainable utilisation in mining. The responsibilityto provide,
supervise, conserve and manage water resources (including control of water
quality) is spread among the DWRD, the GVWC, and SALWACO.The
institutional framework has been describedas weak and structurally inadequate

57Wurie(DOM)MOM,Freetown; Note that in most cases mining leasesare premised on the
compulsory acquisition of land and upon pre-determined compensationbefore operations
commence;(see suprachapter 5, pp.146, n.24).
58PRSPEnvironmental Report (supra n. 34) p. 6
59Johnson M. A.O. (Director of Country Planning) MLHCPE,Freetown, Sierra Leone
ýýý

for effective sector managementof water resourcesin Sierra Leone60 In fact,
there is no unifying code of practice and standards as each agency set their
1
to
their
own standardsand policy satisfy
needs. It appears that the mining
sector has never been fully incorporatedinto overall water resourcesplanning
despite its water-basedmethod of extraction. Earlier critics blame the situation
on the fact that most of the countries water policy and legislation evolved
around the mining industry, with mining agreements according companies
wide-ranging rights to consume as much water needed for their operations,
includingrights over rivers, streamsand swampsin their leasearea.62 Effective
localisation of the principle of sustainable utilisation would require a national
regulatory authority and standard for rational management of all water
resources. This will ensure that water resources in mining operations are
exploitedwithin the model of natural resourcevaluation and pricing.
Forest protection and conservation objectives were identified in mining and
sectoral policies and laws, includingthe constitution of Sierra Leone; and were
represented as having the propensity to direct intra, and intergenerational
equity in mining principally, through the constitution of reserves and parks.
However, as at time of writing, only one of the various reserves has been
63
'proposed'
or notified This situation cannot
gazetted, while many remain as
be divorcedfrom a recent observation,suggestingthat the implementingsector
lacks coherent strategies and well-coordinated policies for creation and
6'
management of nature and wildlife. The policy objectives and legal
requirementswill only be met if the pertinent decisionsto constitute reserves
are taken, and are followed through by clearly defined managementstrategy
that is enforced indiscriminately.

60MDEP/SL:"Draft Water SectorReviewfor the PRSP,May, 2004 p.2 (hereinafterWater Sector
Review)also at htto://www.daco-sl.org/eýclo
ia2004/
61Ibid
62Akiwumi F. A., "Roots of Conflict: water, world View and sustainabilityIn a West African
Environment at <hltp: //www. ucowr.slu.edu/proc/W4D.Wf>. Note that even today,
compensations(monetary) and provision of alternative water supply (wells) are relied on in
areements for regulatingwater usesby mining companies
6? CCSL; Wild Life
and Nature Reservesin Sierra Leone (GTZ funded) 1993, Freetown.The
'Tiwal Island' is gazettedas a communityreservefor protectionof flora and fauna.
64PRSPEnvironmental Report (supra n. 34) p.41
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Similarly, the public health policy and regulation still remains to be utilised in
regulating mining operations,especiallyin relation to pollution control. There is
considerableattention paid by health officials towards curative strategy, without
addressingthe cause of the mosquito-infestedmining ponds. Also, concerns
with blame shifting on mines officials for not enforcing rehabilitation and
reclamationprovisionsseem to overshadowthe obligation to enforce statutory
nuisances.A refocus of strategy is strongly recommended,coupled with the
need to educate the public on their collective and integrated responsibilityto
use the PHAfor controlling mine pollution.
Finally, localising sustainabledevelopment requires funding for implementing
the several legal and policy goals aimed at promoting sustainablemining. There
is evidence of donor and agency support for the preparation of the NEAP/SL
65
desertification
Also, donor funds and
National
Plan
Action
to
the
combat
and
GOSL budgetary support has been allocated to hosting various sectoral
66
issues.
However,there Is
include
mining and environmental
workshops,which
hardly.any support either for implementationof recommendationsfrom these
workshops, ' proposed environmental projects, or for enhancing institutional
capacity whether by expertise, logistics or necessary technology for
67
face
In
of mining.
environmentalmanagement
7: 2: 5 Facilitating Participation of Interest Groups
Another important aspect in ensuring progressive implementations of Sierra
Leone's law and policy objectives in context of mining and sustainable
65NEAPwas funded by GEF,through the enablingactivities Programme,which was established
specificallyto providefunding for NationalBiodiversityStrategiesand Action plans (NBSAP)and
National Reports under the CBD. See the Biodiversity support Programme at <
http: //www. undp.org/bpsp> and also htW://www. aefweb.ora. The UNCCDSecretariatfunded
the preparationof the report on the desertificationaction plan.

66Sellu (supra n.40); other efforts Include support from the World Bank, UNDP, DFID, and
USAID/OTI. For Instance, DFID Is providing expert advice to the government on the
management of its diamond resources and has been working with the government to develop a
diamond sector strategy that includes establishing an appropriate legal and regulatory
framework and strengthening the capacity of relevant government departments and supporting
NGOs. Also, convention Institutions like Ramsar have been known to fund wetlands
Leone
Wetlands
Sierra
Day
2002
Celebration,
activities. (see
at
http: //www. ramsar.ora/wwd2002 rpt sierraleonei. htm
67 A senior Environmental Officer remarked on the lack of donor support for several projects
drawn up by the ED.
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'Co

development relates to the facilitation of stakeholder participation in the
decision-makingprocess, benefits-sharingand ensuring transparency In their
outcome. The concept of `participants'have been defined Inter al/a, as 'those
who have the responsibilityfor, depend on, live within, or otherwise care for
(8
.
living
life
the variety of
and
resources This definition accords with the
broadly established participatory categories, amongst which are sectoral
72
70
71
69
NGOs,
local
and corporate entities. These
communities,
administrations,
stated categories have been deemed important for implementation of
sustainabledevelopmentobjectives,and therefore mark a perfect boundaryfor
assessingthe participationof Interest groups In environmentand mining Issues
in practice.
(i)

Sectoral Administrations

The laws and policies of various sectors including mining, recognise
sustainabilityobjectives especiallythe responsibilityto take actions to protect
the environment. Apart from other implementation efforts and concerns
describedabove, the commonevidenceof sectoral participation relates to their
consultative role in the EIA process, membership and participation on
73
environmental and/or mining committees, and organlslng workshops to
74
encourage dialogue on strategic environmental and social policy objectives.
These representationswould influence policy and decision-makingat various
levels. However, less use is made of the precautionary elements, such as
have
Sectors
to
information,
and
coordination.
co-operation
exchange of
employ these precautionary measures in an integrated manner, and upon a
well-structuredframework of coordinativesequences.
68HerkenrathP., (citing miller and Lanou)"The Implementationof the Conventionon Biological
Diversity-ANon-GovernmentalPerspectiveTen YearsOn" In Rene/11(1) 2002 p.35
69WCED(see supra chapter 2, p. 66, n. 128)

70Rio Declaration(supra chapter 2 p.43, n. 12) Principle22; Other identified groups Include
women,youth and indigenouspeople,are addressedas part of local communities;(Principles20
& 21)
71WECD(suprachapter 2, p.67 n.131)
72See Johannesburg Declaration & POI (supra chapter 2, p. 64 n. 111)
73The DoE is a member of the MAB (see supra chapter 5, p. 148, n.34)
74 Such objectives include the minimisation and mitigation of the adverse impact of mining
operations on health, communities and the environment; see Report of Workshop on Policy
Support Planning for Mining Sector held on January 28th and 29th, 2004, MoM, Freetown, and
(PSPMSReport).
77d

(ii)
4

Local Communities

The extent of community participation in mining decision-making process in
practice is not clear. The pertinent requirements for public participation relate
the EIA procedure,75the benefits that must accrue them from mining principally
71
funds
On the
through the setting up of various
and
compensation.
,
implementation of the access to information and participation components of
sustainable development, the public's participation is solicited mainly through
from
designed
(news-paper
to
attract
response
are
and radio), which
adverts
interested groups, including local communities. However, none of the solicited
responses so far, revealed by EIA records of the ED, were from representations
of local communities in mining areas. One implementing official, remarked that
the public are not usually interested, and do not respond to adverts. According
to him, those who manage to send comments will have their comments
"
dialogue
lack
instituting
justifies
Whether
the
this
with
constructive
of
noted.
local communities is not certain. What is clear is that such perceptions breed
chaos, instability,

and leave communities

in substantial opposition to

developers. There should be clear procedure and guidelines for public
consultation.

Equallyso, the extent of their actual participation is controversial.For instance,
some form of community participation was allegedly solicited in one case, by
78
behalf
KHL.
But interestingly, at the time when
of
consultants acting on
consultantsmay have been seeking public involvement in the decision-making
process, pre-production construction activities had already begun before the

7SThe NEB has responsibilityto inform the public of environmentalstatements,consult and
solicit their comments thereon; (EPA supra n.24) s.19; EIAP (supra chapter 6, p.171 n.6)
clauses2& 3).
76Seesupra ns. 41
funds
for
of
applicable
evidence
-43
77BahS.A (SeniorEnvironmentalOfficer) MLHCPE,
Youyl Building,Freetown.

78See Cemmats Consultants, (supra n.41) "Notification of the Development of a Diamond Mine
in koidu, Sierra Leone, by Branch Energy 2003. The meetings were held to the Freetown as
F
part of a Public consultation and disclosure process. It included minimal representations from
some ruling houses in the immediate operational township mining areas. The results were
incorporated into the Draft EIA. (Note under the EIAP, Developers could convene public
hearings (see supra chapter 6, p. 177, n. 30)
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79
EIA
Licences
The picture painted of
acquisitionof environmentalapproval or
the EIA process by this order of events is not clear. It will appear that the
companyassumedthe EIA processat best as `a matter of course', neededonly
to validate its operations, but with no real commitment to incorporating the
public'sviews within the outcomeof the seemingconsultativemeetings.
Similarly, in respect of SRL, there is no record in the ED, of when, how, or
where 'public consultation'or the local communities'involvementwere solicited.
Consultants,on behalf of the company, undertook a 'fast track' assessment
81
80
disclosed
findings
World
to
Bank
information
the
the
project, and
were
shop
While the assessmentis stated to have involved some form of environmental
and social impact assessment, including inter alia, 'public consultation
disclosure' the report admits to have relied heavily on 'recall by SRL site
personnel' in some respects and on independent profiling of site conditions,
both of which hardly suggestcommunity involvementat any stage.82It must be
emphasised that an important aspect of the legal character of sustainable
developmentin internationallaw, is 'deliberative processes'(on a case by case
basis), in order to solve today's problemsand achievingsustainableoutcomes.3
Nowhere else is this attribute more useful than In engaging communities In
decision-makingprocessesrelating to mining. Effectivepublic consultationleads
to better community development programs, fewer complaints about projects
84
better
and
sponsor-communityrelationshipgenerally. Recentevents In Sierra
confrontations between local communities, NGO
representatives and KHL, leading to the withholding of MIGA approval of
proposedguaranteesand halting the companiesmining activities, justifies this
Leone

involving

79Ibis} for instance,production sites had been established,pipelines,haul and accessroads,
accommodationand site offices includingwater storagedams had already beenconstructed.
S0See Knight PiesoldConsultants(supra n.41) emphasisadded.
81Ibid. Accordingto the Consultants,their findings were to provide `a gauge for lenders to
assessthe project relative to establishedenvironmentaland socialpoliciesguidelines'.Note that
the relevant SRL/ESIAReport(supra,chapter 5, p.152, n.52) Is akin to an Environmentalplan,
programmeor Statement,which SRLIs obligated to submit to national authorities. But by this
method of publication,it will hardly be accessibleby membersof the local communitiesin the
company'smining area.

szlbid
83See Higgins and Fitzmaurice respectively (supra chapter 2, p. 57, ns. 80-82)

4See CAO"A Reviewof IFCs SafeguardPolicies"January 2003, (CAO Report); available
at
http: //www. ifc.ora/ifcext/pglicyreviewp.74
99a

85
suggestion It also raisesquestionsabout the adequacyof any allegedaccess
to information and community participation in the EIA process, and confirms
the significance and necessity of instituting actual and proper community
dialoguefor sustainabledevelopment.
There is no legal or policy requirement holding officials accountable for
marginalizing whole communities in the decision-making process. Similarly,
there is no constituted right or forum to challenge the refusal of accessto
information or participation. For instance, it took the withholding of MIGA
approval, for official attention and reaction to communities concerns to be
86
considered These rights have yet to be directly and specifically secured
through legislation.Some have relied on the protection of rights clausesin the
87
.
`the
these
participatoryrights against
government But
constitution to enforce
it will be difficult to establishor claim social and environmentalrights under the
88
the
exceptions apply. Recoursecould
applicable provisions where most of
immediately be had to the provisionsunder the EPArelating to cancellationor
modification of licences where it is establishedthat a company has breached
environmentalconditionsor varied its operation substantiallyat the expenseof
89
the environment.
85Aiiegedlythe local communities were not properly or sufficiently informed about the Impact of
mining activities, never made an Input on the EIA and were completely Ignorant of any
agreement made between the company and the GOSL. (See Kamara A., (Research and Legal
People of
Kono" at
Adviser of
NMJM), "Human Rights, Mining and the
<http: //www. minesandcommunities.orci/ >

Other concernsrelate to the Impactsof blasting on communities;Inadequacyof resettlement
action plan for the more than 5000 people affected; and the need for a local grievance
mechanismto resolve outstanding disputes between the community and the company. (See
BIC: USA-"Civil SocietyGroupsin Sierra LeoneVoice ConcernsAbout ProposedMIGA Project"
at <http://www. bicusa.org/>
86One official reactioninvolvedconsultationswith KonoDistrict and Chiefdomauthoritiesof the
affected area, and companyofficialsat the office of the Vice President; (Interview with the Hon.
S.E Berewa,V.P. Republicof Sierra Leone, Freetown,June, 2004.) This 'quasi and bottom up'
consultation aimed at reassuring the MIGA Board and hopefully weaken their resolve. An
agreementwas signed in September2004, between one hundred and twelve property owners
In the 'blast zones'and KHLrepresentativesIn which KHLhad agreed to pay for the relocation
of their houses.(SeePAC& NMJMDiamondAnnual Review(supra n.45)
87KamaraA (supra n.85); relies specificallys. 23 of the constitution (supra n.26), relating to
provision to secure protection of law in the determination of the existenceor extent of civil
rights or obligationsbeforeany court or authority In public.

88 For Instance, in respect of the deprivation of property, mining companies or government can
justify their actions as an incidence of a mining lease (see the Constitution (supra n. 26) s.
21(2)(c))
89 EPA(supra n. 24) s. 26(1)
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However the full legal effect of this provision could only be attained If it Is
establishedfirst, that the EB did issue an `EIA licence' for the relevant project;
whether the legal mandatesin mineral specific laws make such allowancesfor
90
cancellation; and the extent to which individuals (or communities)could use
the provision to force official action to implement the legislation. It will be a
plus on all sides if communitiesin which all forms of mining activitiestake place
are made to have sufficient and constant flow of Information and knowledgeof
mining projects, (before, during and after EIA), Including an Input into the
activities that have so much potential to affect their lives In a positive or
negativeway.
Also, outside participation in the EIA procedure, intra-generational equity
considerationshave not been found forthright In some areas. In respect of
benefits sharing, the ADF and CDF do not appear to have a well-structured
mechanismfor distribution of their respective proceeds.This has affected the
even distribution of benefits amongst inhabitants of particular mining
91
further
for
discord
Reportedly, 'local
communities, creating
scope
social
communities get very little direct benefits from mining revenue earned by
central government', and there is often wide divergence of views and open
conflict between national government and local communities over how such
revenue is shared. Communitiesare often pitched in direct conflict with mining
companies demanding solutions to environmental and development Issues.2
Other pressingissueswarranting special implementationattention relate to the
lack of establishedcriteria and mechanismfor assessmentand distribution of
compensation,including provision of infrastructural and social amenities and
93
developments
Overall, too much emphasisseems to be placed
post-mining
on economic (monetary) benefits as opposed to environmental health and
wealth.

90For instance SRL and KHL agreements provides for arbitration in
case of breach.
91See PSPMSReport (supra n. 74)
92Ibid. Para.5: 5ff
93Ibid. Para.4: 2
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(iii)

NGOs and Other Interest Groups

The call for inclusionof NGOor interest group participation is firmly entrenched
as an objective of sustainable development though the limits of `permitted'
participation or involvement are not certain. Domestic law and policy
acknowledgetheir right of access to development-orientedinformation and,
94
decision-making.
in
Other Identified NGO
participation
environmental
participatory rights relate to environmental management and social issues,95
includingtheir entitlement to judicial and administrativeaccessin so far as they
seek to enforce or ensure the sustainable use of natural resources and the
96
the
protection of
environment. The extent to which NGOsand Groups have
exercisedparticipatory privileges in the various fields in sierra Leone to direct
sustainablemining have been mixed.
Generally, NGOsare increasinglyparticipating in environmentalconcerns both
in a proactive and reactive capacity, acting in most cases as a pressuregroup
on governmentand mining companiesto implement legal and policy objectives
for sustainable mining practices. In the field of access to information, it is
official view that the public advertising of draft EIA statements is enough to
inform any interested NGO,though effort is always made by the ED to address
97
for
In other quarters however questions were
information
specific requests
being raised by NGOsregardingthe inaccessibilityto EIA information, 8 coupled
with proactive campaignsboth national and international, to enforce the right
to availability and accessto information99 Officials however blame the gap in
the systematicimplementationof the accessto information requirementson the
lack of modern information systems,such as websites.100
94See EPA(supra chapter 6, p. 176, n.26) Note that Rio (supra n.70); Principle10 advocates
appropriate accessto information, for 'each Individual'at the 'national level'; and Agenda 21
extendsparticipatoryrights to 'groups' and 'organisations'(see supra chapter 3, p.111, n.172).
95WCED(supra n. 5) pp. 310-319
96Pringand Noe(suprachapter3, p. 110, n.166)
97Sellu(supra nA0)
98NMJD(PressStatement)"The Koidu Kimberlite Project Is Koldu Holdings Ltd. above the
Law?" 11th February,2004at <httl2J/www.minesandcommunities.
htm>
org/Action/press263.
99Seesupra n. 85 above.
100SeUu(supra n.40)
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NGO participation in relation to formulation of policy and decision-makingIn
mining in the country is mainly through their representation on workshops,
101
conferences, and official meetings; and In some cases, even on national
102
Similarly, policies have been influenced through NGO reports
committees.
103
and recommendations. Also NGOs have been Instrumental In bringing
environmental and social mining issues to the public domain through media
105
104
coverageand educationalactivities, and community action groups. Similar
1°6
been
In
has
NGO involvement
environmental management,
notable
also
108
issues;
Conservation107and intra-generational
and recently in conflict
109
local
between
the
people. It should be pointed out
companiesand
mediation
that these referencesare just examplesand Indicationsof areas in which NGO
participation is dominant in relation to mining and sustainabilityissues,and do
not representa limited categoryof participants.
However,the nature and extent of NGOparticipation in mine-related concerns
is not without questions. A common criticism often levied against them, and
"'Sometimes in an organiser capacity; e.g. CHECSIL hosted the workshop and seminar, which
gave birth to the NEAP/SL.

102CSSLis a memberof the NationalwetlandsCommittee(see FofanahA. S., "Proceedingsof A
One-dayInaugural Seminarfor Membersof the NationalWetlandsCommittee- Sierra Leone",
MAFFS,February2002- <hLtp://www. ramsar.orcilmtci sierraleone>

CBAN, another NGO, has membership on the National Biodiversity Project Planning Committee;
(see Prof. Cole N.H.A., "Profile of Community Biodiversity Action Network" (CBAN), Freetown,
Sierra Leone, also at < hap: //www. cbdcprociram.ora/>

103 USAID funded an environmentalreport on artisanal mining and recommendedto GOSL
certain environmentalregulatoryreforms; (see PDA(supra n.56))
104CHECSL,promotes ecology through mass media environmental information; (see PRSP
Environmental Report (supra n. 34) p. 30.

105For instance,the "Talkingdrum', (an NGOoperated RadioStation), airs out mining related
issues; see http://www. usaid.gov/an/sierraleone/sldemocracy/news/031001pda launch/;
Also, the EFA,Is involved in raising awarenesson environmentalissues in communitiesand
//www.efasl.ora.ukt>
schools;see < hhttp:
106EFAreclaimedand rehabilitated20 acresof agriculturalswampland,which was degradedby
diamond mining, and also spearheads community work In conservation (see EFA, at
htm>); also dominant in conservationand
<http: //eaoyeb. easynet.co.uk/efa/cieneral/enfosal.
natural resource protection activities: CSSL, In collaboration with the RSPB,obtained an
agreementwith GOSLfor the protection of 75,000 hectaresof the Gola forest. (See CSSL,at
<hhtp://www. birdlife.net/worldwide/national/sierraleone/index.html>)
107CSSL campaigns for protection of wildlife, parks and sanctuaries through education,
advocacyand research;( CCSL,ib/cf,see also PRSPEnvironmentalReport(supra n.53) p. 30.)
108Such
as caving pressureon GOSLto return some of the mining proceedsback to mining
communities;see PDA(supran. 56)
109Koenen-Grant J., "USAID's PDA Mediates Community Dispute In Kono" March 30,2004 (see
PDA Ibid. ); PDA brought together community representatives and the mining company to
promote greater understanding about the mining process, and to help negotiate a compromise
agreement for those being displaced by the mining.(see supra n. 85 for the related dispute).
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one that is adopted in this casestudy, relates to the lack of transparencyin the
""
1t'
their
agendas, proper governanceand external accountability.
selectionof
The lack of an effective integrated networking and transparency in NGO
operations have allowed for convergence in the mandates of most NGOs
dealing with environmental issues and thus an overlap in functions and
activities. This takes away much needed resourcesfrom other areas. Another
difficulty relatesto the fact that they are often, so concernedwith implementing
their individualmandatesat all cost without considerationto other stakeholders,
112
dialogue.
NGOs have also been
and ' even at the expense of meaningful
known to blur genuine social and environmental issues with political critique.
The notable practice is to engage the mass media for dramatic reporting and
113
biased
inaccurate,
claims.
often exaggerated and politically
publication of
More importantly, it was uncoveredthat credits usually assumedby NGOswere
114
acquiredthrough efforts of civil society organisations.
It must be impressed that sustainability demands dialogue and deliberative
processes as a way forward especially in mining related cases where
environmental, social and economic interests are interlocked. Implementation
process will benefit more, from NGO participation, if environmental NGOs
"demystify', their participation as representing democracy,"' take a more
integrative, co-coordinative and co-operative approach in cognisanceof the
interrelatednessof mining and sustainabledevelopmentgoals.
(iv)

Corporate Entities

The companiesAct presentthree capacitiesin which corporateentities could
110XimenaF., "International Law-makingin the Fieldof Sustainabledevelopment:The Unequal
Competition Between Developmentand Environment" In International Law and Sustainable
Development,Schrijver & Weiss(Eds.), 2004 KoninklijkeBrill NV.,The Netherlands,p.17
111WäldeT.W., "Natural Resourcesand SustainableDevelopment:From "Good Intentions" to
"Good Consequences"in Schrijver& Weiss(Eds.), 2004 (ibid) p.149-50
112KeillieA., (CemmatsConsultant)(supran. 41)
113Forinstance, some NGOsare alleged to have 'fanned' community unrest In Kono mining
areas by 'irresponsiblepress statements and provocative news captions';(see Koenen-Grant
supra n. 109);
14 Representatives
of both the'Grass RootsMovement'and the 'PeaceDiamondAlliance'in
SierraLeone
115Ximena F., (supra n. 110) p. 17
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operate in SierraLeone."e First, companiescan be incorporatedin SierraLeone
under the Act.' 17They can also be incorporated outside Sierra Leone.18 Third,
international companies(principally with foreign investment) can chooseto be
incorporated under the laws of Sierra Leone as limited companies and be
later
defines
This
the major
the
to
category
regulation.
subject
company's
SRL
KHL,
Leone,
in
Sierra
such
as
and
which are
operating
mining companies
119
Sierra
In
first
Instance.
Leone
the
laws
jurisdiction
to
the
of
and
subject
But the legal regime of these companiesis made complex by other International
has
in
involvements
enormous
respects,
and
various
obligations
or
connections,
implications primarily, for determining the scope of their environmental
responsibility and accountability. For instance both companies are essentially
TNEs,120operating in the country on foreign direct investments, and as
121
based
in
or operating other countries.
subsidiariesor affiliates of companies
Also, ushered into their regulation, are interests of foreign lenders or
'
their
including
and
regulations.
policies
respectiveenvironmental
guarantors,
"® The CompaniesAct of SierraLeone,chapter 249 of the Lawsof SierraLeone.
"7Ibid; under ss. 3&4
1e In this case,they must have an establishedplaceof businesswithin that country, and must
deposit the Memorandumand Articles and other instruments of the company (including
informationon their principalofficesabroadand locally)with the registrarof companies.
119See supra chapter 5, pp. 151 &156, ns.45 & 73 respectively.

1Z°Theterm 'TNE' is used here (as opposedto MNCor MNEs)in relation to mining entities and
direct
in
or
otherwise
engaged
sale
or
services,
production,
owning
or
controlling
companies
investmentsinternationally,and includesdomestic firms that export part of their output but Is
not limited to incorporatedbusinessentities based on parent subsidyrelationsalone. For other
categoriesof definition of TNC, MNC,or MNE,see MulinchksyP.T., MultinationalCorporations
and the Law, Blackwell,Oxford 2003 pp12-15.
121SRLis owned by MIL InvestmentsSA basedIn Luxemburg(owned by lean-RaymondBoulle
an Britishnational)and U.S Titaniumof Texas, USA;

Clause 22 of the KPML invokes the multinational character of the company for purposes of
ICSID arbitration. KHL is joint venture ownership by Energem Resources Inc., (a South-African
based company) previously known as Diamond Works), BSG Resources Ltd (Geneva-based and
Limited
Gem
House
Fields
Resources
Trade
Africa
West
by
Steinmetz),
Benny
and
owned
(controlled by John Boulle); and Magma Diamond Resources Limited (Magma) see Energem
28,2004;
Update
October
Division
Mining
Resources
Inc.
<htto: //news surfwax com/worldcities/files/Koidu Sierra Leone.html> Note also that there are
several other companies with International affiliations Involved In mining, prospecting or
diamond
Stock
Exchange
in
Toronto
Involved
Sierra
Leone
the
in
are
exploration activities
prospecting and exploration; Magna Egoli controlled by Fauvilla Ltd. (Israell-based); Africa
Diamond Holdings (Calgary-based); Sierra Leone Diamond (part of Timis Diamond) owned by
De Beers and Rapaport Group etc, - (see PAC-NMJD Diamond Indusby Annual Review Sierra
Leone, 2004( Diamonds and Human Security Project) Gberie, Isaac & Smillie (Eds.) Freetown).
122 Note that SRL obtained $25 (USD) loan from OPIC, an Independent profit-seeking US
Government Agency, that provides loans, guarantees and insurance for US private Investment
in mining projects in developing countries and emerging economies around the world. It has
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But while the term `corporate' generally refers to strict legal personalitiesof
companies,its meaningadoptedfor purposesof `implementation'of sustainable
development,will also Includemining entities which are not Incorporatedunder
the categorisation in the Sierra Leone Companies legislation, though their
respectiveobligationswill vary.'
(iv)(a) Corporate Participation as Responsibility
The concept of participation of corporate entitles generally, (including mining
companies)has gained momentumsince the WSSD,and is commonlyconnoted
124
125
'Corporate
(CR).
defines
What
Responsibility'
Is
the
term
as
not certain.
But suggestionshave been made on the subject, which generally interprets Into
the several challengesfacing the mining industry. For some, it translates Into
the practice of effectively applying sustainable development principles, Into
126
decision-making
of a responsiblecompany. Others
everyday operations and
view it as a 'continuing commitment by businessesto behaveethically...'127CSR
is taken to also extends beyondcompliancewith legal expectationsto investing
stringent environmentalpoliciesand Is required by the United States ForeignAssistanceAct (22
U.S.C. § 231(n)) to perform EIAs on any Programmeor project 'significantly affecting the
environmentof any foreign country'. Where OPICfeels World Bank mining guidelinesmay not
be sufficient, it will consider other standardssuch as Internationalmining Industry standards,
and United States NEPA standards; (<http: //www. opic.ciov>). Also under the Sysmin
agreement,the EuropeanUnion loaned SRL,(technically made in favour of GOSL)and made
applicableto SRLspecifiedWorld BankGuidelines.( see supra, chapter 5, p.151, ns.44 &45)
Similarly,KHLobtained political risk guaranteefrom MICA,the chief Insuranceentity within the
World Bank Group. MIGAgenerallyadopts the IFC's environmentalpoliciesand Guidelinesbut
improvesthe operationalaspectsof it (<httn: //www. miga.org>).
123Note that this hybrid and extended meaninghas been adopted so as to reflect the general
but varying scopeof responsibilitiesof mining entities in sierra Leone,though emphasiswill be
placed at present on the companieswhose mining agreementsand implementationthereof
form subject of this thesis
124The more prevalentterminologythat defines the concept is 'CorporateSocialResponsibility'
(CSR), and in some cases 'Corporate Accountability'. I omit the Inclusion of 'Social' in my
particular reference, so as to avoid any delimiting conception of the varied responsibilities
(including social, economic,environmental,accounting etc.) that defines one way or another
CR.
125Mullerat
R., (OBE)"The Still Vague and Imprecise Notion of CorporateSocialResponsibility"
in International BusinessLawyer,Vol. 32 No 5 October 2004, p.236; Accordingto him 'CSR'is
susceptibleto be portrayed at least in priorities of some of Its aspectsaccordingto Individual
backgroundsand views: as an ethical aspiration;a legal corporateregulation; a market tool; or
a managementrisk instrument.
126Lord Holmes, "Sustainable Development: Most Effective Way to Put Principles Into Practice"
Geneva, 28 July 2004 WBCSD,available at <httl2: //www. wbcsd. ch/pluciins/DocSearch/detalls >
127Renner D., "Mining Companies Are Socially Responsible" Africa News, 14 September 2004
(- Speaking on "CSR and Capacity Building")
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into human capital, the environment and relations with stakeholders.128It has
also been portrayed as a `concept whereby companies voluntarily decide to
respect and -protect the interests of a broad range of stakeholders while
contributing to a cleaner environment and a better society through the active
interaction of all'.129Further, CR has been Identified as a 'duty on companiesto
find sustainable solutions' for their relationship to people, the external
130
environment,and to the economy.
These various perceptionson what entails companyparticipationseem to relate
to two main categoriesof responsibilities-Legal and Voluntary Initiatives (VIs).
The legal responsibilityrepresentsin companiesfulfillment of legal mandatesor
131
compliance with negotiated or voluntary agreements. The Voluntary
responsibility connotes company initiatives and 'industry activity potentially
132
by
legislation
,
including inter a/ia statements
coveringall actions not required
133
industry
incorporation
'best
the
Practice,
of
specific environmentaland
or
of
134
social guidelinesor principles. It will also require the emulation of guidelines

128Bergkamp,Hunton & Williams,(Brussels),"Corporate Governanceand SocialResponsibility:
A New SustainabilityParadigm"in EuropeanEnvironmentalLaw Review, May, 2002, p. 138
(citing CEC/GPon promoting Europeanframeworkfor CSR.)

129Mullerat, (supra n. 125), p. 236
130Thorsen and Oury, "Corporate Social Responsibility and Lawyers" In Human Rights Law,
Newsletter (IBA Section on Legal Practice) No.7 October 2004 p. 10 This model is derived from
the 'triple bottom line' formula -people, planet and profit-, of how businesses can contribute to
sustainable development. (See article for illustration on how solutions for CSR can be
extrapolated from international human-rights values as an International frame of reference).
131MMSD ((supra chapter 2, p., 47 n.33) p. 337 ff
132Walker & Howard; "Finding the Way Forwards: How Voluntary Action Move Mining towards
Sustainable Development" (ERM, IIED WBCSD) London, 2002. Note also that the requirements
of VIs could in some cases, be binding on those who voluntarily subscribe to It; (MMSD (Ibid)
p.349).
133MMSD (ibid)

134On CSRand nationalimplementation,see generally(supra chapter 2, p.70). Someexamples
of Industry specific guidelines of international orientation designed to Improve Industry
performanceinclude: -

ICMM- Sustainable Development Charter'- an International code of conduct for the mining and
metals industry, with 32 management principles covering environmental management, product
stewardship, community responsibility, ethical business practices, and public reporting; UNEP,
series of guidelines relevant to the mining sector: include Monitoring Indusbrial Emissions and
Wastes, Environmental Management of Nickel Piaductlon, and Environmental Aspects of
Selected Non-ferrous Metals Ore Mining; the UN Global Compact (includes Rio Principles on
Environment & Development) and ISO 1400; Berlin II Guidelines (supra, chapter 4, p. 119, n. 12)
(See generally Walker & Howard, supra n. 128). See also 'World Bank Guidelines' which is
directly applicable to SRL, pursuant to its adoption under Sysmin (supra chapter 5, p. 151, n.45)

')'AA

135
'IBP'
for
establishedon
corporate regulation generally. Some writers have,
expressedthe need to strictly distinguishbetween the legal responsibilitiesthat
is binding and enforceable law- `corporate governance', and VIs, which are
136
ethical, voluntary, non-enforceablerules. Others have advocatedcaution and
the desirability for convergence in environmental standards and practice
between the regulated(legal) and unregulated (voluntary) divide.137But as has
been suggested, what is crucial to CR, especially for Implementation of
sustainable development, is the importance of Identifying the limits of what
138
do.
It Is only when such limits are acceptedthat
companiescan reasonably
one can come closer to reasonableexpectationsover their possiblecontribution
to sustainable development.139Implementation of companies', participation
responsibilities,particularly SRLand KHL, will be examined in this case study,
basedon legal requirements,and includingVIs that are assumed.
The, principal legal requirements for mining entities generally includes
human
impacts
the
EIA,
on
natural
of
and
mining
undertaking
minimisation
environment, rehabilitation of mined-out areas, polluter-pays responsibilities
'best
funds,
to
resettlement,
adopting
practice' and
compensations,
relating
international environmental protection standards.140The stated mining policy
135 For example, the OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises fittp: //www. oecd.org/)
These Guidelines are recommendations by governments to MNEs operating In or from the 33
countries that adhere to the Guidelines. Its specific application to enhancing CR in the mining
sector is expressed in provisions relating to: - contributions to economic, social and
environmental progress (II 1); respect for Human Rights (II, 2); refrain from seeking
exemptions not contemplated in statutory framework (II, 5); consult with directly affected
communities (V, 2b); maintain contingency mitigation plans (V 5); ensure occupational health
and safety in operations (IV 4b); behave in competitive manner (I X); and Taxation - contribute
to public finances (X). The guidelines have been analysed as especially relevant for regulating
corporate behaviour in the mining sector. For instance, the reference to the `international legal
and policy framework In which business Is conducted' In the preface of the Guidelines is
interpreted to represent an explicit recognition of the application of overarching supranational
obligations as relevant for corporate conduct. (See Feeney P., "The Relevance of the OECD
Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises the Mining Sector and the Promotion of Sustainable
Development" Oxford January 2002; also at < htt2//www. oecd.ora/dataoecd/>

see also Draft UN Codeof Conductof TransnationalCorporations(1990) UN Doc.E/1990/94of
12 June, 1990
136Mullerat(supra n.125) p.237
137Ewing, Hutt & Petersen"Corporate Environmental Disclosures: Old Complaints, New
Expectations"in BusinessLaw Intemationa/, Vol. 5 No 3, (IBA) September,2004 pp.461-466
Seearticle for an in-depth analysisof the USSarbanes-Oxley
Act designedto regulatecorporate
behaviour.
1 Wälde (supra n. 111) p. 147
139Ibid
140See generally, supra chapter S.
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goals of G0SL141
also impressthese legal objectives including a new emphasis
on promoting and ensuringcorporate responsibility.Companiescould therefore
implementrelated objectivesas legal and/or VIs.
General evidence suggests that companies are meeting their responsibilities
relating to paymentsof fees and developmentfunds, though the same cannot
be said for artisanal miners, probably because of the difficulty to regulate
them.142The government itself is reported to derive little revenue from the
mining industry and the thousandsof men, women and children who get down
'43
find
lead
difficult
life.
Usually,
hands
knees
the
to
their
gems still
a
on
and
compensations are negotiated before commencement of operations, with
enormous amount of government pressure on what is acceptable
144
compensation. Diamondcompaniesparticipate in the Kimberleyprocess,an
international diamond certification scheme, though it does not symbolise a
has
Company
Also,
management.
reaction
not
verification of environmental
been prominent in responsibilityfor managementof the natural environment,
especiallythe systematicreclamationof land as mining progresses,and support
for conservationactivities.145They tend to limit these obligations to monetary
paymentsas opposedto preventativeand protective measures.
In respect of the undertakingof EIA, the determination is not as conclusive.146
Official position is that SRL has proven record of compliance with legal EIA
requirements, in accordancewith `government laws and regulations, and the
147
lending
institutions'.
This conclusionis
international
policiesand guidelinesof
based on the preparation of two consecutiveenvironmental programmes by
148and recently in 2001, an ESIA.'49
SRLfor its mining area in 1990 -the ECDP,
141CMP, (supra n. 12)
142Seesupra ns. 46 and 49; Inspectionof recordsof fees, for dredgingand rehabilitation
143UN Integrated RegionalInformation Networks:"Sierra Leone: DiamondsShine Brighter, But
remain Dull" February24,2005
144A traditional Chief(Kono District)
145 GOSL contractors, civil society organisations and NGOs generally discharge this
responsibility.
146Seecritic in respectof Communityparticipationin EIA; (supra n. 78-85 & 98)
147Kamara,Mansaray& Wright in MiningAnnualReviewSierra Leone-2003

148Creamer & Warner: ECDPfor SRL, Rep. No. 92040, July 1990; see notes 151 &152 below for
criticisms on the implementation of the 1990 ECDP.
149See SRL ESIA, by Knight Piesold Consultants, (supra n. 41)
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It seemsthat the interrelationshipthat must exist between the legal obligation
to prepare environmentaland social programmes (or ES), and that requiring
assessmentor implementation of its contents may have been confused or
'50
officially over-sighted. The implementation aspects of both sets of
programmeshave not overcomescrutiny. In respectof the previousECDP,SRL
had allegedly failed in its responsibilityto rehabilitate and reclaim mined-out
land and had turned arable agricultural lands Into 'lakes and ponds', and had
151
has
been
levied
Similar
local
impacted
accusation
people.
severely
"'
elsewhere.
As regards the recent ESIA, SRL acquired the official EIA Ucense after
internet
(in
the
papers,
resourcesand
report
news
assessment
publication of
library of university institution), as evidence of the public disclosure and
153
however
ED,
There
is
the
of any
no
record
within
consultation process.
by
levied
the
any sector of
against
programme
challenges or comments
government, member of the public or local communities. Also, no public
hearings or consultationswere held on the documents. But upon acquisitionof
for
SRL,
`valid'
to
document
ESIA
license',
'EIA
the
secure
enough
was
official
loans from its international sponsors.154While strict interpretation of the SRA
fulfillment
through
the
EIA
the
the
EPA
the
of
requirements
suggest
would
and
is
it
its
information
the
expectedas
publication,
and
assessment
preparationof
domestic
'compliance
for
CR,
to
with
rules'
on
not
rely
companies
an aspect of
150Note that in relationto mining,these are conjunctiveobligationsunder the MineralsAct and
the EPA,both of which apply.
""'Sierra
Difficulties?"
Round
Mining
Leone:
Another
at
of
<http: //www. wbcsd.ch/plugins/DocSearch/-> Note that visit by the writer, to SRL mining areas
revealed appalling visual effects of lands that had not be rehabilitated.

152NGOsclaimedthat SRLhas violated Bank (IFC, OPIC,the Export-Import Bankand Common
Wealth DevelopmentCooperation)resettlementand environmentalguidelines,by the flooding
of 6,400 acres of land, displacing5300 peopleand dumping 7.4 million tonnes of mining waste
in the local region every month;(Friendsof the Earth (US) Reviewfor Sierra Rutile Um/W, July
html>
20,1997;also at <http"//www. moles.org/ProjectUnderaround/drillbits/970821/97082102.
153SisayJ. (Director of Operations,SRL)Guma Building,LaminaSankohStreet, Freetown.SRL
has only officially recommencedoperationsIn April 2005.
154An official of the NEB contends that the processwas as a matter of course' caving to
government pressureover the economicImportanceof recommencingoperationsof the rutile
mines. The EISA document was only submitted to the ED in the last quarter of 2004, to
authenticateit for the Sysminagreement.(supra chapter 5, p.151, n.44). Note also that the
ESIAwas preparedIn 2001 by a'fast-track' processfor the lendersreaction (supra n. 81)
117

as an excuse for failing to perform at least to standards of home state or
accepted international standards were these exist. They should not exploit
institutional weaknessbut compensatesuch by extra efforts to apply modern
155
`World
Bank Guidelines'156
SRL's
the
adoption
of
standards.
environmental
disclosure
(grassrootsIntelligible
have
Sysmin
actual
necessitated
would
under
of Information) and physical involvement of the public (in the lease area) In
consultativehearings.This will ensure that the ESIAIs not only representedas
In
but
document,
an
agreement
which
also
of
reflective
a one-sidedaspirational
the publics' actual concerns are noted. A representative of the company
however denies that SRL had behaved IrresponsiblyIn the past, or that it will
ignore its environmental obligations 'now', and also promises company strict
15'
to
adherence global environmentalregulations.
The Kimberlite miners have also been on the down side of community
but
failing
In
its
its
EIA,
in
obligations to
of
respect
relationship, not only
had
KHL
human
the
impact
its
environment.
activities on
of
minimise
local
homes
'blasting'
to
of
residents,
close
activities
out
reportedly carried
facilities.
But
finish
the
first
to
taking
construction
of
resettlement
steps
without
accordingto KHLenvironmentalconsultants,the affected peoplewere squatters
In
deliberately
had
thereon
trespassed
lease
KHL
order to
areas, who
on
158
implementation
Such
homes
the
through
of
process
relocation.
acquire new
'continuous
Is
EIA'
Weeramantry's
meant to
concept
of
controversiesare what
159
'best
In
have
However,
KHL
some measure
shown
practice'
may
address.
when it submitted to dialogue and voluntarily agreed to construct additional
homes, and to Include community participation In the planning, layout and
design of the dwellingsyet to be built.160

155Wälde (supra n. 111) p. 147

156Seesupra chapter 5, p.151, n.45
157SisayJ., (supra n. 153)
158CemmatsConsultants(supra n.41)
159Sep. Op. of JudgeWeeramantry(supra chapter3, p. 108, n. 161)
16°Koenen-GrantJ.,(supra n. 111); the homesconstructedby the companyare reported to be
more`superior'to the previousdwellingsof the affected persons.
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Overall, the extent to which companiesadopt 'IBP' In their operationsbefore
and after the scrutiny of environmentalplans and statementsIs not clear. What
is clear is that IBP Is expected to be the hallmark of most International
investment organizations including those that have provided loans and
161
These Organisationshave acknowledged,and
KHL.
SRL
to
guarantees
and
well documented environmental and social guidelines, and possessenough
leverage over companies to promote implementation of CR,162especially In
undertaking ESIA, detailing of plans and programmes on environmental
protection, management measures, resettlement, conservation, public
disclosureand consultationprocessesand so on. Mining Is a specifiedcategory
failing
ESIA,
Institutions
international
these
which assistance
requiring
under
been
integrated
have
factors
be
declined.
Environmental
as part of
could
have
decisions
Bank
World
the
environmental
structure, and
normal work of
its
dialogue
decision-making
of
bearing
international
and
policy
on
real
including
163
Bank
the
fact
In
of
the
rules
partners.
environmental-sustainability
the guidance developedon Mining are now widely recognisedas International
World
the
is
through
Leone's
Sierra
IBP
in
enhanced
also
mining
standards)
Bank's recent funding of a review of all aspects of the mining industry, with
165
Also
laws
frame
legal
and
regulations.
the
mineral
work,
specialemphasison
the Communities and Small-ScaleMining (CASM) secretariat located at the
World Bank, provides technical assistance to PDA, to support various
166
programmaticcosts.
Evenso, proceduresof these international institutions are not beyond scrutiny.
The World Bank for instance, has been criticised for limiting transparencyand
inclusivenessin decision-makingand for 'often [falling] short of [its] own best
161See OPIC and MIGA (supran. 122); note also, the 20 Millioneuros EUloan to SRLunder the
S1
agreement.
2 This work has revealedfor Instancehow much InfluenceMIGAwithholding of Its guarantee
from KHLhad on domesticofficial Implementation(see supra ns. 85 & 86)
163SeegenerallyShihataI. F.i The WorldBank in a ChangingWorld,MartinusNijhoff Publishers
1991..
1991, Boston,Massachusetts,
164Note that most of the guidelines,policies, operational directives, and other publicationsof
the World Bank(includingthe IFC) have been adopted under Sysmin,and is directly applicable
to the regulationof SRL(see supra chapter 5, p.151, n.45)
165See Wright L., "Sierra Leone" in Mining Annual RevIew, 2002, p. 1.

166PDA is a civil societygroup concernedwith implementingthe CDFand reclamationof mined(supra
lands.
(See
PAC-NMJD
n. 45) p.11
out
IVAo

167
[could
deal
'the
Importance
In
a
practice,
of
political
practice guidelines'.
mean] due diligence rushed, corners cut, sponsors hurried and effectiveness
168
Impact
compromised'. These loan financing, guaranteeing and Insuring
and
organisations have in the past, also not done well on post project approval
by
institution
has
been
the
this
though
of the
addressed
recently
monitoring,
169
CAO.
This Improved show of accountabilitycould
IFC's monitoring arm, the
help to influence the practice of companies whose projects they finance or
lending
institutions
if
International
be
it
But,
sustainable
more
will
guarantee.
place equal emphasison company violations of statutory prohibitions as they
doing
impacts.
By
documentation
so, they
and
social
of
environmental
place on
(including
legal
national
requirements
compliance
with
will enhance company
be
development
truly
basis
laws)
the
can
upon
sustainable
which
as
sectoral
localised,and CReffectively implemented,monitored and measured.
A final and important aspect of instilling IBP within CR relates to the extent of
transnational enforcement of environmental law (both national and
international) through national legal systems, especiallyby courts in developed
170
This
is
headquartered.
incorporated
or
are
countries where companies
largely
transnational
the
important
and
multinational
considering
considered
in
the
holding
the
mineral
rights
various
companies
of
nature of most
171
have
been
this
important
Two
advocated
on
areas
of
emphasis
very
country.
for
law
be
transboundary
to
First,
that
allow
should
enabled
national
subject:
litigation
in
interest
justice
to
environmental cases; and
public
and
access
by
foreign
be
to
plaintiffs seeking
that
open
use
second,
national courts must
172
law
International
can play a useful
companies.
redress against multinational
167CAO Report (supra n. 84) pp. 25,28
<hp: //www. bicusa.org/>

&32; see also The EIR Central findings" at

'w !bid

169CAO <ht#p-//worldbank.ora>
170For examples of the series of efforts made In effecting transnational enforcement of
environmentallaws see supra chapter 2, p.71 n. 155. Implementationby enforcementthrough
Sierra Leones Courts (where mining Is occurring) is addressed subsequently under
`Legalisation'.
171Seesupra n. 121 abovefor examples
172See the Draft 'Hague Convention on Jurisdiction and Foreign Judgments In Civil and
CommercialMatters' negotiatedunder Hague Conferenceon PrivateInternational Law (HCCH).
It seeks to strengthen the global enforcement of private judgments and Injunctive relief In
commerciallitigation. Nearlyall civil and commerciallitigation is Included.Parties(currently 49
San

for
States
to
by
laying
down
facilitating
in
these
obligations
objectives
role
law
domestic
to
civil
and
administrative
under
effective
remedies
secure access
In transnationalenvironmentaldisputes (as a matter of national law, not Intra173
been
has
level.
it
More
International
liability)
the
specifically,
at
state
liability
Actors
the
that
vis-aof
private
cover
should
such
rules
recommended
174
be
liability
Is
latter's
to
the
vis private claimants,as well as public authorities;
175
applicablewhere they are not exercisingpublic authority powers.
Also, series of cases have been litigated In recent years that have developed
the law with respect to access to justice for overseas victims of MNCSand
deny
legal
that
successes
especially
some
multinational accountability, with
176
`forum
MNCsthe defenceof
non conven/ens. These legal developmentshave

Injunctive
judgments
the
and
orders,
country
to
all
member
of
nearly
enforce
members) agree
There
treaty
claims.
certain
anti-trust
on
and
exclusions
to
public policy exception
subject only
for
be
laws
to
types
the
or
requirements
enforced,
of
national
are also no restrictions on
harmonisation of substantive national laws (only rules regarding jurisdiction and enforcement of
laws are to be harmonised). <htp_//www. cptech. ora> see also ILC Report of the 2001 HCCH
Commercial
Civil
In
Judgments
Foreign
Jurisdiction
and
Convention
Draft
and
the
on
on
Matters<http: //www. cptech.ora>

173See ILA- CEEL:TransnationalEnforcementof Environmental(second report) Law Berlin
Conference(2004) availableat http: //www. ila- ha.ora/; Amongst the principlesIdentified as
`global' and relevant for such international environmentaljurisdiction are principle of `actor
defaults
their
for
liability
the
MNCs
of
or
the
forum
acts
of
of
principle
and
rei,
sequitur
defined
defendants'
forum
is
The
as'habitual residence'
In
matters.
subsidiaries environmental
(for natural persons) or its statutory seat, Incorporation,formation, central administrationor
direct
The
(legal
business
of
affixing
suggests
ways
also
report
persons).
principal place of
liability on the parent corporationsand several means of recompensethat States could make
harm.
transboundary
to
of
available victims, especially
174Note that the MineralsActs (and sectoral legislations)make public authorities the primary
for
law
Including
cost
of
for
recovery
obligations
actors ensuringcompliancewith environmental
land
by
through
civil and
companies,
of
or
rehabilitation
cleaning of pollution, reclamation
leaves
This
Jurisdiction'.
'before
wide
any
court
of
competent
criminal enforcementproceedings
the choiceof jurisdiction and could be relevantfor internationalenforcements
175See
ILA- CEEL(supra n.173). Three legal challengeshave been noted as enabling MNCsto
brought
The
that
these
for
claim
principle
a
their
are:
overseasoperations;
avoid responsibility
in a multinational'shome court can be halted on the grounds that the local 'host court' is a
barrier
'corporate
The
(doctrine
which
conveniens);
veil'
non
of'forum
more appropriatevenue
generally shieldsa parent company shareholderfrom the wrongdoing of its subsidiaries;and
the obstaclesto accessto justice In local courts for people in developingcountries.(see Leigh
Day & Co. Solicitors, "Corporate Responsibility: the legal responsibility of multinational
companies"at <http://www. Ieighday.co.uk/doc>
The OECDGuidelineson MNEs,the 'ILO Tripartite Declarationof PrinciplesconcerningMNEs'
MNCs
have
for
framework
'UN
all
emphasised
International
accountability
multinational
and
accountabilityfor their activitiesespeciallyhuman rights.
176See Shake WillemLubbe et a/ v CapePLC,(Judgmentof Houseof Lords delivered on 20
July 2000); this case was brought by more than 3,000 South African asbestosvictims, for
compensationagainst the parent companyof a multinationalIn Its home court in England.The
gal

become the most important weapon for plaintiff attorneys challengingforeign
investment by U.S. corporations.177 Elsewhere these developments on
international enforcementsin national courts have helped enhanceCR In social
and environmental issues and already produced a powerful deterrent against
178
such corporateabuses.
7: 3 Legalisation: Consolidating Sustainable Development Within the
National Legal system
The importanceof 'legalisation' for implementationof sustainabledevelopment
in mining cannot be over-emphasised.Previouschapters have exposedrelevant
principlesof the concept in national legislation. But the processof consolidating
sustainabilityobjectives as a legal processgoes beyond their representationin
existing national legislation to include new enactments, Importation of
Internationalenvironmentallaws, judicial, adjudicatoryor deliberativeprocesses
179
be
in
legal
The
should
aimed at
goal
each
case
rules.
and enforcement of
grounding environmental protection, and natural resources management
objectives within the legal system. It is assumedthat the outcome of any such
legal effort would have implicationsfor Sierra Leone'smining environments.

Houseof Lords ruled allowing claims to proceed In Englandif a claimant could establishthat
there was no funding availableto obtain legal and expert representationin his/her localcourts.
Also In Wiwa v. Royal Dutch PetroleumCo., et a/., 226 F.3d 88 (2nd Cir. 2000), Royal Dutch
Shell, its Londonsubsidiary,and the former head of its Nigeriansubsidiarywere sued in respect
of human rights violation in the Ogonl region of Nigeriaduring the 1990s.In 1998, the district
court found personaljurisdiction over the corporatedefendantsIn New York, but dismissedthe
case on grounds of forum non conveniens.On appeal, the Second Circuit affirmed the trial
court's ruling on personal jurisdiction, but reversed the trial court's ruling on forum non
conveniensgrounds.
Note that this casewas brought under the 1789 Alien Torts palm Ac1.a statute which enables
the US courts to exerciseextra-territorial jurisdiction over specifiedclaims, Includingparticular
categories of human rights violation. (See generally Belgore Y., "Forum non convenlensIn
Englandand USAfor litigation againstoil multinationals"In 0/I gas and EnergyLaw Intelligence
Volume I, issue # 01 - January 2003; USA-Engage,"The Alien Tort Provision:Correctingthe
Abuseof an EarlyFederalistStatute" at http: //www. usaenaaae.
ora/Ir.gislative/2003/: MeeranR,
"Access to
courts for corporate accountability: Recent Developments" at
http://www. minesandcommunities.
ora/company)
17 USA-Engageibid
178See Meeran (supra n.168)
179This paradigm Is derived from my submissionson the legal character of sustainable
development;Note that 'deliberative' processesas a legal function may result In agreements,
VoluntaryInitiatives, or other regulatory measure.(Seesupra chapter 2, p.59).
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7: 3: 1 National Laws
(i)

{ Review of Legislation

Most of the laws deemed relevant for ensuring sustainability in mining
operations have already been discussed including the extent of their
implementation.180As at time of writing, there has been no new environmental
legislation or a substantial alteration of the environmental provisions in the
has
legislation.
In
the
not
short,
country
sectoral
mining, environmental and
further
the
through
implement
the
to
of
concept
either
objectives
sought
legislation or modificationsthrough by-laws. It is therefore important to reflect
incorporation
the
the
that
"caution,
articulation
and
of sustainable
without
on
developmentprinciples into legislative regimes, it is less likely that that all the
lsl
be
implemented.
to
policy commitmentsof government sustainabilitywill
In respect of the selected existing legislation, discussedearlier, while it is true
that some measure of sustainabilityobjectives are being Implementedthrough
their provisions, most of these laws are largely out-dated and too underQuestions
their
be
implemented
still
to
remain
over
satisfactorily.
resourced
directing
in
in
terms of clarity
sustainability,
especially
efficiency
sufficiency or
determination
the
and
of responsibility and
of
provisions
and consistency
liability. A few examplesare giving of more problematicareas hereunder.
First, some legal complicationsare engendered by the selective ratification of
mining agreements, a situation that affects the legal efficiency of other acts.
For instance, having secured a place within the body of laws of Sierra Leone,
the SRA is expressed as valid notwithstanding `anything contained in any
law';182while provisionsin the KPMLguaranteesKHL exclusionfrom any future
by
legislation,
new
administrative rule or
occasioned
regulatory changes
183
legally
legal
framework.
These
the
national
expressions,
practice within
180Seesupra chapters5&6 respectively;note that emphasiswill not be placedon sectoral
legislationsin this analysis.
18 See BoerB. (suprachapter 2, p. 67, n.133).
182SRA(suprachapter 5, pp.151-52,n. 42 &43)
183KPML(suprachapter 5, p.159, ns.86 & 87)
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enabled by the fact of ratification, do not only place the agreementsin direct
conflict with their parent legislationand the EPA,but also afford them reasonto
avoid current and future environmentaldictates - municipal and Internationalnot contemplated in them. There is therefore need to amend the respective
agreementsto recognisetheir relationship with the EPA and its authority on
environmental issues, or alternatively tailor other environmentally oriented
regulations and proceduresoutside the mining laws to overcome present and
future limitations placedon their applicabilityto them.
On the issue of clarity, one could find difficulty ascertainingthe correct legal
situation of environmental obligations In existing laws due to inconsistencies,
especially where. laws regulating similar concerns create different obligations.
For instance, the EPA prohibits the undertaken of all mining projects without
first obtaining 'a valid licence', 'notwithstanding the provisions of any other
law'.184The Minerals Act provides for the conduct of EIA only in respect of
185
for
leases,
but
artisanaland small-scalemining. The SRAdoes not
not
mining
186
for
EIA,
the
term,
or even mention
while the KPML
provide
conduct of
provides for EIA, but limits the application of these to standards prevailing at
187
the
agreement. The petroleumact and its model agreementdo not
signing of
provide for EIA and are excluded from the jurisdiction and provisions of the
EPA.The conflicts and inconsistencyengenderedby these provisionsIs glaring
and unhelpful to any meaningful implementation of legal rules. As noted by
Walde, inefficient rules are likely to result in wastage and lower environmental
188
be
than
can achieved.
quality
The wording of section 21 of the Minerals Act creates similar complication. By
this provision, where the `doing of any act' is regulated or prohibited by a
`written law', no provision in the Minerals Act should be construed as
authorizing a mineral right-holder to do that act, otherwise than in accordance
with the 'written law'. This provision may create scope for the imposition and
184
The EPA,(supran.24) s. 14(1-2);seealsofirst schedule.

185The MineralsAct, (suprachapter 5, p.142 n 6) s. 92.
.
186Note that the company's obligation In this respect Is to submit final report on Its
environmentalprogrammes;( SRA(supra chapter 5, p. 150, n.39) clause10(k)-(I)
187KPLM (supra chapter 5, p. 156, n. 69) Clause 11:4: 1 and schedule 8, para. 2, respectively
188Wölde (supra n. 111) p. 149
WA

enforcement of environmentalobjectives that are part of the body of written
laws of the country. But it could equally be used as a shield to defend
laws,
in
lax
for
and
other
environmental
provisions
or ambiguous
preference
from
liability
to
under the predominantly
companies
mining
may serve exclude
laws
law
of the country.
customary
and
unwritten common
In the light of the forgoing, there Is urgent need to update these provisions,
harmonising
them, while also noting parallel provisions of
of
with a view
instruments in other sectors. The effort will help clarify legal obligations,
legal
laws,
effect
promote
enforcement,
of
enhance proper co-ordination
for
basis
according wider
a
afford
rational
and
coherency and consistency
189
breed
justice,
to
and
consequently,
enforcements rights and access
development.
for
laws
sustainable
sustainable
(ii)

Enforcements

Other than instancesof administrativeprocedures,the rating on enforcementof
fundamental
One
is
to
negligible.
mining
regulate
environmental provisions
liability
laws
the
translate
in
lies
the
and
for
of
this
some
way
reason
long
far
discussed
legislation
the
are
on
First,
so
much of
responsibility.
for
legal
institute
to
proceedings
the
responsible authorities
empowering
190
breaches, but are not sufficiently specific on environmental protection, and
for
imputing
effective management of particular
responsibility
are short on
it
therefore,
Under
degradation.
the
circumstances
resourcesor environmental
becomesdifficult to achieve best environmentalresults through enforcementof
the legislation.
Similarly, none of the selected legislationstry to induce environmentallysound
behaviour through modern innovative means like economic incentives or
environmental agreements, which could aid progressive enforcement of

189StaliworthyM., "EnvironmentalLiabilityand Statutory Authority" In JELVol. 15/ 1,2003, p.4
190Note that the legislationsare generally hinged either on conditions,or seek to achievethe
environmentalobjectivesby controlling,and restrictingcertain activities.
US;

191
in
the
sustainability objectives and address
gaps prescriptive rules. Recent
practice however, shows the GOSLconcluding environmental agreementsfor
environmental management of one of Its major forests. This could have
enormous implicationsfor sustainableutilisation of the related natural resource
in mining.192Otherwise, heavy reliance is still being placed on penal sanctions
(fines and/or imprisonment),which are either inadequatefor any given damage
deterrents
for
breach,
from
to
too
serve
as
effective
minimal
or
resulting
business
In
those
the
mining
who are more
especially
offenders or violators,
likely to have the ability to pay.
Enforcement is also deterred by conflicting provisions in respect of liability,
especially in relation to quantum of fines for pollution. Implementation by
enforcement is further daunted by legal and administrative procedural
193
by
breach
be
defined.
lack
the
which
can
of standards
complications,and

The dominanceof these shortcomingshas a direct relationshipwith the
fulfilling
and
alike
officials
with
or
of
companies
persistent non-compliance
has
and
and
engendered
responsibilities,
obligations
enforcing environmental
194
levels.
It might aid Implementationefforts
failures
implementation
at various
if, as suggested by Brown-Weiss,a mechanismis elaborated for accountability
for relevant actors.195
A final difficulty in enforcement relates to the broad title of the environmental
legislation, as 'EPA', which assumes it as an all embracing legislation for
191`EnvironmentalAgreement'has been describedas an agreementbetweennational,provincial
and/or local authorities and a group of companies regarding the reduction of adverse
environmentalconsequencesfrom production processes,energy use or products and which
could Involve participation of NGOs and other third parties. (For detailed discourse on
categoriesof EnvironmentalAgreements,see Bailey P.M.; '"The Creationand Enforcementsof
EnvironmentalAgreements"In EuropeanEnvironmentalLaw ReviewVol. 8/6, June 1999; 171)
192CSSL,in collaborationwith the RoyalSocietyfor the Protectionof Birds(RSPBhas embarked
on a three-year pilot project to explore the feasibility of managing75,000 hectaresof the Gola
forests for conservation,in cooperationwith local communitiesand government. If the pilot
project is successful,the partners will embark on a schemeto conservethese forests forever.
This will Include inter a/ia monitoring and protecting the forest and Its special wildlife and
restoringdegradedforests; (see CSSL,(supra n. 106)
193Note that sustainabilitycould best be achieved at the national level, through clear and
effective laws coupledwith uncomplicatedproceduresfor enforcements;( see MMSD(supra n.
131) executivesummary)
194Note Wolfrum's observationson the vicious circle between, Implementation,enforcement
and compliance;(Wolfrum R., (supra chapter 2, p.72, ns.156 &157)
195BrownWeiss(suprachapter 2, p.73. n.161)
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environmental protection, but affording less protection to individuals that
interact with the environment.196The representationseems dubious, since the
legislation does not cover every environmentalaspect.197 It specificallyfails to
afford comprehensive or effective protective legal redress machinery for
Individuals and their --environment. Individuals or groups do not acquire
enforcementrights under it either to challengeenvironmentaldecisions,mining
198
by
for
it
environmentalprotection.
agreementsor seek redress
(iii)

Judicial Processes

Perhaps the area most impacted by this 'blocking of access to justice'
difficulties
is the role of the
forgoing
the
enforcement
consequent upon
judiciary. They have been affirmed as crucial partnersfor promoting compliance
with the implementation and enforcement of international and national
199and
balancing
in
the
law;
of environmental
more
particularly
environmental
2°°
laws
Almost
the
developmental
analysed in
all
relevant
considerations
and
this work provide for some form of judicial redress in case of breach of one
20'
fine
imprisonment
form or the other, with the prescribedmedication of
or
These provisions unequivocally create a role for the country's judiciary in
environmentaldecision-making.

196 Note that the formal definition of the 'environment' in the EPA recognises this
Interrelationships;(see EPA(supra n. 24) Interpretations)
197Generally,the act is more administrativeand Institutionalwith a main objective to provide
for coordinationof activitieslikely to havean Impacton the environment
198Note that provisionIs made under the Constitutionfor any personto challengelegal dictates
or administrativedecisionsor actionsIn the SupremeCourt, when they are deemedInconsistent
with or in contraventionof provisionsof the constitution.So Individualscould use It to question
The
mining In protectedareas ( as a public Interestgood for conservationof natural resources).
Court may makea declarationin respectthereof Includingdirectionsand orders to give effect to
it; (The Constitution(supra n.26) s.127 (1)-(4)).
19 "Tbe JohannesburgPrincipleson the Roleof Law and sustainabledevelopment"adopted at
the GlobalJudgessymposium,Johannesburg,SouthAfrica, 18-20 august 2002, p.1 (availableat
<www.unel2.ora/dpl/svmposlum>
200"RegionalSymposiumon the Roleof the Judiciary In Promotingthe Ruleof Law in the Area
of SustainableDevelopment"Convenedby UNEPIn Partnershipwith South Asia Co-operative
Environmental Programme (SACEP)) Colombo Sri-Lanka 4-6 July 1997 (UNEP/SACEP
Symposium). See also, Kurukulasurlya L., "Role of Judiciary In Promoting Sustainable
Development"In EPL,28/1 (1998), p. 27
201In all casesother than in the public health act, It Is the responsibleauthority who can bring
such action; Note also that only the respective mining agreementslack provisionsfor judicial
redressin any caseof breach.
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But before one could determine the effectivenessof this role it Is Importantto
clarify the extent of judicial responsibility In these matters. The judiciary Is
generally responsible'to mould emerging principlesof law with a view to giving
these a senseof coherenceand direction, while always acting within the frame
202
legislation
law...
'
And on the specific Issue of environmental
work of
and
obligations, they are expected to achieve the principles of sustainable
development,'even with limited black-letter legal weapons',to provide a means
for enforcing basic environmentalstandardsor to provide the substantivebasis
for protection of the environment.203The judiciary also has a role In promoting
CR, and more Importantly to Invoke the extraordinary jurisdiction of the
Supreme Court in environmental matters 204However the specific role of the
.
judiciary in a particular case may either be supervisory, determined by the
regulatory competence of individual countries; or by using ingenious
articulations to fill in 'the gap, where administrative systems are relatively
underdeveloped"205
202Kurukulasuriya
(supra n.200) p.28 Note that this should be accomplisheswithout trespassing
on the legislativeand executivebranchesof government'
203Camwath Li (supra chapter 2, p.70, n.151) p.317-318; they can accomplishthis using
judicial ingenuity' for examplein adaptingconstitutionalguarantees,like 'the right to life'.
04Kurukulasuriya,(supra n.202)
205Carnwath (supra n.203); More specifically,see supra chapter 3, p. 113, ns.187-189. Note
that the Indian Judiciary represents an expressiveexample for Implementing principles of
sustainabledevelopmentIn regulationof developmentactivities.For Instance,In RuralLitigation
and EntitlementKendrav. State of U.P., (Dehradunquarriescase) (1985) 2 SCC431, it stopped
mining operations,noting that any `hardship'causedto the developersIs `a price that has to be
paid for protecting and safe-guarding the right of the people to live In healthy
environment...'(see also M.C. Mehta v. Union of India, (Stone CrushersCase)WP 4677/1985;
M.C. Mehta v. Unionof India, (DoonValleycase) WP 4677/1985; M.C. Mehta v. Unionof India,
(Taj TrapeziumCase)(1997) 2 SCC353; MC Mehta v. KamalNath (1987) SCCp.482); and in
NarmadaBachaoAndo/an v. Un/on of India (2000) 10 SCC664, it allowed constructionof a
dam, subject to rehabilitation,aforestationand compensationconditions.
In Ve/%reLidzens Welfareforum vs Union of India, WP 914/1991 (1996.08.28)(Tamil Nadu
Tanneries case) (1996) 5 SCC 647, it accepted the "Precautionary" and "Polluter-pays"
principlesas part of the environmentallaw of India, Interpretingthe "Polluter PaysPrinciple"to
meanthe absoluteliability for cost to compensatevictims of pollution and for reversingdamage
to ecology; (see also M.C Mehta v. Kamal Nath (2000) 6 SCC 213). In applying the
precautionaryprinciple,In A.P. PollutionControlBoard v. Pfof. M.V Nayudu,(1999), 2 SCC718,
it placed the burden of proof on those `attempting to alter the status quo', and is to be
discharged by showing the absence of a 'reasonableecological or medical concern', failing
which, the presumptionshouldoperate In favour of environmentalprotection.
In State of Himachal Pradesh V. Ganesh Wood Products, (1995) 6 SCC 363, the court
Invalidatedforest based Industry, recognisingthe principleof intergenerationalequity as being
central to conservationof forests; (see also ICELA v. Union of India, (CRZ NotificationCase)
(1996) 5 SCC281; M.C Mehta v. KamalNath (1997) 1 SCC388).
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Judgedfrom these perspectives,Sierra Leone'sjudiciary has little to boast of In
enforcing environmentalprinciplesthrough relevant legislation, whether against
mining companiesor responsibleofficials; or In securing the publics' Interest
through the 'ingenious gap-filling' techniques; or In aid of instilling a 'sense of
206
direction'
laws.
In'the
But while the negligible Interventionof
coherenceand
could generally be blamed on other enforcementproblems,the judiciary cannot
escape criticism ' for not having Invoked Its extraordinary jurisdiction In
furtherance of - environmental objectives, such as Invoking sustainability
principlesin tortuous actions. Finally It Is however Important to stress that, the
judiciary's competence,capacity or willingnessto achieve the above objectives
could be enhanced by further Interests or professional development In
environmental and development issues of judges and barristers, law
enforcement and administrativeofficials and the public. Even more crucial, Is
the need to remove cost of court proceedingsas an obstacle,create a right in
public interest litigations, and enhance state machineryfor local Inquiry or the
207
tribunals.
creation of new environmental
(iv)

Adjudicatory or Deliberative Processes

Consideringthe intricate and complex issues often surrounding environmental
concernsand the proceduraltechnicalitiesof judicial enforcement,adjudicative
and deliberative processesare deemed very important (as quasi legal efforts)
206Enforcementsunder Common law tortuous principles of private nuisanceand Rylands v
Fletcher(1868) LR 3 HL 330 is still the approach.Principlesset In old Englishcaseslike Bliss v
Hall (1838) 4 Bing NC 183; Sturges v Bridgman(1879) 11 Ch D 852; Read v Lyons & Co. Ltd.
[1945] KB 216 at p.236.), St Helen'sSmelting CompanyV.77pping(1865) 11 H.L.C 642, have
been adopted In Sierra Leone cases (see Mason v Pearce(1964-1966 ALR SL'.438). These
principlesentail some general obligationsthat could afford protection of competingInterestsIn
resource utilisation. For textual exposition on the subject, see: -Bell & Macgillavray:
EnvironmentalLaw 5thEdition,chapter 10; Cooke& Oughton: CommonLaw of Obligations,3od
Edn. 2000 chapter 29; see also articles by- Gearty C*., "The Place of Private Nuisancein
Modem Law of Torts". (1989) 48 CambridgeLaw Jouma/, pp.214-242; SteeleJ., "Private Law
and the Environment:NuisanceIn context" (1995) 15 Legal Studies pp.236-259; and Rodgers
C.P. "Liability for the Releaseof GMOs In the Environment- Exploring the Boundariesof
Nuisance" C.LJ Vol.62 (Part 2) July 2003, pp. 371.

207 See Carnwath (supra n. 203) p.318; Lord Woolf, In "Are the Judiciary Environmentally
Myopic?" In 7EL1992 Vol.4, No.1, p. 1, advocates for'a multi- faceted, multi-skilled body which
.
would combine the services provided by existing Courts, Tribunals and Inspectors In the
environmental field'.
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for implementing principles of sustainabledevelopment.208But other than the
breach
(in
for
of
case
of
arbitration
provide
mining agreements, which
environmentalobligations), and negotiations (in respect of compensation),the
legislation are more command and control based. However, the value of
being
is
deliberative
appreciated
gradually
mechanisms
adjudicatory and
from
disputes
in
mining
social
resulting
and
environmental
especially resolving
benefitstransparency
to
those
and
resettlement,
relating
operations,especially
instances
While
there
local
of government
are
the
communities.
sharing with
intervention seeking dialogue with local communities, NGOsand civil society
in
implementing
this
been
have
aspect of sustainability.
successful
very
groups
They even secured one environmental agreement with a mining company In
209
in
by
displaced
local
behalf
while
operations,
mining
people
of
one case on
another case commitmentswere securedto return part of the mining proceeds
210
for
do
The
speak
not
only
efforts
to the communities.
values of such
immediate redress to environment concerns, but also of new and further
it
Above
the
legal
by
all,
affords
relevance.
some
with
companies
obligations
local communitiesactual participationin the decision-makingprocess.
7: 3: 2 International

Laws

It is recognised that the first method for implementing sustainability within
domestic legal systems is by introducing or importing International laws that
through
them
development,
municipal
effective
make
promote sustainable
211
The Biodiversity and
Implementation
initiatives of ratification and or
.
WetlandsConventionsare among such international laws, which are considered
directly relevant to mining. Sierra Leone is a party to both environmental
212
have
However,
by
they
has
imported
them
not
ratification.
conventionsand
been legally planted within the legal system by the required implementing
213
directly
legislation,and therefore are not
applicable. But this fact alone does
208Seesuprachapter 2, p.59
209Seesupra n. 109
210Seesupra n. 108
211SeeAgenda21 and ILA Reportof the 66thConference(supra chapter 2, p.68, ns. 136 &137)
212Both conventionsrespectivelyratified in 1994
213The Constitution (supra n. 26) s.40; entrenches a dualistic legal system, where treaty
obligationsonly acquiredomesticenforceabilityby virtue of somespecificlegislativeact.
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not completely exclude or limit the application of these conventions to
contribute to sustainablemining In Sierra Leone. In my view, several reasons
support their applicability. Firstly, most of the relevant sustainabilityprinciples
of these conventions are already Incorporated Into the NEP, the NEAPand
214
government policies. Second, it will be recalled that the mining agreements
directly invoke the'applicable' International law and standardsto govern them.
This fact buttressed by their ratification, opens the possibility of, imputing or
Interpretingthe conventionsstandardsInto environmentalobligationsunder the
relevant agreements, especially where the provisions are clear about their
objectives.Further, as will be observedsubsequently,Conventionobjectivesare
being implementedthrough programmesand projects and national committees
have been establishedto support these efforts215These facts, (less legislation)
justify the applicability of the biodiversity and Wetlands conventionsIn Sierra
Leone to regulate mining. Even more compelling is the fact that the legal
character of sustainable development canvassedIn this study, does not only
rest on creating obligationsthrough commandand control instrumentsthat can
bind people's actions, but also includes result-orientatedefforts and Initiatives
in environmentalprotection.To this end, it is important to briefly analysethese
conventionsto prove the relevanceof their objectives to mining laws In sierra
Leone and to reveal their application, In spite of the lack of Implementing
legislation.
(i)

The Convention on Biological Diversity216

CBDaims at the conservationof biological diversity, the sustainableuse of its
componentsand the fair and equitable sharing of the benefits arising from the
214Seesupra chapter 2 p.67 on Implementationby'localisation'
215Note the suggestionthat conventionscan be Implementedthrough administrativerules (or
actions) adopted under rulemaking authority originally granted for quite different purposes.
(See MorrisonFred L., "The Relationshipof International, Regional,And NationalEnvironmental
Law" In Intemational, Regionaland National EnvironmentalLaw, Morrison & Wolfrum (eds)
2000 Kluwer International, Hague/London/Boston2000, p. 131. CBD entails principles upon
which states can act without waiting for additional International Instruments to protect
blodiversity; (see Koester Veit., "The Five Global Biodiversity-RelatedConventions: A
Stocktaking" in Reaelll (1), 2002, p.96).
216"Convention
Div/N7-INC.5/4; also in 31 ILM 818
on BiologicalDiversity" UN Doc. UNEP/Bio.
(1992) (hereinafter CBD); the analyseswill not cover aspects of the CBD relating to genetic
resourcesor the BiosafetyProtocol,though the study appreciatestheir relevanceInter a/ia for,
trade, technologytransfer and human health.
1)cl

217
utilisation of genetic resources. This underlying principle make CBD
applicable to all processes and activities that are likely to have significant
impacts on the conservationof biodiversity and thus, alms to avoid or regulate
218
impacts.
Mining does happen to be one such activity, that impacts on
such
biodiversity and which can be regulated by implementationof the Convention,
219
its
through
especially
conservation-biasedprovisions, and emphasison the
sustainable utilisation and 'non-compatible use' of components of
biodiversity.220The principle of 'sustainable use' Is transformed under the CBD
into a legally binding obligation, and acquires a new purpose that `allows a
variety of flexible approaches, (such as monitoring of use and flexible
221
long
is
their
as
managementstrategies) so
goal achieved,. There is thus little
doubt that the conservation and sustainable utilisation objectives of the CBD
could direct sustainable'mining, and the convention seeks to guide states
(through obligations)on how to achievethis outcome.
(a)

Analyses of Relevant Convention Obligations and
Implementation

Under the CBD, states must `...develop national strategies, plans or
programmesfor the conservationand sustainableuse of biologicaldiversity or
' They must
adapt for this purpose existing strategies, plan or programmes...
further `integrate the conservation and sustainable use of biological diversity

217Ibid. Article 2 of the conventiondefines'biologicaldiversity as: 'the variability among living
organismsfrom all sourcesincluding,Inter a/ia terrestrial, marineand other aquaticecosystems
and the ecologicalcomplexesof which they are part; this Includesdiversity within species,
betweenspeciesand of ecosystems'.
218,Woifrum R. "The Protection and ManagementOf Biological Diversity" In International,,
Regional and National Environmental Law, Morrison & Wolfrum (Eds.) 2000 Kluwer
2000, p.357
International, Hague/London/Boston
219For
emphasison the CBDconservationbiases,including use economicIncentivesto achieve
conservationgoals, see: - Herkenrath P., (supra n.68) p.29; Jacquemont & Caparros "The
Convention Of BiologicalDiversity and the Climate Change Convention 10 Years After Rio:
Towardsa Synergyof the Two Systems",In Redel Vol.11 (2), 2002, p. 169; McGrawD., "The
CBD:KeyCharacteristicsand Implicationsfor Implementation"in Recie/Vol.11 No.1 2002 p. 23.
Wolfrum (ibid) p.371; and Boyle A., "The Convention on Biological Diversity" In The
Environment After Rio: International Law and Economics,(1994), Campiglio et.al (Eds.),
London/Dordrecht:Grahamand Trotman/MartinusNijhoff, p.115
220Birnieand Boyle,International Law and the Envlronment 2ndedition, Oxford, 2002, 576
p.
221Ibid

1)r,1)

into relevant sectoral or cross-sectoral plans, programmes and policiesr222 In
fulfillment of this requirement, Sierra Leone has in place a National Biodiversity
Plan (NBP) 223.However, within certain limits, the NBP could not be said to
represent the comprehensive biodiversity strategy called for under the
224
Nonetheless, giving that most of the recommendations In the
convention.
Plan reflect the tenants of the CBD, and the convention Itself accepts as an
alternative, the adaptation of existing plans for this purpose, the structure of
the NBP could serve as useful basis for efforts to regulate mining through Its
implementation. 225Also, most of the plans and programmes recommended In
the NBP have already been identified in sectoral policies226

The next obligation goes beyond statements of policies and plans, to require
physical identification of components of biological diversities Important for
conservation.Categoriesof activities that are likely to have significant adverse
impacts on the conservationand sustainable use of biodiversity must also be
Identified and the effects monitored; and some form of data on the components
227
be
must
maintained. In this regard, the NBP clearly Identifies various
components of biodiversity in the country, ranging from ecosystem and
habitats,228to plant, animal and micro-organism species populations.229Also,
'mining' is effectively identified amongst categoriesof activitiesthat threaten or
222The CBD, supra n. 216) Articles 6(a) &(b) respectively

223NEAP/SL
(supra n.9) pp 56-61; generally, the NBP Includesa biodiversity-specificcountry
study and . includes references to existing biological resources and efforts made at their
conservation.

224Ibid The NBP itself recommends the formulation of a National Biodiversity Strategy and
Action Plan which would develop the national policy, program, and strategy for the conservation
and sustainable use of biological diversity to meet the objectives of the Convention (pp. 56-61)
225Ibld The specific programmes for action recommended In the NBP will Include Inter a/la,
promotion of environmentally sound and sustainable development of biosphere reserves;
establishment of In-situ conservation of habitats of threatened and endangered species and of
plants and wildlife for Improved management; promote the rehabilitation and restoration of
damaged ecosystems; the establishment of ex-situ sites and Gene Banks; Wildlife Inventories
and National Parks.

226For Programmerelated initiativessee Prof. ColeN.H.A., (supra n.102)
227The CBD,(supra n. 216) article 7(a)-(d)
228Such as forests, woodlands, savannah and grassland; Other ecosystemsproposed are
Mangrove(provideshabitat to diversity of fauna) and lake ecosystems(LakesMakpe,Magbesl
identified as waterfowl and waders habitats respectively (see CSSL,1993 supra n.63) See
generally,PRSPEnvironmentalReport(supra n. 33) pp.39-47
NEAP/SL(supra n.9) p.56; more than 2,000 plant specieshave been Identified In the Gola
Forestsand at least 74 endemic plant speciesnationwide.Other reports Identified 761 species
of mammalsand birds (Citing the World ConservationMonitoring Centre 1992 and the IUCN
1992).
1)r.14

impact the conservation and sustainable use objectives, because of the
230
deforestation
it
substantial
causes. As one author puts it, this 'stocktaking'of
biologicaldiversity and the existing effort for Its conservation,already marks a
231
implementation
the
the
of
convention.
major part of
Similarly, Article 8 of the CBD sets several proactive obligations that are
necessary to realize the conservation objectives of the convention. The
pertinent ones relate to the establishmentof protected areas for conservation
purposes; regulation and management of biological resources within and
outside such areas; promotion of environmentally sound and sustainable
developmentin areas adjacent to protected areas; protection of ecosystemand
degraded
habitats;
and
of
restoration
ecosystemsand to
natural
rehabilitation
maintain legislation or regulatory provisions for protection of threatened
232These
provisions represent the more precautionary approach
species
has
in
Leone
this area to the extent
Sierra
Rio.
made
some
effort
canvassedat
that there has been notified or proposed several protected and conservation
234
233
WCA
Forestry
and the
act, for the
areas Also, provision is made under the
regulation and managementof these resources,even including listed categories
235
been
Efforts
threatened
to
are
species
also
made
and
animals
of protected
.
236
lands.
degraded
mined out
rehabilitate
However,most protected areas are not sufficiently managedand land use that
Is contrary to the conservation objectives of the convention can often take

230Ibid p.58 The NBPalso describesthe biologicallossesthat result, from the socio-economic
Impactson biodiversity.
231HerkenrathP., (supra n.68), p. 31
232The CBD(supra n.216) article 8(a), (c), (e)(f)&(k)
233 PRSP Environmental Report (supra n.34) pp.39-47 Examples Include National ParksOutamba-Kiliml,LomaMountain,LakesSonfon, Makpeand Magbesl;SNR-Kuru, Kangarl&TIngl
Hills, Port Loko and Bo researchreserves,Kagborocreek etc; nature reserves-Wemago(Gola
East)and Mogbal(GolaNorth); and GamesReserves- Tiwal Island and `Mamunta-Mayosso.
234Seegenerallysupra Chapter6.
23SThe
WCA(supra chapter 6, p.183, n. 61) particularlys. 29(1) & (2) Includingthe secondand
third schedules.For a more updatedversion of Biodiversityand ProtectedAreasIn Sierra Leone
see Earth trends: CountryProfileat < http: //earthtrends.wri.org/ >
236Seesupra ns. 101ff.
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237
licences
and permit systems. In other respects, so called
place, through
ProtectedAreasand forests (including nature reserves)exists as what has been
238
'paper-parks',
described
symbolisingtheir existencemainly on
as
essentially
This
is
in
but
problem
not unconnectedwith the
practice.
non-functional
paper,
fact that protected area planning is not integrated within a wider land use
have
Finally,
also
parties
such
efforts.
enhance
could
scheme,
which
planning
the obligation to prepare environmental assessmentsof proposed projects
biological
diversity,
have
likely
to
with a
on
adverse
effects
significant
which are
including
impacts;
these
consideration of
to
minimising
avoiding or
view
environmental consequences of government sponsored policies and
239This
EIA
is
the
mechanism
under
principally
regulated
obligation
programmes.
240
EPA.
in
set up the
Thus far, the analysishas revealedthe main objectives of the CBDas generally
for
trends
conservation and resources management
national
compatible with
its
implementing
including
for
legal
its
mining,
regulating
therefore
validity
and
in
far-reaching
its
denied.
Perhaps
be
especially
most
obligation
capacitycannot
degraded
to
is
that
and
restore
requiring states rehabilitate
relation to mining
for
been
has
CBD
the
However,
employing qualifications
criticized
ecosystems.
'in
`as
far
accordancewith particular
appropriate'
and
as
as possibleand
such as
it
to
the
create.
seeks
obligations
as
of
weakening
capabilities',
conditions and
But while many will derive from this qualification an indication of economic
basis
the
the
the
in
makes
possible
of
qualifications
very
capability241, my view,
implementation of the conventions objectives within already existing policies
for
improved
legislations.
It
perspective
makes
and
controls
plans, regulatory
from
in
interest
the
how
the
of generations,
to
mining
nature
rest of
secure
on
defines
a
to
the
and
of
natural
resources,
mismanagement
canvassesattention

237SeeGarnett(supra n. 51)
238HerkenrathP., (supra n.68) p. 33
2 The CBD(supra n.216) article 14

240 See generally discourse on the EIA Procedure (supra chapter 6, pp. 160-162; more
particularly, note the factors to be addressed in the Environmental Statement (EPA (supra n.
24) third schedule.

241SeeWolfrum R., (supra n.218) p. 359

1)cc

for
direction
informing processes that will conserve biological
general
diversity.242
(ii)

The Ramsar Convention 243

Like the CBD, which recognisesthe intrinsic value of nature as the basis for
'the
fundamental ecological functions of
Ramsar
conservation,
recognises
wetlands as regulators of water regimes and as habitats supporting a
244
fauna,
It therefore 'seeks to
flora
especially waterfbwl'.
characteristic
and
stem the progressiveencroachmenton, and loss of wetlands' through activities
like mining 245Ramsar thus sets some main obligations on states as the
246
be
mechanismsby which this protection could achieved.
First, States must designate at least one wetland to be included in the list of
'wetlands of international importance', which once listed, must be preserved
47
and protected. This obligation is ensured by the fact that the designationis
into
the convention. Accordingly, Ramsar
for
membership
made a condition
came into force for Sierra Leone on 13thof April 2000, by the designationand
listing of one Wetland site (of international importance) with a surface area of

242See McGrawD., (supra n.219) p.18 (citing Chayes&Chayes)
243The Conventionon Wetlandsof International Importance Especiallyas Waterfowl Habitat
(Ramsar),2nd February,1971, reprinted In 11 ILM 1972,963; (reprinted with amendmentsIn
Sourcebook on Environmental Law (2d edition), (Sunkin et.al. eds), 2002, Cavendish,
London/Sydney.pp 625-9
244Ibid. Preamble.
245Ibid Notethat alluvialdiamondand gold mining in SierraLeonedependson wetlandslike the
Sewa and Male River basins while Rutile mining needs at least an artificial wetland to be
effective. (See Alieu E.K., (Director of Forests)"EconomicImportance of wetlands", MAFFS,
//www. ramsar.org/--mtgsierraleone). For threats to wetlandsfrom mining
Sierra Leoneat hhttp:
(see Slaffa D.D (CSSL)"Major Threats to the Wetlandsof Sierra Leoneand How Their Impact
Couldbe Contained";also at http://www. ramsar.org/mtg sierraleone
.
246For
Guruswamy &Hendricks International
Ramsar
Law

Environmental
In
see
an overview on
a Nutshell, West Publishing, 1997, p. 118ff; and Alejandro Iza "Developments Under the Ramsar
Convention: Allocation of Water for River and Wetland Ecosystems In Environmental Policy and
Law", Rede/Vol. 13, (1) 2004. p.40-ff

247Ramsar(supra n. 243) article 2(4); the article also states the criteria for listing and de-listing
of wetlands.De-listingor restricting a site specificationmust be compensatedwith another site
of the sameor similarpotential (article 4(2).
,)S;F

295,000 hectares.248But the protection mechanism envisaged under Ramsar
goes beyondsuch designationand listing.
Parties must formulate and implement their planning so as to promote the
conservationof wetlands included in the list, and as far as possible,the 'wise
249
use' of unlisted wetlands within their territories This scope of protectionthat
is generally afforded to other unlisted wetlands is very vital for controlling
(including
listed
them
States
protect
ones) through the
must
mining activities.
concept of conservation and 'sustainable use of wetlands ...in a way that is
250
the
the
natural properties of
ecosystem'. Also,
compatible with maintaining
laws, practicesand institutions, must be reviewed or amended to ensure that
251
Thus, under these provisions
the wise use guidelines are applied.
conservationacquiresdifferent implicationsthat could pose strong challengesto
because
developments,
conservation also require
especially
mineral resource
the preservationof their habitats, of related species as well as the non-living
252
depend.
elementson which they
253
Sierra
in
Leone,
But in spite of the impressivenumber of wetlands
wetlands
254
are still not under any legal national protection status; and a number of
been
implemented
in
(including
or within close
reportedly
are
mining)
projects
disturb
balance
the
tends
to
or
upset
of
which
proximity of various wetlands,

248 "The Annotated Ramsar List of wetlands of International Importance: Sierra Leone"
<hhto: //www ramsar org/orofiles sierraleone htm > The designated site "Sierra Leone River
Estuary"; is an Estuary near Freetown Peninsula, dominated by mangrove systems, with
lowland coastal plains to the north. (Visit site for detailed specifications).
249Ramsar (supra n. 243) article 4

250Ibid. Article 3(1) and article 6(3) Note that the above quote Is a redefinition of the concept
of `wise use' in Art.3. (see also Recommendation3.3, on'wise use of wetlands; Third meeting
27 May-5 June 1987at <http: //www. ramsar.orci/kcy rec 3.3.htm>
of the COP(Regina
251See Resolution VII.7 Guidelines for Reviewing Laws and Institutions to Promote the
Conservationand Wise Use of wetlands, seventh meeting of the COP (San Jose10-18 may,
1999)at < http1/www. ramsar.org key res vii.07e.htm >
252Bimie & Boyle(supra n.220) p.465; They suggestthat RamsarIs the first wildlife convention
to be concernedsolelywith the protection of habitat.

253Alieu E.K., (supra n. 245)
254Siaffa D.D (supra n. 245)
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that ecosystem'55 Also, rehabilitation fees paid by mining companies to
s6
for
governmentare reportedly not easily accessible rehabilitationpurposes?
A NationalWetlandsCommitteehas also been formed since 2001, with the view
of formulating national wetland policies and possibly, to address all problems
257
to
and activities related wetlands within a national context. If the principles
of the conventionare to be effectively applied to control mining, much need to
be done in the area of planned strategies, data collection, surveys, monitoring
local
involving
the
their
the
communities in
and
resources
and
of
wetlands
implementationof any such conservationagenda.
However, Ramsar has been strongly criticised for its failure to provide for a
258
for
for
the
aquatic ecosystems
provisionof water
standard regulatory regime
This observation has far-reaching implications for its implementation in the
regulation of mining activities. Accordingly, there is need for provisionsthat
basin
level;
at
the
of
water
resources
river
and such
management
ensure
basic
human
the
to
of
right to water and to establish
status
clarifying
provisions
259
quantitative and qualitative objectives of aquatic ecosystems
Notwithstandingits shortcomings,Ramsarhas been credited for representing`a
rather modern approach to the solution of environmental problems, including
260
the
both nature conservationand preservationof
cultural environment'.
7: 4 Institutionalisation:

Strengthening

Institutional

Structures

to

Adapt Sustainability Goals
7: 4: 1 The Environmental Department
Statesare required to develop, re-organiseand integrate their environmentand
economic institutions as the bottom line for actual implementation of all its
255ContehA.F (AssistantDirector of Forests),"Wetlands and National Development:The Pros
and Consof DevelopmentProjectsin Third world Countries",MAFFS,Freetown.

256D.D Siaffa (supra n. 245)
257Fofanah A.S., (supra n. 102)
258Alejandro (supra n. 246) p.46; Note that some of the threats causing rapid deterioration of
wetlands includes degradation of watershed, soil erosion, siltation, diversion of water supplies
and pollution; ( see Sands P. Principles of International Env/ronmenta/ Law, 1995 Vol. 1,
Manchester University Press, p. 404
259Alejandro, Ibid..

260KoesterVeit (supra n.215) p.96
7r, R

261
elements and principles. GOSLhas effected such institutional reorganisation
by creating the ED as the formal coordinating body for national and
international environmental matters at the national level. The ED Is also the
administrative machinery that would oversee environmental aspects of
262
like
development activities
mining. In general, the ED is responsible for
formulation of nationalenvironmentalpolicies,goals, strategiesand regulations,
co-ordinate and monitors national environmental policies; and co-operate with
other ministries and organizations on all matters relating to environmental
263
protection and management. Also, the minister of MLHCPEhas specific
international
implement
to
environmental conventions and
responsibility
264
by
Sierra
Leone.
protocolsaccededto
The NEPBhas responsibilityto adopt standards,guidelinesand regulations,and
to promote the integration of environmental considerations in all aspects of
265
has
duty
investigate
It
to
a
any activity,
also
social and economicplanning.
have
likely
harmful
in
to
it
that
transaction
or
result
considers
occurrence or
consequencesto the environment and to advice on measures necessaryto
266
ED
In
terms
the
of
policy
planning,
consequences.
such
prevent or minimise
267
268
States
Committee
The
the
Lands
NEC
is supervisedby the NEB,the
and
.
institutional framework also contemplates relationship with MoM (and other
functions
by
their
environmental
management
and
maintaining
sectors),
activities, and provides for coordination and monitoring of such activities and
the setting of standardsto managemining impacts.

261WCED(supra n.5) p.310
262EPA(supra n. 24) s. 11 & 12 (1); The ED is housedwithin the, MLHCPE
263Ibid s. 12(a)-(m))
264Ibid, s. 9(1) (a)-(f) and 9(2)

gesIbid. s. 2; the NEB is composed of a Director and twelve other members.
266Ibid. s.4(e) (f) and 4(d)
,

267The NEC is also a policy making body which advises the Head of State on major
environmental issues, with membership Including ministers of Lands, Housing and the
environment (chairman), Mineral Resources,Forestry, Tourism, Energy and Power, Health,
ForeignAffairs,Justice,MarineResourcesand the Inspector Generalof police.
268Note also a Technical sub-committees(of Departmentalheads including mines) and an
EnvironmentalTask Force (of Universityscientist), has been set up to ensure Inter-ministerial
and Inter-sectoralcoordination of economic activities, and to study specific occurrencesof
major environmentalproblemsrespectively(see TheNEAP/SL(supra n. 9) p. 40)
Ica

From a general perspective,efforts are being made to implement some of the
forgoing institutional functions. For example, where EIA Is deemed necessary,
and the MoM forwards applicationsto the ED, the process does, to a certain
extent take a co-ordinated and integrated approach involving a number of
institutional stakeholders, through notification269Also, the DoE has regular
.
270
including
MoM.
Boards
and meetings of various sectors,
representation on
But in other respects, there is "a virtual disconnect' between the ED and
271
stakeholdersof other environmentalsectors.
7: 4: 2 Institutional

Weaknesses

The institutional framework of the ED, including implementationof its specified
functions has been challenged at several levels. Paramount amongst the
development
to
its
is
capacity
effectively
regulate
activities
structural
criticisms
including mining. Firstly the location of the ED within the MLHCPEhas
considerableimpact on its authority and efficiency in the implementationof its
functions.272 Apart from concerns 'over the 'lethargy' and 'inertia' of
government bureaucracy,the constitution of the ED as an arm of the MLHCPE,
(which itself undertakes development activities like housing), presents less
incentive for other development originating sectors as Mines to submit to its
273
be
This
their
for
activities.
monitoring
may
and
authority
coordinating
been
laxity
has
for
characterised
as
on the part of sectors in
what
responsible
linkages
vague
requirements,
with other
complying with environmental
ministries and lack of commitments to agreements on the distribution of
274
roles.
There is thus urgent need for a reorientation of the ED as an independentand
275
be
Such
an
not
a
private
one.
agency
must
autonomousagency preferably
269Sellu
A. (supra n. 40)
270For
examplethe chairmanof the NEBhas a seat on the MAB
271PRSPEnvironmentalReport(supra n. 34) p.2)
272Note that the PermanentSecretaryIs the administrativehead of all divisionsIn the MLHCPE,
includingthe EDand supervisesall their activitiesand logistics.

273PRSPEnvironmental Report (supra n. 34) p. 27
274Ibid.
275The PRSP Environmental Report recommends the creation of an autonomous agency (by
parliamentary act), staffed by a multidisciplinary team of experts, each with a directorate, and

Tan

subject to politicalcontrol, and must be imbibed with more power and authority
to call to question all environmentallyadverse developmentactivities, including
276
governmentprojects. It must also have responsibilityto establishpolicy, laws
and standards, while allowing sectors to undertake management and
enforcement. Above all there must be reserved in such agency, a right to
27'
compel relevantsectorsto performance.
Other instancesof institutional weaknessIn control of mining activities exist in
the areas of the precautionaryobjectives, such as environmentalauditing, coordination, co-operation, information, reporting and monitoring. Under the
institutional arrangementsthese are overlapping functions of the ED shared
between the Minister and the NEB, and in some respects with other sectors.
be complex, especially for
administration and enforcement purposes and creates scope for inaction and
blame shifting, at the expense of the environment. In fact, co-operation with

This division of responsibilities tends to

'traditional departments,'278is reported to be only 'on face value', with no real
cooperationin terms of exchangeof information or consultation.Cognisanceis
usually, taken of the ED monitoring authority only when environmentalissues
279
by
are raised internationalorganisations. It is therefore imperativeto dearly
identify and define the linkagesand relationshipsbetween various regimesthat
should exercise regulatory controls and effect closer harmonisation between
280
for
implementation
them
efficiency
Perhapsthe most fundamental institutional weaknessrelates to the inability or
failure to formulate or adopt standards (or byelaws) for environmental
281
Standards are Invaluable, especially for
regulation in the country.
locatedunder the office of the Vice President.It howeveromits any referenceto legal expertise
among its stated categoryof `multidisciplinaryteam of experts' (Ib/d. pp. 99 -102).
276Under present legislation,the capacity of the NEB Is inherently advisory, with powers to
makeonly recommendationsto the Ministerin almost all matters.
277For example,a nationalenvironmentalagency could be establishedunder a framework law
that will allocateresponsibilitiesamong governmentsectors.
278The term distinguishesthe recent creature of Environmentalinstitutionsby this term, and by
analogyto impute a lesserauthority.
279Kamara S. (Environmental Officer), MLHCPE,Freetown.

280The issuanceof codesand practiceguidelineswill be helpful.

281`Environmental standards' have been described as the
result of a multidimensional process
analysis, evaluation, balancing and decision-making, and ultimately the result of pan-social
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ascertaining the extent of environmental damage and Irreversible limits that
mining operations can impose on nature. It is difficult to see how the NEPB
could 'effectively implement its EIA functions for example, when protective
provisionsrelating to licences,monitoring, of environmentalauditing, Insurance
schemes, should be based one way or another, on some sort of national
environmental standards as provided for by the EPA. In a practical case of
determining environmentalfees for Instance, the standard is determined not
according to the potential of impact of the related mining activity, but by 'the
282
In
the
investment
operation per anum'. Standards
outlay of the capital
therefore need to be set (or adopted) for the maximum Impact allowed,
including efforts to 'determine naturally set limits on the basis of quantifiable
283
indicators
factors
of sustainability. The lack of standards
as
and measurable
has led to pollution of rivers, streams, lakes and undergroundwater resources
in mining operations. Policiesand legal provisionsprohibiting pollution of water
for
in
the
quantifiable'
and
qualified
standards
of
absence
are meaningless
appreciablewater quality, of acceptablerisks and water use value. An effort in
this direction is therefore vital as it will not only encouragemining companiesto
treat and conservewater, but will also enable industrial water use to be priced
line
In
its
true
social
and
cost
environmental
with the
at
marginal economic,
84
polluter-paysprinciple.
The problems with implementing Institutional environmental functions to
functional,
have
closer
relation
with
as opposed to
also
mining
regulate
lack
human
There
is
"lethargy".
considerable
of
or
structural capacity,
resources,-necessary expertise, or support structure with which to pursue
hugely
department
is
The
implementation.
reportedly
understaffed.
effective
discoursesand political decisions, which must recognise that soclo-cultural factors cannot
replace the basic conditionsand limits set down by nature.(see GCEAReport (supra n.18) p.
97)
282Proposals
for developmentof standards,regulations,national environmentaldocumentation
centre and Informationsystem,were shelvedbecauseof lack of funds.(Bah S.A (supra n. 77))
283GCEAReport (supra n.18) p.97.Note also that IPVS in the environmentalarena could be
adopted (ISO 1400) (See Roht-ArriazaN., "Private VoluntaryStandardSetting, the International
Organisationfor Standardisation,and International Law making" in YBInt Env Ly Vol.6, OUP,
1995 pp 107-145.); she argues that adopting IPVS has distinct advantagesespeciallywhere
public resourcesavailablefor standardsetting for public agreementsare woefully Inadequate.
84 Note that this will also aid and enable the effective implementation of the Pollution
provisionsunder the PHAand Water Acts alreadydiscussedin chapter 6.
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The entire ED has only 8 personnel including the DoE.85 Only one officer is
286
four
in
regions without any supporting stafrt. It is
positioned each of the
difficult to rationalisethat monitoring and auditing functions can be effectively
implementedamidst lack of logistics such as vehicles,'mobile testing units' and
87
Such
to
situations
write
up
reports.
and
stationery
even comfortable offices
provide seedbedfor influencing environmental officials to relax environmental
Incentives
to them.
by
holding
other
out
conditions
Finally, the Institutional problems are indeed very real but are not
insurmountable. What is required in my view is a strong political will and
(including
those with environmental
the
government
commitment of
Where
this
to
concerns.
exists, the
environmental
address
responsibilities)
be
functioning
the
for
institutional
logistics
will
prioritised,
necessary
institutional authority will be strengthened,cooperationand coordinationwill be
for
developed
be
the
environmental
results
mine
and
enhanced,standardswill
regulationwill be improvedwithin sustainability.
Conclusion
This chapter was set out to evaluate the extent to which environment and
development concerns have been integrated as a national strategy, to assess
the efficiency of the manner and methods of implementation of the various
legislations
linkages
to
in
identified
the
and
ascertain
any
relevant
principles
between the adverseeffects of mining in Sierra Leone and the implementation
methods.These objectives have been fulfilled through a thorough scrutiny of all
`localisation',
implementation
the
methods
under
categories
of
aspects of
`legalisation'and 'institutionalisation'.
Policy analysis revealed much of the integration objectives. National policies on
every environmental sector, and particularly the mining sector, supported the
concept of development that is environmentally and/or socially sustainable,
285Confirmedby the PRSP
Environmental
report(supran.34) p.5

286Bah S.A (supra n. 77) Note that Environmental Officers are responsible for monitoring of
conditioned EIA projects.
287Ibid.
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thus effectively localisingthe concept as a national strategy. The findings on
the efficiency of implementation of the principles identified in the relevant
legislations including other aspects of the legal character of sustainable
developmentreveal some plusesand minuses. On the strong points, legislation
dictates are being implemented to some extent to regulate mining (EIA,
developmentfunds, licencesand fees). There is in place a national Institutional
framework to coordinate environment and development issues and objectives
of relevant international conventions are been adapted within existing laws,
plans and policiesin some measure.
However deficienciesdo exist in all fields. Discretion still dominates decisionmaking processes,even with regard to implementationof legal prescriptions.
Participatory rights especiallythe accessto justice component for individuals
and groups is nil. Corporate Responsibilityis only recently been acknowledged
in mining policy but lives a lot to be desired in realty. Use of innovative
mechanisms(such as performanceagreementsand anti-pollution incentives)to
regulate mining is uncommon both as evidence of government usage or
voluntary initiative of mining companies. Implementation was also proved
severelyimpactedby legal inefficienciesrelating to conflicts, inconsistenciesand
disharmony between existing laws especially on questions of liability and
responsibility.Also exposedis the lack of guidelines,proceduresand standards
for enforcement. Further revealed is the almost redundant capacity of judicial
role in implementation and enforcements of sustainability objectives despite
their prominencein legislations;and the negligibleemploymentof adjudicatory
legal
deliberative
to
enhance
processes.A final complimentto the
and
methods
forgoing shortcomingson implementationis the evident institutional Incapacityhandicap
functionallegal
such
as
would
any implementation
and
structural,
efforts.
Premised on the forgoing implementation deficiencies and inadequacies,
mining faces little challengeon the ground, though the principlescanvassedby
the concept of sustainable development remain unaltered within legal and
policy dictates. The mechanisms (localisation, legalisation and
IAA

designed for implementing the relevant principles of
sustainable development in international law at the national level have been
institutionalisation)

justified to the extent that they have represented the lenses through which
inefficiencies can be detected at all levels of state structure. It will therefore be

difficult not to assumea direct link between the atrocities of mining in Sierra
Leoneand the implementationaspectsof sustainabilityprinciplesat the national
level.
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CHAPTER 8 GENERAL CONCLUSION

The purpose of this study has been to show that the concept of sustainable
developmentin international law is very valuable for ensuring sound legal and
policy guidance on how development activities can be made socially and
environmentally sustainable. Chapter 1 presented a background overview of
how concernswith public and private sector agendasto reap economicbenefits
from mining in Sierra Leone, overshadowedadverse social and environmental
consequencesof mining. It emphasisedthe need for a reorientation of such
activities in the concept of sustainable development In International law.
Chapter2 provesthat despite definitional controversies,the conceptdoes have
direct relevanceand primary purposein promoting environmentalprotection (as
opposeto economicdevelopment),in the exploitation and utilisation of natural
for
further
how
The
the
purposes.
economic
study
shows
especially
resources,
legal
development
is
through
the
attainable
made
robust
goal of sustainable
character of the concept, which enables its relevant principlesto be applied to
policy, legal rules and processeswith flexibility and practicability that attunes
with regulating developmentactivities at the national level.
This thesis has further demonstrated in chapter 3, how sustainability can be
achieved at the domestic level through some relevant elements and principles
of the concept- Environmental Protection, Integration, Inter and Intragenerational Equity, SustainableUtilisation, Polluter-Paysand Precaution,EIA
and Public Participation- which jointly and severally, define the social and
environmentalparameterswithin which developmentactivities should generally
be conducted. It has also illustrated how these principles effect to Impose
certain restraints and responsibilitieson developers and those who regulate
them, to implore considerationfor the natural and social environment within
which developmentactivities take place. Chapter 4 justified and illustrated the
applicability of the concept of sustainable development (through its relevant
principles)to mining generally.
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In chapters 5 and 6, this work provesthe value of sustainabledevelopmentfor
providing effective legal and policy guidance for environmental protection In
conduct of development activities, by examining as case study, the legal
aspects of environmental regulation of mining in Sierra Leone. The study
identified relevant principles of sustainabledevelopment In a cross section of
laws and agreementsof that country. It demonstratesthat environmentaland
social sustainability can be directed, promoted and/or achieved through the
formulation, Interpretation and application of the relevant sustainability
principlesthat were uncoveredwithin the selectedlegal mandates.
The thesis further proved in chapter 7, the value of sustainabledevelopmentfor
regulating developmentactivities particularlymining, by examiningthe methods
of national implementationof principlesof sustainabledevelopmentidentified in
legal mandates and policies. The Implementation aspects for ensuring
in
and
social
sustainability
mineral
environmental
promoting
compliance and
resource developmentactivities were found to be inadequate.Implementation
difficulties, deficienciesand inadequacieswere Identified, which accord mining
activities little challenge on the ground, though the relevant principles of
law
in
international
development
as represented throughout this
sustainable
thesis, remain unaltered within legal mandatesand policies. It puts into sharp
focus the Internationalconcernwith national Implementationof the principlesof
the concept as the corner stone for sustainabilityof developmentactivities, and
1
in
it.
the emphasison state and corporateaction promoting
What emerges from the entire study is a recognition that the concept of
sustainabledevelopment and its elements are not devoid of purpose, but do
hold solid valuable recipe by which economic activities can be regulated for
environmental and social sustainability. But that, the representation of these
value-orientedprincipleswithin legal mandatesand policies alone cannot direct
sustainabilitywithout effective implementation,complianceand enforcementof
rules including the promulgation and adoption of standards, viable structures
and institutions (administrative, legal and financial) that should drive them.
' See Stockholm Declaration; UN GA Resolution 44/228 on UNCED(GA Res. 44/228,1989; the
Rio Declaration; Agenda 21, WSSDJohannesburg Declaration and POI.
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Giving the severe implementationdifficulties uncoveredby this study, it will be
difficult not to assume a direct link between the environmental atrocities of
mining in Sierra Leone as illustrated in chapter 1, and the Implementation
aspectsof sustainabilityprinciplesat the national level.
Thus, the unavoidableconclusionarrived at by this thesis is that the values of
for
its
development
principles
promoting or achieving
and
relevant
sustainable
However,
these
and
workable.
are
real,
effective
mining
sound
environmentally
implementation,
be
have
through
to
to
compliance
proper
work
made
principles
and enforcement strategies and efforts, if they are to achieve their primary
objective of making economic exploitation and utilisation of natural resources
has
Specifically,
Sierra
Leone
sound
undertakings.
environmentallyand socially
to adopt precautionary values of standard setting as the basis for proper
for
This
development
environmental
protection.
activities
regulation of
development
justifies
as a process and goal-based
sustainable
conclusion
2
laws,
(legislative
be
tangible
and
within
that
and
made
real
can
objective,
judicial), rules, agreements and policies including deliberative processes,but
only
implementation,
through
is
that
complianceand
effective
attainable
one
enforcement.

2 See Higgins R.; Problemsand Process:International Law and How We Use It, Clarendon
Press,Oxford 1994, p.2. Accordingto her, international law Is best seen as a processrather
than just rules. See also, Fitzmaurice, Lowe and De Sadeleer on the legal character of
sustainabledevelopment(supra chapter 2, pp. 57 &56, ns 79-84).
I)FR
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2002
Plan of Implementation of the WSSD" Report of the WSSDJohannesburg, South
Africa, 26 Aug -4 Sept 2002); UN Doc. A/CONF 199/20 Resolution 2, (Annex at
.
johannesburasummit. org/
7-77)
at
available
<http: //www
also
html/documents/summit-docs. html>

JohannesburgDeclarationon SustainableDevelopment,Report of the WSSD
Johannesburg,South Africa 26 Aug -4 Sept 2002), UN Doc A/CONF,199/20
Resolution 1,( Annex at 1-5)
also available at <htt: /p/www
html>
johannesburgsummit.
org/ html/documents/summit-docs.
2004

Draft "Hague Conventionon Jurisdiction and Foreign Judgments in Civil and
Commercial Matters" (negotiated under Hague Conference on Private
International Law (HCCH))availableat http://www. cptech.org
United StatesForeignAssistanceAct (22 U.S.C. § 1291)
United StatesAlien Tort ClaimsAct (ATCA)28 U.S.C.S. § 1350 (Revised2004)-

LIST OF NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS
The Constitutionof SierraLeone(1991), Act No. 6 of 1991,
The Minesand MineralsAct (1994), Act No. 5 of 1994
The Sierra RubleAgreement1989 (Ratification)Act, 1989 (Act No.8) of 1989;
The Sierra RubleAgreement(Ratification)Act (2002), Act No. 4 of 2002
Loan Agreement between SRLand the GOSL,dated 2"d August 2004 (Sysmin
Agreement)
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The Bauxite Mineral Prospecting and Mining Agreement Decree 1992
The Koidu Kimberlite Project Mining Lease (modification and ratification) Act
(2002)

The PetroleumExplorationand ProductionAct (2001), Act No. 11 of 2001
The ModelPetroleumAgreementof SierraLeone
Penalties(Amendments)of SpecifiedFinesAct (1993) Act No. 9 of 1993
The ForestryAct, (1988), Act No. 7 of 1988
The Wild Life ConservationAct (1972), Act No. 27 of 1972
ProvincesLandAct Cap 122, Lawsof SierraLeone
Town and CountryPlanningAct (1946) Cap.81 Act No. 19 of 1946
Town and Country Planning(Amendment)Act, (2001), Act No. 3 of 2001
Town and CountryPlanningAct (Amendment)Decree,1967
Statutory Nuisances(SummaryPunishment)Act, of 1968
Water (Controland Supply)Act (1963) Act No. 16 of 1963
GumaValleyWater Act (1961) Act No. 3 of 1961
PublicHealthAct (1960) Act No. 23 of 1960
The ForestryOrder in CouncilCap 189,1414
The ForestryAmendmentOrder 1981
The Forestry (Forest ProtectionOrder in Council)ReserveOrders P.N No. 25
of December1982
GafeleForestReserveOrder P.N No. 26 of 1982
Woa Forest ReservesOrder (Kenemadistrict) P.N No. 26 of 1982
Tajayel ForestReserveOrder (KenemaDistrict) P.N No. 27 of 1982
MansayeiForestReserveOrder (Kono District) P.N No. 28 of 1982
Sierra Leone: Gazette No.100, of 10 March 1995; and Gazette No.43 of 30th
July, 1998

'9R

Sierra Leone: "Assignment of Responsibilities to Ministers" in The Sierra Leone
Gazette, Vol. 000(11I, No.47 of 30thJuly 2002;
Mining Lease Agreement between the GOSLand Branch Energy Ltd. Dated 22"a
July 1995

Mining Lease Agreement between the GOSLand SRL, dated 20th November,
2001

LIST OF FIELD TRIPS

District Area

Place

Bo, Southern SL

1. Baoma

Dates
03/12/02

(Diamond SCM)

2. Gbangbama

Moyamba,South-westernSL

10/01/03

(Rutile Mining)
Moyamba, South-western SL

3. Mokanji

10/01/03

(Bauxite Mining)
4. Tongo Field

Kono, Eastern SL (ADM)

05/12/03

5. Jiama Nimikoro

Kono, Eastern SL (ADM)

05/12/03

6. Bama

Kenema, South -eastern SL (ADM)

07/12/03

7. Konta

Kenema, South -eastern SL (ADM)

07/12/03

LIST OF INTERVIEWS
Name

Office/Capacity

Dates

1. BerewaS.E, Vice Presidentof SL (host to conflict resolutionmeeting
betweenKHLand the Tribal Headsof Kono)
2. Swaray-DeenM.

Ministerof Mines

18/06/04
14/12/03

3. Dr BanyaS.S DirectorGeneral,PRU

08/05/04

4. Dr MondehS. Minister(MAFFS)

13/05/04

5. Keili A.

Member,NEPB

13/12/03

Cemmatmining consultant

10/05/04
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6. BayohG.-Member, NEPB

13/12/03

7. Wurie T. Director of Mines

06/11/02; 14/12/03; 10/05/04

8. Bole Kamara 0. Deputy Director of Mines
9. Wurie A C. Director Geological Surveys

06/11/02

10. Ibrahim M. Environmental Health Unit MOH

15/12/04

11.SelluA., DirectorOf Environment

13/12/03

12. Bah S.A senior Environmental officer MLHCPE

10/05/04

13.JohnsonM.A.O Director of Country PlanningMHCPE

10/05/04

14/12/03

14.SeniorEnvironmentalOfficer MLHCPE(anonymityrequested) 10/05/04
15.BenduE.P RegionalEnvironmentalOfficer

13/12/03

16. Kamara S. Environmental Officer MLHCPE

10/05/04

17.Garnett F. Asst. Conservatorof Forest

13/05/04

18.KoromaA.P Chief Conservatorof Forests(Rtd.)

13/12/03

19.ColeT.E. SolicitorGeneral

14/12/03

20.ShowersA. Masterand Registrarof the High Court SL

14/12/03

21.Hon Matturie-JonesN.F Judge, EasternProvince

05/01/05

22. KabiaJ. MinesMonitoringOfficer (Kono)

04/12/03

23.A ChiefdomElder(Kono)

(anonymity requested)

04/12/03

24.A Localchief (Jiama,Kono) (anonymity requested)

04/12/03

25. KamaraAK MinesMonitoringOfficer (Bo)

03/12/02

26.ContehA.F. Asst Directorof Forests

13/05/04

27.JonesR.N (formerly GeneralManagerNDMC)

29/11/02

28.RepresentativeWorld VisionSL

14/05/04

29.Turay M. ConsultantDiamondValuer(GGDO)

13/12/04

30.ThomasV. formerly LegalAdviserto BranchEnergy

06/11/02

31.PaVaaka,Sectionchief (Konta)

07/12/03

32.Gill E. ManagingDirector, EgoliMiningCo. (SCM)

03/12/02

33.ShappiraY. Egoli MiningCo.

03/12/02

34.SisayJ. Directorof OperationsSRL
35.WondayS. ManagingDirector SRL

08/05/04

36. BrimaA. NMJM

14/05/04

37. Ndomahina E.T. IMBO (FBC)

13/12/03

38.Kamara E. representativeof PDA(SLTU)

14/05/04
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13/12/03

39. Dr Johnson R. Director, CHECSIL

14/05/04

40. Siaffa D.D. CSSL

14/05/04
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